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PREFACE.

The general aim of the present study Is to assess the nature,

significance, and probable origin of the elements in Acts 1-15,

which have been, or may be, styled *Semitisms'• It does not seek

to prove that Acts 1-15 either in whole or in part is a translation

of an Aramaic (or perhaps, Hebrew) source, nor does it claim that

all the phenomena in question may be explained in terms of the in¬

fluence upon the style of the author of Acts of the diction of the

Soptuagint. Rather, it is an attempt to reconcile the plain fact

of the presence in Acts 1-15 of what have been called 1septuagintal-

isms', with the other fact--hordly less clear—of the existence in

those same chapters of what wo might term 'hard-core' or 'residual'

Semitisms•

At the outset, I should like to express my gratitude to the

supervisors of my research at Now College, Edinburgh, the Rev.

Principal Matthew Black, Ph.D., D.Litt, D.D., (now of St. Andrews),

and the Rev. Prof. Norman w. rorteous, D.D. It was the study of

Dr. Black's Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Act3 (Oxford, 1946),

which first led me into this field of enquiry, and he It was also

who suggested the title of the present study. His zeal and love

for his subject have been an inspiration, and this work owes no

small amount to his guidance and criticism. Likewise, the friendly

advice and constructive criticism given by Dr. Porteous were very

much appreciated. In the present context it would also be fitting
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to record two other debts of gratitude. First, I must express

my thanks to the widow of the late Dr. A. J. Wensinck, of Leyden,

for making available—tlirough Dr. Black—a set of unpublished

notes on the Semitisms of Acts, prepared by her husband. These,

wherever used, have been acknowledged in the footnotes. In the

second place, I must acknowledge my appreciation of the help

given by Abbe .T.-T. Milik, of Jerusalem, in forwarding to me a

transcription of the passage from Dout. 18: lQf. (combined with

Deut. 5: 2b-2B) found in a leaf of a book of Testimonia from

yumran.

At this point, I must also acknowledge my Indebtedness to my

old teachers, the Rev. Principal Hector Maclean, M.A., M.Sc., D.D.,

and the late Rev. Prof. J. D. A. iacnicol, B.E., of Ormond

College Theological Hall, Melbourne. Their leadership and en¬

couragement contributed greatly to the undertaking of this research.

Mention must likewise be made of Prof. M. D. Goldman, M.A., Ph.D.,

Professor of Semitics at Melbourne, who was my first teacher in

Aramaic and Syriac. In the same context it is appropriate for the

writer to record his gratitude to the Overseas Exchanges Committee

of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria for the grant which made

this work possible.

Regarding libraries, special thanks are due to the Rev. John

A. Lamb, B.D., Ph.D., Librarian of New College, Edinburgh, and to

the staffs of the University Library and the National Library of

Scotland, Edinburgh, as also to the staff of the Public Library of

Victoria, Melbourne.
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Finally, reference must be made to my wife. Her encourage¬

ment and self-sacrifice have meant more to me than I shall aver

be able to say.

M. Wilcox.

Melbourne.

August, 1955
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INTRODUCTION.

I. Historical Survey.

Apart from the studies in the Talmudic and other Rabbinic¬

al parallels to the leading ideas in Acts, undertaken by John

Lightfoot,1 C. Schoetgen,2 and others, it would probably be fair

to say that serious work on the SemitIsms of Acts began with Har¬

vey's observation in 1857 of the variant reading of D Iron

Vttri , for rjfsjScta'&f , in Acts 3: 14, which he thought to be
traceable to the similarity of the two Syriac verbs (to

yt- g
irritate) and o (to deny). This point was one of a number

taken up by Chase in 1893, in The Old Syriac Element in the Text

of Codex Bezae,4 in which an explanation of many of the deviations

of D (and certain of its allies) from the more usual text—in this

case, WH—was sought in terms of the influence of the Syriac vers¬

ions, and In particular, of an 'Old Syriac * version which he

postulated, upon the textual tradition of D and some of its group.

It was also the deviation of D which had led Resch in 1892

to postulate two translations of an original Hebrew edition of

Acts,5 Likewise Blass, in 1894, concluded that, not only did the

text of D frequently display a reading not of the 6th century A.D.,

but in fact naus den frflhesten Zeiten",5 but also, further, that

1), Horae Hebraicee et Talmudicae in Acta Apostolorum_(1679).
2)• HuT'ae Hebraicag efr~T;;v:-.;r^^~iitTVTw~TGsta-

montum, *(1736) I pp. "405-483,
3), Sancti Irenaei,.... Adversus Haerese3, (1857), II, p. 55.
4), op. cit., p. 38.
5). Ausserkanonlsche Paralleltexte, Leipzig, 1892.
6), "Die zweifache Textflberlieferungen in der Apostelgeschichte,,{

TSK, lxvii, (1894), p. 87.



the text of Acts existed from those times in two recensions,

an original and a revised edition.1 Further, among the several

more or less basic characteristics of Lukan diction Blass list¬

ed 'color hebralcus'.2

It was left to E. Hestle, however, in 1895, to make the

positive claim for "clear traces of an underlying Semitic origin¬

al," revealed in the Greek text of the first chapters of Acts,
3

as contained in Codex Bezae. The 'traces' in question were

found in Acts 2: 47, where the Bezan variant Kofpov t for AwoV,
was thought to be due to confusion of an original and 07,

(or: and ),4 and In Acts 3: 14,—in fact a variation

of Harvey's Idea, just noted—where "inn and were thought

to have been confused#5 He admitted, however, that in this case,

the original language would appear to have been Hebrew rather
g

than Aramaic. Whatever, then, be our view of the intrinsic

value of these solutions, the key point for our present discuss¬

ion is that they seem to have impressed Arnold Meyer,'3' and more

importantly, Blass. The latter, setting out from what he was

later to describe as Hestle's 'discovery', namely, the above-
8

mentioned solution of the textual problem of Acts 3: 14, sought

to adduce further support for Hestle's theory, In the form of a

number of 'nova arguments',® based upon: (1) the use of the

1). Ibid., p. 89.
2). Acta Apostoloruai, (1895), p. 19.
3). 'wSora@ Observations on the Codex Bezae," Expos., Ser. V,

vol. 2 (1895)(pp. 235-240)J p. 235.
4). ibid., pp. 235-236.
5). ibid., p. 237.
6). ibid., 1. c.
7). Jesu Muttersprache, (1896),
8). Phil. Gosp», p. 194.
9). Evangelium sec. Luc., (1897), p. xxi.
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periphrastic imperfect and future, (2) €v t£ with infinitive

(which he styled 'venom aramaicurn'), (3) ev ' sensu Instrumen-

tali' (likewise, 'aramaismus conspicuus'), and (4) a group of

other expressions such as Wunioy » 'uko npo<f/Jubo # and
all of which he noted to be more frequent in the first twelve

chapters of Acts than in the remainder of the book. Hence, he

asked,
e?

"Quibus ex omnibus norm© id fir© eolligltur, Lucam
in priore parte exemplum allquod aramaicum satis
pres36 sequi?"^

TMs view was reiterated in his later Philology of the Gospels,

where it w&f» observed that

"The language of the first twelve chapters of the
Acts is markedly different from that in the later
chapters: in the former Aramaicisms abound, in
the latter they are comparatively very scarce..."

Thus, the second part of Acts is "an independent work by Luke"
whereas the first part "depends upon an Aramaic source."4
These two points are important .because, as we shall see, they

are very similar in principle to those upon which Torrey was

later to found his theory of an Aramaic documentary source for

Acts It lb-15: 35.® One further remark should be made here:

Blass, in spite of what he had already said, nevertheless felt

it 'easier' to explain the Arsmaisms in Acts 1»12 if Luke

vtere regarded as having used "an authority translated from the

Aramaic into bad Greek," in which he had corrected the Greek,

1). ibid., pp. xxi-ii.
2). ibid., p. xxiii.
3). p. 194.
4). ibid., I.e.
5). Vide his Composition and Date of Acts, (1916).
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"but not so thoroughly as to abolish all traces of Aramaic

origin.m1
Before proceeding further, it should be observed that,

whatever the merits or faults of the solutions proposed, and

methods employed, by these early investigators, moat of them

were concerned with the textual problems of Acta, and in par¬

ticular with the textual variations of the Codex Bezae in

Acts. This concern for the text was not always a feature of

later writers, and a number have ignored it altogether, or

else treated one text, for example, the edition of Westcott

and Hort, as 'true', thus regarding other foi-ms of it as in

fact secondary.

Alongside this development, we must set the far-reaching

criticisms of Dalmsn of the views put forward by Blass and

Nestle, and note that hardly any of their alleged Aramaisms

were allowed by him.2 In his view, many alleged cases of

Aramaism either lacked documentation as Aramaic idioms, or

were more simply explicable in terms of 'Bibllcism'. Likewise,

the hypothesis of an 'Aramaic documentary source' was regarded

by him as 'unproven* since—as also in the Gospels--'convincing

proofs' were lacking.^ This objection could, he thought, be

brought equally against theories favottring a Hebrew original.

In the case of the Gospels, he sought Aramaic originals "for the

words of Jesus only," and the opinion expressed in that connection

1). Phil. Gosp., p. 195.
2). The words of Jesus, (ET: 1902), pp. 36ff., 39-40, 69-70,
3). ibid., p. 71.



that

it is possible that the oldest Christian
writing may have been composed in Greek? and
its Semitisms, so far as they are not Biblicisnis,
are in that case due to the Aramaic oral arche¬
type (Urgestalt) of the Christian tradition,"3.

should perhaps also be quoted in regard to Acts* At any rate,

we should note that the operative words In the above quotation

are 'so far as they are not Bibliclsms', a point we must not

overlook in our approach to the problem of the Semitisms of Acts

1-15* Gregory also echoed this view concerning the origin of

of the Semitisms in th© first part of Acts. He believed it to

be based upon a source, and, in the circumstances, one which

must have come from the first Jewish Christian circles,—a fact

attested by its sAramaic colouring1 (areanlische Farbung),—but

he nevertheless maintained that

"Win haben .•• nicht den geringsten Grand anzuneh-
raen, dass unser Verfasser eine Quelle benutzt hat,
die noch in aramlischer Sprache vor ihm lag."2

That is, such source-material as there may have been was already

current in a Greek form? likewise, the speeches in Acts, though

nus wholly due to Lukan free composition, but apparently based

upon a source or sources, appeal* to have undergone revision*®
Harnack also, though disposed to think that Luke used an Aramaic

source for some of the first part of Acts,—in spit© of his mis¬

givings about Nestle's evidence in this regard,—was willing to

admit that it was 'impossible5 to deny that he might have been

dependent only upon 'oral tradition'*'4

1). ibid., p. 71.
2). Einleitung., (1909), p. 774.
3). ibid., 1. c.
4). Luke the Physician., pp. 118-119.



So, then, should sufficient proof or indication be lacking for

the existence of documentary sources and, in particular, of

such source or sources in Aramaic or Hebrew, we are offered an

alternatives where the Seaitisms in question are not Biblicisans,

it is possible that they may be due to the fact that the 'tradit¬

ions' incorporated in the Acts are often ultimately based upon

Semitic ones, or derive from Aramaic (or Hebrew) circles, some of

the older substratum thus having survived unrcvised.

On the other hand, turning to Luke's 'wealth of Hebraisms',^
Dalman observed both the rarity of a number of them, and the

presence among them of certain 'pseudo-Hebraisms', such as

,i-n(fK(^eL7o ^vuro)^ fyouf , Lk 1J 78, "formed entirely
after the Greek Bible and quite impossible to reproduce in Hebrew,

and concluded that the assumption of a Hebrew source for Lk 1-2

was "still unproved." Moreover, "the strongly marked Hebrew

style of these chapters" might, he thought, be due rather to

Luke himself since, "as in the beginning of the Acts, in keeping

wich the marvellous contents of the narrative,"3 he has used a

style even more consistently Biblical than the usual Biblical

style, intentionally, and "powerfully affected by the 'liturgic
frame of mind5 of which Deissmann speaks*"

The outcome of this is that the Hebraisms of Luke "should

properly be called 'Septuagint-Graeoisms' ..." Such a view

1)« p. 38#
2) • ibid., p# 39.
5). ibid., p. 40.
4). ibid., I.e. 5 Deissmann, BS (ET), p. 76, suggested that

Semitism was due to "a conscious or unconscious
liturgical feeling."

5). Dalman, WJ, p. 40.
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was allowed by Wellhausen,1 and expressly claimed by Harnack

for at least the Lukaxi Hymnsj* it is an opinion which has found

support among a number of scholars, notably Clarke,S Cedbury,4
5

and more recently, Sparks*

In 1912, however, 0. C. Torrey of Yale, in an article entitled

"The Translations Made from the Original Aramaic Gospels,"® took

up quite the opposite position, and claimed to have shown, among

other things, (i) that the style and diction of Lk 1-2 could not
17

be due to the influence, conscious or unconscious, of the LXX

upon Luke, but on the contrary <ii) that "the author of the

Third Gospel himself translated the Narrative of the Infancy from

Hebrew into Greek*"® In reaching this conclusion, Torrey employed

three criteria! a* The appearance of "occasional phrases and con-

9
structions which 'sound Semitic rather than Greek'*" b. Mis-

10 «

translation* And c* "The continual presence, in texts of con¬

siderable extent, of a Semitic idiom underlying the Greek Of

these, the last-mentioned is the most important, the others being

frequently of rather dubious value. Moreover, it is stressed that

no one case of alleged Semitism is held to commit the whole section,

but that "the argument is cumulative": it is "the constant re¬

iteration of indications perhaps unimportant when taken separately,

but compelling in the aggregate," which stamp the language of Ik 1-
12

2 as 'translation-Greek*. One of the examples which he adduced

1). Einl•, (Ite Aufl., 1905), p. 34.
2). LP., pp. 101-2, 199-218.
3)• Beginnings, I, ii, pp. 66-105.
4). Am.J.Th.V'xxiv, (1920), 436-55.
5)* ^liv (1943), 129-38. 9). ibid., p. 283.
6)* Toy Studies, pp. 269-317. 10). ibid., 1. c.
7). It>id., pp. 286-88. 11). ibid., p. 284.
8). ibid., p. 295. 12). ibid., pp. 285,

286.
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in support of this claim was described by Black as 'brilliant's1
namely, his explanation of the awkward phrase, (Jj iro\iv 'fovSd ,

2
in Lk 1; 39. The phrase mistranslates the Hebrew ri3 '"7ft Vh

rmn^ or less probably (as he thought) Aramaic 8J13 "Tin'''?,

which should have been rendered rifV 'loo J<*/'•*j ,

®to the province, country of Judea®• The reason for the mis¬

translation was 'perfectly obvious®,

"because in the first century A.D. the use of . K
in the signification ' province' was practically ob¬
solete, having been supplanted by the meaning 'city'."d

On this and other similar evidence he concluded that Luke did

use Semitic sources, and that, in particular, "he himself trans-

lated at least a part" of them into Greek.

On the basis of this, he made the observation, important

for our present purposes, that the evidence of translation-Greek

in the earlier part of Acts is clear? again, that the same part

of Acts also contains "a convincing proportion of Lukon words and

turns of speech."5 Consequently,

"... the appearance is not that of a Greek text
'worked over' by the evangelist? there is only
one plausible explanation, namely, that he himself
was the author of the translation."®

This theory was worked out in detail in his Composition and

Date of Acts (1916), where he contended that an Aramaic document,

literally translated by the evangelist, was clearly traceable
rt

behind the language of the first fifteen chapters of Acts.

1). AAGA, p. 11.
2). Toy Studies, pp. 290-2.
3). 1T>i<f77"pT"591.
4). ibid., p. 296.
5). iold., 1. c.
6). ibid., 1. c«
7). Following Torrey's custom, these chapters will hereinafter

be denoted collectively by the term 'I Acts®, in con¬
tradistinction to cc. 16-28, called *11 Acts®.
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According to Torrey, the language of I Acta, as he called

these first fifteen chapters, is "distinctly translation-Greek,"

whereas that of II Acts is nots in fact, in II Acts

"... the idiom is not Semitic, and there Is no evidence
that we are dealing with a version."1

On the other hand, the "unmistakable uniformity of vocabulary

and phraseology" makes it "obvious (to him who recognizes the

Semitic source) that the author of 16-28 was the translator of

1-15.He was able to find no passage or passages in I Acts,

in which the language could be said to make it 'probable* that
5

Luke was composing his own Greek. In II Acts, however, the

case was * altogether different * f not only was there "no evid¬

ence of an underlying Semitic language," but Indeed "the few

apparent SemitIsms" in those chapters were "chargeable to the

Koine," or perhaps partly to the effect upon Luke's style of

the translation-Greek he had so extensively "read and written."^
This thesis was then supported by three groups of evidences

first, a collection of Semitisms, chiefly of idioms® secondly,

some six examples of 'serious mistranslation', namely, Acts 2s 47,

5s 16, 4s 25, 8: 10, lis 28, and 15s 7j6 end thirdly, a long list

of "minor slips, including too literal renderings."17 Once again,

as in the case of the argument concerning Lk 1-2, he stressed that

his case did not rest upon any one case of mistranslation or other

piece of evidences the argument is "cumulative." There is built

up an irresistible impression that the diction of I Acts is Semitic.

1).
2).
3).
4).
5).

7s!:

CDA, p
ibid.
ibid,
ibid,
ibid,
ibid,
ibid.

5.
1.
P«
p.
PP.
PP.
PP.

c.

6.
8.
6-7.
10-22.
23-40, 41.
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In fact, so strongly was this impression felt that he wrote:
"
... It is not enough to speak of frequent Semitisms;

the truth is that the language of all these fifteen
chapters is translation-Greek through and through,
generally preserving even the order of words."1

What, however, of the quotations from the LXX found in Acts?
His opinion on this matter is quite clear:

"Luke was Hellenist enough to give, on principle, every
quotation from the Old Testament in the form in which
it had stood for centuries in the Greek Bible and was
familiar to those for whom he wrote."2

On the further, though related, point, concerning the possibility
of the style and language of the LXX having been a factor in the
production of 'Semitisms' in Acts, however, he is adamant. It is
not even possible to speak of 'the* style of the LXX, as though
it were homogeneous throughout. In any case, he asked, what was
that style, in so far as it could be characterized, but the style
of translation-Greek, and in particular, that of translation from

Hebrew and Aramaic sources?3 To the extent, then, that there was

similarity between the language and style of I Acts and the LXX,
this feature was no doubt due to the fact that in both cases a

similar factor was at work: they were both translations of Semitic

originals

One other matter was raised by Torrey, and his observations

on it are perhaps worth recording: namely, the question of the
particular type of dialect of Aramaic in which the 'source* *as
supposed to have been written, and the evidence available for Its

1). CPA, p. 7.

2). ibid., P* 58.
3). ibid., P« 3.

4). Ibid., P« 9.
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* reconstruct Ion* He regarded a thoroughgoing attempt at such

a ♦reconstruction* as a rather arbitrary procedure, whose end-

product could only be "artificialHe drew attention to the
limited sources of information available, and his estimates of
the various possible elements of material are instructive. Three
main sources ere mentioned« first, the Aramaic of the *Biblical*
period (3rd to 2nd centuries B.O.), of which our knowledge is

». 3
"meager"} secondly, the dialect of the Onkelos 'fargum, with
which our acquaintance is "hardly more satisfactory," while the
language of that work, which he thought to be •mainly second
century A is "a translation idiom," having "all the character¬
istics of such a creationfend thirdly,

. the valuable, though very scanty, eld afforded
by Mogill&th faanlth and other bits of the genuine
Judo'ait speech of the first or second century which
have been preserved in the Talmud and elsewhere."0

One final comment might bo made on this works Torrey,

throughout Ms investigation, has consistently disregarded
the evidence of the Codex Bnaaej moreover, little or no note \aJc.
has been made of textual variants.^ Thus, the practice begun

by the older scholars in the field has been neglected, under
the influence of the view that Codex Besae represented a com¬

paratively untrustworthy form of the text of the JIT. This view
is clearly expressed by him in a note, which includes the words

"... the text of Acts which has come dovm to us,
especiallyHEn Cod. B and its nearest associates,
is very old and correct."7

Codex B and its associates, on the other hand, are "later and
all but worthless.1,0

X). CM, p. 9. }"«•• ?• »• 71 • 40'«( TfnrS i » &)♦ ibid., 1. c. n. 1.
3} • Ibid.* l'c! 6). e.g., in Acts 8). ibid., 1. o.

3J 16.
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We might summarize the foregoing account of Torrey'e argu¬

ment as follows:

1. With regard to the source-question, there is but one

source behind I Acts; it was originally in Aramaic, and was

translated into Greek by Luke, who also adapted the quotations

from the Old Testament to their LXX form* In II Acts, Luke is

following no such source, but is composing freely in his own

style*

2* In the case of the 'language' problem, Torrey has taken

a very guarded position; however, it seems clear that of the
materials available for the reconstruction of the dialect in

question, he preferred the evidence of the Judean Aramaic port¬
ions of the Talmud, and similar writings, while his criticism

of the dialect of the Onkelos Targura, namely, that it is a

'translation-idiom*, seems fair enough.

3. Ke is almost indifferent to the 'textual problem' as a

vital issues an importance it certainly has, but not for his

present study; for that, apparently, he regarded the WH-texfc,
or something very like it, as quite sufficient*

Detailed treatment of the principal solutions proposed by

him will be found later in this study; for the present we might

perhaps content ourselves with observing that some three of them
have appealed to a fairly wide group of scholars; they are his
explanation of int to uot'o in Acts 2: 47, and his treatment of
the difficult passages In Acts 3i 16, and 4: 25

1), For example, these (and also, his soltition of the sense-
problem of Acts 10: 36f.) appealed to both Dodd,
APD, pp. 34-37,& 53-54 , and W. L. Knox, The Acts of
the Apostles, pp. 19-21, 31.
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As we might expect, the theory just outlined was subjected

to no small amount of criticism, even at the hands of those who

were in the main impressed by It, Among the principal criticisms

raised against it are the following:

First, the criterion of •mistranslation', ;vhlch Torrey him¬

self had described as "extremely precarious,was precisely the
g

one on which most stress was in fact laidj again, many of the

alleged mistranslations have been seriously challenged,^ and are

frequently "far from cogent. Secondly, Semitisms are found in
5

other places: namely, Paul's letters, and Iiermas. In view of this

fact, Cadbury was led to ask the question,

"was it not possible for a Christian or a Hellenistic
Jew to write a narrative as Semitic as that of Luke
without being a translator?"

Likewise, there are parallels to certain Semifcisras of I Acts in

II Acts, found, "not in isolated passages, but regularly wherever

the situation suggests the same mood, De Zwasn claimed that

they formed, in fact, "an Imposing array,H and that, "between
chapter xvlii. and xxli. they are even thickly enough strewn to

impart a distinct colour to the whole .It is therefore hard
to write them off in the way suggested by Torrey, as either due

to the Koine, or to the effect on Lukan style of the translation-

Greek of the first fifteen chapters. That is, some other explanation

should be found.

1). Torrey, Toy Studies, p. 285.
2). Cadbury, "Luke-Translator or Author?", AmJTh, xxiv (1920),

p. 438.
5). Of. Burkitt, JTS, xx (1919), pp. 321f.
4). Sparks, "The Somitisms of Acts," JTS, (H.S.), i (1950), p. 17.
5). E.g., Wx -ri M , I Co 7: 5, 11: 20, etc., and fw

, t»)v , Acts 7: 25, Hernias Vis. 1:1:8, 5:7:2, etc.
6). Cadbury, oo. eit., p. 445.
7). ibid., p. 448.
8). Beginnings, I, ii, 45.
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Secondly, "the unusual similarity of phrase and idiom" which

permeates Luke's writings, and is "abundant where no suspicion of

Semitic influence exists," was thought by Cadbury to be "plainly

due to the Greek style of the author."* Consequently, it was

hard for him to accept a claim for Semitic influence in a phrase
o

that is repeated in Luke's writings. Alongside this objection,

he also felt that simpler explanations were sometimes overlooked

in favour of others presupposing demitic influence.5 Moreover,

certain passages were alleged to be mistranslations of Semitic

phrases, although the "correct rendering" appears elsewhere.4
Furthermore, the 'sharp line of division' at Acts 15: 55 has been

called in question, since, while some passages in I Acts appear

to be "quite as Greek in diction as some in II Acts,"5 (for example,

the letter in Acts 15: 23-29, which Goodspeed described as "the

most perfectly Greek letter in the New Testament"), it is also
true that "the supposedly untranslatable passages in Acts" are

not confined to I Acts, for instance, Acts 24: 18.®
Thirdly, Voste thought it dangerous to attempt to recover

the original Aramaic of a Greek text, believed to have been mis¬
translated, end then to attempt to deduce from this Aramaic,

"doublement hypothetique," a corrected Greek text.

There are still further objections and difficulties. Foakes-

Jackson, for instance, although willing to concede that there

1). Cadbury, op. cit., p. 448.
2). ibid., p. 449.
3). ibid., p. 450.
4). ibid., p. 451; cf# Acts 2: 47, 6: 17.
5). Goodspeed, "The Origin of Acts," JBL, xxxix (1920), p. 87.
6). ibid., p. 87.
7). MB, (n.3.), xiv, (1917), p. 302. (A review of Torrey's

Composition and Pate of Acta)•
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might have been Aramaic sources behind I Acts, nevertheless
considered the view that "nothing but Aramaic sources" was

used "extremely doubtful;" Indeed, the idea that Luke simply
translated,

"... adding nothing of importance of his own, and
adapting nothing to prove those points -which he de¬
sired to establish, is, judging by his use of Mark
and Q,, . . . incredible.. "1

Again, Bacon objected that, "however convinced we may be that
chapters 13-15 come directly from the Aramaic,"2 yet in view
of "the curious fact" that these chapters contain the "India-
pensible Vor^eschichte"5 to Acts 16: Iff., their ultimate back¬
ground would seem to be nevertheless a Greek source. Likewise,
Sparks observed that Torrey's hypothesis left unexplained, not
only the use of the LXX for the Old Testament quotations in Acts
It lb-15: 35, (in spite of the explanation of these quotations,

given by Torrey4), "but al30 the LXX background which is observ¬
able throughout.Furthermore, he continued,

"... the hypothesis of an Aramaic original for I Acts,
the work of an author other than St. Luke, fails to
account for the Incontestable unity of Acts as a whole."6

The foregoing review of the chief objections raised by
various scholars against Torrey's general position, makes it
clear enough that the theory has not commended itself in its en-

7
tirety to more than a few; on the other hand, it has received a

1). "Professor C. C. Torrey on the Acts," H'iR, x (1917), 560-1.
2). "More Philological Criticism of Acts," AmJTh, (1918) xxii,

do » 22—5•
3). IbidV, p. 13.
4). Cf. supra, p. 10; CPA, p. 58.
5). JTS, (N.S.), i (1950*7, p. 19.
6). ibid., p. 21.
7). E.g., W. J. Wilson, cf. HTE, xi (1918), pp. 74-99, and

522-335.
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certain amount of qualified support, especially from de Zwaan,^"
Foakea-Jackson, Dodd,° Knox,^ and recently, from Williams.® The

opposition of Cadbury, oparks, and others, has already boen ob-

served. But just as important as the difference of opinion it¬

self, are the reasons for which the one group finds the theory,

admittedly in modified forms, feasible, while the other group

holds it to be quite improbable. At the risk of a certain amount

of oversimplification, it might be said that, broadly, the former

group is more concerned with the nature, extent, and intrinsic

(historical) worth of such source-material as may have been used

by Luke in the making of Acts5 whereas the latter group is con-
7

cerned rather with the old view, noted earlier in this chapter,

that Luke's style and diction in I Acts particularly,--though

also elsewhere on occasion,—reflect that of the LXX. They thus

hold that Acts is in the true sense not so much a compilation,

as a genuine literary composition. In this way, do Zwasn noted

"the curious fact «. that if •• an Aramaic source or sources be

assumed" for those parts of Acts where the evidence for such

factor or factors seems stronger, "they coincide with the rough

average result of current source criticism#"® On the other hand,

Sparks was able to describe the Seraitisms of Acts on the whole as

'septuagintalisms', being "one element, and not an unimportant

1)# Beginnings, I, ii, 48ff.
2)# 'Trrrofess'or 0. G. Torrey on the Acts," HTK, x (1917), pp#

352-81.
3). .AFP, pp. 34-5 (especially p. 35, n. 1), 36-7, and 53-4.
4)* The Acts of the Apostles, pp. IS, 19-20, 31#
5). Ic^eiTeT"INT, (2nd edition, 1953, revised by C. 5. C#

Williams), pp. 101, n. 3, and 102.
6). Cf. supra, pp# 13-15.
7). Of. supra, pp. 6-7.
8). Beginnings, I, ii, 48#
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element," in Luke's "total dramatic scheme;" they are thus

"nothing less than 'pieces of literary scenery', deliberately
devised and cunningly conceived to provide the right background

for the action.In a more recent paper, however, Sparks ob¬

served that, while it may be true that we are justified in seek¬

ing Ssmitisms in various parts of the New Testament, yet, if any

theory of Semitic sources is to have reasonable cogency, it ought

at least to harmonize with, or take some account of, present more

or less accepted results of source-criticism. In this connection

he called upon the Semltists to "tie some of their own loose ends

together."^
On® point, then, clearly emerges J apart from the detailed

examination of the various possible and alleged Semitisms, which

is, of course, essential In any treatment of the Semitic factor

In Acts, some account must be taken of such Semitisms of I Acts as

are also found in, for example, the so-called 'We-sections,' and

in II Acts in general.

The next phase in the treatment of the question of Aramaic

sources in Acts appeared with the publication by Black of An
%

Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acta, in which, as ?/ell as

urging the very greatest need for caution in the employment of

alleged mistranslation as evidence for Semitic originals,4 he

made two other, and far-reaching, criticisms of much of the

1). Sparks, op. cit., p. 27.
2). "Some Observations on the Semitic Background of the Hew

Testament," SKT3 Bulletin, II, (1951), p. 40.
3). Oxford, 1946; 2nd edition, 1954.
4)« ibid., pp. 6ff.
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earlier work: one concerned the nature of the original language

of any supposed underlying source-material; the other dealt with

the question of text. They might he summarized as follows:

A. The assumption made "by Dalman, and since followed un¬

critically by many other workers in the field, that our primary

authority for the language of Jesus was the Aramaic of the Targum

©nteelos and the Targum Jonathan, "cannot now be justified.

Accordingly, the matter must be treated afresh, and new sources

sought *

8. The other assumption, which did not feature seriously

in the early studies of Wellbauson, Nestle, and Bl&ss, was that

no other text than WH, or Tischendorf, or at the very least some¬

thing almost identical with them, "has the same claim to the con¬

fidence of scholars as the best single representative of the

Apostolic autographs♦However, in the light of Wenslnck's

researches, which seem to have disclosed 'much more evidence of

Aramaic influence in Bezan Luke*, and moreover, indicated that

the Aramaisms of that text "contributed substantially to the

solution of the great textual problem,the Godex Bezae at least

should be included in any such Inquiry into the nature of the

Semitisms of Acts.

Regarding these criticisms, we may remark that, in the case

of the language of the underlying source or sources, if such there

1). AAGA, p. S.
2}. ibid.> p. 6.
5). ibid., 1. c.
4). ibid., 1. c.
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be, it might, a priori, equally well have been either Aramaic

or Hebrew* We know that Aramaic was spoken afc the time of Christ,

and the traces we have of it in the Gospels, ©s well as the names

and other transliterations of it elsewhere,3- indicate that, in par¬

ticular, it was spoken in pieces closely connected with the events

narrated in these writings. Thus far we might proceed with some

degree of certainty. However, what type of Aramaic dialect? We

are once again left with the question which Torrey raised in this

regard? but Is any closer determination of its answer possible?

Black rejected the view, as we have jxist remarked, favouring the

use of a dialect closely related to that of the Targums Onkelos

and Jonathan. His objections were that {!), the language of
O

those writings is too stilted and Hebraised,^ and is in most

places hardly more than a literal rendering of the Hebrew; in this

he was in agreement with Torroyi and that (ii), it is well known

that these Targums were for a time in Babylon, a fact attested by

the presence in them of certain traces of Babylonian Aramaic in-
4

fluence# He therefore turned away from these sources, to the

freer, and more idiomatic Aramaic of the Palestinian Pentateuch
Gk

Targum, as displayed in the Old Geniza fragments, the free

haggadie portions of the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan,0 and the fragment

Tangum.*7 These were to be supplemented by the evidence of the

1). ef., e.g., Acts Is 19, etc.
2)- MGA, pp. 17-18.
3). Cf. supra, pp. 10-11; also Torrey, CM, p. 9.
4). AAHA, p. 18.
5). ibid., pp. 18-21; cf. P. Kahle, Masoreten des Westens,

ii (Stuttgart, 1930), for the texts.
6). Edited by M. Ginsburger| Cf. also Black, AAGA, p. 21f.
7). Edited by M. Ginsburger; cf. also Black, A AOA, p. 21f.
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1 p
Samaritan Pentateuch Targum, and the Targma to the Hagtographa •

These have the merit of not having "been seriously edited and

standardized, whereas the reverse is the case with Onkelos and

Jonathan. The Targums just listed, then, either are, or contain

elements which are, products of an early time. Black indeed ob¬

served that, not only did the large number of borrowings in the

Palestinian Pentateuch Targum from Greek indicate a period for

its composition when Palestinian Aramaic was spoken in a hrllen-

istic environment, but further, that some parts of its text could

be dated with certainty to the first Christian century or even

5
earlier. Likewise, he showed a preference for the Aramaic of

the Palestinian Talmud, since the stories found there, though

belonging to the period between the fourth and sixth centuries

A.D., nevertheless are not translation Aramaic,

"but original Aramaic composition ... written in the
simple, unliterary style of the popular anecdote."^

He also mentioned as sources, Palestinian Syriae end the Aramaic
c

of the so-called Samaritan Liturgies.

With regard to this question of language, we ought at least

to note that there is another block of source-material, but this

time, not for Aramaic, but Hebrew. We refer, of course, to the

recently discovered texts from the Dead Sea. area, These writings,

in view of their roughly contemporary dates (in respect of the

1). Edited by A. Brflllj cf. Black, AAGA, pp. 18-19, 24-25.
2), Edited by P. de Lagardej cf. Black, op. cit., p. 22.
3). AAGA, p. 20.
4). iA-id., p. 22.
5). ibid., pp. 23—5.
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dates of the New Testament writings), and their having emanated

from a community living in an area geographically proximate to

that in which so much of the action of the New Testament took

place, should probably be treated as good evidence for the type

of Hebrew which was known and used in approximately the same time

as tho underlying source-material for Acts, if there should

really be any, was circulating. We might list a few of the chief

texts: the Manual of Discipline, the Hymns from the Judean Scrolls,

and the letters.^- These show us a free, living language, and

attest the fact that in the times under consideration Hebrew was

no dead language,nor even very unusual. The finding of these

scrolls has removed one of the objections against Torrey's thesis,

and indeed, against the •Semitic approach* school generally,

namely, that

"one is hampered by the difficulty of finding any
Hebrew or Aramaic documents of any sort definitely
referable to the first century with which to compare
the supposed Hebrew or Aramaic manners of speech in
the Gospels and Acts.2

The second factor mentioned by Black, that of text, has in

recent times been dealt with by Torrey, as he had foreshadowed in

his Composition and Date of Acts, in the publication, Documents

of the Primitive Church (1941), where an elaborate attempt was

made to explain the Aramalsms of the Codex Bezae. These were

supposed to have benn due to the fact that D was translated into

1). Cf. J.-T. Milik, "Une lettre de Simeon bar Kokheba," RB, lx
(1953), pp. 276-294; Isaac Rabinowitz, "A Hebrew Letter
of the Second Century from Beth Mashko," BASOR, No. 131
(October 1953), pp. 21-24.

2). E. J. Goodspeed, JBL, xxxlx (1920), pp. 87-88.
3). CPA, p. 40, n. lj cf. also, p. 11 supra.
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Oreek from a (hypothetical) Aramaic version of the so-called

*true' text •" Wo thus seen to bo faced with a new form of the

theory proposed by Chase, which hes been outlined, aboveln

this case, however, Aramaic has taken the place of Syrian#

though whY it should have# la not clear« At any rate, it would

seem that, by presenting us with, a theory which depends upon

supposition in two important steps# the supposition of an

Aramaic version of Acts# and the further assumption that such

a document# Itself mattested# was translated into Crook as our

Codex Beaae, or perhaps its ancestor# Torrey has complicated the

textual problem# rather than eased it# Nevertheless# if the main

trend of the argument Is unacceptable# some of his notes on Acts

are helpful# especially, perhaps, that on Acta 3: 14, where the

form ijp\rfad<s$t » found in the 'true* text is traced to nmiD,

'you denied# declared false#' whereas the 1Western1 Is

traced to prvrtDf® such points as this will be discussed in the

course of leter chapters•

There is another way yet in which the Approach to the textual

problem has been modified in recent times# the rise of the so-called

♦eclectic' method of textual determination# It Is a well known

fact that both Clark and Ropes, for example# are prepared# on

occasion# to admit into their respective texts# certain readings

from those Mad# whoso authority they do not otherwise accept#4

1)• DPC# pp. 121, 124, 147-8.
2}# 6t♦ surra, p. 1#
3). DPC, p# 145.
4). Tor instance; (a) Clark# The Acts of the Apostles. (1335)#

pp. 22-3# Acts 4s 13# accepted K*t ww*«• # although it
was omitted by D; likewise# pp# 24-5#, Acts 4: 25# he
read <» # whereas D road not o but Vf «

(b) Ropes# Beginnings, X# ill, 22, Acts 2s 37,
accented the omission of Aonreuf with D 241 LvtS^S.
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This procedure has now been developed by Kilpat .rick3" and
2

Menoud, into a regular method of textual criticism, Menoud

described the purpose of the method, as applied to the B text

and the D text, as

"not so much to make a choice between them, as
to work back, if possible, to the primitive text with
the aid of both recensions,85'

That is to say, the procedure as employed by Kilpafcrick and

Menoud rests upon a new estimate of the relative values of both

the B text, and the D textj in particular, a principal factor

has been the growing appreciation of the worth of much of Codex

Beaae. In this connection, the disclosures of Wenslnck4 and

Black concerning the sesitisms of D have played no small part.

Also, as Menoud remarked,

"... progress in the study of the greet Uncial manu¬
scripts and the discovery of Greek papyri such as P.58,
P.48 and P.45 have definitely established that the
Alexandrian text is itself a revised text which 'cannot
be traced back beyond the third century*' It follows
that both the B text and the D text must be regarded as
t\vo different recensions of a lost primitive text."8

He noted the further point, too, that the 'Western' authorities,

though presenting some bad readings, nevertheless contain a number
7

of very good ones, especially in the matter of geographical data.

He thus quoted with approval the observation of Klijn that

"We can never speak of a bad text or a good text in
general, only a text with many good readings or few
good readings."®

It follows that, in the caso of the two great textual families

1). "Western Text and Original Text in the Gospels and Acts,"
JT3, xliv (1943), pp. 24-36.

2). P. H. Menoud, "The Western Text and the Theology of Acts,"
SWSS Bulletin, II, (1951), pp. 19-52.

3). ibid., p. 20. *
4). Cf. supra, p. 13.
5). AAGA, passim.
6). IMnoud, op. cit., p. 20.
7). ibid., p. 21. 8). Ibid., p. 21, n. 12.



mentioned, It is not enough to assume the superiority of the one

at the expense of the other? each case of textual variation must

"be decided upon its own merits. In making such decisions, Mexioud

pointed out that "we are not without criteria j he was thinking

of the traditional riiles, such as that concerning the greater

antiquity of the reading which explains how all the others came

Into existence, and that concerning the/preferabllity of the

'harder reading', other things being equal. But in addition,

as a reSiilt of the work of Black, other help may indeed be forth¬

coming. He found that the textual variations of D and HB, though

they do not point to the existence of 'two editions' of the Gospels,

nevertheless "suggest two {or more) different redactions of what

was substantially, if not verbally, the same original Gospel text.8®
Consequently,

"♦.. the redaction represented by the Bezan Codex has
preserved more of the characteristics of the pre-Vulgate
'fluid' textual period, the primitive type of text in
earliest circulation, than the Vatican-Sinaitic
redaction,"

In brief, the more 'Aramaized' reading Is, other things being
4

equal, to be preferred.

There is one further question, arising in part out of the

criticisms made of the 'Semitic approach' by such scholars as
c

Cadbury, Clarke, and Sparkst that of the source or sources of

the Old Testament quotations in Acts. In spite of their dis-

1). Menoud, op. cit,, p. 22.
2)» AAGA, p. 214.
<3)» idicl., p. 21o•
4) • xold,, PP ♦ > <-14 •

5). Cf. supra, pp. 6-7, 15, 13-17j 3ee also, p. 10.
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agreements elsewhere, Torrey and almost all of Ms critics alike

have assumed that Luke in Ms Old. Testament quotations always

used the LXX, It is, however, not completely clear that this

is in fact the case, and this doubt is felt with no small strength

in the case of the many allusions to the Old 'Testament found in

I Acts, The variation of some quotations and allusions in the

New Testament from the forms found in the LXX is a well lcnown

fact, and Swete endeavoured to list the possible reasons for itj^
but while allowance must be made for the effect upon the text of

these quotations of such factors as citation from memory, and so

forth, the possibility of independent translation from the origin¬

als, together with that of the use of some alternative version of

the Greek Bible, cannot be overlooked. This matter must assume

increasing importance in the light of the finding in the Qumran

area of texts of the 'Septuagint' at slight, though important,
o

variance with our accepted LXX, " and also of texts of the Hebrew

Bible betraying a textual tradition nearer to that presupposed

by the LXX than that of the MT»®
Allied to this question is yet another: to what extent can

we reasonably explain certain at least of the Semltisms of Acts

as ♦septuagintalisms'? Thus, while few would doubt that the

style and I>->ngu&r~ of the LXX had some considerable influence

upon Luke, and. , .equently, upon Acts 1-15, yet, even where it

does seem to have left its mark, is it thereby clear that no

1)* Introduction, p» 594.
2). ~G£~~. D, Bar thaiemy, "Redecouverte d'un chafnon manquant

da 1'Kistoire de la Septante," RB, Ix (1953), pp.
18-29.

3), G. E. Wright, "The Qumran or Dead Sea Manuscripts," in
Archaeological News and Views, BA, xvi (1953), p, 68b,



other factor was operative? This point is perhaps particularly

pertinent in the case of those so-called septuagintalisms which

are found hut once or twice in the LXX itself, but which neverthe¬

less do not sacra, in the context in Acts, to be allusions in the

strict sense# Further, when an odd phrase such as this occurs

a few times in, let us say, I Clement or Hermas, in addition to

its occurrence in I Acts, may not its presence in Acts then look

like something more than mere coincidence? To put it another way,

even if it were found, acceptable to describe some of the 3omit isms

of Acts as se$tuagintalisms, would it not be also relevant to

attempt to ascertain their mode of selection?

IX# Limitations and Procedure*

In the previous section, we attempted to sot forth in out¬

line the methods and principal results of previous studies in

the field of the Aramaic and Hebrew of the Book of the Acts of

the Apostles. In the light of those attempts, we shall proceed

to explain the limitations and methods which it has been felt

desirable and indeed necessary to apply to the subject-matter

of the present Investigation#

The enquiry will in the first place be developed along three

lines, corresponding to a fundamental subdivision of the evidence#

Semitisms can be divided for convenience into quotations (or

allusions) and non-quotations. The latter group is further capable

of subdivision into words and other elements of style and diction

which can be exactly paralleled in the LXX, and those which can not#

Thus, we have three classes of material to examine? (1) quotations

from, and allusions to, the Old Testament! (11) elements of style
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and diction which can be exactly paralleled in the LXX, but which

do not constitute, or appear to constitute, either quotations from

or allusions to, the Old Testamentj and (iii) similar elements of

style and diction which can not, however, be exactly paralleled in

the LXX. All three classes come under the heading of Semitism,

since, prima facie, all may be due to, and would be explained

naturally by, an underlying Semitic source. The precise mode of

treatment and limitation for each class in its turn is, however,

another matter.

In the case of the first group, the 1 quotational1 class, we

shall not include all cases of quotation or allusion found in I

Acts, but only cases where there is divergence from the commonly

accepted text of the LXX. In these cases, we shall consider

Semitism of some sort to be indicated, if it can be shown with

regard to any particular case discussed, that the quotation or

allusion incorporated, therein is not directly due to the LXX,

but in fact deviates from the LXX In such a way as to bring it

—in that point of difference-~±nto agreement with the textual

tradition found in some one or other of the several Semitic

authorities available. That is, the purpose of examining this

class of evidence is to determine whether there is any affinity

between textual traditions to be found in I Acts of the Old Testa¬

ment, and those preserved in such authorities as the Fragment

'Targun, or the Samaritan Pentateuch Targum; and if so, to as¬

certain to what extent, if at all, such affinity represents a

form of dependence upon some type of Semitic source. Naturally,
i

quotations and allusions found in forms verbally identical fee-

those found in the LXX are excluded, 3ince their conformity might

be due to assimilation: it does not, at any bate, indicate source



The second class are certainly in a sense Semitisms: that

is, they are words and phrases the construction or application of

which is not only unnatural as Ireok, but would also and especially

be nonasi and idiomatic if understood as representing a Hebrew or

Aramaic form. Por instance, the expression £V tw with following

infinitive would naturally reflect the Hebrew l with infinitive

construct. However, sines these words and constructions are also

found in the LXX, we cannot accept them as they stand as evidence
*1

for Semitic sources; for, as has been observed elsewhere, an

( an) alternative explanation is possible, and has, indeed been
often claimed: they have been described as 'Biblicisma' or

p
'Septuagint-Cfraecisms', to use Dalman's expression. That is,

their presence in Act3 has been explained as due to the influence

on Luke's style and language, of the LXX which it was held was
*iL

very familiar to him. As we have noted earlier, Sparks thought

their presence due to Luke's artistic bent, and went so far as

to describe them as little more than "pieces of literary scenery."

Consequently, this type of theory must be tested to determine, if

possible, whether, and if so to what extent, it can afford a

reasonable explanation of the facts, or whether some other factor

or factors appear to have been at work in the selection of the so-

called 'septuagintalisms.* This in turn may throw light upon the

question of the origin and nature of such sources as there may

have been behind Acts*

With the third group, discussion of Semitisms in the full

sense begins: they comprise those expressions the presence of

xrtiich in Acts appears to indicate some form of translation

from, or employment of, Semitic originals, but which can not

'V\^P\ (3/ 1.,



be explained in terras either of quotation or allusion, or of the

influence, direct or otherwise, of the style and diction of the

LXX upon the writer.

No example will, of course, be admitted into classes two or

three for which a parallel is known to exist in the Koine, and

no instance will be considered under the third classification

if it is also found in the 'We-sections* of Acts, or in II Acts

generally.

Our sources for the language of such underlying source-

material as may have been in Aramaic or Hebrew are as followsi

for Aramaic, the Palestinian Pentateuch Targum. in its Old Cairo

Geniza fragments, the haggadic portions of the Targum Pseudo-

Jonathan, the Fragment Targum, the Targum to the Hagiographa,

the Samaritan Pentateuch Targum, and the Samaritan Liturgy,*-
supplemented by Aramaic portions of the Talmud, Biblical Aramaic,

the Targum to the Prophets, and occasionally, Targum Onkelos;

for Hebrew, the Biblical material will of course be used, but

recourse will frequently be had to the Qumran MS3», and other

recent finds, especially the non-Biblical Manual of Discipline,
o

Judean Hymns, and other work3 contained in the Megllloth Genuzoth,
K ~~~~~

together with the letters found at Wadi Murabbacat and elsewhere.

The procedure adopted in the enquiry will be first to estab-

1), Edited by A* E. Cowley, Oxford, 1909.
2). Edited by E. L. Sukenik, Vol. ii, (1950), Biallk Foundation,

Jerusalem.
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11 ah the text of each case under consideration, where it is in

important doubtj then tc investigate the example in question;

finally, to assess the bearing of the results obtained, on the

question of the existence of underlying Semitic sources, their

origin, nature, and probable extent.

With regard to the matter of textual determination, we have

already referred, to the special problems of Acts, in that the

B text end the X) text not infrequently appear to represent two

different recensions, both of considerable antiquity and worth.

It follows that we shall from time to time have cause to avail

ourselves of the * eclectic* method of textual criticism, of

which mention has already been made. In addition to the criteria

there mentioned, the traditional ones together with that added

by Black, concerning the greater antiquity which is probably to

bo predicated of the 'more Aramaic' reading, we might note yet

another; where two readings of apparently equal worth occur,

the one which is nearer to the style and diction of the LXX is

to be regarded as of probably less worth, as its resemblance to

the LXX may be duo to assimilation, whereas difference from the

language of that work could not be so explained, and is probably

more authentic.

Next, no use may be quoted as Semitic without documentation,

and the mistranslation-criterion Is to be regarded with very great

caution throughout.

Finally, no prior judgment is made upon the questions of

the existence or otherwise of sources, their original language,

or the use made of them. All examples are to be judged on their

own merits, and our conclusions must harmonize with them all.
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CHAPTER II,

The Old Testament In Acta 1-15.

As we have noted In the foregoing discussion, it has not

infrequently been held that the source of the Old Testament

quotations and allusions in Acts is the Septuagint: this is

one point at which Torrey and Sparks find themselves in agree-
«j

msnt. The case was elaborated in some detail by Clarke," who

did, however, note points of difference and even, in some three

cases, admit the possibility of derivation from some non-Septuagint

source or sources. Examples of the type of quotation which has

given rise to this view are the following? Acts 4: 25b-2S (Ps

2: 1-2), ?! 27b-28 (Ex 2: 14), and 15; 35 (Pa 2; 7b-c). Other

instances might also be cited.

Closer examination, however, reveals that in no inconsider¬

able number' of cases, the Old Testament quotations and allusions

in Acts 1-15 present us with a text differing in varying degrees

and ways from the form presented by the Septuagint as we now know

it. This investigation must not be limited to quotations, but must

also deal with allusions since, although some/quotation or quotat¬

ions may have been assimilated to the Septuagint-form, it is quite

possible that allusions, precisely because less capable of exact

definition, may have escaped such a process; for the same reason,

1). Cf. supra, pp. 24-5, etc.
2). Beginnings, I, ii, 56-105; concerning the possibility of

the use of a different translation of the Hebrew, see
pn* 97-8 of this same article.
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however, too much stress should not be laid upon thorn, and their

evidence.

Our present problem, then, is to obtain a *test-group1:

that is, to assemble a group of instances of quotation and allusion

in which deviation of the text of the Old Testament as it is cited

in Acts from the accepted text of the Septuagint finds support in

some other authority, Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic, We have observed

in another place,^ that cases of quotation employing a text In

agreement with that of the oeptuaginfc are inadmissible as evidence,

since their form might be due either tc assimilation or to the

original influence of the Septuagint on the writer of Aots. If,

however, we can find oases which behave in the way indicated in

our definition of the 'test-group', some degree of community with,

or dependence upon, a tradition or traditions external to the

Septuagint as we now have it, will be confirmed. Furthermore,

If it can be shown that there are certain texts, occurring more

than once in Acts, and there differing from the Sepfcungint, but

nevertheless agreeing with eachother, we shall have another strand

of evidence supporting such a view. We shall now proceed to the

evidence itself.

I*

In Acts 13s 22, in the speech of Paul at Pisldien Antioch,

we reads

, gu^ov Zl +<JU 6 ToV (roO "B, v'oV D)

JrffJL Kttrl -ojV KjpSuv jxou ,

J, -noijrti TfAvTd. Tk juou .

Leaving aside for the moment discussion of the Bezan variant

noted above { </wV for roO )# two allusions wore noted here by
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Westcott and Hort,^ who unciall zed them. They are: (i) the

words c-opov&aoi'4 from Ps 8S(B9): 21 (although LXX, MT, and Tar-

gum ©re all In agreement In this); and (ii) ( ) k-at* -r^v
• K<4£d f*v (ftoo), from I Kgd. 15: 14. The third line of the verse
cited above was claimed by Swete to have come from Isa 44: 28.2
However, let us turn to discussion of the second of the allusions

observed by Westcott and Hort, namely, that to I Kgdt. 15: 14,

Apart from the change of peo for <<otoo , required by the
context, we may note first the 1 substitution* of uvfyj for the
.'tivQpwrov of the LXX. Further, although hvyp was classed by

3
Hawkins as a 'Lukanism*, it is, nevertheless, a more accurate

»

rendering of the Hebrew WH, Moreover, had Luke been composing

this speech himself, and following the LXX as it Is alleged he

used to do, we might at least wonder why he should have mads the

change. If, now, we consult the Targum to I Sam 15: 14, we find

that it differs strikingly from the textual tradition presupposed

by the LXX and MT. It reads: n'rilH "7'IP T31,4 This half-

verse actually replaces that found in the MT, which

the LXX renders *i/0pt*irov katj. ty kdpfu* auto*. Now, as it stands,
§

HPiTH might be viewed either as a singular or as a plural, so

that Yf© might translate: "a man doing his will{s),,f or in Greek,

Ttoioovrj. ta tilroo , This might easily he repres¬

ented by aiffpJ. ... oj* KOItjrtl etoToo f the more so if we
recall that the participle, in Palestinian Aramaic, serves

1). NT, i, pp. 227, 586b.
2>* Intr. OTG, pp. 598-599.
5). florae* aynoor,ieae, (2nd edition, 1909), p. 16.
4). Lagnrde,*" Froph. Chald., p. 81, lines 51-32.
5). I.e., n *m wn" "or n *m tn : see Stevenson, Gram., Sect. 14,

p. 42.
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was an ordinary future tense and as the English
Indefinite present ( — future) in conditional sentences..m1

Regarding the 7raVr-/, it is possible that it may be duo to the

editor, or perhaps to assimilation of the words to the form of

the passage from Isaiah, suggested by Swete. That the letter's

suggestion was in fact the original form of the quotation seems,

in tho light of the foregoing, an unnecessary compplbcation of
the matter.

One difficulty remains: the words /cat* -t^v tc^StUv [ f*0"]-
These are also those of the Septuaglnt, in the passage alluded to

( I Kgd 13: 14)} but they are clearly not due to the influence

of the Targum, as they are absent altogether from it. The MS.

E omits them: but this is not easy to explain. If they were

originally absent from the text, it is hard to see why they should

have been inserted, whereas, it would be just as difficult to ex¬

plain their excision if they were in fact original. Further,

the words () ... ojf TtoiqfSt irJivru tU fxou would
hardly suggest I Kgd 13; 14. Thus, on the face of it, we should

probably regard the whole couplet,

. TyV jJ.00 y

. 0§ TfoiynT« WdVM ylt f

as coming from the same ultimate source, whether that source be

a speech-fragment from Paul, or an alternative form of the Greek

Bible. Decision in this matter will have to be guided by other

evidence.

1). Stevenson, .Gram, Sect. 21,9j p. 56.
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3ome light may be thrown upon the matter by the .following

observations. Bruce noted that the two quotations, Et^oy &t*ujcf£
(T'3 88: 21, i r 39 : 20), and kj.-tu 't*jv ka^Smyyu«Xl Kgd 13.
14), "are also conjoined in this way" in I Clem 18s 1, "where

also Up* takes the place of dv^cotroY •. The Clement passage
is:

{ SfyoV ) Z(*£fA KdTY. TJpY JJOO ,
&olo£i& YoY rod tcGVeli .

y ' » / ■> / >/\ , /
efV £Ac(i uhjyiv iXpitfei uoTOY .

On the basis of this, he concluded that the later writer had

probably been influenced by Acts, and cited in support a com¬

parison of I Clera 2: 1 with Acts 20: 35. He also observed that
Y r- O

Codex B omitted dYM* • Perhaps an alternative explanation of

the facts would be to see in the words a 'testimonium-fragment1

current in the apologetico-liturgical use of the Church# In this

regard, several points may be made# First, not only is there
3

evidence that such fragments were used, but in particular,

there is evidence of the use of 'composite1 testimonial for example,

the fragment found in the fourth -^umran cave, containing Deut 18s

18 combined with Deut 5: 25-9, and apparently so used by an early

Sect.^ In the next place, the quotation Yuf wliWy -too Qyyatov,
CD reads ufoo for 9oIy/too ), in Acts 2: 24, is also found in

Polycarp 2: 2, and as we shall observe later, is paralleled in the

1). The Acts of the Apostles, (1951), p. 265.
2)# l!b'id#, 1. c.
3). Of. C. H. Oodd, According to the Scriptures,(1952), passim#
4)# Cf. J.-'P, Milik, lettre de Sim§on bar Kokheba,M RB, lx

(1953), pp. 290-1 j the text of it was coxmiiUnlcate3 in
a private letter dated 18th January, 1954.
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Judean Efrmns.1 Thirdly, precisely because the following phra.se

in Acts, oS "rtonjfii rw jivy just discussed, occurs in
the Targum version of I Sam 13: 14, it would be easily omitted

from use in a (later) Greek-speaking Ctmrch, such as was probably

that at Rome from which Clement wrote. Thus, oven if it were

proven that I Clem here is in fact dependent upon Acts, that

would not tell against the authenticity of the reading in Acta.

Finally, if the words oj ^lot^u iM*rd m ^coo did in
fact come from Isa 44: 28, we might ask why they are not present

in the composite quotation found in I Clem 18: 1. That is, it

is probably a fair interpretation of the matter to suggest that

these words were, in fact, not recognized as being a quotation

at all,--which would be quite natural for anyone unfamiliar with

the Targum. In any case, the words of Isa 44: 28 did not apply

in the original to David, but to Cyrus? whereas those of I Sam

(I Kgd) 13: 14 did apply to David.

We are left, then, with the possibility that the double-

tradition of I Sam 13? 14 was known to whoever was responsible

for the words as we find them in Acts. At all events, it seems

a fairly reasonable thing to describe the passage under discussion

as betraying a cormnur ity of tradition between itself and. the Targum.
C / A p

The reading of B in Acts 13: 22a, f'ov for r<»u , may be original,

or may be no more than an explanatory embellishment? the fact that

I Clem 18: 1 has the usual text here perhaps tails against D. In

any event, the difference is of little consequence for this study.

1). Cf. pp. 65-67, infra.
2). Cf. p. 32, supra.



Another case is possibly to be detected in the sane chapter

of Acts, also in the mouth of Paul, who this time is found speak¬

ing to Bar Jesus, the sorcerers (Acts 13: 11),

.M-oU YvV l<Tcu \ctf ko^iou £1II <rt ,

./foil CSp Tv prj fiXfrfwY -TOY rjXtoY K<* tfpv .

For the present wo may omit discussion of the first half of the
, ■> \ /

verse, vvY*.. /vi at which seems to display a style rather re¬

miniscent of that of the Greek BibleLikewise we shall pass by
?! V

the expression tJ'feo at the end of verse lib, which Torrey
2

and Tensinok were disposed to claim as en Aramaism. J Turning to

the remaining words, k*u £fn -rv/Xoy ftXfuuYtoy'j\iof we may note
the idiom 'not to see the sun', meaning 'blind': this is an

unusual expression, but its parallel in Ps 57(58): 9, both MT
s

and LXX, does not appear to have been noticed. The LXX, which

reads a different meaning into the text in the first part of the

verse in question," nevertheless in this Idiom follows the MT:

, KM o'vX f»<Tsy ToV <)X»oV „

There is, of course, no place in the LXX for the occurrence of

, but again, in the MT, there is no word to which it

could apply. In the Targum to the Psalms, on the other hand, we

find: "like the untimely born and the mole, who are blind toad

do not see the sun," in Aramaic,

. ...STOW prn vbi j'TO smwsi s^m3 T'n.5

1). Of., e.g., U\ vyy ( tingi ), and tv! -ns* ( . . >? *
2). CPA, p. 7; 7/ensinokl, unpublished note, notes Zp^4 Jh*4J
3). Tt is not listed by Westcott and Hort, Sv;ete, Clarke,

Purdie, or Toy.
4). Vis., tvfatfs vty, j the MT iai...^ irn-^s). atfK >95.
5). Lagardo, Hag. Chald., p. 32, lines 24-5.
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That is, then, if there is here any true allusion to the

Psalm in question, it would aeon to be to the form preserved in

the Targum, rather then that found in the other texts. To put it

another way, it is suggested that we may have here a second instance

of 'community of tradition* between the words of Paul., as cited in
1

Acts, and a Targum.

Now, community of tradition between texts in Acts and Targumic

ones is not as rare a thing as we might imagine, a fact which we

hope to illustrate in later pages. However, in the present con¬

text it may bo worth reporting a case of this sort of quotation

which appears to be found in another place in the New Testament,

namely, in the Epistle to the fphesians. In Eph 4: 8, we find:

opo$ rsotrfv' oii^^ciXuxf'si^
£ SuiKiy iQ^AT-t -tot ) Av&^to 7T0/J .

The reference is to Ps 67(68): 19. But the LXX reads not c'jwkiV*
but (so also MT: hnnb ); likewise, LXX reads not -ro7f

.7, but S' so 1ST: tilHI). Tertullian, on the other

hand, reads^ instead of the wo/j" uvd^toTioijoi WH,

"eleganter f i 1 i i s h o m i n u m, non passim
hominibus."

That is, in Greek, wo7y violf wuw Turning now to the Targum,
we find:

HDS^H) KIT'IT HIT IT (H"13 nTD) 7'pl'? HDp'^D

.HT3 m1? pnD pnb Hrnn' ,(HITPIH TUI?.5

l).

2).
3).

It may bo, of course, that the idiom is not an allusion,
but a case of Bomitism: but in view of other cases to
be cited, together with the previous one, it perhaps
seems more likely that Paul is citing from a Targumic
source. The previous verse, Acts 15: 10, contains an
allusion to Hos 14: 9j another allusion would, not be
surprising.

Marc. 5: S.
fjagarde. Has:. Chald.- o. 5ft- n**»«
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Now, as W. C• van Unnik, of Utrecht, has observed,1 the NT text

here agrees with the Targumic tradition, In reading eSwxsV,
Targum snin',{'thou didst give')* Moreover, if we read with

Tertullian, we have yet another agreement of the Text of Eph 4: 8

with the Targum, 'filiis hominum' with Tg. W?3 '33b, 'to the sons
O

of men.1 Though it is plain that the words of Eph 4: 8 are not

taken verbatim from the Targum, which has also inserted several

other phrases—those bracketed in the quotation as cited above,

meaning "Moses the Prophet," and "thou didst teach the words of

the Law," respectively,--yet it is nevertheless a legitimate in¬

ference that the writer to the Epheslans (perhaps Paul?) was here

qtioting either from, or in the light of, an Old Testament textual

tradition resembling that of the Targum, but disagreeing with the

tradition preserved in the LXX and the MT at this point. Mow,

while it is by no means agreed on all hands that the Epistle to

the Ephesians is Paul's work, yet it is probably fair to say that

the onus of proof rests -with those who deny Pauline authorship,

rather than those who do not. If we were certain of its Pauline

authorship, we would have another point in favour of a\ithenticity

of parts, at least, of the record in Acts of Paul's words: In any

event, it would seem that use of such 'extra-Septuagintal' textual

traditions is not confined to Acts, and so cannot without further

proof, be attributed to Lukan editorial activity. It may well be

original.

1). In conversation with Prof. Matthew Black.
2). The WII-text as it stands would be a more idiomatic rendering

of the same Aramaic text: perhaps that is a reason in
favour of the reading of Tertullian. In any case, both
disagree with the LXX and the MT.
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This kind of phenomenon is, however, by no means confined

in Acts to PguI's speeches. If we look at the speech of Stephen,

Acts 7: 2-53, we shell find a number of similar cases, where there

is agreement with a Targtan against the readings of both MT end LXX.

They are:

A. Acts 7: 3. i'lflV Itfty *ivroV £k gjS <Coc»
.tCdl tfjs (rufyzvi/oif <roo}
.Kotl Slog9 £'f VyV Y*)f y* *01 cTfc iO .

Oritical: (i) in ): sed D ,

(ii) Mi 2°)i o* BD. sed add l« K AC ..

The above are the only Important variants, for our purposes

at any rate, and two comments may be made in passing. First, in

the case of (i), the Bezan reading deviates from that,of the LXX,

whereas that of the WH-text (including &ABC etc.), does not: it

may thus be preferable here, as being less 'assimilated1 to the

LXX; it does not, however, presuppose a different meaning.

Secondly, the reverse of this is the case in (li), for here the

harder reading is probably that of BD (that is, WH), which is

less assimilated in this place to the LXX then the alternative

reading. We shall read accordingly."*"
Consulting the LXX parallel, however, we find that not onl?/

>

has a whole phrase been omitted from Gen 12: 1, namely, t* you.

• oikov "to3 *rttiTj<>oj <foo , but also the word StO^o haa been 'inserted*j
further, on comparison with the MT, Samaritan Pentateuch and the

Samaritan Pentateuch Targum, we find the LXX reading supported.

1). It may be worth noting that In the case of both these
variations, the text of the Codex Bezae presents
the 'harder* reading: in both cases it diverges from
the LXX-rending.
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But not so the Targum Pseudo-.Tonethan, which reads as follows:

"Go out from your land, he separated from your kinsfolk,
go forth from the house of your father, go to the
land which I shall show you." ( 13 *t>n tn kV *? * r)

That is, the clause in acts 7: 5b, SiOpv t>$ yyj/ *v fflot,
, finds an exact parallel in this Tar,gum, the corres¬

ponding to the b'T of the Targum. The text of Acts, then, in this

OT quotation, which Clarke styled a 'free use of the LXX',^ seems

to be in fact in accord, at least in this last clause, with the

textual tradition, not of the LXX, but of one of the 'aberrant1

Semitic texts, namely, the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. Once again we

seem to have found a point of contact between a Targumic tradition

and a text in Acts.

B. Acts 7: o. K*t ofSioxsy etv rZf kArjfoVov-n* «v
rtoJo^ , k.- r -a (Of. Deut 2: 5b).

As we are confronted by no serious textual problem here, we

may proceed to discussion of the textual affinities of this

quotation. The four principal authorities are as follows:
? \ \ r/l < ^ J \ /\ ^ ^ J K ^ t f n

LXX. &i> f4*} vpi'S aMo ryS y^/ ois/rto/ ooct Trot "J
MT. T™ 7r DDb fhX-Kb '3
Sara P. . ~[~I"TD 4"1" nWT D"~1^r DDT TrlH Kb

spTg. ^T-i-wn Q"to xt? nm' naw-iK Tb nm1? TJIN KVH
From this table it is apparent that not only is Acts 7: 5 at

variance with the LXX, but also with the MT, which is here in

agreement with the LXX. The two Samaritan authorities, however,

1). Edited by Ginsburger, p. 20.
Beginnings, I, 11# pp. 66, 90.

5). The Targum Pscudo-Jonathan agrees with MT here.
4). A correction would be t? ?
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differ from the reading of the LXX and IT, in that they add
ITsn* (SPTg. nfTP) after "~lSh, in addition to having it later

in the same verse (vs. 5c), in corn-on with the MT and LXX. But

this added word would naturally be represented by ^
in a Greek version. Thus, the reading of the Samaritan texts is

here in line with that of the quotation in Acts. That is to say,

there would appear to be an affinity of textual tradition between

this text as represented in Acts 7? 5, and the two Samaritan

authorities. We should note that one of them is an Aramaic text.

C • Acts 7: 10b. w«t -rif-,Trny oi</ rof rjfoujitvo* za' At'yuirTo-y
.X-Uji^KAC) "oAoV ii>v oUoV cn/rcy) *. c<\-

The textual question here need not trouble us, and we may,

in fact, observe that at this point there is agreement between

Codex B and Codex D. The allusion in this verse is to Gen 41:

2
(40), 41, 45b. Turning to the LXX, we find verses 41, and 45:

Gen 41: 41.7/^ KA0'<r-ryyd o~t S/jps-pov Am truryf yjf AiyJ-rrov
41: 45b. kai </WoV ryf yfjf A'yvmpo

It is evident that, in any cose, the allusion is 'free', since
» v ,

the reference to -tov onto* dvr is drown from vs. 40: the key word,

however, present in Acts, but absent from the LXX, and with no

known or extant equivalent in the Hebrew MT, is rfyoupLtvof ,
'leader'. If, now, we set out the same verses as they appear in

the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, we read:

1), The word n«n», 'possession, inheritance', occurs in the
9T, and is rendered by both and «\r)^oyoyx/'A f
in the LXX, on occasion. For example, the former ren¬
dering is found in Jos 12: 6, Deut 2: 5,9,19; the latter
at Daut 2: 12, 3: 20, Jo3 1: 15, etc. Further, tho
verb, nq represents the principal root behind the
LXX word (Of. Hatch-Redpath, pp. 758a-769)«

2). ?7©stcott and Hort give fchese references.



vs. 41s... .D'nsrn kthx ?<? ? 3 p o *jjp ji»3Ett Tn1
VS. 43b: d '""IXTD"! Kynx P3 pW T 3 1 0 n Tl7 '3721 1

The additional word, not found in the LXX, KT, or even the Samari¬

tan authorities, namely, p"io , means 'leader, officer,'2 and

Jastrow gives it as the equivalent of the Biblical Hebrew T13,
• T

'leader, ruler, prince,'^ which, in turn, is very often rendered
c t 4

by the LXX, yjyouyiVoS . That is to say, in yet another case, the
text of Acts in an Old Testament quotation (or rather, allusion)

is at variance with the LXX, and in the very point of difference

reveals an affinity with the textual tradition preserved in one

of the 'aberrant' Semitic authorities, in this case, the Targum
A

P s eudo ~ Jone then.

D. Acts 7: 4. In this verse, we are told that Abram's

journey to 'the land in which you now dwell,' from Haran, took

place 'after his father (Terah) had died.' But, on the chrono¬

logy of the M'T and the LXX, Terah died aged 205, Abram then being

135 (that is, seventy years younger than Terah): thus, this view

would indicate that Abram left Haran about 60 years before Terah

died, since he was 75 when he loft (Gen 12: 4). On the other

hand, the Samaritan Pentateuch and Pentateuch Targum both give

Terah's age at the time of his death as 3.45 years, (Gen 11: 32);

1). Ginsburger, p. 77. The meanings are as follows: (41) HLo,
I have appointed thee leader over all the land
of Egypt"; (43b) And he appointed him leader over
all the land of Egypt ....

2). Jastrow, DTTM, (ii), p. 1028a.
3). BDB (1st eci77 3-906), p. 617b.
4). e.g., I Kgd 25: 30, II Kgd 3: 2, 6: 21; etc.
5). Though Ps 104(105); 21—LXX—speaking of Joseph,^has:

Ktrifrnrsf tV+oY Kvgiof ( |ns)r«5 ofxou utrov, tui~ fyX<>Y7mc
vff Krjnvf *2roO.... , we would need—if we tried

to use this as an explanation—tc show how the KvgioY .
came to be changed to rj^oufj-tvey •
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consequently, on their chronology, Abram would have been 7b both

at the time of his father's death and his departure from haran.

Thus, the oamaritan traditions would agree with that founa in

Acts 7j 4.3" It Is worth noting that Philo has the same tradition,

.TTfOftfOV yU£P tK i'kPjS yjf AfajJifA COKrjJtY
sf XiffjVj tf\ tunjiwrof (ft ulry rod naifof IkCiQi kak rudryS fitr^'iTdrAi .

Thus, although the presence of this tradition in Philo may rsise
3

a number of other problems, it is nevertheless true to say that

we have here an allusion in Acts to the Old Testament, akin not

to the LXX, at least as we have it, but rather displaying some

affinity to a tradition preserved in the Samaritan Pentateuch and

the oamaritan Pentateuch Targum*

E• To conclude this group of cases where Acts appears to

incorporate textual traditions of certain Old Testament passages,

which are at variance with the LXX and the MT, even where these

two authorities presuppose the seme, or virtually the same con¬

sonantal text, we might add Acts 7: 32, also from Stephen's

speech. The quotation, from Ex 3: 6, is also foxm<f /

(Peter).

o $ tof -Tujyf lUTtfcdO foo , o &iof 'a
. tcA IOAK r(A.L

Critical Note: Before IOA* and , EHP add o Otof.
I) adds &tof , in each case: K ABC are as above.

The variant readings noted here indicate that ('D)EHP read

a text closer to the LXX (and, incidentally, closer also to the

1). This fact is noted by Clarke, Beginnings, I, ii, 98.
2). De i'jgrctiene Abraham!, xxxii. (Loeb edition, Vol. iv, p.

P547)™:
3). For* instance, it may suggest the use by Philo and Luke of

a text of the Greek Bible varying from our LXX: or,
nerhaos. of the employment by both of common traditions.



MT, which repeats ), so that the tf&BC-reading is harder,

being less assimilated to the LXX. Apart from this, however,

there is still one more deviation from the LXX and the MT: the

use of the plural, to»v 7m7^«/tfK that is, rfrniX), where LXX and
MT read the singular, -n>0 rwp/f rfw( TflK). This might have been
discounted as due to assimilation to other passagesin the OT

where the plural is in fact found, for example, Ex 3: 13,15,

were it not for two other facts: a. from the context It is clear

that Ex 3: 6--the Voice from the Bush to Moses—is intended, and

b. at this very point, the Samaritan authorities, both Pentateuch

and Pentateuch Targum, alike read the plural, "['ma and *pmx,

('thy fathers') respectively. An additional support may be found

in this, that in Acts 3: 13, in Peter's speech there, the same

form is employed.

In view, then, of what has been said above about Stephen's

speech, we are perhaps justified in regarding the present case

as one, not so much of assimilation to the LXX of Ex 3: 13,15 etc.,

as of community of tradition with the Samaritan, and therefore

?nwn-Septuagintal', authorities.

II.

There are at least two cases where the text as we have it in

Acts seems to presuppose a textual tradition similar* to that of

the MT, although at slight variance from the LXX. They are:

A. Acts 7: 16. The phrase Jos 24: 32,

Plhn-'in-riKh). This phrase is never found in the LXX, which here

reads instead, rJi 'hpopptLitoV• On the other hand, Aquila and
Symrschus both read r£v JmV fEuuva (es does Acts 7: 16), thus
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employing the more literal rendering. In any case, we cannot

derive the phrase from the DCS, although ire might do so from

the Hebrew, as was the case .in the other two Greek texts noted.

We must not, all the same, overlook the possibility that, in

view of the exact correspondence between the translations given

by Aqui la and Symmachus, on the one hand, and Acts 7: 16, on the

other,—-at least in this point, the text as it appears in Acts

may have been due, not to direct use of a Hebrew original, but

to the employment by Luke, Stephen, or the circle from which the
1

tradition of Stephen's speech emanated, of a text of the Greek
2

Bible at variance with our LXX, and nearer the Hebrew#

B. Acts 8: 32. Although the greater part of this quotation—

an explicit one, too—-from Isa 53; 7-8, is cited apparently ver¬

batim from the LXX, yet there is one point to which attention

should be drawn: the principal authorities for the NT text,
«j /

with the exception of 3y*, Iron., and Tert., have the word uvros.

after rod Ktpovre? » whereas the LXX--with the exception of
(ras K c ,c)AQ—omits it. Some may see In this case merely the

following by Acts of the A-text of the LXX;^ an alternative view,

nevertheless, seems at least arguable, namely, that some influence

has 1 oen felt from the textual tradition of the MT, which reads:
*

n'T 71 { '3?7.or perhaps more probably, from that found in the

TargUiii to the Prophets, where it is written: KHTTi Dim

1). If, of course, it was transmitted in any form, and not
merely composed to suit the occasion by Luke.

2), We have already alluded to the existence of such texts,
see p. 25, supra.

3). Cf. Clarke, Beginnings, 1, ii, 95: Swste, Intr. OTG, 395,
and 298, n. i.

4). Lagazde, froph. Chald., p. 279, lines 6-7; note that MT
has the plural, 'its shearers', whereas the Targum reads:
".. and like the sheep that is before him who shears it."



That is go say, the verse as cited in Acts 8: 52 seems to agree

at this point at least with the Targum and the MT, against the

BX-form of the LXX.

Prom the foregoing, it would appear that two results emerge:

First, it is clear that the quotations and allusions to the Old

Testament in Acts 1-15 are certainly not all "taken from

the LXX exclusively,or at least, if they are, then the

term 'LXX* must be held to cover another recension of the

Greek Bible, besides that which we normally indicate by that

term*

In the second place, however, it seems that certain of them display

features, at once varying from the LXX as we have it, and

in the point of variance itself, agreeing with some other

authority or authorities, sometimes the MT, but usually a

Targum or the Samaritan Pentateuch,

This is not, of course, to claim direct dependence by the

text of Acts on these other authorities! such a view would have

to be indicated on other grounds to be conclusive. In any case,

there are frequently differences between Acts and these other
p

authorities, as a glance at the discussion of Acts 7: 3, will

show. Here, while the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan contains an element

corresponding to the <fiOpo of Acts, yet it also has verbs in two
other places not found In Acts (although only one case can be

compared exactly, owing to a textual omission of a clause).

1), Swete, Intr, OTG, p« 398,
2), Cf, supra, ~pp« 40-41,



Let us pass now to the na t stage in the argument of this chapter.

III.

In the case of three of the Ola Testament quotations and

allusions in Acts, we find that they appear twice in the book,

and interestingly enough, present on their second occurrence en

Identical form, compared with that shown on their first appearance#

Moreover, in these three cases, there seems reason to believe that

they represent a non-Septuagintal text of some sort. They are

Deut 18: 15 (or 18), Acts 5: 22 and 7: 37; Ex 3: 6, Acts 5: 13

and 7: 32; and Deut 21: 22, Acts 5: 30 and 10: 59b. Before we

proceed to discussion of them, however, it should be noted that

another Old Testament text, Ps 15(16): 10, occurs in I Acts twice,

Acts 2: 27b and 13: 35b, in both cases the quotations being in

exact agreement with the LXX; the slight modification in the

second case, Acts 15:55b, where ov is read for oolz , is due to

the style and syntax of the context, which necessitates the words

being introduced in this way, owing to the omission of the previous

and correlative clause, we should also observe that all the cases

noted in this paragraph are found in speeches. We shall now deal

with the three cases named first.

A. Deut 18: 15(or 18): ft r*V cof

.£**<rry<r<t Kvptef o fcoS <ri>v <fot, n xX.
The text as it appears In Acts is as follows: of

tfvpiof {Acts 7: 37 omits Kvjptog <9foj sk t&v ^><Sv,v^u»v
,co$ {fit . That is, several observations may be made. First, both
Acts 3: 22a and7 :■ 37 present a word-order and content identical

with eachothcr, apart from the omission noted above of the word



. KtsfioJ by the latter. Secondly, in the matter of word-order,
it will be seen that, if anything, the word-order of the text as

found in Acts Is slightly nearer to that in Deut 13: 18, as opposed

to Deut 18: 15, though we should not© that the form in verse 18

omits altogether the words and reads ko* f for
^ / J „

. ctVu nrjfit , with the corresponding third person olvwv , replacing

. <foo . Thirdly, in certain respects, the text as we have it in

Acts appears to be based on the LXX rather than the MT (or more

strictly, the textual tradition preserved by the MT). This appears

In the absence of any word or phre.se-*- to render the Hebrew nor,

apart from the simple £H , though elsewhere in the LXX this word
2

is found rendering Hebrew Xiptt. But if so, it would be hard to

explain the change from the form in oirr LXX, and the more so in

the light of the fact that the text occurs in an almost identical

form in both placesj the further point that the two quotations

are in the mouth of different speakers (Peter and Stephen). Thus,

judgment on the matter must be reserved for the present.

B. FIX 5 : 6. 'Zyk 0^-L O &to$ Xol ITclljoof <foo }
. 9iO$ W) Oiof I SoXk tCA c Qtof Itlrtuyf,

This has already been discussed somewhat above,0 so we shall con¬

fine ourselves to pointing out the nature of the text as in Acts:

Acts 5: 15. o 0X0$ 'A ffMp *** 'IxuXk Ktii 'Ukv/, o ho$ rr^rl^^v jr)fi(3vj
Acts 7: 52. £yw o &(of tw 'V^tc^oY^oo^ o 6to$ kaI'Icoak k*i 7

The allusion in Acts 3: 15 is naturally a little froer than the

1). For exam;e,£«c* gen.j cf • Ex 51: 14, Deut 2s 15,
16, 4: 34, etc.

2). E.g., Lev 17: 4,10, 18: 2,9, 20: 5,5, o,18j Hum 14 J
44, 15? 30, Lent 2: 14, 18:18. Etc.

3). Cf. pp. 44-45.
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quotation of Acta 7: 32, yet both clearly echo the seme tradition

in the matter of (I) the omission of &£<>$ before UaJik and

, and (ii) the use of the plural loLTificV in place of
the singular , thus differing at two points from the LXX,

though nevertheless agreeing with each other.^ Moreover, in the

case of (ii), their affinity is with the tradi ion contained in

the Samaritan authorities, as we have remarked earlier.2 Again,

the two cases are found In the orations of different speakers.

Thus, if the alterations were due to 'loose citation', or 'memory1,

for example, we might find it hard to explain how that 'looseness'

happened to be apparently independent of the speaker. To put it

another way, we have here what seems to be en indication of the

use of a common source of the quotation.

G. Deut 21: 22. This case is rather more problematical

than the previous ones, but is included here for completeness.

The LXX at this point reads:

. K*l l KfijuJ-ryrt J.lro1 £Tf/ K.JfX
The text as found in Acts is best quoted in its immediate contexts:

Acts 5: 30.c'y Sju£t$ (Tt£^£lfi<fAr#tj K^f^etrAvnf^ lui
Acts 10: 39b. ivri \et/j fin ^.v\oo .

From the contexts, together with the fact that the following verse

of Deuteronomy (Deufc 21: 23) is quoted in Galatians 3: 13, it

seems clear that the allusion involved in the verses in Acts noted

1). They also differ in these respects from the MT.
2). Cf. supra, pp. 44-5.
5). It refers here to the Death of Christ, and to the 'Curse'.



Is to Deut 21: 22. It is not, however, strict, a foot which is

apparent on inspection* Examining them more closely, we may note:

(1) the word (Acts 5: 30) occurs but twice in the NT,"®"
and is far from common outside that work. In the i!T, it is con¬

fined to Acts. The corresponding word in Acts 10: 39b, Uvdigtu> ,
o

is listed by Hawkins as a Lukanism: both words have the meaning
' slay', a meaning which may perhaps also be found in the oLjioOwn.
of the LXX, if we regard it as a passive of sense for the verb
j ^3 f
'uhoktsiw • (ii) The 7 cases of in the Nov/ Testa¬

ment include 4 with the meaning, *to hang (on a cross, or tree)':

namely, Lk 23: 59, of the unrepentant thief, the two verses under

discussion, and the verse in Galatians (Gal 3: 13). The word is

found in the LXX some 37 times, and not infrequently in the idiom

sn) poXou, (Hi) The words are seen to be the same in
both allusions, though differing slightly from the LXX.^

To sum up the foregoing: not only do these three references

occur twice each in Acts, but indeed they preserve the same, ox*

very nearly the same, .form on both occasions of their appearance.

On the other hand, while they agree with each other, they neverthe¬

less disagree to greater or less extent with the LXX (and in one

case, Ex 3: 6, cf. Acts 3: 13, 7s 32, with the MT also, though

agreeing with the Samaritan authorities). Finally, in two cases,

Deut IS: 13 (?15) and Ex 3: 6, the allusions occur in the words of

different speakers, namely Peter (3: 13, 22a) and Stephen (7: 32,37).

1). Acta o: 30, & 26: 21.
2). Horae dynontlcae, p. 28.
3). t&J, I, p. 199b.
4). Both, for example, omit the

again, both employ the
df/roS after the word
participle.

CO



That is, we way have here (i) evidence for some sort of source,

which is (11) common to, and so possibly independent of, both

the speech of Stephen and that of Peter in Acts 3, or if it be

not independent of one, it may at least bo presumed to be so of

the other• Row, either this 'community of tradition1 is editorial,

or non-editorial. If the former, the suggestion would be that Luke

was here employing a (Greek) Bible-text differing slightly from

our LXX; if the latter, it would seem what both Peter and Stephen

were drawing on some common scarce of Old Testament quotations or

some common text of the Old Testament. In either case, however,

it would seem to be indicated to some degree at least that the

underlying source of the quotations in question was Greek rather

than non-Greeks the identity of word-order in the case of the

quotation from Deut IS: 15 (?18), for example, is hard to explain

on any other view. Nevertheless, this is not the place for final

conclusionsj we must proceed to investigate the question, whether

there is any evidence of the nature or original language of the

supposed * source * of these quotations.

IV.

In the matter of the source or sources of the text of the

•aberrant' quotations and allusions in Acts, the remark of G. D.

Kilpatriek, of Oxford, in relation to similar phenomena in the

Gospel according to Matthew, is perhaps relevant, namely, that

"Where a New Testament quotation differs from our LXX,
it does not follow that it represents an immediate -as©
of an Hebrew original or an Aramaic Targum."*•

1). The Origins of the Gospel according to St. Matthew,
T5£F§k71346, " p. U. ~ ~~



The question, then, may be stated thus? Are the Aberrant* Old

Testament quotations and allusions found in I Acts dependent on

a Greek Old Testament source, or otherwise? That is, how far,

if at all, could such an hypothesis be sustained? Or again, have

we a text of the Greek Bible which would fit the case?

A# The first possibility which presents itself is that of

a relationship of some sort with one or other of the texts pre¬

served in the Variant Readings of Origen*s Hexapla.*'' A, Sperber

of New York has argued, on the basis of an examination of the

Hexapla,2 that (1) the fifth column—the LXX—there reflects

"two independent translations" of the Hebrew Bible into Greek,5
the variations between which seem to indicate (ii) "two Hebrew

Bibles,"4 such that (ill) the one is "closely related to that

textual family • ••• known to us as MT," whereas the other seems

to resemble that of which "we still have in the Samaritan Penta¬

teuch a direct offspring in Hebrew,"5 and that finally, (iv) the
Bible used by the Apostles was "identical with the asterisk type

of the Hexaplaric LXX."6
In the table which follows, we shall set out those cases

where it is possible to compare the Old Testament quotations and

allusions in Acts with their counterparts in the Hexaplaric frag¬

ments of the LXX preserved in Field*s edition of Origen*s Hexapla.

!)• That is, the variant readings listed under "al. exempl,"
v, and , in Fleld,S edition of the Hexapla.

2). "New Testament and Septuagint," JBL, lix (1940), pp. 195-294.
5). ibid., P- 237.
4). - ibid., P- 246.

5). ibid., 1. c.
6). ibid., p. 285.
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Table 1.

N0.

1

2

5

4

5

6

7

8

9

1Q

11

12

Acts •

Chap •
& Vs.

3 s 22 /V *r£v vlliJV
(7 S37)
7:5 ouSi Pq^fL 7ro&of

y - v.

7: 14 SK ^(yyKiKfA 7r/y«
(cV f$T Kxl vtvf£ <£.■£)

614 LvfcSP Sy )

7 s 23 Tovf A fz\pooy til/too TodS
vfaOS

7: 27 *V#j? ft ka flcir,
7: 33 ro vvo£nu*.{c* add

fa* )
10 s 37 coj ttytSiS *5riv o

(D: o v
13 S 18 u>S i\o rtofcpqef A.i toZi

ibid. ** I*?

13 s 41 'iitfi-, ot KATHfoovnruij
T$. j Kail 'oUp-ly/U'

18: 9f My 4cfo3... <f,ort ly*o
« Clfi.1 f^t-TA •

23: 5. f^£\ovru *-tav X^oG foo

OT., *

Chap.
5c Vs.

Relevant OT texts as

in Hexapla (Col. 5).

Deut
18:15
Deut
2: 5

Deut
10:22

Ex
2:11

Ex
2:14

Ex
3: 5

Isa
61: 1
Deut
1:31

ibid.

Hab
1: 5

Jer
1: 8

Ex 22:
28(27)

0* ffifOV TuitllS.
0 ' ; cv&1L fiijjurf i\you£x^Tio^ej
0 *: t/PfopJtiorrj-i al ex

. i ✓ ff &»kL*JKtvrA
, Tfivrt.

0 S * —r- To $ u't»u/

011 X' t*'S

0' : Tfi v noiyp*. (00*^
0 it*\e*<r* pi
0' :Tfonofi<y'j<rti (potior

scripture tr^cro^o-
*ry'*- alia ©x.^t^ o-
*TX0^0^qff- iff-. .

0 ' } ff if ypt -r rctingv"
'. :■ ■'

0*s'<-«£ faofftrArt (al ox
add >vi 7'/ft) ,

.-rK*i *ficiv!r(h}rf V<L
0* : Vacat; al ex-7**7^1

. trronPpj (lyiiwfoy

.^r«3v<' ) ^ •
(LXX (*po Jg?<xf.

<ctbn3>/{ cti Kiri <rot>

0' : LLoXovtv* (al ex ^r..
. (ov r^.

We may summarize the results of the comparisons in the Table

above in another:

1). Field, Hex., ii, p. 1003a, note 4, observed that the obelisk
was present here only in the Syro-Hexapla.
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Table 2.

Textual authority.

0».

With Acts.

6

Against Acts.

4(?5) 1
Obelus 1

1 ( ?2)

2

. : <=
Asterisk

al. ex. 3

If we were to apply Sperber*s theory to this classification,

we would finds

Obelus-group (0* and —): With, 7| Against, 5(?4).

Asterisk-group (al ex and X ): With, 3(?4b Against, 6.

On balance, then, in the places where verification Is possible,

the texts seem to lean slightly towards the *obelus*-group, rather

then the •asterisk*-group. In this connection, it would be interest

ing to recall that Sperber suggested a relationship between the

obelus-text and the Samaritan Pentateuch, on the one hand? like¬

wise, on the other hand, a similar sort of relationship was offered

for the asterisk-text and the MT. In the light of the evidence

adduced in earlier pages of this chapter, regarding the community

of tradition found existing between certain of the 'aberrant* OT

texts in Acts, and the Samaritan authorities, we might be inclined

to observe in the above classification and Its results, further

evidence, however slight, of the same phenomenon. The argument

at this point, however, becomes too hypothetical to have more than

confirmatory value. Nevertheless, it would, In so far as the

theory of Sperber Is cogent, lend some support to the view which
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sees behind the aberrant texts of Acts the operation of a Greek

Bible-source. On the other hand, while what Sperber is disposed

to call the Bible of the Apostles has been identified with the

Asterisk-typ© of the Hexaplaric LXX, on his theory,^" the evidence

afforded by the foregoing tables would seem to tell against such

a view, unless we regard the 'aberration' as due to the text or

texts used by the editor of Acts. In any case we must be careful

not to lay too great stress on the arguments adduced by Sperber,

any more than on the rather slight evidence involved in the above.

B. There is another possibility, not altogether unconnected

with the previous one, which we must notes namely, that the version,

some fragments of which are preserved in Field's Hexapla under the

title tp may have some bearing on the matter in hand.

The difficulty about this, however, is that none of the relevant

texts has been preserved to us, except, perhaps, that which is

taken from Deufc 10s 22 (Acts 7: 14), where Field records?

"0 *. *✓ tf* roptjK*v>TU » Alia exempl s er cftfoprjKovr*.,mv rt
k tCUl To (V

No verdict, then, can be given on this evidence.

C. It is interesting to note further that, of some 54 texts

in Acts 1-15 containing quotations from, or allusions to, the Old

Testament which are verifiable from the fragments of Aquila, Sym-

machus, Theodofcion, and others preserved in Field's edition of the

Hexapla, only 4 {or perhaps 7: see below) reveal a textual affinity

1). Sperber, op. cit., p. 283.
2). Field, Hex., i, p. 289a.
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with one or other of the later Greek versions, against the LXX.

Moreover, the evidence for such affinity is mostly far from con¬

vincing, as a survey of the cases in which it might be suspected

would, indicate. The cases in question are?

(a) Acts 71 16. a rtov uTLv Eu^lco^ •• • (Cf. Jos 245 32).
This verse has already been treated under Section II of the

present chapter,where it was suggested that the exact cornea-
%

pondence of the words quoted above with their counterparts in the

versions of Aquila and Symraaehus, together with their total absence

from the LXX as we have it, may have been due to the employment of

a recension of the Greek Bible more closely approximating to the

textual tradition of the Hebrew Bible.

(b) Acts 7 » 33. o yip tovo) .(Of. Ex 3s 6).
Critical Hot© % if Z )s "ABCD^ ov D ... iv EHP.
Examining the possibilities, it is apparent that the EHP(Koine)

reading, being that also of the LXX, is the easiest of the three

to explain. The Bezan reading, ov , is probably the most idiom¬

atic of the three, and would seem to be the work of later hands,

were it not for two other factss first, it is one of the usages

classed by Hawkins as "characteristic1 of Lukej® secondly, it con¬

stitutes a departure from the text of the LXX, and so cannot be

due to assimilation. However, if we turn to the reading t<f> ,

which is certainly attested both widely, and from an early time,

we shall probably find one which would explain, or at least help

1). Cf. supra, pp. 45-46.
2)* Horae Synopticae, p. 27.
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to explain, how the other two originated! if we were to accept
J ^ O

as the primary reading, the Bezan reading ov might

be regarded as representing an attempt at stylistic improvement,
o

while the EHP-reading ev to would be seen—as we have noted above

—to be due to assimilation to the text of the LXX of Ex 5s 5.

However, the reading just preferred, though at variance with

that of the LXX (with the exception of one cursive MS.,

is nevertheless a closer reflection of the underlying Hebrew text.

However, if we consult the Hexapla, we finds

. I'V? i 0' % Vacat. -XA./n'Wi'rod- ,S
Tt

It is, therefore, not impossible to regard the present case as

showing some degree of affinity with the form of the version of

Aquila. That is, it is possible that we have to do here with an

indication of dependence on a Greek version other than the LXX,

which has here preserved the form of the Hebrew more literally

than our LXX. We have already noted that such texts have been

found recently in the Qnmran area# Nevertheless, the possibility

of influence of the Hebrew itself cannot be completely excluded.

Other points of contact or affinity with the textual forms

of these later versions seem to be of a rather more problematical

character, but we Include them in this discussion in order to

present all the relevant evidence, in so far as this is possible.

They are found in Acts 7t 26, 41, and possibly also in Acts 5! 50

and 10; 39b, of which treatment has been given in another place.®

1). Brooke and McLean give it this symbols Holmes and Parsons,
No. 131.

2). Piela., hex», 1, p. 35b.
5). Cf. supra, pp. 50-51.
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(c) Acts 7s 26. ciIto1$ fx*\ofiwl. (Of. Sx 2s 13).
The LXX form of this reminiscence employs the phrase

• ivo civ/ft*j... ■niAtjMrijepkwj.Field, on the other hand, gives the
reading used by Aquila and Symmachus for the Hebrew D'-in, rendered

by the LXX, as « Now, since there

is also some freedom about the form in which this quotation from

Ex 2t 13,14 is found in the words following the above phrase, we

ought perhaps to be cautious about the drawing of definite con¬

clusions from the evidence stated. On the other hand, the clear

variation from the LXX, together with the similarity to the reading

of Aquila and Syramachus, may perhaps point to the employment here
*?■

of an alternative Oreok Bible-text, to some extent akin to Aquila

and Symmachus.

(d) Acts 7: 41. 6>v<r'<*v W?
The LXX reads here: (Ex 32: 6) ^ oXokvv

jc*tl n^or^Yi Pi/ftd* ^tor^iov • Kdc ^he words are, then,
hardly quotations in the strict sens® from the LXX. However, the

Hebrew verb which the LXX renders by **«<■(?>£*6id , is found

translated dvystykuV by Aquila and Symmachus, and [tut] >\vtyK*y by
Theodotlon. Once again no strict conclusions can be drawn, but

a degree of affinity may at least be observed between the form in

Acts and the corresponding forms in the three non-Septuagintal

Greek Old Testament versions noted above.

(e) Acts 5: 30 and 10: 39b, which have already been treated

earlier, contain a form of Deut 21: 22, which seems nearer to the

Hebrew than to the LXX. They both employ a verb which indicates a

notion, not of 'dying' (so LXX, ki), but of 'being put to death1;

just as the Hebrew reads nrim, However, both Aquila and Syramachus



read the form: kkI This, of course, does not in-

dicate any form of textual affinity, but merely seems to show

that the later translators, in common with the source of the

allusion in Acts, followed a course at this point closer to the

Hebrew than to the LXX as we have it* The case is only included

in this set of instances to show that the text in Acts might have

originated not in the Hebrew itself but in a version like that

of Aquila, for example.

It will be seen, however, that in the case of all these

quotations, allusions, and reminiscences of tho OT just treated,

the phenomena might be explained instead by reference to a use of

the Hebrew Bible, and in most of them the later version or versions

involved may be regarded as mors nearly approximating to the textual

tradition of the MT« The exception here, of course, is Acts 7: 26$

in this case it is only the similarity of the roots used to render

the Hebrew in Acts and the versions involved, and the dissimilarity

of both to that employed in the LXX, that constitute the grounds

for suggesting some form of affinity. On the other hand, of course,

these arve but a few cases: there are a number of other cases where

the text of an OT quotation or allusion in Acts agrees with that

found in the LXX, against the Hebrew, the later Greek versions, or

all of these. This may be due to assimilation to the LXX, or to

editorial application, insertion, or other employment of the LXX;

but whatever may be its cause, it serves to throw into relief those

1). Field, Hex., 1, p. 504.
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texts which are not identical with their LXX counterparts, and

which consequently cannot be said to be directly dependent, at

any rate, upon it. Perhaps the most that can be said is that,

while there may be here some indication of a degree at least of

textual affinity between certain portions of the OT emplpyed in
Acts and their original Hebrew forms, in contradistinction to
their LXX forms, the facts are nevertheless not inconsistent

with the use of an alternative recension of the Greek Bible.

D. Examining, for completeness, the texts in question, as

they are preserved for us in the Freer MS. of Deuteronomy and

Joshua,"*" and also in the Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri,2 we

find no evidence which either adds to, or detracts from, what

has been said above in this section.

Thus, we should probably confine ourselves to saying that,

while the possibility that Luke was dependent for the 'aberrant'

texts discussed on another recension of the Greek Bible, distinct

from our LXX, cannot be excluded, yet the positive evidence for

such a view is extremely slender. Moreover, it is also clear that,

in the main, he was apparently dependent on the LXX| consequently,

as Kilpatrick observed in a similar connection in the case of the

Gospel according to Matthew, tho writer of the work must have

taken over the quotation® concerned from another source which was

not dependent on the.LXX.5 We are left, then, with the alternative

that the 'aberrant' quotations and allusions are due to a *non-

1)• The Old Testament Manuscripts in the Freer Collection,
edited by Henry A. Sanders, Part I,""!New York, 1910) •

2). The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, edited by Sir F. G.
Kenyon, Fascs. IV (1934), V (1955), VI (1957), VII (1957).

3)• The Origins of the Gospel According to St. Matthew, P. 57.
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editorial' factor? that is, the evidence points to the use of a

source of Old Testament quotations, other than the LXX, either

by the speakers thenselves--for it should be noted that, with

one exception, all the examples considered in the previous sections

are found in Direct Speech of some kind—or the circle or circles

from which the reports of the events and speeches narrated in Acts

emanated. But we must ask, was there a tradition current at the

time, which might fulfil some, at least, of the requirements of

these 'aberrent' texts?

In the answering of this question, there are two new facts

to be taken into account. First, the discovery in recent times

in the Qurnran area of portions of a version of the Old Testament

in Greek is of the greatest importance, especially a3 it has

close affinities with the texts of Aquila, Symmaohus, and Theo-

dotion, and further, to quote Cross's words,

it appears on first study to be identical with
the Qplnta of Origen's Hexapla as well as the version
underlying certain quotations of the Fathers, notably
Justin."1

Unfortunately, the texts so far published do not allow us to make

the requisite comparisons. It may well be, however, that these

new texts will afford the clue to this problem. In the second

place, on the Hebrew side, fragments have come to light—also in

the Qumrsn area—closer to the Septuagint than to our MT.^ In

particular, fragments of I Samuel have been found, preserving

a text "quit© at variance with the traditional Hebrew text."5

1). "The Manuscripts of the Dead Sea Caves," BA. xvii, (1954)
(pp. 2-21), p. 15.

2). Cf. supra, p. 25, and references in notes 2 and 5.
5). Cross, op. cit., p. 18.
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However, the text of the same fragment

"In general ... follows the readings found in the
Hebrew manuscript used by the dreek translators of
Samuel in the late third or early second century
B.C. (the text behind the LXX of Samuel."*

As in the case of the other material mentioned, it still has to

be shown whether or not these new texts will elucidate the prob¬

lem of the textual affinities of the Aberrant1 texts in Acts,

but at least the existence of such Hebrew texts is now placed

out of question, and its presence in the fourth Qumran cave may

perhaps have a certain importance by reason of the relative prox¬

imity of the scenes of many of the events narrated in the Acts.

In the same cave, however, there has also been found a

single leaf from a book of 'Testimonia,1 g
"... un petit enchiridion des textes bibliques qui
justiflent les concepts messiuniquea de la Gommunaute.5,3

Moreover, these ♦testimonia1

"... dlbutent precisement avee la passage de X> e u t.
XVIII. 18 sq. (combine avec V, 25-9) annon^ant la
venue du Prophote.

The text of Deut 18s 18, as found in this text, i3 nearer to the

MT than to the LXX, whose underlying text appears to lack the

words 'nv from verse 19. In the same verse, however, it

Inserts the word "'inn twice, so as to read not ..W "nil X?\x

imn, "unto ray words which he shall speak in ray name,* but

nr-:n 'inn tit t.'K 'Tin 'it b-, *unto the words of the

Prophet which the Prophet shall speak in ray name.*®

1). Cross, op. cit., p. 18.
2). J. L. Teicher, "The Dead Sea Scrolls," Manchester Guardian.

September 15th, 1953, p. 4, cols. 5-6j and private
letter dated October 28th, 1953.

3). J.-T. Milik, "One lettre de Simeon Bar Kokheba," KB, Ix,
(1953), (pp. 276-94), p. 290.

4). ibid., pp. 290-1.
5). Te*t by courtesy of Abbe J.-T. Milik, letter of 18/1/1954.
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The text of the ' testimonium* thus stresses the importance of

obedience to the words of the Prophet whom God has promised, and

so may represent an interpretation of the text. For our purposes,

however, the important fact Involved here is the presence in what

is plainly a book of 'testimonia* used by the Qnmran sect, of the

quotation from Deut 18: 18-19, concerning the promise to Moses of

a Prophet like himself,-a quotation which we have had some cause

to observe and discuss in another place, and whose form in Acts

seemed to suggest the employment of some sort of source.^" This
fact assumes greater weight when it is remembered that the document

arose in a sect or community of Jewish folk whose beliefs and

practices bore so close a resemblance to many of those of the

New Testament that Teicher of Cambridge even claimed them as a

Christian soct, the Ebionites.^ Moreover, Dupont-Somraer of the

Sorbonne wrote of them in the following terms,
H
.. It is from the womb of this religious ferment

that Christianity, the Christian 'New Covenant,*
emerged. In every case where resemblance com¬
pels or invites us to think of a borrowing, this was
on the part of Christianity.

Whatever be the precis© relationship between Christianity and the

religious faith expressed in the numran scrolls, this much is now

beyond dispute: at least one of the Messianic testimonies used

by the Sect was also used by Christianity in its early days in a

similar way. It would be interesting if we were to find other

points of contact, or perhaps rather, tokens of affinity.

1). Of. supra, pp. 48-49, 51-52.
2). Of. "The Dead Sea Scrolls—Documents of the Jewish-Christian

Sect of Ebionites," JJS, ii (1951), pp. 67-99. Also, the
article in the Manchestor Guardian (Of. supra, p. 63, n.
2, and his letter to the Editor of the same publication,
dated October 4th, 1953.

3). The Dead Sea Scrolls, (ET, by E. Margaret Rowley), 1952, pp. 99f.
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Hem, in Acts 2: 24—in Peter's speech at Pentecost—we find

the words i «./ %«rv PdvdTeu (D Lvt®SP^vg «i$oo for BdV. ).
i —V',

They are usually traced to Pa 17: 5 (18: 4)x where the Hebrew, uhu

Mft •bands, cords1 of death, has—so we are told—been mis¬

read by the LXX~tran3lafcors, who thus render it 7vt $ y^vlioo (from
Hebrew Mft 'ban), tpangs of death, * ^"**^- - mi: ' * ° *f^r) .* t—-

Torrey examined this phrase,^ and claimed that, although it

had been "long recognized" that the worse contained an ancient mis¬

translation, the word nevertheless suited "only the •bands,1
5

not the 'pains'moreover, appeal to Job 59: 2 to explain it3

presence was "not justified," since "that grotesquely confused

passage" was "as far removed as possible" from the meaning of Acts

2: 24, Instead of this, he suggested the mistranslation of an >C ?v 3

underlying Semitic original, namely, KJflft '"T •loosing

the bands of death!• the quotation from the Psalm was then 'obvious,'

and Luke "followed the LXX as usual," although he rendered the

. KT? /"literally".
Recourse to a Semitic original here—also suggested by Wensinck

in an unpublished note—was avoided by Clarke, although he noted

its possibility. He preferred instead "an explanation from the

LXX only," namely, conflation of OuvJioo with Job 39: 2.^
The whole expression, however, in its 'Bezan' form, is found in

Polycarp 1: 2, A«V<f t*$ zfouf to» dfou f an(j jn a similar context.

1). Cf. also, Ps 114(116): 3| see further, note 5 infra.
2) » CPA, pp, 28-29 ^

3). TTe., <!>£?*•*$ ft +OTUY t\o<f+S , u .i\.
4). Torrey, op, cit., p. 29.
§)♦ Beginnings, I, ii, 97,
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This, while it might suggest some form of direct dependence of

the text of Polycarp at this point upon that of the Bezan Acts,

might as well indicate the employment by both Acts and Polycarp

of some form of ,testimonia,-material• Further, both of the

solutions expounded above, that of Torrey together with that of

Clarke, appear to pay insufficient attention to the context of the

allusion in Acts, following closely as it does on the quotation

from Joel 2? 28-52(5: 1-5), which is said to be describing the

events of the "Last Bays*1 In the form in which it occurs in

Acts, this quotation begins, km s^tm, tv ruTf yju(but
h'cru, pi • But; the words tv sV^irvij do not

occur in the LXX, which reads instead: ^ls-u r^ou , a phrase
which is not only a standing LXX equivalent for Hebrew p-'nnK ,*•
(the MT-reading here), but also, according to Hawkins, a Lukanism.2
On the other hand, the expression rf t*7j occurs

but once in the LXX, in Isa 2? 2, where it renders Hebrew

0$ and moreover, it is found nowhere else in Luke-Acts, It is

therefore hard to regard the new expression as due either to the

LXX, or to ordinary editorial activity on the part of Luke, al¬

though It may indicate, if not a source of some kind, at least

"informed interpretation*" Nevertheless, \wiether this variation

is due to the writer"s hand, or to some source or other he may

have followed, the eschatological interpretation of the events

described was clearly acknowledged by Luke at least, if not by

1). Checking the references in Hatch-Redpath, p. S15, a-b,
with the MT«

2), Korae Synoptlcae, pp* 20, 45.
5)* Whether by direct quotation, or by stylistic influence?

there is no evidence that the case would be different
If a text akin to the other Creek versions were used*
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Peter also® The phrase Xu<r«*j ri/ u>S~m$ t»Z OmIltoo Is thus seen as

describing an eschatologlcal fact, and should probably be translatedt

"having put to an end the pangs of Death.

But in another roughly contemporary document, again from the

Qwraran area, in a Hymn,^ comes the phrase Pit) 'bin ippk, a direct

allusion to Ps 18 s 4, Pit) 'b"ln '31PPK,3 but with the. meaning,

"the pangs of death will compass (people) about!the reference

is eschatological, as the context shows, and describes the Last

Times, and the onset of the Messianic Woes: the "time of fury to

all Belial," when "destruction overwhelms judgment, and anger's

lot falls upon the forsaken.#."® If to this we add the fact that

,u> iV , which occurs in the IT but 4 times, in three of them refers

to the Messianic Woes, the 'Pangs',® we may be Inclined to see in

the present passage an indication that the expression P1D 'bin,
7

probably from Ps 13: 4, was known to, and used by, the early

Christian Community in just such a Messianic connection. That is,

our evidence, so far as it goes, seems to point to a probable

community of tradition between a text alluded to in Acts, and its

form and implied meaning in a writing from the Qumran Community.

It should be stressed, however, that basically this variation in

meaning can be traced to a corresponding variation possible in the

meaning of the unvocallzed Hebrew text.

1). Cf. LSJ, p. 1068b, avw i "undo, bring to nought, destroy,"
generally, "put an end to." Cf. Galen, 'to put an end
to a disease.* Likewise also Bauer, Wb,(4te Aufl.), 877:
"vernichten, beendigen,B as in I Jn 3: 8. This trans¬
lation was also suggested by Field, Motes, p. 112.

2). M. Wallsnstein, Hymns from the Judean Scrolls, PI. xiii,
line 10•

3). ibid., p. 20, n. 81. 6). Mk 13: 8, Mt 24: 8, I Th
4). ibid., p. 13. 5: 3#
5). ibid., 1. c. 7). Cf. also Ps 114(116): 3.
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Perhaps at this point it would be appropriate to consider

one more case, Acts 15; 47. The textual data are as follows;

ft f/j <jt&y&v
.Too uvac rfc ft $ .ivr^M✓ lcfy*roj .77/ ynr.

Critical: (1). Fraeterea DE Cypr add r,oo (Of. LXX).
. (2). riOeixX&t'S /"S): ... D Gypr <f>^S >*<* **-.
(3). \GvuZ* }: .. sed D LvtSvgco<^ Aug Hier -Toi£.

, genfcibus ...Gypr inter gentes
... Lvt^- super gentibus.

Turning to the corresponding text in the XXX, Isa 49; 6, we find?

. / Sou Si <Tjc &t <4 &>j S yCvov? >

. fi&f iQv*>v
«?/ . ' ^ * / ~ 1

.Tpv ■£»✓<*«. tT* r/j 6tor>jfiet/ £vf €<fy*iTOO Tvjjyf yr/S . .

Critical: 6lS<jk4 )• BQmS ... sed AQ*K -rtOtiKu . (Hex o« Ao«»4
*^5 <T«y yircvS ) t om AQ* (Hex of Ao< *oc ) .-**

If we were to accept the WH-text of this verse, it might

indeed be thought that the presence of t/$uk4 in place of

. It f<oK*i , together with the absence from the text of the phrase

. itS <fwUjHtjv ytoooj f constituted no more than another case of
a tendency--noted by 3wete^-»for quotations from the OT in the NT

to agree with the A-text of the XXX rather than the B-text. This,

nevertheless, would not explain the omission of the initial tSoo ,
which is found in both the A-text and the B-text of the LXX. On

' r /
the other hand, the NET oraits both the < boo and the phrase answer¬

ing to fg cuthfty/ yiyoo) s to this extent, then, it is nearer to Acts.

Indeed, if Acts had read St\^>KU instead of , there might

have been a fair case for suggesting dependence upon the Hebrew.

Nevertheless, the question of possible affinity to the Hebrew must

1). The Hexaplaric evidence is given in Field, Hex, ii, 525b.
2)» Intr. OTP, pp. 394, 395.
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not "be .overlooked.

If, now, we turn to the critical data concerning Acts 13?

47, we find a rather 3erious cleavage between the WH-text and

the D-text. We may set the matter out as follows:

WH: t tQsitcJ. (fs gtf lQy£>v
J). (IZoo ) ~T i $ f I H Jt <T£ TP?f

If we were to regard the 9,Ui in the D-text as probably due to

assimilation to the LXX, we are nevertheless left with the problem

of explaining the wider textual difference. The fact of the matter

is, that although the WH-text would be susceptible of explanation

in terras of quotation from, or assimilation to, the A-text of the

LXX of Isa 49: 6, such an explanation is impossible in the case

of the D-text. We are therefore inclined to feel that the D-text

has hers the harder reading* However, let us consult the MTt

.V"i«n nxp-fb ninV D'ii a'prnan
V/TT - » : a- * 1 • - ;

From this it is seen that the LXX-phrase is a literal

rendering of the Hebrew D'H n^. But if the Hebrew D'i* "TlKV
were misread "ri^—by a simple displacement of the preposition

^—the resultant phrase would be capable of exact representation

by the Greek fi(*S • • %0/eSiv* Moreover, such ©n error might
easily have taken place either in direct transcription, or through

dictational transcription# or perhaps more probably, oral quotation.

At any rate, the essentia.! point of the matter remains: the

variation in the readings of the 'Western* and non-'Western1 texts

of Acts 13: 47 could be explained by a simple transcriptional dis¬

placement in the underlying Hebrew text, if we made the assumption

that the Hebrew text was, in fact, the on© being quoted here. In

this case, the D-text here would be viewed as containing an un-

revised clement of the original tradition. On the other hand,
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the fact that the remainder of the quotation Is in exact verbal

agreement with the text of the LXX, even where the latter la at

variance with the Hebrew, seems to weigh against the probability

of the textual phenomena before us being due to 'loose citation,*

•and to support the view that the textual tradition of D Cypr here

seems to reflect the employment of some kind of source material.

So far as it goes, then, the evidence seems to indicate the

use in portion of the vers© in question, of an element of source*

material containing a quotation from the Old Testament in a form

deviating from the MT of Isa 49: 6 in a way that would not be in¬

consistent with ultimate derivation from the Hebrew} its corres¬

ponding deviation from the LXX, however, would seem to be rather

difficult to explain in terms of 'loose citation* of the latter,

or even by recourse to the other known Greek versions of the Old

Testament, where they are extant* We may therefore feel to some

extent justified in regarding the words <f>u>s ro's *0* as

reflecting an element of unr©vised source-material, based ultimate

ly on the Hebrew text of Isa 49i 5, which has been preserved for

us in D Cypr.®

1). The words too sioa tuj zs\y-roo r-jf ftjy
are verbally identical with those of LXX Isa 49: 6* On
the other hand, the Hebrew nxp-l?? nl'rfr
'that my salvation may be unto the end of the earth',
is hardly exactly rendered by the Greek of the LXX,
which means 'that thou shouldst be for salvation unto
the end of the earth.* These words in Acts 13: 47 may
of course be due to assimilation, or to editorial act¬
ivity—a fact which must not be overlooked.

2). Clarke, Beginnings, I, ii, 97} the quotation of Ps 117(118)
22 in Acis 4: 11 was thought by him to be due to "an in
dependent" version, since the variation seems "more than
can be accounted for by a lapse of memory.a He observed
also that (of. Acts 4: 11) and 'u noSoKi(t£fr»s
were both used by the LXX to translate Hebrew 0^^.



We may summarize the results of this chapter as follows:

First, because it is Luke's usual procedure in Acts to derive

his quotations from the LXX, it seems all the more probable that,

in those cases where the Old Testament quotations and allusions

are clearly not derived from the LXX--at least in its present

form,--he was employing some other source or sources. In confirma¬

tion of this, we may note that in the 21 cases examined, above, the

context was all but once that of direct speech: the exception was

Acts 8 s 32, which—howevor—might also be explained in terms of

affinity with the A-text of the LXX. It should be added, in all

fairness, that formal quotations at least are not found outside

speeches of one kind or another, except in the ease of Acts 8: 32-

33 (citing Isa 53: 7b-8bA LXX)•
1

Secondly, in some nine oases, the deviations in the forms

of the quotations and allusions in Acts from those in the LXX as

we have it found support in the readings of certain other authori-

ties, notably various Targums, and the Samaritan Pentateuch and

Samaritan Pentateuch Targum. Indeed, in one of these cases, we

observed the textual tradition represented by the MT and LXX co¬

existing in Acts alongside the markedly different form employed

by the Targtai to the Prophets in the seme verse of the OT (Acts
13: 22, cf I Xgd 13: 14, or Tg. I 3am 13: 14) j in another case,

2
the deviating tradition was noted also in Fhilo (Acts 7: 4).

Moreover, in about seven cases,^ the text as found in Acts pro-

1), Viz., Acts 7; 3b, 4, 5, 10b, 32(r: 3: 13); 15: lib, 225 a
possible case of the same phenomenon is Acts 8: 32,
but it may also be due to the Hebrew, or even to an
affinity with the A-text of the LXX, Cf• supra, p. 46.

2). Cf. supra, pp. 43-44.
3). Viz., Acts 2? 17, 241 5: 30(s 10? 39b); 7: 16, 33j & 13s

47. The word 'about' has been employed above to in¬
dicate that not all seven eases were equally clear.
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supposes, or appears to presuppose, a textual tradition skin to

that of the MT, in opposition to that of the LXX, although the

possibility of kinship with on© or other of the known Greek Of

versions other than the LXX must not be overlooked, at least in

several cases."'" The difficulty is this, however, that for the

vast majority of the cases treated, such Greek OT versions as

are extant, other than the LXX, are of no assistance, while in

those cases where some relationship may seem possible, the
p

evidence is generally rather weak and unconvincing. Some other

explanation should therefore be sought.

Thirdly, it should be noted that, although points of con¬

tact or affinity seem to exist between the texts as found in Acts

and the forms occurring in certain other non-Septuagintal authori¬

ties, they do not, in these disagreements with the LXX, always

follow the same non-Septuagintal tradition, nor even the one such

tradition In all its details. This suggests not so much an "im¬

mediate use1,3 of a Hebrew original or an Aramaic Targum, as some

form of 'mediate use1 of sources incorporating the extra-Septua-

gintal elements in question. Such a view would not be Inconsistent

with an hypothesis involving the employment by Luke of some kind

of Greek source-material containing the difficult elements 'ready-

made •' We have to see whether it would be consistent with on© in-
a

volving the use of Hebrew or Aramaic sources, or both.

1). E.g., Acts 7s 16 {cf. supra, pp. 45-4645 of* also pp. 50-
61, for detailed consideration of the matter.

2). Cf. supra, pp. 56-61.
3). Kilpatriok, OGM, p. 50.
4). The 'aberrant{Targumic) quotation in Eph 4? 8, where there

is no other suggestion of translation of Aramaic sources,
is possibly—indeed probably—traceable to the mind of
its writer. It may also just as well be traceable to an
OT quotation-source used by him (perhaps in Greek?).



Fourthly, certain Old Testament references were found twice

in Acts, manifesting on both occasions the same form and content,

although in the three cases discussed above, that form and content

diverged from the corresponding portion of the LXX which each re¬

presented. Furthermore, in the case of two of the Of passages in

question, the first and second appearances ore in the mouths of

different speakers (to wit, Peter and Stephen, respectively). One

case (Ex 5s 6; cf. Acts 3: 15, 7s 32) actually presents a text

agreeing with the Samaritan Pentateuch end Samaritan Pentateuch

Targum against the MT and the LXX. But unless we are to regard

the present cases as instances of the use of an alternative Greek

Bible-text, perhaps on the part of the editor, it seems reasonable

to argue that they reflect a common source of Old Testament quota¬

tions, used by Peter and Stephen, or perhaps current In the circles

from which the traditions of their speeches emanated. At any rat®,

such source or sources would seem to have been Greek: otherwise

the Identity of word-order in the quotations would be hard to ex¬

plain—especially as it differs sharply from our known texts of

the Greek Bible. This view would seem to be supported also by the

fact that the other * aberrant * quotations and allusions treated In

this chapter manifest a ♦minuteness' of variation from the LXX and

agreement with some other source of Old Testament textual tradition

which seems almost to demand an explanation in terms of some kind

of 'fixed' source, the readings of which have been preferred to

the corresponding ones of the LXX. The fact, however, that these

•fine1 points of agreement with extra-Septuagintal tradition are

not extended to the whole of the particular non-Septuagintal text

in question may perhaps indicate that the original language of the

material as it came to Luke, was Greek rather than Hebrew or Aramaic.



Fourthly, certain Old Testament references were found twice

in Acts, manifesting on both occasions an identity of form arid con¬

tent, in spite of the fact that that form and content was at some

variance from its LXX counterpart in each case. Furthermore, two

of the passages in question were quoted first in a Speech of Peter,
•%

then in that of Stephen. Again, one of these cases presented a

textual variation supported by the two Samaritan authorities, in
g

opposition to the MT and the LXX. Whether these particular ' ab¬

errant f quotations and allusions were really due to the use of an

alternative Greek translation of the Old Testament must remain—for

3
the present at least—an open question; on the other hand, the

language in which they came to Luke would appear to have been

Greek, for the identity of words and of word-order to which reference

has been made would be difficult to explain otherwise, especially

in viex? of the divergence of these quotations and allusions from

the LXX.4 It should be added that this same identity is a factor

In favour of explanation in terms of written, or at least *.fixed*,

sources.

In addition, the variation presented by a number of the other

♦aberrant* Old Testament references is of a rather ♦minute1 nature,

the preservation of which would seom to indicate the use either of

an alternative Greek version of the Old Testament or, if not, at

least of some other ♦fixed* source. If the latter were the case,

and especially in view of the fact that the various *fine* points

1). Ex 3; 6 (Acts 3: 15, 7: 32), and Deut 13: 15,18 (Acts 3:
22, 7: 37), respectively.

2). Ex:3: 6, cf. supra, pp. 48-50, 51-52,
3) • New finds, such as those made in the fourth Qumran cave,

may possibly set the matter in a different light. The
matter was discussed above, pp. 62ff.

4), The fragments preserved in the Hexapla are of little use here.
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of agreement with extra-Septuagint&l (textual-) traditions do not

extend to the whole of the particular extra-deptuagintal authority

or authorities available and relevant," we would probably be justi¬

fied in regarding that source-material as having been present to

Luke in Greek form# 'The variations would then appear as original,

traceable possibly to the words of the apeehor himself, who may have

supplied a vrord, phrase, interpretation, or tradition, known to him
2

from some other independent, and more or less contemporary source,

in place of, or in addition to, that read by the LXX as we have it#**
In these cases then, the 'aberrations* in question may be due not to

direct translation of Hebrew or Aramaic by Luke, but rather to 'ment¬

al1 translation^ of the elements from the extra-Septuagintal tradi¬

tions, and their subsequent incorporation into the quotation in

question, by the speaker whose words are apparently recorded by Luke•

The 'aberrations* would then emerge as 'unrovised elements' of the

original, underlying traditions preserved by Luke, and would accord¬

ingly seem to constitute marks of authenticity in the material re¬

corded#

■ In conclusion, then, it appears that Luke used, for parts at

least of the speeches attributed to Peter, Paul, and Stephen, a

source or sources of some kin&j that this source-material was

probably in a more or less 'fixed* form when he obtained it, and

its language was in all probability Greek, but that it nevertheless

A possible exception to this might perhaps be found in the
more extensive reference taken apparently from the Tar-
gum, in Acts 15: 22f (of. I Sam 13: 14)} of. supra, p. 32f.

E.g., traditions preserved in the haggadic portions of the
Targum Psoudo-Jonathan, and the other authorities named,
also that found in Philo and the Samaritan authorities
(Acts 7:4), and of course, in the Qumran documents.

In this connection, compare also Eph 4: 8 (pp. 38-39, supra)#
7 /k ?uv-.vit tf j w! urr* * v. S j?
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contained undevised, elements of extra-deptuagintal traditions,

the origins of which in the context should toe sought loss in the

use of an alternative Greek translation of the Old Testament--al¬

though such a possibility cannot toe excluded altogether--or even

in "immediate use" of Hebrew or Aramaic originals, than in the

'ipsissiraa verba1 of the speakers whose words are recorded, and

who have apparently incorporated into certain of their Old Testa¬

ment quotations and allusions various interpretations, additions,

and alterations, traceable to, and having some affinity with,

traditions known independently to have been current in Jewish, and

possibly also Samaritan, circles, during a comparable period of

history.

It remains to be seen, from what follows in succeeding

chapters, whether other evidence examined will be consistent

with the view just outlined#



CHAPTER IIX,

fhs fleptuaglnt tim Diction of Acts 1-16.

If we bear in mind the fasts just investigated, concerning

certain 'aberrant1 Old Testament quotations and allusions in Acts

X-lo, together with the conclusions tentatively offered* regarding

probable use by Luke of source-material with ultimate roots trace¬

able, inter alia, to the lpsiaBima verba of the several speakers,

wo cannot finally deny to such source-nat; rial the possibility

that, in some sens© at least, it may have had a prior existeneo

in Aramaic or Hebrew, or perhaps both# Accordingly, It must not

seera strange If traces of such an origin, whether in language or

style or thought, should have survived in the Book of Acts as we

have it5 a fortiori, if such traces be found in th© sections
i

noted above#

The peculiarities ©f 'translation-Greek,* as Torrey has call¬

ed it, are f©miliar enough to us, from acquaintance with th® Greek

Old •Testament versions, especially the oaptuagint# When we com©,

however, to examine the case closely, we find that not a small number

of the alleged »Semiblams* of Acts ©re not Aramalsms, but * Hebraisms,

arm in particular, are Greek forms already found in th© Sepfcuagint,

for example, Xoit ;fc# 2(Heb* ni!rn),#c<^ vst^^tvt>jv^(Hcb# binri ),

1). X#®., Acts 2s 17,24, 3: 13,22, Si £0, 7s 3,4,5,10b,16,32,
53?,37,41?, 10? 39b, 13i lib,22,47# To those we might
perhaps add Acts 2? 50 and 4: 11 (Of. Clarke, Bwinnings,
I, ii, pp# 97-96#)* In all, see orevious chapter#

2). Of# Acts 5s 28, 10; 30, 27s 24} LX3J, Ntan 12i 10, Deut 19' 16
3) # Of# Acts 2i 14, 14: 11, 22; 28} LXX, Jd 9; 7, Ps 92(93); 3.
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and so forth. Furthermore, precisely because the Septuagint seams

to have occupied from early times so prominent a place in the life

and thought of the Church, an alternative explanation of these

'Hebraisms1 at least, has been offered, namely, that

"... sometimes what looks like a literal translation
of a Serai tic phrase is in fact a conscious, or uncon¬
scious, reminiscence of the translation-style of the
Septuagint. Particularly is this probable in St. Luke's
Gospel and Acts. "3-

This opinion, which has been observed in the Introduction to this
p

study, is naturally related to the view that the Old. Testament

quotations and allusions in Acta are traceable to the operation

of a similar factor. The problem raised by tills chapter, then, is

twofold:

(1) "To what extent are the Semitisms of the first part of

Acts septuagintaliems?*^
(ii) How does this examination affect our view of the nature

and scope of Luke's 'source-material'?

But first we must ask, what is the 'evidence1? That is, as

in the previous chapter, we must draw up certain criteria to ex¬

clude those oases whose verdict is, from the nature of things, equi¬

vocal. Similarity of a phrase in Acts to one in the LXX, for example,

does not in itself indicate—much less, prove—dependence: prima

facie, both might be due in fact either to the employment of the

same underlying Hebrew or Aramaic expression, or perhaps to some

kind of assimilation. Thus, we cannot consider as 'septuagintalisms*

X}« Sparks, "Some Observations on the Semitic Background of the
Mew Testament," SNTS Bulletin, II, (1951), p. 157.

2) • Of. supra, pp. 24—26.
5). Sparks, "The Semitisms of Acts," JTS, (N.8.) i (1950), p.

22.
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expressions which are 'approximately the same* as ones found in

the LXX, but only ones which are 'identical*. Again, expressions

identical with a phrase found in the LXX only once or twice must

either be classed as allusions* or omitted altogether# since they

would hardly provide evidence for 'LXX style', unless perhaps, they

were found in a passage which we know on other and independent

grounds to have been well-known to the early Church, for example,

Isa 52: 15-53: 12® In this case, however, the expressions involved

might appear to be less 'ssptuagintalisms*, than traces, conscious

or otherwise, of a sort of 'Christian Greek,' possibly based upon,

or having close affinity with, the primitive liturgical use of the

Church. We shall now proceed to examine certain groups of alleged

'septusgintalisma.*

h.
As our first *test~group*, we 3hall employ a set of nine ex¬

pressions found in Acts, and of distinctively Semitic type, which

occur not only in precisely identical form in both Acts and the

LXX, but occur in the latter no less than 25 times, and hence may

perhaps b© regarded as 'characteristic' of the LXXj3- they are, In

consequence, hardly classifiable as (distinctively) 'Aramaisms.*

Indeed, from their frequency in the LXX, the Bible of the early

Church, it is, prima facie, at least arguable that their presence

in Acts is due to 'conscious or unconscious' Influence of the

stylo and diction of the LXX upon the vocabulary and literary-

method of Luke. Their distribution in Acts is 3©+- out in the

following table (Table 3).

1). This is the criterion adopted by Clarke, Beginnings, I,
ii, 72.
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Expression.
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Table 5.

Total I Acta II Acta '7e~S§' Cc. 1-5; 16 <

y /
» S Vu> WioV

. Kukfd ~ ' womb ♦

. TtgotvutoV c. praepos.

7

13

5<?6)

4

1

1

13

2

7

1

3

5{?6)

3

1

1

10

a

6

o

2

3

Totals; Acts, 58(?59)j I Acts, 49(f50)j II Acts, 9|

sections,' Ij and chapters 1-5; 16, 15.

3

•We¬

lt Is perhaps worth noting that the sole case recorded, in the

*We-s©ctions' is ivtoa>o/ t in Acts 27; 35, a verse whose diction

is closely modelled on that of the Last Supper Narrative, and in

particular, the (Pauline) 'Words of Institution'

If, now, we make a similar analysis of the behaviour of these

expressions in the Gospel, and reduce the results of both analyses

to 'frequencies,' that Is, to terms of the number of cases per page

of Westcott and Hort text,^ we obtain the following results (Table 4);

1). The verse in question reads ; Kdl ( y& Go?
. Ivi>TT>oV ttwv'twv ) ycji rjf^Tty isGifiy . "71th this we
may compare I Gor 11; 23 (the Pauline 'Words of Institution')
.'tXeiflty fi\otficrTyfd£ 'i*\Atev , its very close parallel
in Lk 22; 19a, k*l fyTof ftyAfffrjrAf and also Ik
24; 30 (in the Ermnaus-story).

2). The Westcott and Hort text is employed horc because of the
fact that its pages are of almost identical size.
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T? C-.I.)X0 4: »

O-ospol. Frequency.

Average: 1.42

Infancy ITarr.: 2.50
3

Lukan Q: .38

L-source: 4.34

Karkan Sect.: 1.16

(Q plus Mk) : ( .97}

Acts. Frequency.

Average; .82

I Acta:1 1.27

II Acta: .28

* be-sections': .125

Acts 1-5: 16i1 1,46

If, now,we compare the specifically 'Luksn' sections of the two

works with eachother, we see that the frequency in L, for example,

is no less than 34 times that found in the 'he-sections' of Acts.

Again, the low rate of Q is quite striking. Moreover, it should

perhaps be observed that the rate for I Acts is roughly comparable

with that obtaining where Luke is following Mark, In the Gospel.

In face, however, of the striking unevonnesa of the apparent deptua-

gint influence, it seems rather difficult to regard such influence

on Luke's style as 'unconscious,' unless in some secondary sense,—

for instance, that the septuagintaliam was already present to some

degree in the source-material of which Luke availed himself in L,

and so forth.

Thus, two main possibilities aee.m to emerge: either (a) the

septuagintalisms ere due to conscious influence, for example,

1). Allowance must be made in the case of these figures for the
considerable extent of quotation and allusion found in
sections concerned, much of it from the LXX»

2). It should be observed that we have used the symbol here
to mean T. W. Hanson's reconstruction of it (Sayings,
p. 16)*

3). 'L' here represents Manson's reconstruction of it <op. cit.,
p. 27), together with the Lukan Post-Resurrection narra¬
tives, Lk 24: 15-53.



deliberate •stage-setting' by Luke,1 or (b) they were already

present in 3ome sense in certain of Luke's sources. In any case,

even with regard to these nine 'characteristic' spetaagintaliams,

influence of the style and diction of the LXX upon that of Acts

does not seem to afford a complete explanation of the facts; as a

result, the operation of some other factor or factors is probably

to be suspected, we shall.now turn to thd next group of facts.

Our second 'test-group* consists of a number of expressions,

which are not 'chargeable to the Koine** (at least, as far as our

present sources indicate), but are reflactions of Semitic Idioms;

moreover, although they do occur in the LXX, yet they do so too

rarely to.be)warrant being called, in any sense, 'characteristic*
of the LXX. Nevertheless, their presence in the LXX prevents us

from labelling them as Arams!eras, unless other and independent

evidence in that direction is forthcoming; it cannot, of course,

be finally denied that they may be (true) Hebraisms. The question

here is, are they indicative of the employment by Luke of Hebrew

sources, for example, or is some other explanation feasible? We

shall deal with them in turn.

(a) Acts 2: 37a. -tZjv
The verb, x<tAvvm *$*■*' , is found but once in the NT, 17

times in the LXX, and is rare outside those writings# at least

until late. Construed with , it is found in the LXX only

once.s Bauer regards the idiom under discussion as related to Ps.

1). Cf. supra, p. 17, etc.
2). The expression is Torrey's; cf. CPA, p. 7.
3). Vis., Ps 108(109): 16.
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108(109): 16, ,ticj.T*w>yptri>*'T2 Mgifll, T the broken-hearted,1 the 'con-
i

trite.' Owing, however, to the comparative rarity of the combina¬

tion of rrt<f&4t, with Kdg<fSu , it does not seem to be due to
the Koine;2its presence in the Paalm might perhaps point to Hebra¬

ism, although not to Aramat am. By the same token, it plainly can

not be a septuagintalism in the asmo sense as is the case with the

expressions discussed in the foregoing examination of the first-

•test-group.' Is it nevertheless a septuagintalism, or must we

seek another explanation? It might, of course, be a dictional

reminiscence of the Psalm-text. But, in point of fact, this very

Psalm is quoted by Peter in Acts 1: 20 (concerning Judas )»S There

is, then, little doubt that the Psalm in question was well-known

to the early Church. It Is therefore not impossible that the idiom

found here was in fact derived ultimately from the Psalm, and that

accordingly it represents a survival from the liturgical use and

phraseology of the early Church.^'
(b) Acts 5: 2, 14: 8b;- {) itc pvjTfoS oiotoo .

This expression, Ik tcoi\iot$ (nv^ ), meaning 'from, birth,1
5

, and noted as a Semitism by Torrey, is certainly a Semitic locution;

nevertheless, it Is found only 3(?4) times In the LXX, although it

it should be remarked that two of these are in Ps 21(22):10, end
A

Isa 49: 1, Aramaism, then, does not seem to be Indicated, but on

1). Wb(4te Auf1•), 753. Cf. also LSJ, s.v.
2). Moulton & Milligan, Vooab., p. 350b, cite no parallel.
3). Cf. Ps 108(109): 8b, rr)v ImGKcnyV otvrou \a/?oi tvifO$ } cf •

also Dodd, According to the Scriptures, (1952), pp. 58-9.
4). Certain other Icfioms of a similar type are also found in this

Psalm, cf. vs. 16, rrenjs+t' e\u$ ; ib. o> * pit* tyov , vs. 21.
5). CDA, p. 7,
6). fKe oassages in question are: Judges 16: 17(A); Pas. 21(22):

io, 70(71): 6; and Isa 49: 1.



the other hand, because of the comparative rarity of the phrase

in the LXX, we cannot term it a "characteristic' of LX.X style»

Nevertheless, it must he noted that both the Psalm 21(22) and

Isa 49: 1-6 were well-known to the early Churcht tho theme of the

Psalm seems to have played an important part in the formation of

the Passion-Narrative>"*• while Isa 49 s 1—taken as it is from a

•Servant"-passage—would also be well-known, and in particular,

was ol arly known to the writer of Acts, as is attested by the

fact that Acts 13: 47 (Paul) actually contains a quotation from

Isa 49: 6, whose content, however, seems to have a certain amount

of dependence upon tho Hebrew rather than the Septusgint Greek—
P

a fact which we have already observed. At any rate, it is seen

that, although the idiom in question is rare in the LXX, yet Its

presence in Acts may be due to familiarity with either or both of

these two passages, which we have seen to have boon well-known to

the early Church: in such a case, the influence of the Septuagiiit

would be of a "mediate" nature, not an •immediate" one, since the

medium of this influence would probably have been the liturgical

and apologetical activity of the early Church.

(c). Ac13 5s 4, -TV ort fGed (Y Try rcjgb** nu ».

Apart from this passage, the precise idiom wry kdfft'i.
is found in Luke 1: 66 ( k>li *'Qtvro wavrxf o< f* t» *4^4*) > and

V

21: 14 (OiTt ovy fV rj?f ic^comf vjj^v ^ upoufA.); the latter is found in
the Luksn version of the Markan "Little Apocalypse"—although it is

1). Cf. Lk 23: 34,35? Mk 15: 24,29,54; Mt 27: 35,59,43,46; Jn 19s
24. Of. also, Hoskyns and Davoy, RNT, pp. 61 XT. Dodd
(Aoo. Script., pp. 97, 108) regards the Psalm as a source
of " •t estimonia•5

2)« Cf. supra, pp. 68-70. Dodd (Acc. Script., p. 108) claims
Isa 49? 1-13 as another •primary source' for testimonia.
Cf. also, Dodd, Ibid., pp. 85,91,92,96,124.
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not found elsewhere in the FT. Torrey has classed it as a

Semitl amJ* Sparks, on the other hand, compared it with ffitxo ►

o H<tC\oJ tv TuJ wtuptrc (Acts 19: 21).2 It certainly does not

seem to be a trait of the Koine. However, it do^s occur in the

LXX, though only throe times, namely, I Xgd 21: 12(13), 29: 10,—

(which, Interestingly, is not represented in the MT), and Jer 12;

11. In no case does it represent an Aramaic idiom. Returning to

the Iff, we see first, that the idiom is confinod to Luke-Actsj

secondly, that within Luke-Acts it appears to bo found in passages

not taken over from known sources, or not written up verbatim.

Further, the words of Luke 1: 65 seem to echo those of I Kgd 21:

12(13), a point which we may hotter illustrate by direct comparison:

I Kgd 21; 12(13},AX6 tBiro bdouf ru iv rf
Luke 1: 66,K>u ffitvro TTA^rif el AKOOfdtrriSijMv-r. T.fjft] £*> rf aIt^v

But while the parallel is in its own way quite close, there seems

to be no positive evidence that it amounts to a direct allusion? at

most, it might be a 'dictional reminiscence»' Again, the rarity of

tho idiom in the LXX seems to preclude its being due to a more

general type of stylistic influence. It therefore cannot be ascrib¬

ed to the LXX or to 'Biblical Greek,' unless we can show that at

least one of the relevant passages in the LXX was well-known to the

early Church, and more especially, to Luke. But the passage from I

Kingdoms, in which the idiom occurs, and which appeared to suggest
s

itself as a possible model for the words of Luke 1: 66, is also

1). CDA, p. 6.
2). "The Semitisms of Acts," JT3, (;;*3.), i (1950), p. 20.
3). Viz., I Kgd 21: 12(13).



indeed part of the story of David and the Shewbread," a story

which is actually cited by Jesus Himself in defence of .lis own

2
action on one occasion; apart from the fact that the remarks of

Jesus on that occasion were preserved by all three Synoptista, it

seems plausible enough to suggest that a story which was so used

by the Lord himself would also have been well-known to, end U3ed

by, the early Church, possibly in defence of its own doings also.

That is, although the idiom itself is rare in the LXX, yet

because of the nature of the place in which one of its appearances

there occurs, we may suggest that it does not follow that it was

quite so rare in the usage of the Primitive Church* Moreover, in

both the Of story and the Lukan Infancy story in question, it is

used with much the same purpose; as a kind of 'summary.* We may

have here the words of Peter, or Luke's version of them: at all

events, we need have no recourse to other explanations of the

1ingulstic phenomena here.

(d) Acts 7: 2d, eiuroO ^ziria'KZf'tZd'StLL... .

Bauer described this idiom as 'Semitismus,' and referred us

to IV Xgd 12; 5, Jer 3; 16, 31; 21, and Isa 65; 16.4 He said;
"
... e. Gedahke stelgt in uns oaf, weil d. Herz als

Sits cf. Denkens grit nV nVv* —"Der Grieche sagt
Od ' " TT \ "5• • « « &Li & • • # / #

Nov/, while it is true that the idiom is found in tho LXX, reflect¬

ing the Hebrew phrase I1? Vj n^?V$ yet its rarity there- precludes

1). I Kgd 21; 1(2)-16(16), q.v.
2). Luke 6: 4 (cf. Mk 2: 26, Mt 12; 4).
5). Another such summary is Luke 2; 51b—where, however, .

is replaced by Sttr^u .

4)« .Vb (Ate Auf1.), 92.
5). ibid., I.e. The underlining here represents Bauer's italics.
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the suggestion that it is »characteristic* of the LXX, On the

other hand, it Is not obviously an Arsenal am j moreover, it is found
1 9

in Paul once, and also in Hennas* Thus, a 1 trnnslation-Oresk*

hypothesis of the strict type does not seem indicated.

nevertheless, if we investigate the Old Testament sources for

the idiom, we find that one, namely, Isa 85: 16, occurs in the

passage describing the 'New Heaven and the Hew Earth* (Isa 65: 13-

25), a portion of Scripture which was doubtless very familiar to

the early Church;s again, Isa 66: Iff. is actually quoted by Stephen

in Acts 7: 49, in the very speech verier- the idiom under consideration

makes its sole NT appearance, apart f on I Cor 2: 9. Again, Isa 65:

16-17 is quoted by Clement of Rome,4 while the words quoted by

Stephen from Isa. 66 are also quoted, by Barnabas,6 and Justin.®
There is thus quite a fair amount of evidence that Isa 65-66 was

v/ell-known. to the early Church.

So, then, while it is hardly possible to class this idiom as

a Seraitism in the strict sense (that is, as due to direct and literal

translation of an Aramaic or Hebrew original), on the one hand, and

yet not easy to regard it as due to the influence of the LXX upon

Luke*s style, on the other, It may nevertheless be feasible to

regard it—like the previous cases—as having a quasi-liturgical

origins that is, in view of the attested familiarity of the early

Church with these two chapters of Isaiah, we may perhaps suggest

1). I Cor 2? 9.
2)» Hv 1:1:3, 3:7:2, etc.
3) ♦ Paul alludes to Isa. 66: 5,14 (i Th 1: 12, 8); cf Ho 10: 20

Revelation contains allusions to Isa 65: 1 (Rev 21: l), etc.
Cf. also Dodd,Acc. Script., pp. 86, 106, 108.

4). I Clem 34: 3.
5). Barn. 16: 2.
6). Dial. c» frygh, 22.



that the idiom in question may have become known to, and so used

by, Luke, on account of having been read from time to time in

Church.

(e) Acts 11: 22, ft o \ofoS tlj rd Zr* .

( "pjf ovSyf £/ lepoo<fe\i}fjL Tiff I oioriOv .)

Torrey noted this as a Semitism,^ and added the comment that

M... No Creek writer would ever heve perpetrated this—
unless he had wished to create the impression that he
was using a Semitic 1source.* Even then, he would doubt¬
less have used the standing; LXX phrase, fV roTf £<*4M~

The lata A. J« ' < ens inch also suggested Semit lam as a possible ox-
3 ? \ T

planation, offering the Hebrew 'UTNn. The expression aS rJ UJTot •

A
itself occurs quite often in the LXX," but in one place only la it

construed with the verb ZxoCtty , viz., Isa 5: 9, a passage which,
5

incidentally, is alluded bo by James. In all other cases where the

verb is lnovfiv , the associated phrase Is fv 'o7j &<**■ , while in the

case of Deut 31:30, where the words t*S r* Hid wyV^f zk*X>)<s'<S are

found, the verb is Ad\s?y , not duoueiy « Bauer related the case in

Acts 11: 22 to Isa 5: 9.6

while, then, one can hardly describe the idiom yirov<r&y v*
, » o ;

. £/£ rd hotu Ttvof as a septuagintolism, yet there is no real evidence

;hy vie should affirm it to be a * translat ion-Semitisea;' however, by

reason of the allusion by James to Isa 5: 9, the present passage may

perhaps be either an allusion itself to that passage in Isaiah, or—

since the context seems bo be to some extent against that possibility—

1). CDA, p. 7,
2). ibid., p. 36.
3). Unpublished note (see Preface).
4). 29 times: cf. Hatch-Redpath, pp. 1034c-1035b.
5). Jas 5: 4.
6), Wb (ate Auf1•), 1083-1084.



a 'dictiona! reminisc nce? of It. While wo have no neons of know-

ing whether Luke, (or, for that matter, the source(s) used by him),

displayed acquaintance with the passage, the fact that it was

alluded to by Tames perhaps indicates that it was known to, and

used by, the early Church.

{f) Acts 10: 40. The idiom Sow/to with accusative and follow¬

ing infinitive, claimed by Torrey as a 'well known .. Semitism,and
5?

similarly regarded by Leke-Cadbury, would probably be better describ¬

ed as a septuagintalism. In support of this, we may note: (i) In

Acts 2: 27, it occurs in a verbatim quotation from Ps 15(16): 10 LXXj

likewise also in Acts IS: 55, where the same text is quoted, (11) Acts

14: 3 contains it also, but alongside another expression, fti Koi\r*$
| "j

.jtyrfof <*</rou t which seems to have entered Luke's style and diction
by way of the liturgical and apologetieal use made by the Church of

%
certain portions of the 0T. (iii) Though It does not seem to be very

4.
common in the L30C itself, the cases where it does occur include,

as we have observed, a passage from a Psalm which we know was very

well known to, and used by, the early Church, On the balance of

evidence, then, it would probably be fair to regard the idiom as a

♦liturgicalism* in the sense in which the other cases in this 'test-

group' have been so classified.

There are one or two other similar, though perhaps somewhat

less certain, cases which we might have added to this 'teat-group;

1). CDA, p. 56.
• beginnings, I, iv, 121b; but Cf. Bruce, AA, pp. 95, 227.

5). Cf. supra, pp. 82-83.
4}. Probable cases ore: I Kgd 18; 2(A), I Chr 22: 19, II Chr

11: 16, N© 9: 17, Jb 34: 19, Ps 15(16): 10, Ec 1: 15,
16(17), Jer 43(56) : 20.

5). Ps 15(16): 10; cf. Dodd, Acc. Script., pp. 106, 108.
©)• Cf. supplementary Hotes at tne end or inis chapter, pp.114-117.
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however, the evidence just presented seems to support the view

that 1septuaglntalism* as such is not by itself a sufficient ex¬

planation of the facts, particularly in view of the relative rarity

of the expressions in question in the LXX. On the other hand, we

have seen cause to believe that the prominence In the worship and

apologetic of the early Church of the OT passages in which these

expressions do occur, may have resulted in their having been rather

more commonly heard in Church than their actual frequency in the

LXX as a whole would suggest. Further support for this might he

found in the fact that in no case is the parallel such as to con¬

stitute a true allusion to one or other of the passages in the LXX

where the relevant expression is also found, even where this OT

passage may he the one that we know to have been well known to the

Church. Consequently, we should probably describe the expressions

in question not so much as 'aeptuagintalisms* as * liturgicalisms*

or *apologeticisms:♦ expressions which probably owe their presence

in Acts not to Luke1s familiarity with the LXX as such, but rather

to the fact that he was a worshipper in the early Church, and so

was especially familiar with those passages of the B5„ble which were

used as 'testimonis* or otherwise employed in the life of the early

Church*

Before we finally dismiss the possibility that these idioms

may in fact be due to 'translation-Greek,* we must attempt to

determine whether there is any other, Independent evidence to

suggest or support the hypothesis just delineated.

1). Or, more precisely: the prominence in the worship and apolo¬
getic of the early Church of at least one of the OT passages
in each case in which these expressions are found.
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II,

The Idea that elements In the narratives and speecnea of

Luke-Acts may have heen due to greater or less extent to til© in¬

fluence upon the author or upon his ' source-material1 of the pre¬

vailing liturgical uses and phraseologies of the Church or Churches

with which he was associated may, perhaps, be said to have a certain

probability a priori: the oral tradition of the Church -would, in

itself, be a quite natural source, and in the case of the Gospel

according to St Matthew, Kiipatrick has given us

"... grounds for suspecting that the liturgical background
itself provided the reason.."

for some of the facts left unexplained by source-analysisj in fact,

that the liturgical background served as "a focus or channelH where¬

by other elements in the circumstances of its production "had their

effect on the book." It was, indeed, the author*s intention to pro¬

duce a "comprehensive and suitable gospel book for the liturgy end

exposition of the church*Likewise, Cullmsnn has indicated the

scope and significance of liturgical considerations arid allusions

for the understanding of the New Testament, and of the -Tohannine

Gospel in particularIt remains, therefore, to determine in the

case of Acts, and especially, of Acts 1-15, whether there is any

evidence which might suggest traces of a liturgical, or 'quasi-

liturgical* stamp.

(1) The first block of evidence consists of the Prayer in

1). OCrM, p. 140.
2)» tir'chrlatentum und Gottesdlenat, (1950), passim.
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Acts 4? 24-30, after the release of Peter and John, together with

elements from other 'prayer-narratives,1 for example, Acts 10s 13f.

(Pater). The prayer in Acts 4, however, will be considered first,

since it is the most formal example in the hook.

(a). Acts 4; 24b-30« Torrey four Km Semitisma in this

prayer, namely, ° to2 qp.Lv tiyo^ <rTop*>to£ A«*y
.£er«ov (vs. 25a), and fVrw \*?(?>* iKrtiynvn ajMrtv^vs. 30). We
have already noted the expression t<£ c. infin* as a *eharaoter»

1 ? ' \ A
istic1 aoptur rintaliara, while gicrrirfi* ajvq^-tis common in both the

2
LXX and the NT. The other expression, peculiar as it is, opens up

considerations of text as well as grammar, and may perhaps be solved
*z

along a textual rather than a linguistic lino. Sparks, discussing

this prayer, began by noting that in the introduction and conclusion

there is "nothing specifically Semitic" except, maybe, evr}f>iV~rfy/wyf
on the other hind, these verses contain some four 'Lukanisme,1 name*

iy» 0^-Q&, iTiXfyty <fc«v... toj *ytoO Visti}\i*TPfj Tor Xoyo>> f0u<9i«5(meaning £v~
y*X/ov), and •nnffya'/uj , Consequently, Luke

".4 either supplied the introduction and conclusion
himself, or drastically edited what ha found in a
source.

Further, with regard to the prayer proper, its stylo is "Semitic

through and through,;i though "nothing" apart from the difficulty in

vs. 25a "points to Aramaic rather than Hebrew as the underlying

Semitic language#M& Observing that vv. (24b), 25b-26 quote the LXX

1), Supra, p. 79.
2). It occurs in the LXX 72 times, in the NT 13(?15) times.
3) • The matter is discussed later, p. 210f infra.
4). "The Semitioms of Acts," JTS, (N.S.), 1 (1950), p. 24.
o). ibicl., I.e.



verbally, he claimed farther that almost all the individual rhrases

throughout the prayer had LXX parallels, "either exact or reasonably

close5"^ he was thus led to conclude that the moat likely explanation

of the whole phenomenon was that Luke heard the story in general terms

"by word of mouth," and oast the result himself in Man appropriate-
o

ly biblical mould." Perhaps we should add, for completeness, that

the prayer proper contains some six 'Lukanisms,'3 a fact which

would, seem to favour Ms explanation.

'Chare are, however, certain other considerations which must

be taken into account; first, the exact or "reasonably close" LXX

parallels noted by Sparks, when set out in tabular form, perhaps

carry less conviction than at first appears A
Table 5*

Acts i; 24b-50.

24b 0 -roV ol•ptvoV
,KAc ~t*}V ***■ ryv t

% / > J ■ 9 ^

.voivru tj f/ *i u reif

30aA i* rw TYjY \iTpj.
, ■itcm'/u* <fi---

30aB *'S ms**

30bA KaI <rrjfLt?A kal riptru
Y'/C<T9ac

1}• ibid •, p• 24«
2). ibid., I.e. cas

5), Viz., tv TW C. infin., uita Tt*eri<r<'*$, dpo-/ , -re , rj/bcty (of
Sod's"will), tp/ Aoyo* (i.e., Ood's word); of. Haw¬
kins, '-brae Synoptioae, pp. 18, 40; 20, 43; 22; 27; 28.

4). I.e., with'the exception of Ex 20: 11 (or Ps 145(146): 6).

LXX.

Fx 20; ll,^fV W '

flfoftfftr Kof TOY oifJ-VpY K«U TtjY ypy.

Kod TYJT BcLXd-SOHV K*l VAVTATA iV A^Tol£ ,

E2ek 6; 14, K*U £KT*ho -rd)Y
, yoo 'tit1 otlrpif
los Ix l,ir T£ °iASelfQ** U£ T»*°Ufttrjk.
Isa 8; 18, nxl l'/rui l.

. TifeLTA i/TO If
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It is perfectly true that expressions oi this type oecur In the

USX;~ it does not .follow that that is the complete explanation

of their presence here." There are, however, parallels to other

writings, and in particular, to prayers contained in X Clement,

and the Didache. These may be set out th.ua s-

iable 6.

Acts 4: 24O-30.

4: 24b ^KftloTA ,rfu /
/ „ « ) «

jf»tn<fAy ouys>A*t>Y
. * * * » \

.KMc TtjY If)

I Clem 59: 3-51: 2.

59: 4, {'Aj.iooptKfi)
diffioTA ^oyQo* yivtfQu
50t 3, Vdt ySt-KflOTwL ,

#£7Tl^AKOY (ufV^rfyo- »

tfu> tfo V ... . #

61: I,"'* , {IrvoTcL ,

.iStoKA^ YyK i^OudlAK .

61: 2, (& jr'V)
.1 fcVwoTW

hid 9: 2,3? 10: 1-6.

10: 5, ^ , ftftto ta. .

TrjKTOkfCATejO,

7

4: 25&, AotvtiV 7T4ifo$

,<Too ,

4: 27, Tok otyi#v 7lAidit

itfoo ltj<roSv...
4: 30b </"'•* Toi? Ivo^AU)
,faS Zy'/ti/ WllJof (fOt/ t>)6(>2 .

(59: &,nd/f<$'o£a»v,lv h )

59: 3, I<jkoJ Xytfroo
JS>o lryptVoO TTollfof (foJ t

59: 4Jf ° <r°° •

9: 2, fe*octS rod

,X[Mifo$ (TOO ....

9s 2,iV'ot In/oU roS

vrwi<T«f <rou/ K r-X .

ib., of. 9: 3, 10:
2,3.

We should perhaps add: Mart Pol 14: l,o rw AyAirijTev kj! tlXoyyroo ,

,,iui/o_f ffpo 'irjfotf Xpi<ffrt/ THtfqjp; 1.4 J 3, cJ/o lyros XyiPYou JyAT>jTo</ eu ita/Joy . and

1). Cf. also the list cited above of 'characteristic' words
and phrases from the LXX, found in Acts, supra, p. 79.

2). Cf. supra, p. 78? also, pp. 80-81, and 81-89.
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20 i 2, Tov Tte{i$o$ oiZroo j too fxoroycvoof Itjfov fytffqv
The parallels are'seen to centre about two points! first,

the expression { Qtoo ), as applied to Jesus (and David),

and secondly, the use of the term ct^norw as a form of address

to God, In prayer, With regard to the former, Joremias observed:

"Abgesehen von droi Zitate" (i.e., Lit 12: 18, Barn 8: 1,
9: 9.) "und von Ag begegnet die Beaeiclmung Jesu als -*<*7% .
• Stoo in der iieidenehris111chen Literatur his 150 urn nur
elf Sielien und. nur in drei Schriften.

Further, that,

M.» e a h a n d e 1 t sich ... in alien
11 F&llen -am G © b e t e u(nd) (mlt Aus-
nohme der doxologischen Forraeln I 01 59,4 ..; Mart Pol
14,1 ««) i m bi e r urn die 1 i t u r g 1 s o h e
Formed '!»^<ro«r rot -nwifo's <*"» **

In the Gentile Church, the title survived, only as a Hfr€h er¬

starrte liturgische Formel, die im eucharistischen Gebefc, in der

Doxologie und im Bekenntnis vsrankert war•In the case of the

other expression, Slentor* , applied to God, this vocative form

occurs in the ITT only in Luke 2s 29 (Nunc Dimittis),4 apart from

the present passage.^ This use of the vocative, applied to God,

is--according to Rengstorf--ln Josephus Msogar die hlufigste

Gebetsanrsde,® and it is, In fact, echo©* by Revelation 6s 10,

That is to say, both the expressions under discussion appear

to have roots in the language of contemporary and nearly-aontempera-

MMT, V, a. 700, zz. 18f.
Tbf<2., e. 700, zz« 2Sf. Preuachen CApg., p. 20) commented:

"Zu itoy ocvtoj vgl. Is 52 s 13 Joh 17 s 1 I Clem
59: 2f. lid 9: 2f« 10: 2f. Barn 6:1, Zu der Formel
vgl. Harnaok Beitr. IV S. 74; es haben aller viiahr3chsin-
lichkeit nach liturgische Fo laneIn hi or tmd v. 26 auf den
G©branch dec VSortes ©ingewirkt (weinel Bibl. Theol. d.
FT S. 513).»

MT, V, s. 701, zz. 7f.
x»e», vw Vtio\vhS rtv SodXov (Tovt no rU ,
Though it does occur in the LXX, cf. Daniel 9, in prayer, etc.
TWNT, II, s. 44, Ana. 13.

1).
2) .

3) •
4) .
5).
6).
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ry prayer. With regard to bho description of the style of Acta

4: 24b-30 as "Semitic througa and through,H~ it may be well to

reserve judgment at least until we have examined Peter's prayer-

vision in Acta 10: 13-15, to which we shall now pass.

(b) Acts 10: 13-15. The connecting words contain some

' Lukanisms' : iylyno ^ and ny>oJ Surov (of speaking)the latter
occurs twice. Thus the editor's stamp is clear. Torrey claims

two Somitisass ov Ivort { X1? Ti *t>) ifAft* **»✓( h-ch/oV and
I ^ f tz.

.-/wW €K hvrtf ov, the dormer of which appears to reflect the

familiar setaitic idiom ^D.. ♦ rs waning 'nullus, none whatever,*0

and is found in the words of Peter. Thus, the Greek form, oo )

wSy has, -i.ro.rn time to time, been regarded as a Semitism#^
The form occurs in Mark 13: 20 (Mt 24: 22), and Luke 1: 37 oJk

JfcyM.T^<ru H4fd too Aw ir£y " (which is not from either LT or
LXX)jci on the other hand, it also occurs in I Glem 60: 2, jwj .

.Xoy.Vg 77j.<r«y oC\u>u Sou, k.t\. (in the prayer noted

above ),^ and again in Did 2: 7, oZ yufrfrttj ttSutu uor&guyno*.... In
neither of these cases is it suggested that we are dealing with

translation from an Aramaic or Hebrew document. Moreover, in the

same prayer, I Clem 61: 2, there occurs the expression r©// t/?©ff .

.-nOv liy9( tSjru>v , whose Semitic colour hardly needs to be pointed

1). ;Sparks, JT3, (U.S.), 1 (1950), p. 24. Gf. supra, p. 91.
2). Hawkins, !8brae Synoptlc&e, pp. 23, 49.
3). ibid., pp. 2TT 45.
4) • ^^*
5). ibid.., I.e.
6)• —K, oect. 152b•
7). oTT W-M, Sect. xxvi,l (pp. 214-213); Moulton, Gram., ii,

pp»"433ff.; Torrey, op. cit., i.e.
8). So Moulton, Gram., ii, p. 434. (It is nearer LXX Gen 18s 14).
9). Vis., I Clem 59: 3-61: 2. Cf. supra, p. 93,
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out# though it may perhaps he derived from the language of the

LXX. At all events, the use of such 'semitized* expressions in

the prayer-language of the Church, at a time not greatly removed

from that of the composition of Acts, is plain.

(c). Finally, it is perhaps worth comparing the prayer in

I Clement with the Lukan Hymns. The parallels may be set out thus?

Table 7.

Lukan Hymns. I Clement.

Luke 1? 52(Magn)
*lTfo Qf&v&v)Mi Vfu>6tV

4~ruif(ivou$
i

2? 29(KD),

1? 71(B), ) . . (K

.nhvtuv rvv pLifouVTk>V rjfM-S- -

1: 75(B), sv ofloTfjrt kmc

JlKMlofOWj SVtoTTtoV olltoo ....

1: 79b(B) ,-roO turfofium Tolf
. jroS^y rjptio* H .tX-

I Clem 59? 5, (God) KotoOxrA,

,~r*Tts>vovS f»J" J\poS mi vols
Veiirdvoovru

I Clem 59? 3, SitTfo tjl

I Clem 60? 3b, kmc fof+c fy&S .

,U7)i> rutv fj.i<sWY7DV Iff**? ol6lKU>$.
ib, VS. 2b,o6iOTtfH K*i £(K<*to-.
fvYrj Mi J.T&o7fV<- .■ iviojriov tou
ib, VS. 2a, KMi KU.T£.L0l>*l>V 7V

.OfMfir)fJlMtJ. rjfiioV .... .

As there is no direct evidence that Clement employed Luke, or, for

that matter, vice versa,4 a possible explanation of the common

elements and similar style would be that both were drawing upon

language and modes of expression current in the early Church, and

in particular, current in its liturgical life, and employed in its

1). Cf. Pss. 4? 2f 8? 4; 30(31)? 19j etc. It is perhaps worth
noting that Dodd would include Ps 30(31) among his 'prima¬
ry sources1 for testimonial cf. Acc. Script., pp. 98, 108.

2). Cf. also, I Clem 60? 3, 61? 1,2; Did 10? 3. /

3). Cf. Luke 1? 74(Benedictus) 9t& ioo*+c hfi* i* XifioS .
4). I Clem seems to be relying on Matthew, and where Luke is ap¬

parently cited, the Lukan passage in question has a
parallel in Matthew.
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prayer. That is* if tho prayer in Acts 4 s 24b-30 is in fact "cast

in an appropriately biblical mould,it may none the less be feas¬

ible to suggest that the particular 'LXX» elements were not select¬

ed at random, nor so much at the behest of the author's artistic or

dramatic sense, but rather under the influence of the liturgical

customs of the church or churches to which Luke belonged, or upon

whose traditions he may have drawn.

In view of what has just been noted, it may be well to look

for other 'formularistic' elements, that is, stereotyped phrases

used for introducing words of Scripture, describing the life of

the Church, and so forth.

(ii). There are certain phrases in Acts, used In a more or

less stereotyped fashion, as just indicated. We shall now con¬

sider some of these.

(a) Among the expressions used for Introducing formal Biblic¬

al quotation, perhaps the two most distinctively 'Lukan' are those

Involving the expressions <fi<i a"ro^roS rirof , and yt ypd itrdi by ,

followed by the name of the Book quoted. The former are, in fact,

found only in Luke-Acts, and in particular, only in Luke 1, and
2

Acts 1-4. Most importantly, however, Luke Is 70 and Acts 3: 21

are almost verbally identical, and both are found in 'direct

speech.' We may set out the two forms for convenience of compari¬

son as follows s

Luke Is 70/AiVijttv b Bsj fibi crop#wyiwv ben*tuu)Vo$
Acts 3s 21 I foo$ Ju rrop*ru>y iV SivveS <Lvr»0 Vpoj/yiuy.

1). Sparks, JTS, (N.S.) i (1950), p. 24.
2). Viz., Luke 1: 70 (Benedictus), Acts Is 16, 3s 18,21, (all

words of Peter), and possibly also, Acts 4s 25 (Prayer).
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Now it is unlikely that Petor should have been quoting Zacharias,

and of course quite impossible that the reverse should have taken

place| moreover, the full expression is found neither in the Apo-
1 2

stolic Fathers, nor in the LXX. Consequently, either the express¬

ion is Luke's, or it is independent of Luke? if the former, we

might have expected it to have been couched in Lukan words, where¬

as in fact it is not; furthermore, though the idiom Stu 4Tt>jt*Toy
does occur in the LXX some 7 times, it is hardly the usual or

'characteristic' LXX mode of expressing the idea of 'by the mouth

of,* representing Hebrew , 'P?, T) or Tisimpliciter. It

does, in fact, occur in Deut 8s 3b, which is quoted by Matthew in

full (Matt 4: 4), though the Lukan parallel omits the second half

of the verse containing the expression--Luke 4: 4. Now this part
3

of Matthew-Luke has been agreed by most scholars to be part of Q;

It may then be presumed to have been current In the early Church

at on© stage of its history. Further, it may possibly have in¬

fluenced the phraseology of Barn 11? 8, wvV fjfi* <> iuv s$t\n5<ftTJi ,
oiJ ifrojutirof it k-t.X. and it is perhaps not unreasonable to

suppose that the portion of Deut 8 s 3 not used by Luke was never¬

theless known to him—although It may have been added to Q by

Matthew (which Is, indeed, T. W. Manson's contention).^ In any

event, the succeeding words of Deut 8; 3 would probably have become

known, though as found in Matthew they appear to have been included

1). The phrase iJ wj, however, occurs in Barn 11: 8, q.v.
2). In LXX, rrofu^r'o$ t» oj Is found in Deut 8: 3; III Kgd 17: 1; II

Chr 35: 22, 36: 21,22; Ps 49(50): 16, and Prov 27: 21.
3). Cf. Harnack (SRJ, pp. 33-37, 89), Manson, Sayings. p. 16,

and Bussmann, SynSt, ii, pp. 37ff. (he puts it in 'R'),
and p. 137. , , , „

4). Cf. Deut 8: 3b, eft iU'tI fa"' («*<>£ <f<« rrtju*rof Qto* « ■,
Sayings, p. 43. He thought that It could not have stood in

Q, because It is a quotation from the LXX.
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for homiletie or didactic purposes, rather than as a true reply

to Satan* a suggestion."®" Hamaek, however, describes the words

in Matthew, tK-aoftv6^ivo StJ tnofi*io$ (Matt 4 s 4), as *unsieher be-
zeugt;*2 certainly their omission with D Lvt Sy(pal) constitutes

a harder reading, since it results in divergence from the LXX,

whereas the reading of the Received Text is in agreement with
3

that of the LXX, and may consequently suggest assimilation to it.

Nevertheless, if the expression as it occurs in Luke Is 70 and

Acts 3 s 21 were in fact a Lukan editorial accretion, it would be

hard, perhaps, to understand why it should not have been added

here in Luke 4s 4. That is, the evidence for its having been a

♦Lukan editorial accretion* does not appear to be sustained. But

if not, we are left with the suggestion that the words were, in

some way, independent of Luke, or at least, of his * style.* In

view of what has been said about Deut 8s 3 being known to the

early Church, and about the fact that in all but two cases in the

NT^ the words occur in a rather stereotyped formula introducing

O'T quotation, it may perhaps be reasonable to suggest that it is,

in fact, a mark of liturgical origin, which has survived in the

diction of Luke-Acts from the use of the Church or Churches with

which Luke was associated, or upon whose traditions he drew.

The other expression, ycyfctnMt iv (e.g., ) ,S occurs
in Luke-Acts 6 times;® in only one of these cases is there a

1). Manson, Sayings, I.e.
2). SRJ, p. 36.
3). Except for the omission of before fxn^iooutu^ , against

the LXX.
4). Viz., Mt 4: 4, where it should perhaps be omitted, and

Acts 15s 7,(Peter).
5)• Acts 1: 20.
6). Luke 2s 23, 3s 4, 10s 26; Acts Is 20, 7s 42, 13s 33.



parallel passage in another of the Synoptics reflecting a

similar idiom, namely, Luke 3 s 4 (Mark Is 2), The Markan

passage, however, does not contain the word , which

the Lukan one reads after ev • Nevertheless, Mark Is 2 end

I Cor 9s 9 together comprise the only examples of the expression—

outside Luke-Acts--in the NT, although the use of the word vt-

, without specification of the scroll is very common

in both Matthew and Mark.1 The use of the specification may in¬

dicate a later stage in the tradition than the simple y*y,
or perhaps its more formal use, for Instance, in apology or wor¬

ship. The simple form occurs in Luke at 4s 4,8,10, 7s 27 (all

Q), and 19s 46(Mark lit 17, Matthew 21s 13), 24s 26 (Emmausj a

Lukan Post-Resurrection Narrative). Thus, in only one case, the

last-named, does it occur in the Oospel in a passage which is

peculiar to Luke. In Acts, the simple form is found in Acts 15s

15 (James), and 23s 5 (Paul). It is therefore perhaps worth ob¬

serving that though the more formal expression occurs in Luke 1-2

and Acts 1-14, yet the Simpler1 expression does not. That is,

the more complex expression, rather than the simpler, is found

in those sections where it is least likely that Luke was an eye¬

witness, and in which, consequently, he would be most Indebted to

tradition other than that of Mark and Q. As a result, it is not

impossible that the fuller form represents s survival of an element

quasi-liturgical in nature•

1). Cf. the list given in MG, pp. 176b-177a.
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(b) Another set of recurrent phrases which appear to have

been based upon the LXX, or something very like it, but which

have become dislodged from their original setting and developed

into what appear to be somehow * technical terms' may be illustrat¬

ed by the following examples tot cnnukoupsm oyoujl. (cf. Joel 2: 32

(Heb. 3s 5), Acts 2s 21),1faflovfUVM, toy O&ov 2 and the pair,

etu^fiYiiy km tr\>)lli/rtiy(Q£. Gen Is 22, Ex Is 7; Acts 7s 17b).
The first of these occurs in Acts 2: 21 (Joel 2s 32LXX), 9s

14,21, 15s 17 (cf. Arios 9s 12), 22s 16) in all of these cases

the context is that of a speech* We should note, however, that

it makes no appearance either in Luke or in the other Gospels,

although it is found in James 2s 7, Rom 10s 13, I Cor Is 2. It

is also perhaps interesting to note that the form of the express¬

ion employed in James 2 s 7,to kuVov ovopu rS e-ntK\^9ty if* ,

seems to recall that found in Ms speech in Acts 15 s 17,

n oYop.lt ftou or do-ToJ$ (Amos 9s 12)# At all events,
the expression seems to have developed into sometMng of a tech¬

nical term to describe the believers) indeed, Dodd observed that

for Paul, the expression of tin**\ov[Atvoi to orpf* became a synonym
for 'Christians',

"••• the being .... 'our Lord Jesus Christ,*
I Cor. i. 2.w3

The quotation from Joel in which the words under discussion are

found is regarded by Mm as belonging to the primitive 'testi-

1), *vt fr-fAt 7rSf oj Itr ItimyXiftjry.*- to oyopt Kvftoo . ■ •
2). Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, pp. 23, 49, classed! this term

as a 'Ltikanism.'
£)• Aoc. Script., p. 47, n. 2.
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morxia,' although "there is not very much direct evidence of* its

use outside Acts."* As, however, on its occurrence in Horn 10: 13,

it appears among two passages noted on other grounds and previous*

ly, by him, as *testimonia,,2 while further on in the same argu-
%

ment (Rom lis 8), another ♦testimonium* occurs,

"... it seems clear that Paul is working largely with
passages from the Old Testament already current as
testimonia."^

Consequently, "we need not host it©" to include the Joel-passage#

the use of this passage in Romans 10, he thought it *just

sufficient' to warrant the conclusion that its use

"... as a main testimonium to the k e r y g-
ma inActsii is not due to the author, but rests
upon primitive (pro-Pauline) usage."5

In any case, in view of what has been said, it would perhaps seem

reasonable to regard the passage and consequently, the expression

under discussion found in it, as in use in, and so familiar to,

the early Church. This contention seems to be supported somewhat

by the use of ( r<J»7 7id<fn ) fTfmn<\rjplyq to... uyiov o'vopd dvrot/ by
Clement, in a Benediction, or rather, a concluding prayer of

blessing,6 and by the writer of Hermas, in two places, namely,
Hs 8s 8s 4,yrgf -r« oyojud kv^'oo to f%ri*x>)0£v w »iorovy ,

with which J. B. Llghtfoot compared James 2s 7, and Hs 9s 14s 3,

Jin 7iu<rt -roTf hinu\lvfAtyoif to I'vo^d otvroC. , where the precise ex¬
pression under discussion is itself found.

1). Acq. Script., p. 47.
2). Ibid., I.e. The passages ares Isa 28s 16 (Rom 10: 11),

and 53: 1 (Rom 10s 16); cf. Dodd, op. cit., pp. 41ff.
and 39, respectively.

3). Ibid., p. 48. The 'testimonium* is Isa 6s 10 (Dodd, op.
cit., pp. 36-39).

4)» Ibid#, I.e.
5). Ibid,, I.e. 6), I Clem 64.
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The second of these expressions, of rJv ficov , (k^/ov ),
occurs in the LXX fairly frequently,1 but what we should perhaps

note is this, that it occurs probably most commonly in the Psalms

(LXX)jS in partieiilar, it appears in no less than 4 of the Psalms

listed by Dodd as *testimonia-sourcos,* namely, Pas 21(22)i 24,26,

30(31): 20 , 33(34) : 8,10, 117(118): 4 (MSS: AR). Furthermore,

the second occurrence in Ps 21(22), viz., vs. 26, displays an

interesting piece of parallelism, which seems to * define* the

phrase as equivalent to *the great congregation:*

. irupj rev o fjfiwoS f*ov tv t k k \vj ja z y a \ rj ,

tv\JJ pxoo Jnefdaio eytHyn$oV TtoV <j>oP o up. i v u>v uJioV...9
Moreover, Justin Martyr, in what seems to be a sort of *midrash*

on the self-same Psalm, first alluded to vs. 24a with the express¬

ion irivr*$ rovf ^opevfilvovS rov then proceeded to apply vs. 23
to the apostles,/*' fitseo t<ZyhSAfitSvoivreO IfTtj TiGv £vor-rt\»v, . . vj+vytt toy8ievt
*as is manifest in the memoirs of the apostlesi* this is said to

be indicated by the remainder of th© Psalm;

f*ATo I'vopj fJLOV To7f JAOW CV 1 ,

.Opvtjfio <Tf Ot <fof?ov(*tvoi Toy fcvpioY oliYerUTf- UVTo'v"

.UttfclY TO Ukoo/P So^U<TpiTi, oLvroY • 4"oprj Qy TUXfo! ✓ .

.ttVToV %71olS To rvlfpd 'IfjOelj A >V -
We have only to add that this Psalm has already been noted in

another connection as probably related to an element in the

1). It occurs some 58 times In the LXX.
2). It is found 26 times in the Psalter, and 23 times in Sirach,

some of the cases in the latter being parallel to in¬
stances in the Psalterj cf. Si 15: 19 with Ps 32(33):
18. Also, one case in the Psalms, Ps 102(103): 17 is
reminiscent of the Magnificat.

3). Dial. 106| cf. Migne, PG, Tom. VI, p. 724A, lines 8-12.
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diction of Acts 1-15,1 and to remind ourselves of the part played

by it in the Gospels—-all four--in the construction of the Passion-

Narrative, to see that there is no great impossibility in its hav¬

ing been a predominant factor behind the particular usage under

discussion in Acts (and Luke too, for that matter). In any case,

It would perhaps seem reasonable to suppose that Luke*s style here

is really showing traces, not so much of *septuagintalism,* as of

the influence upon him of those parts of the Old Testament habitu¬

ally employed by the Church In preaching the fulfilment of the
3

promises made to the Fathers, and In particular, of the probable

influence of current liturgical phraseology.

A third expression, which ought to be added for complete¬

ness, is the thrice-conjoined eLv^otrti* *<** tA^&uvhy^ which is
found some 14 times in all In the LXXfS it consequently does not

qualify as strictly Characteristic* of the LXX. On the other

hand, at least two of the passages in which it occurs in the LXX

are ones which we know to have been well known to the early

Church, namely, Gen Is 28, and Ex Is 7, the second of which Is

alluded to by Stephen, and deals with the expansion of the

people of Israel in Egypt. It is possibly significant that the

Lukan Xmo'j *people* (usually meaning the *people of God,1 i.e.,
n

Israel or the Church) is used in Acts 7s 17 to replace the

ufof the LXX. At all events, the other cases of the

1). Viz., Ko,\Uf ft-rro? -r,*os, ef. supra,pp. 82-5.
2). Of. Magnificat, Luke Is 50 etc. The Psalm in question is

also cited In Hebrews, Heb. 2s 12.
3). Cf. Acts 13: 32-33, etc.
4). Cf. Acts 6s 7, 7s 17, 12s 24, and also 19: 20.
5). Viz., Gen Is 22,28, 8: 17, 9s 1,7, 17s 20, 28s 3, 35:

11, 47s 27, 48s 4; Ex 1: 7; Lev 26: 9; Jer 3s 16,
23: 5.

6). Acts 7s 17. 7). Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p, 20.
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combination occur only in summaries, for example, Acta 6: 7 and

12: 24, which C. H. Turner regarded as interposed between, and

demarcating, •panels' of the narrative of Aetsj^* in both these

cases, the expression being investigated is related to another
/ 2

'Lukan* phrase, S \»yt>s tpo &too (ko^iou ),*" which Cadbury was

disposed to treat as a name for Christianity,3 as, in fact,

"... a concrete tiling, as the expression o X&yos too 6epo
and others show, ... not merely the preach¬

ing but the whole Christian enterprise."*

No?;, because the expression can hardly be a septuagintalism in

the strict sense, on account of the relatively small number of

times it occurs in the LXX, it may perhaps be a 'recurrent

allusion:' but an allusion to what? Cadbury thought it possibly

due to "the Old Testament idiom, much as the summaries in Luke i.

and ii. are founded on the Old Testament."5 But if we go to the

writings of the Apostolic Fathers, ?/e find the words of Gen 1:

28 quoted several times? moreover, in one case, Barn 6: 12, we

have the following introduction before the quotation of Gen li 26-

28, (speaking of renewal in God's Image), X/y*' %*(■ j f<?Afy '

ripv*, £>S Xlyei wu> , IToiHCoJMeN k t>, „., while Barn 6: 18
takes up the same idea again. That is, there is independent

evidence that Gen 1: 28 was applied to the Church from an early

date. This would accord well with Cadbury'a vie?; outlined above

that the expression o too bioS seems to apply to "the whole

1)• DB, i, p. 421a*
2). Ifawkins, op. cifc., pp. 20 , 43.
3). Beginnings, I, v, pp. 375-92? especially, p. 391.
4). ibid., p7 391
5). ibid., p. 396.
6). I Clem 33: 6? Barn 6: 12,18? cf. also, Hv Is 1: 6.
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Christian enterprise."^ The use of the allusion to Gen Is 23

(Ex Is 7} in this sort of way would then seem perhaps to in¬

dicate a sort of midrashic use of the text, seeing in it a 'testi¬

monium* to the increase of the Church. But if so, then there is

no great improbability in its having been in use in that sort of
2

sense in the Church before Luke took hold of it. Wo clearly

cannot build on this piece of evidence, but it may at least be

said to be in harmony with what has already been claimed.

(c) There are other reciirrent words and phrases, and we

may note especially those of them that have been taken to con¬

stitute elements of what Dodd has called the 'kerygma,* and form

the summaries of the faith found in a number of the speeches in

Acts. In particular, we may note the following: (especi¬

ally in the form, jpuf £✓ /u^ru^sf 4.J700, for example, and/or
g a fi ^

applied to the Resurrection of Jesus), iArTynx
( tor'/jd'eD/} with or without Ik vixg&v $ and eidcfif *£*<*{>rt&y

Of the remaining expressions used, considerable variation of word-

order, word, and phrase, is found, and consequently we must omit

them from this discussion. However, those listed above narrowly

escape becoming 'Lukanisms,* so frequently do they occur in Luke-

Acts, in comparison to the other books of the NT. For example,

.yurfp-rfj* occurs thrice in Matthew and Mark together, but no less
than 15 times in Luke-Acts, of which some 10 instances refer to

1). Beginnings, I, v, p. 391. Cf. supra, p. 105.
2) ♦ 'fhat is, in the worship and apology of the Church.
3). Cf. also Mt 18: 16, II Cor 13: 1, where the reference is to

Deut 19: 5(q.v.)j perhaps the 'witnesses1 are to con¬
firm the facts of the Resurrection.

4). The transitive form, 'raise', occurs only in Acts and John.
5). This is the commoner word in the NT for 'rise (from the dead).*
6). This phrase is also found in Mt 17: 9j Mark 6: 14, 9: 9,10,

12: 25, (16: 14), etc.



the 'witnesses of the things of the Messiah.*1 It may possibly

have some reference to Isa 45: 10, 12 or 44: 8, the first two of

which are located in passages listed by Dodd as 'primary sources

of testimonia.Again, both forms of the statement, 'Whom God

raised,'—oV o 0to£ jiVxrTijny t*.r\ and S'v / Ox^S rf/xi{cxv {** •

ytKf(3v) alike—are found in Acts,5 although the ^ormer is pe¬

culiar to Acts, and in view of Acts 5: 22 (5: 26) and 7: 57,

which quote (or employ) Deut 18: lb, 18, may represent a modi¬

fication of the -form in the light of this 'proof-text.'4
>/ f fy

Finally, though -nut* is found outside Luke-Acts, yet it

is very much commoner within these two books t:han elsewhere,5 and

is rather stereotyped. Indeed, the stereotyped, nature of these

phrases may point to their having been part of (the) primitive

♦kerygma'; nevertheless, whether or not that is true, such

repetition may perhaps be held to be at least consistent with a

liturgical origin for the data In the forms noted.5

(iii) As a last piece of evidence, we shall draw attention

to the way in which the 'Feeding-narratives' of Luke (and others)

and the Luksn Supper-narratives reflect the usage of later times:

we may also make a note or two about similar phenomena in other

books of the NT.

1). S»g«, Luke 24: 48 (Lukan Post-Resurrection story), Acts 1:
8,22; 2: 32; 3: 15; 5: 32; 10: 39,41; 13: 31; 22: lb;
26: 16.

2)« Acc. Script., p. 108.
3). Acts 2: 24,32 and Acts 3: 15; 4: 10; 10: 40; & 13: 30 re¬

spectively.
4). Cf. supra, pp. 48-49. Also, Dodd, Acc. Script., pp. 53-7, «c.
5). Luke, 3 times; Acts, 5 times; Matthew, Mark, and Paul each once
6). Perhaps these elements -nay be traces of an early credal formula
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In the *shorter account5 in Luke of the Last Supper, the

word Is used concerning the Cup (22: 17), Likewise,

in vs. 19a, which may perhaps be modelled on Mark 14: 22, though

this point is disputed by Higgins,1 the only changes from the

Markan form are the replacement of | -*f by the later, and
more Hellenistic^—not to say, 'technical5^—
the use of the more idiomatic a 'in place of the rougher and

perhaps more Semitic kai a n -V • To put it another way, if Luke,

or the tradition(s) he was employing, did in fact adapt the form

represented by the Markan version of tills verse (Mark 14: 22),

that adaptation was performed in the light of later, and possibly

ecclesiastical, ways,'*' A similar type of phenomenon may be observ-
ft

ed, as Knox remarked, in Mark 8: 1-10 (of, Mark 8: 35-44) in the

Feeding-narrative doublets, Hore the ,ri/ of Mark 6: 41 is

replaced by the '• of Mark 8: 6a. Moreover, the very

diction of the latter verse is strongly reminiscent of the ?/ords

of Institution, especially those found in Luke: W V rvuj £ . x:
*..• totjj t -ejt i/ m i ti'Ioo^ and seems to suggest early

In The Lordfs Supper in the New Testament, 1952, p, 44, hedenied that' tfie contacts between Mark and Luke here were

"necessarily due to Luke*a direct use of Mark," though
he admitted the possibility that the tradition employed
here by Luke may have been influenced by "another such
as is embodied in Mark," by the time it reached Luke.

W. L, Knox, Some Hellenistic Elements in Primitive Christi¬
anity, 1944, priLi ' '

Cf. Bid 9: 1,2,3, 10: 1,2,3; Justin, I Apol 85: 5, 66: 2,3.
But not necessarily so; cf. Moulton, Prol (3rd ed., 1908), p.
See also note 1, above. Higgins felt that Luke 22: 15-19a

probably represented an important tradition, possibly in¬
fluenced by aucharistlc usage, but less so than those of
Mark and Paul. (Cf. op. cit., pp. 42-3).

Op. cit., pp. offo v X J/ ,
Viz., Luke 22: 19a, A"/ v ,PV^ 'fr/ ~*f **<■

, xvroT,

1)

2).

3).
4).
5).

6).
7).
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use of these narratives as 'types' of the Eucharist, a view which

would appear to he supported by the nature of the Johannine account

of the Feeding (John 6s 1-59) Whether or not we are to regard
o

Acts 27: 35 as eucharistic in itself, it seems sufficient for our

present purposes to draw attention to the use in it of phraseology

very similar in nature to that already observed in, for example,
3Mark 81 6a. This would suggest that, although the original act

recorded in Acts 27; 35 may not have been eucharistic, yet the

temptation to invest it with a certain eucharistic significance

was not easy to resist.

But if the Eucharistic formula, influencing the narratives

at such points as are noted above, has given them a certain

'fixity' of form and phraseology which may not have been present

in the earliest traditions, then it would seem reasonable enough

to suppose that other liturgical, quasl-litiJrgical, and perhaps

'apologetical' factors have had their share in moulding the

diction of the narratives and speeches, as they have come down

to us.

The results of this chapter may, then, be summarized thus:

1. If we select some nine expressions which, by virtue of

their relative frequency in the LXX, may reasonably be described

as 'characteristic' of that book, and which also occur in Acts, an

1). Of. Higgins, op. cit., pp. 79-84. We may also note the
'western* addition to John 6: 56b, where D Lvt8
add: pt% A*/!?/,r£ to ToO i*oC Too lyfyiivof &S ^ oY.~ j
use of for » an& for rApf , may
reflect a liturgical use of the story.

2). Idggins, e.g., (op. cit., p. 66, n. 1), thought it referred
"merely to breaking bread before taking nourishment."

3). Cf. supra, p. 108, but especially p. 75, and note 1 of that
page.
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analysis of their 'source-distribution* patterns reveals that

their highest and lowest frequencies per page of WH-text are

found in the *L*-source of the Gospel1 and the 'We-sections* of

Acts, respectively; moreover, if we recognise that the rate per

page-WH of Lukanisras in 'L' is approximately 5.4 times that in

the *We-sections' of Acts, we are obliged nevertheless to point

out that the rate per page-WH of septuagintalisms in the former

is no less than 34 times that in the latter. Moreover, this

roust be viewed alongside the fact that Q and the Markan sections

are the least *septuagintalized.1 Upd^r these circumstances it

is hard to speak of 'unconscious1 influence of the DOC xipon Luke's

style, born of, for example, familiarity with it. Further, though
&

the two 'halves' of Acts, as defined above, are approximately

equally 'Lukanised/^ yet I Acts is about 4.6 times as 'septuagint-

allzed* as is II Acta, and about 8.4 times as much so as the *We-

sections* of Acts (when allowance has been made for the slightly

lower rate of Lukanism of the 'We-sections')•

That is, 'septuagintalism* appears to be fairly independent

of Lukanism, and thus it seems that Influence of the Septuagint

is not, in itself, a sufficient explanation of the phenomena in

question.

1). The 'L' above is used in the broad sense outlined on p. 80,
in note 3; i.e., T. W. Manson's reconstruction of L,
plus Luke 24t 13-53*

2). We have, for this purpose, combined all three tables given
by Hawkins, Horae Synoptioae, (2nd ed., 1909), pp. 16-
23, 27, 28-29.

3). I.e., as defined by Torrey; ef. pp. 9ff. supra.
4). I.e., if wo uso as a basis, the tables drawn up by Hawkins,

to which reference has already been made in note 2
above.



2. Turning to some six other expressions which appear to he

reflections of Semitic idioms, not 'chargeable to the Koine,'1 but

which, because they but rarely occur in the LXX, can hardly be said

to owe their occurrence in Acts to influence on Luke's style of the

LXX as a whole, and yet are not allusions to the OT in the strict

sense, we find that in every case, at least one of the LXX parallels

occurs in a portion of the OT which we have reason to believe was

familiar to, and probably used by, the early Church. That is, if

the expressions under consideration -were in fact septuagintalisma

after all, then it might be that they found their way into the

diction of Acts, not so much by direct influence of the LXX, due

to familiarity with that work as a whole, as indirectly, by way

of those portions of it which were employed by the Church of Luke's

time in worship and apology.

3* An investigation of prayers in Acts, however, indicates

not only parallels of diction with parts of the LXX, but also with

elements of certain prayers found in writings of the late first,

and early to middle second, centuries A.D., and likewise with

portions of the Lukan Infancy Hymns. Consequently, if, for example,

Acts 4s 24-30 was in fact cast in Han appropriately biblical mould,"2
this possibly took place under the influence of the practice of

the Church, rather than the influence of the LXX in general. (After

all, can we really speak of 'the' style, for example, of the LXX,

without meaning in fact the stv-le of some portion or portions of

1). Torrey, CPA, p. 7.
2). Sparks, 7fS, (N.S.), i (1950), p. 24.
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the LXX in particular?^).
4. There are, in addition, certain quasi-formul&ristic

elements, stereotyped ways of expressing thoughts and introducing

words of quotation from the OT, which seem to indicate a later and

more settled stage in the transmission of the traditions embodied

in Acts 1-15, and may well point to a liturgical origin for some

of those traditions.

5. This contention seems not weakened, but if anytiling,

somewhat strengthened, by the fact that some of these recurrent

expressions appear to be allusions to passages of the OT which

have been listed as sources of ,testimonial used by writers of

the NT.

6. Finally, while Kilpatrick has shown grounds for assigning

a liturgical history to Matthew, we may also note that the accounts

of the Feedings in Mark and John, and the second part of the shorter

Lukan Supper-narrative seem to betray the liturgical motive at work;

there should be, then, no impossibility in a similar force having

been at work in other places, and among other elements of tradition.

In conclusion: the facts outlined above would not be incon¬

sistent with the conclusions reached in the previous chapter, re¬

garding the probable use by the author of Acta of sources, possibly

written, and at least *fixe&, * embodying oral traditions which re¬

flect extra-Septuagintal elements, and which are based in all

probability ultimately on the ipsisaima verba of the various

1). McNeil©, INT (2nd ed., revised by C. S. C. Williams, 1955),
p. 88, "lias the observation that the Greek of the LXX,
"even of those books of which the original language was
Hebrew, is far from uniform." Consequently, arguments
based on ^the* style, etc., of the LXX, may not b© as
convincing as they first appear.



speakers, who have incorporated these elements from traditions

current in their own times# into their speeches. We have already

seen evidence that among the elements employed by them were certain

passages from the OT which became sources for 1 testimonial to the

Messiah and the dawn of the Messianic era# What would be added

to this by the investigation just brought to completion would be

this, that if Luke did in fact employ such a source or sources as

we have suggested, he probably obtained it from the traditions

current in the church or churches to which he belonged; consequent¬

ly, the language in which his source-material is couched is often

that of the Church of his day, and so includes not a few apparent

(and some real) ♦septuagintalisma#* However, when all is said

and done, it will be appreciated that there are some words and

phrases which, though not altogether unlike ones in the LXX, are

nevertheless not identical with their alleged 'parallels;* these,

together with other elements which seem to indicate a breakdown in

some greater or leas degree in the Greek, will be considered in

the succeeding chapters#
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Supplementary Motes*

The expressions TToittv ^ztJ nroS and nrtr-ft 'tn/ sm

The first of these is found in the NT only in Luke-Acts;

moreover, the two cases in the Gospel, namely, Luke 1: 72 and

10: 37, are found in sections which are peculiar to Luke, and in

both cases occur in spoken words. Again, in these two places,

the idea of *co-operation* is absent, and the preposition appears

to take the place of an ordinary dative. Moulfcon, who originally

held the view that this use, like a similar phrase in Luke Is 58,

was "influenced by literal translation from Semitic,"8 later re¬

jected •this solitary Hebraism* on the basis of an example found

in the papyrithough finally (1914) he was disposed to "with¬

draw this statement and recognise translation Greek."4 Lagrange

also thought it to be *un hebra'lsme.*8 as did Radermacher»S
On th© other hand, Jaequier held to the idea of 'co-operation,*

at least in Acts,7 "en cooperation avoc," as also did Bruce,8 Be

Zwaan, discussing Torrey's list of * semitisms*, classes this one

as 'weak.1®

Turning to the LXX, we find it there often enough for It to

qualify as 'characteristic* of LXX style. Its presence in Acts,

then, may indicate nothing more than the influence of the LXX on

1). Viz., Luke 1: 72, 10: 37; Acts 14: 27, 15: 4.
2), Prol (3rd. ed., 1908), p. 106.
3). ibid., p. 246, (note to p. 106).
4). Moulton, Grammar, ii, p. 466; of. Vocab., p. 401a; the

reference is AP. 135, ii/A.D.
5). S. Luc, p. 316.
6). Mram, p. 146.
7)» Les Actes des Apotres, (1926), p. 457.
8). Bruce,' The Acts of the Apostles, pp. 286-7.
9)• Beginnings, I, il, 4&.
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Luke1a style and vocabulary. On the other hand, several other

considerations should be noted: (1) the corresponding expression

is found in the Ml? occasionally where it is avoided in the LXX,

(e.g., Deut It 50, 10: 21, etc.); (ii) it is also found in the

LXX in a number of places where the Hebrew text (if there was one)

is wanting, for instance, Tobit 3: 6, 8: 16, etc.;1 (iii) though

it is absent from LXX and MT alike in II £gd (II Sam) 22: 51, it

is found in the Targum (...rpphr ow rnn? "Tiv'TD'?);^ (iv) it occurs,

moreover, in Hernias (Hs 5: 1: 1), perhaps formed on an analogy

with the Hebrew idiom . ..D7 nr^i though in view of BGU 798,9, it

may possibly be a Hellenistic formation.0
Thus we may say that while the expression is permissible in

Greek, though apparently not common, it is nevertheless normal

enough in Hebrew and Aramaic;4 consequently, the use in question

may, prima facie, reflect either LXX influence, or perhaps some more

direct use of Semitic originals# However, its presence in the Bene-

dictus and Hernias may possibly suggest that it belonged to the

vocabulary of the early Church* In support of this, w© might note

that the use in question is in fact found in Ps 108(109): 21,K-n<rv,
t *!>?*., ifo'trfo-ov per' ipioC Afof...,—a Psalm which we know to have been

used fey Luke (or was it Peter?), from Acts 1: 20, where vs. 8b is

quoted.^ Again, we have already dealt with another phrase which
p.

appears to have a close parallel in this Psalm.

1). The significance of this point may diminish in the light of
discoveries made at '^umran, e.g., of a Hebrew Tobit.

2). I.e., "to work salvation for his king..;" cf. Lagarde,
Proph. Cliald., p. 140, lines 22-25.

3). Cf. tJauer,• , 922.
4). Cf. the examples produced by Torrey, CPA, p. 38.
5). Viz., Kit ryjY ClflfltoTf)]/ dyftoO tTifoi • »
6). Viz., K+T£*Jyy<r<n/ rtfY Kdfft'u* (Acts 2s 37a); cf. 3upra, pp. 81-2.



That Is, there Is another possible view of the explanation

of the use in question: it may be due to the influence of the LXX,

but noting its presence in the Benedlctus, Hernias, and the Psalm—

we cannot exclude the possibility that Its presence in the passages

in question In Acts may be due to the operation of a liturgical or

apologetlcal factor In the formation of the traditions incorporated

by Luke in his Acts, or even simply to the effect of such a factor

on his style*

The socond point is of somewhat leas convincing nature* It

concerns the fact that, although the use of en' with dative or

accusative after 7T><fTiunV may, as Moulton thought, be a natural

development of meanings implicit in the usual G-reek form involving

with following dative only#"1" yet there ©re considerations

which perhaps point in another direction* The form appears to be

unattested outside the LXX before NT times, and even in the LXX it¬

self is only found twice, namely, in Wisdom 12: 2, and Isa 28: 16

( c'AQ). Moulton thought the presence of the phrase w«rr. £*/ in these

three MSS* of the LXX due possibly to "conformity to the NT applica¬

tion of the passage o8*2 Clearly it cannot be a septuaginfcaliara.^
But the fact that in three places in the NT Isa 28: 16 is quoted

in this form, together with the fact that Dodd would class the

passage as a 'primary source of testimonia,seems to suggest that,

1). Prol*, (3rd ed., 1908), p. 68.
2)• Ibid*, l»o«
3), It is far too rare to be regarded as 'characteristic1 of the

LXX.
4)* Acc. Script., p. 1071 cf* also, pp. 21, 41-45, 48, 72, 78,

g37T33.
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especially in the light of what has already been said concerning

the possible effect of liturgical and apologetical factors on the

phraseology of Luke-Acts, the presence of the phrase in Acts may¬

be in some degree due to the operation of a similar factor# It

should also be noted that of the 14 instances of it in the NT,
1 O <2

& are in Luke-Acts, one in Matthew, 6 in Paul, and one in

I Peter.4 Thus it is hard to speak of it as a ♦Lukaniam:' it is

just as much a mark of Paul. But this probably does not weaken

seriously the view of its origin in the language of Luke, as

enunciated above.

Whether these considerations are themselves more than in¬

formed guesses, or whether they are not, the fact remains that

it is not unreasonable to include them here, if only for com¬

pleteness. It is certainly not suggested that the argument of

the chapter to any extent depends upon the evidence or arguments

set out in this Note.

1). Luke 24: 25; Acts 9: 42, 11: 17, 16: 31, 22: 19.
2). Mt 27: 42.
3)! Ro 4:*5,18,24, 9: 53, 10: 11; I Th 1: 10. Cf. also

I Ti 1: 16.
4). I Pe 2: 6.
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CHAPTER IV.

Reslchial Semitisms in the Vocabulary of Acts 1-15«

Over and. against those aberrant Old Testament quotations

and allusions discussed in Chapter II, on the one hand, and the

elements of diction of Acts 1-15 which appear to reflect the in¬

fluence, direct or indirect, of the Septuagint, as treated in th©

previous chapter? on the other hand, there appears to stand yet

another body of evidence: namely, a 'hard core1 of dictional

elements which, while seeming to defy explanation by reference to

the Koin^, or to textual corruption in the usual sense, neverthe¬

less appear to find their most natural explanation in terras of

Semitic idiom and vocabulary. This is not to claim, for example,

that the language of Acts 1-15 is "translation-Greek through and

through,"1 or again that

there are no passages in which the language can
be said to make it probable that Luke is composing his
own Greek.

It is merely this, that the existence of words and phrases which

appear to reflect Semitic words and locutions requires that some

explanation of them be given in any treatment of questions of

source, text, original language, and, for that matter, authenti¬

city, of Acts. The present chapter confines itself to the setting

out of the evidence element by element, together with an estimate

1). Torrey, CPA, p. 7.
2)* ibid., p. 6.
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of the nature and significance of each. In this way we shall

hope to obtain some result which Is not only valid for the whole,

but also consistent with the results already attained above#

With regard to scope, we may remark that, as the title of

the chapter Indicates, this paid; of the investigation will deal

only with Semitic elements in the 'vocabulary* of Acts 1-15.

Wellhausen regarded vocabulary as providing "nicht so

sichere Schlfisse wie die Syntaxe," and thus standing "in swelter

Linie," although in this connection it "kann . • . nicht gans bei-

seite gelassen werden.""*■ The words he noted as betraying an Arama¬

ic 'Gruncllage' to the Gospels have already been treated at length

by Black,^ but there are indications that some similar discussion

of the vocabulary of Acts 1-15 may be in order. That is, when we

have excluded 'technically religious terms,and words probably
4

due to the influence, direct or otherwise, of the IX\, there may

yet be room for 'others influenced by Aramaic,|S—or for that mat¬

ter, by Hebrew. We shall treat them in alphabetical order.

(Acts Is 19).

The translation of this name given in Acts It 19, namely,

,\u>£>'ov *jfuatTo$ , clearly indicates that Luke, like Matthew (who has
Q

it as eifp^-rof ), was acquainted with it as meaning 'field
of blood,'—in Aramaic, then, Kb"7 on the other hand, the

1)• Einl. (lte Aufl., 1905), p. 55.
2). AACrA, pp. 95—103j cf. ibid., 2nd ed., 1954, PP. 255—256.
3). Ibid., p. 95.
4). Of. supra, Chapters II & III.
5). AAOrA, p. 95.
6). Matthew 27: 8.
7). Dalman, Arara. Gram., (Ite Aufl*), p. 105, n. 1.



liatthean note that the field, bought with 'blood-money'( Tijuq .

.v/ip*rc>y, Matthew 27: 6), became a burying-piace for strangers
(Matthew 27: 7), led A. Klostermann to suggest that

should really be traced back to a primitive "p? "pn, 'field of

sleep,' that is, in Greek, tfoijurjT^fvoV , 'cemetery.The inter¬
pretation followed by Matthew and Luke, 'field of blood,' would

then be a later one, invented by Christians concerning Judas'

death. Against this, it has been questioned whether there ever

was a word "p"t 'sleep,' and further, whether the expression

"p"7 '?pn is attested anywhere meaning 'cemetery.Dalraan, how-
•a

ever, supported the traditional interpretation, and argued that

"Das schliessonde X macht das Wort als indeklinabel
kenntlich, ,vgl.Luk. 3,26 f8r *oLXX
fflr std,"4

The alternative with "pi he thought "nicht rStlioh," since the

dead are always called ']VPtt,* and tho cemetery bears the names

HbP rPl (he cites Mo. k. 80b), or (in Hebrew) JTTnpn JPl (citing

Toa, Ter. I 3).° Levy and Jastrow both list the verb "P?,6 but

the latter connects it more plainly with the idea of 'death,' and

'lying in the grave.' Nevertheless, this alternative seems instaf-

ficiently supported* Bruce, however, thinks that "probably both

explanations were current

On the other hand, the 'remarkable agreements' between the ac-

!)♦ Problem® 1m Aposteltexte, (1383), pp. Iff.
2)* Laks-Cadbury, Beginnings, I, iv, 13b*
3). Of. supra, p. 119, n. 7; and, Aram. Gram., s. 161, Anm. 6.
4). ibid., I.e.
5). ibid.

Cbald. i, P» 180a-b; IX?TM, pp. 313b-514a, respectively.
7}. The Acts of the Apostles, p. 78.
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counts in Acta and in Matthew, have led G# D. Kilp&trick to

think that

"
• • • there is a tradition of some age behind the two
stories, vague in detail though that tradition may be.
The name , with its Aramaic equivalent &***-.
*deLui\ , derives from a Semitic source. In this con¬
nexion the use of Kopfitv+v with its implication of a
reference to an Hebrew text of Zech. xi. 12f., differ¬
ing from the LXX and M.T., is noteworthy.u^

Prom these (and other) facts he concluded that "the tradition be-

hind our story" went back "to a Semitic original.''2 With this

conclusion we may be inclined to agree, though with the reserva¬

tions that, in Acts Is 18-20, the story is probably rightly to be

regarded—with westcott and Hort—as a parenthesis, an aside in¬

serted to explain to the reader what happened to Judas, and thus

need have no real bearing on the question of the nature of the

language of Peterfs speech here,—a fact strengthened by the his¬

torical tone of the passage, and the presence of the words ^ •

.(mXiKTv ul-ru>\ (referring to the- inhabitants of Jerusalem)and

that, although the word in question is apparently Aramaic, yet it

does not follow that the story as we have it in Acts was wholly

an Aramaic tale reproduced by Luke, but simply that it is probably

founded to greater or less extent upon a narrative embodying such

a tradition. The word in question, then, -with its translation,

may perhaps be called, in LagrangeTa phrase, "un© garantie

d^uthenticite."^ It points to the antiquity and authenticity of

the traditions preserved in the account.

1). OGM, p. 45.
2). ibid, I.e.
3). Particularly as the action of the neighbouring verses takes

piace - -apparcntly—in J erusal em •

4). S. Luc, (3me ed., 1927), p. ex.
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• (Acta lot 6)#

It has been noted elsewhere-5- that there Is probably a Tar-

gumic element of some- kind In Paul*s words to the magician (Acts

13: 11); it may not bo Improper, then, to look more closely at

his name. The name 3^fnj<rooJ is fairly plainly an Aramaic one,

and In itself there is no tiling so very strange In that. However,

two points should perhaps be made: (i) there are no less than four

Lukanisms in this single verse, viz., 9 t

■? »/ , f p
and either ovop*t or -whichever is to be preferred; the

3
editor, then, has certainly left his mark upon it. (il) The Codex

Bezae reads not d<t{ij<rot>J(with BC), nor (K), nor ty<rouy*

{A 81 etc.), but ddfiyfoo* (v? oryu. ?). Of these, then, the Bezan
is probably the hardest reading; one can imagine it being assimilat¬

ed. to the form -r^fouj , but the reverse is improbable. How, while
several suggestions have been made as to what the man's name really

was, e.g., ynr\?-"n#* Rbn*"--n,5 and—arguing from the 'interprets-
j C - ft

tion In vs. 8, Ea^^^S or (T))Et{oi ?)/*<3j — the underly¬
ing fact behind, all three is that the D-reading seems to indicate a

knowledge of the Aramaic not found in the alternative readings# It

should, then, probably be regarded as an element of the primitive

tradition, left unrevised in D, though eliminated in our other

texts in favour of the more familiar .*

1)# Cf. supra, pp. 37-39.
2). Cf. Hawkins, Horae Synoptics.e, pp. 17, 16 (bis), 21 & 44;

also, 7 vnsof is found in the NT only in Acts 13: 6,
27: 26, 23: 1,7,9,11, (all except 13: 6 being »We-
sectione*), end Rev 1; 9, 8: 14, 16: 20. Mote also
that the other variant for <S , viz*,KAAo<ifx^cy (D
adds after ), is a Lukanism, Hawkins, op. cit.,
pp. 19, 42.

3). The rate of Lukanisins per word is much higher than average.
4). Cf. Aquila, Deut 1: 38~, 'trjfovZ. for
5). Cf. Sy(vg): Jb* *'• . Cf. also, Clark, AA, p. 351
6)# Cf. note by G. R. jDriver, in Clark, op. cit., pp. 353ff#
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,y»/u><rrcV.(Acts 2: 14: 4: 10; 13: 38; 28: 23).
The occurrence of this word in Acts in constructions with

^ "j _

.il/tn and fivtsfidt. was noted by Wensinek, who suggested possible

Aramaic originals of the form Y'T.' rnn, on the model of the 5" 71
ttinb of Biblical Aramaic.® It is a fact, moreover, that whereas

the adjectival and corresponding substantival usos of the word are

well enough known, and indeed found in the NT,^ yet this 'quasi-

participial f use—if we may so call it—is listed neither by LSI®
nor by Moulton and Mllligan,® and only one instance outside the

Greek OT versions is recorded by Bau.er,''' viz., I Clem 11: 2, t©

yyu>•* ov ilvut nS-ft*. Turning to the LXX, we find it but 10 times,® al¬

though the word itself appears some 22 times. It is thus difficult
3

to refer the use to direct familiarity with the LXX. Again, while

its appearance in Ezek 36: 32 may conceivably account for the con¬

struction in the general sense, on liturgical or apologeticsl

grounds,"*"® it seems unlikely to have given rise to the formula

used in speeches, yv<*><rr©V t<rru> * However, where this formula occurs

in the LXX and Daniel (Theod.), in every case it is in a letter or

speech, and in four cases of the 6 it represents Aramaic Kinb v">-r?.

The other two are both found in I Esdras.

While then we may perhaps reserve judgment in the other cases,

those of II Es 4: 12,13, 5: 8, and Daniel (Theod.) 3: 18 seem to

1). Acts 1: 9, 2t 14, 4: 10, 15: 38, 19: 17, 28: 22,28.
2). Unpublished notes on Acts 2: 14 ("v't* *n» bijb.-aram.M) and

4: 10.
3). Daniel 3: 18, Ezr 4: 12,13; 5:8. Cited by Wensinck on Ac 4: 10.
4). Jn 18: 15,16; Luke 2: 44, 23: 49; Rom 1: 19 (substantive),
5). p. 355b•

Yocab•' P* I30a.
7). dp. " c'i't •, 297 ♦

8). Cf. H-R, p. 274a.
9). It Is not common enough to be called •characteristic.'
10). Although Ezek 36 is not quoted in the NT, as are oc. 34,37,38.
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merit special attention# Tiiis is the more so, in view of the fact

that, in Acts, the formula— yyuxr-roy £arr*> -tivl cZ-tc — Is found only in
1

speeches. The suggestion, then, is that it is probably part of the

normal stock-phrasing of letters and speeches. In this connection,

interesting light i3 thrown upon the matter by the occurrence, in a

letter whose probable date is of the second century A.D., of the

precisely corresponding Hebrew idiom, namely:

"v -fp TP 2
One thing, then, seems clear: that a construction so involving

or sKl)"T''* was used in Aramaic, and In the Hebrew of a not

much later time at least, as a formula introducing some fact or

group of facts which it was the author's (or speaker's) Intention

to list. Such a xise is precisely parallel to that found in the

speeches in Acts and, while it may have been used in colloquial

Greek, its presence in Acts would nevertheless seem to be duo to

the influence of the Semitic idiom, a point somewhat supported by

by its relative rarity outside Acts and relative frequency within

the speeches of that book. Probably the most we can say of it is

that it is another indication that, although the speeches of Acta

may not be 'translations* of Semitic 'documents', yet nevertheless,

they contain traces of that older form,—traces that are, then, per¬

haps best regarded as 'marks of authenticity♦ of the traditions
4

Incorporated in certain parts of Acts.

1). Viz.., .Acts 2: 14 (Peter), 4: 10 (Peter), 15: 38 (Paul at Plsi-
dian Antioch, cf. supra, pp. 32-56), 28: 28 (Pnul at Rome).
In every case, the people addressed are Jews.

2). Cf. I. Rabinowitz, MA Hebrew Letter of the Second Century from
Beth Iiashko," BASOR, No. 131 (Oct. 1953), p. 21, Fig. 1,
lines 2-3, "that i't be known to thee that..."

3). I.e., the Hebrew form. The text cited lias scriptio defective.
4). The precise language cannot be determined on the evidence

above•
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. £oOvj» tr (Acts 4; 12).

The use of Ji/©v.u in the sens© of iroifiv or -Ttbiv**- was

noted as a Semitism by Wellhausen. Thackeray regarded this "new

use" of Sliest to supplant -rifi/vit , (which, he observed, "still

retains its hold in some books,1'2), as due to "the use of the Heb.

}B3 in both senses." It is "characteristic of the later historic¬

al books though not confined to them."® Black described it a ♦well-
A &

known* Semitism, quoting as an illustration, Midr&sh Echa, I, 31,

and adding a note referring to Wenslnck's example of it in Gen 27:

40 (Frag) »6. .tut* bv pn'in^ T] pm'.

With regard to Acts 4: 12, vo ft foptvoV tv **0?uTio)f t Torrey
thought the Greek "too literal,11 the Aramaic original being 1 TP

"'put among men*," since " irp is very often the equivalent

of t'*in all the Aramaic dialects, and is most commonly construed

with h,Be Zwaan found this observation one of the "decisive

points" in Torrey's case,® Further, the Bezan reading, o <f t fppzvov ,

'olv&pioKotj , ♦which (is) given to men,* employing as it does the
usual meaning of Sifevjn , is probably to be regarded as ameliora¬

tive, and thus secondary. Again, while the 'new use1 of fifoy/u

does occxxr in the LXX, the vest preponderance of cases meaning 'to

give' seems to weaken the case for 'septuagintallsation,1 It is,

then, probably best treated as a Semitiam, perhaps an •undevised

element* of primitive tradition, preserved in K ABC, though not D.

■*•)* Elnl. (Ite Axxfi., 19uo), p. 33.
• Grammar, 1, p. 39.

3). ibid.
4). AAGA, p. 96.
5). ibid., I.e. Viz., |Ti«3 l'PD^ nnnji , 'his disciples put

him in a coffin.*
6). AAGA, (2nd ed., 1954), p. 255, Of. Oinsburger's edition of the

Fragment-Targum, p. 15, line 4, (q.v.).
7). CPA, p. 30. Cf. also, p. 6. 8). Beginnings, I, ii, 50.
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,Ik\/^£o'9a.i iy (Acts 15; 7, Peter).
The *harte Konstruktion* i* ifc\if^Toi as Preuschen termed

it,"*" in Acts 15: 7 (Peter), whose difficult wording zv ojx?* early
copyists seem to have recognized and sought to ameliorate,2 was

claimed "by Torrey as a Semitlsm,5 an original Aramaic "in3 (which

verb is here, as often, construed with 3) having been translated

literally.4 This solution found favour with de Zwaan® and, though

with reservations, Burkitt® and Lake.''' Howard and Bruce, however,

were not satisfied with it.®

Examining the evidence, we find that Iv representing
Q

"inn c. "3, though found in the LXX some 11 times, (none of which,

incidentally, represents an Aramaic original), yet accounts for

barely one fifth of the cases where nnn la employed, the remainder

being rendered idiomatically. Moreover, discussing this 'Hebraism*

in the LXX, Gehman of Princeton observed that, In I Sam 16: 8,

nirp -irn-&» n-m-m is
w "* T V T ""

"idiomatically translated olSl t»0tov cfzXZfcn* A£«#,but in v.
9, where the same sentence occurs, we find e Hebrew idiom:
HUl Iv TOUTtJj O&tc KOfloS ."10

Apg., p. 94. , r ,

The choice lies between: (i) ilABC 81, ; (11) EHLP, £..
(iii) D , om iv % (iv) 3yv8Egsa& om iy ufxCv

Of these, we are probably right in treating (i) as the
most likely generator of the others, by amelioration. Of.
Hopes, Beginnings, I, iii, 141b.

OLA, pp. 7,'"22:
TdxG., p. 22.
Beginnings, I, il» 49.
jTs, xx (T919), p» 326: •excellent', but he wondered if It

was not already present in the Greek, since "by using
this construction Luke Is free to go on with an accusa¬
tive and infinitive, .. impossible if he had put vuas .

for lv IfiW
Beginnings, I, iv, 172b\ but referring to II Es 19: 7 (Neh

9: 7), he questioned the need for an Aramaic original.
Moulton, Gram, ii, p. 474j Bruce, op. cit., p. 292.
Cf. H-R, s•v»
"The Febraic Character of Septuaginfc Greek," VT, i (1951),

p. 84 • "*"**

1).
2).

3).
4;.
5)*
6).

7).

8).
9).
10).
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Both idioms likewise occur in III Kgd (I Ki.) 8: 16* Thus, while

it is clear that we are not justified In regarding the expression

—without further proof-,-as an Aramais®, yet likewise we seem un¬

able to class it as a septuagintalism, the more so too, in view of

the fact that no case occxirs in a 'testlmonlum-passage.'*• neverthe¬

less, the use is awkward Greek, especially for one who has employed
o

the idiomatic form elsewhere. We are left, then, with the possi¬

bility that it may reflect an underlying Hebrew form, The precise

idiom, even to word-order, is found in the Dead Sea Manual of

Discipline, iv, 22:5 n'Ti'? mm Di st'D.., Which Brown-

lee rendered: "... for God has chosen them for an eternal covenant*1,4

Precisely, now, because the normal idiom Is found elsewhere in Acts,

it would seem that if Luke had been composing freely or translating

himself, we might have expected that normal form. The abnormal form

might be explained if we found that he was here incorporating a

piece of earlier tradition, in which the 'Hebraism* was already

present, and from which he did not eraso it. It would then constitute

a testimony both to the age and the authenticity of the tradition

thus preserved. The fact that the use occurs in a passage of

direct speech, and that by Peter, might perhaps lend some support

to such a view.

1). Of, for example, Dodd, Acq, Script., pp, 107-8, et passim,
2). Acts Is 2,24} 6: 5} 15: 17; and 16: 22,25.
3). The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark's Monastery, Vol. II,

Fascicle 2: Plates and Transcription of the Manual of
Discipline, A.S.O.H., 1351.

4). BASOR, Supplementary Studies Nos. 10-12, "The Dead Sea
Manual of Discipline—Translation and Notes," by W. II.
Browniee, 1951, p. 16,
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. £io to .tiro (Acts It 15., 2: 1 ,44,46D,47).

The phrase tv\ to which occurs in the NT some ten times, ^
was claimed by Torrey—in four of the passages noted above in Acts

p
—as a Semi t ism, and one case in particular, Acts 2: 47, as "the

most interesting of all tho phrases which suggest translation.11®
He observed that, though it ordinarily means 'together,* 'in the

same place,1 corresponding in the LXX to the Hebrew "Trp and

this meaning was 'obviously inadmissible' in Acts 2j 47. Moreover,

recourse to the critical material offers no assistance, be3'*ond
ft

testifying to several ancient attempts at amelioration. Thus he

found indicated, either corruption in the Greek, or evidence that

its author "was writing under some sort of compulsion such as that

of translation;as a result, he sought to solve the problem by

supposing that the original Aramaic of fvi to uCmZ was the adverbial

compound which, though "etymologically ... equivalent to
7

in unum, and occasionally used in this literal sense, meaning

'together,'® nevertheless in the Judesn dialects of Aramaic means

♦greatly,'--in Greekand is the regular Onkelos equivalent

for Hebrew "TtSft. This word, misread as Kin(V, *(in)to on^' has

1). Vis., Mt 22: 54(Reminiscence of Ps 2: 21); Luke 17: 35;
Acts 1: 15, 2s 1,44,46D, 47, 4: 25(Ps 2s 2LXX); I Cor
7: 5, lit 20, 14: 23.

2). CPA, pp. 6, 10-14.
3). i'tixd., p. 10.
4). ibid., I.e. ,

5). The possibilities,resolve into: (i) f' tiuvro . «AJ3C 81 Lvg;
(ii) u"ro "T p. (iii) Tff (KK\r)<ri't ■ tXl* Tt> dlrb
Sy1"-; (iv) iv -gf et 'tv> -ri tlrro post VujivK^C SyVgt yjfe gpg
probably justified in regarding, with Ropes (Beginnings,
I, iil, 25b), (i) as the hardest reading, and (ii}-(iv)
a.3 conflabe and ameliorative.

6). CPA, p. 12.
7), TSTd., i.e. , t/

8). Cf. Jn 11: 52(3y); the Greek Is fjtv; of. Jn 17: 23(SyPal).
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"been rendered by Luke tn? to «aut£ The correct translation would
p

then be: "And the Lord added greatly day by day to the saved.M

The phrase as it stands, at least in Acts 2: 47, is clearly

difficult,--some have thought it impossible,®—-while the view of

Preuschen and Jacquier, for example, that it is used here simply

to strengthen th* verb Vpoff'Bsi seems rather to evade the quest¬

ion? likewise also, perhaps, that of Anderson Scott,® namely,

that it meant 'theretmto,' possibly equivalent to 'to the same

society,* whether right or wrong, is at least a 'new meaning* for

the words, and cannot be substituted simply to make them intellig¬

ible, without further argument. Torrey's proposed solution, how¬

ever, has met with a varied reception: it has been described as a

'splendid observation,*6 a 'decisive point,*'as 'most ingenious,'®
and "a convincing and happy solution of the difficultyon the

other hand, however, it was rejected outright by Burkitt,^0 while

several objections have been laid against it by other scholars,

namely: (a) as Howard observed, "such a blunder is not likely on

the part of one who could give the right rendering In 6* 7"{i.e.,

.<TtfoSfei )« (b) moreover, a comparison of I Cor 11: 18 with vs. 20

"shows clearly that ev! to *uio and iv are synonymous terms."^-

1). We must suppose the further error of misreading 't1? as a
direct object, instead of a dative {'whom' instead of
*to whom.*)•

2). CPA, p. 14•
3). df. Williams, in McNelle.INT,(2nd ed., 1953), p. 98, n. 3;

Lake, Beginnings, I, Tv7 30a: "singularly awkward."
4). Apg., p. 18 j (Jacquier) Les Act eg' des Apotrea, p. 93.
5). SxT, xxxi (1919-20), p. 221b.
6). De Zwaan, Beginnings, I, ii, 55.
7). ibid., p. 507"
9). Fopkes-Jackson, HTR, x (1917), p. o58.
9). Barton, JT3, xxxvx (1935), p. 371.
10). JT3, XX 1X912), pp. 321-4.
11). Moulton, Oram., ii, p. 473.
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(c) 'A still more serious objection1 #as found by Blaek in the

'assumed 'equation' of in> to *Zto with Klrf?, of the

Syriac versions being the equivalent of the quite different phrase,
X ^

. c/j t" . The Syriac for the phrase under discussion is

akin to the Aramaic KTns, tho almost invariable equivalent in the
s

Targumira for Hebrew "fO-» Finally, Cadbury, who was

not convinced that an 'intensive' explanation of the phrase was

necessary, nevertheless believed that if such were in fact to b©

sought,

"... an original Hebrew or even an extensive use of the
Greek phrase, like that familiar to Luke from its abund¬
ant use in the LXX, would cover the case fully as well*"*

If, however, we are to reject Torrey's proposed solution,--as it

seems we must,—some alternative explanation of the puzzle should

be sought.

The phrase Is frequent in the LAX, meaning 'together,' etc.,

and analysis of its distribution there, and of that of its under¬

lying Hebrew (where it has one), reveals that (a) that equivalent

is always—i.e., 45 times—the Hebrew aiso that (b)

the Hebrew adverbial expressions in question are elsewhere rendered

by some nine other Greek words and phrases,^ of which the principal

ones are ,6 and tv J7 Though all three are found

scattered throughout the LXX, yet it is in the Psalms that l~n* tc

1) • AAGA, p. 9 •
2). <?F. 3yv£ Acts 2i 44, etc. It also renders in SyvS

Acts 5: 12, 12; 20, 13: 12, 19i 29, and (?) 4: 24,
3). Ps-J Deut 25: 5,. .tnn is an exception to this.
4). AmJTh,, xxiv (192C), p. 454.
5). V£z, opo&of , opoO } iupirspoi , KotSr? , K4T4 to d utu ,

. povJf , (Jwi/TWJ , if Tu> uinS,
6). Principally in Isaiah and Jeremiah, where it predominatea.
7). It is the almost exclusive rendering used in Job.



predominates. Nov/, Howard, writing in connection with Luke 1-2,

described Luke as "one who was steeped In tho diction of the

Greek version of the Psalter."1 Further, in one case in Acts,

the phrase in) -to aoto is found in a quotation from the LXX, well-

known to the early Church, and employed by it in a 5 lesaianio*
O

context, as a 'proof-text,' vis., Ps 2: 2, We may also note that

this occurs in a prayer.5 Further, it is applied hero to the 'join¬

ing of forces' between the Jev/s and the Romans against Jesus, as

vs. 27 clearly shows. It thus seems to have here a stronger mean-
A.

ing than 'together,' or indeed, 'with one accord,1 or 'at the same

time,'5 senses suggested by Wensinck for acts 2s 47 and 2: 44

respectively. Hearer, perhaps, would be 'in a coalition,' 'in

conclave,' or 'in alliance,'—meanings which, incidentally, would

also suit the case in matthew 22: 34(q.v.), which refers to similar
A

behaviour on the part of the Pharisees. But this is hardly the

'plain moaning* of the Greek, and must depend,--if it is to be

found acceptable,—upon some further interpretation of the underly¬

ing Hebrew of the Psalm, i.e., upon the meaning there of in'.

Turning, however, to the recently discovered 'Manual of

Discipline,' to which reference has already been made elsewhere,7
we find that not only does the root -/"Trp occur some 75 times,8
so that Rosfc describes it as "sines der hfiufigsten W6rter" in that

1). Moulton, Gran., ii, p. 483.
2). Vis., Acts 4:"26. Of. Load, hoc, script., pp. 104-5, 108, &c.
5). Of. supra, pp. 9ltt* c

4). "eengesind,i.e., ojuoBfpeW j (Wensinck, unpublished note).
5).. "in de seifde tijd," 'i.e., ; (i.e., Kjns . unpubl. note).
6). Gf. 3upra, p. 128, n. 1.
7). Of. supro, pp. 21, 29, 127.: hereinafter referred to aa DSD.
8), 71, plus two in restorations: the figure of 73 is Host's.

(Gf. TLZ, Jg 77, Nr 12 (Dez. 1952), 3p. 724).
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work, but it seems to have there a new and distinctive meaning,

usually interpreted--in the case of the novm--*Community.' Some¬

times we find the meaning, 'unity.'"*- The meaning 'together* seems

to occur but 5 times, and even then has the colour of 'as a

group,5 or 'communally.* The noun, in some 34 of its 61 appear¬

ances, has the article, and is used as a technical term for the

'society' or 'sect* to which the irPH belonged. Further,

Black has noted that 'fresh light' is shed on the case of Acts 2s

47, -rtfotTTi&n ... fv? rt> dJro, by the presence in the same work of an

'exact parallel,*® viz., ..in1'? DPOKm,4 meaning 'to join the con¬

gregation.* The same idea and icliom is also found in DSD viii,

19,.. I"''? 37 "for everyone who joins the Community,

a parallel to which is found by Brownlee in the 'Zadokite Frag¬

ment A,' xiii, 11, (16: 11), ... urn1? no-nn ^Pl,6 "and everyone

who joins his congregation.** We may note another possible

parallel, which, however, is not precisely applicable here, viz.,

DSD vi, 14, . .."Trpn DX7 *?v *|'OUTrt>, "to join the Council of the

Community."7 Likewise, we may observe also at this point, that

in the I.XX, the principal Hebrew original behind Creek -nposriQtv**- .

/ Q
is -/ "T. In the next place, we find, also in the Manual of

, , q
Discipline, another quasi-verbal expression: "H 77 jvi'npj0 ft

appears again as ... "*n 'b UP'" meaning "to belong to the

1). So W. H. Brownlee, H. H. Rowley, etc.
2). DSD v, 10, vi, 2 (ter), & x, 17 (q.v.).
3). AAGA, (2nd sd., 1934), o. 246 (Supplem. Mote to p. 10, n. 1).
4). iT^rr; v, 7.
5). Brownlee'a translation, "The Dead Sea Manual Sec," p. 34*
6) • ibid., p. 34, n. 36. He also refers here to p. 25, n. 26, on

DSD "1, 14, comparing Acts 2: 41,47; 5: 14; & 11: 24,
concerning the use >f the verb 'added.'(Rost*a text of
Die Dar askusschrifb (KIT, Mr 157, 1933).

7). Brownlee's translation, op. cit., p. 24.
8). H-R, p. 1221a-1222b, s.v. wpor-nttyji. .
9). 1535, v, 2. 10). DSD vi, 23; Brownlee, ib, p. 26.



Community." Another inter -ating case of it is DSD viii, 12,

7KT*'7 H7K in 'mi, which Brownieo rendered: "Nov/ when these

things come to pass in Israel to the Community hut,

following the model of DSD viii, 10b, where nbd seems to mean

not 'these things* but 'these (men),' and keeping in mind the con

text here, we should probably prefer to render: "Now when these

men belong to the Community in Israel (according to these rules,

they will separate themselves . . Perhaps we should add

for completeness DSD ii, 24: Jir* Th 1 TP VlDH K'D, "for they

all shall be in unity of truth (Brownlee: 'true unity'^),—though
the idiom is not really quite parallel to those quoted previously

Now, the form TrPh m "to belong to the Community," Is very

interesting, especially in the light of the fact that in tv70 of

the cases in Acts where £vi to .ijto occurs, it is construed with
o

. ttv*t , namely, Acts 1: 15, and 2; 1, while in another case,
cr

Acts 2: 44, many of the MSS, 30 construe it.

Again, in some three cases where the phrase occurs in Acts,

the critical materials attest early difficulty, we have already

referred to one of these, Acts 2: 47jG the others are 2: 1 and

2: 44.

(a) In Acts 2: 1, the following are the possible readings:-

\x) ft ABC * o/uou I7it ro uvto
(ii) DBg(sah.boh): oyoo
(iii) C E : "opLofivfj*Sov *

1). op. cit., p. 32.
2). ibid,, I.e.
3). The words in parenthesis are Brownlads, op. cit., p. 32.
4)« Brownlee: 'they shall live in apparently reflecting

the reading of l u' (shall live) fori'n' (shall be).
5). Cf. infra, p. 134.
6). Cf. supra, pp. 123-130, 132.



The reading of (i) is called by Preuschen 'Teutologie,end

by Jacquier likewise, 'expression pleonastique;' moreover, in

view of the Bezan reading (ii), it should probably be regarded

as a conflation of two elements, cW to a.Jro and ajdoj , the
former of which is plainly the more difficult. Again, reading

(iii) should probably be considered as traceable in turn to (ii),

but in any case it too attests a certain lack of ease with 2vi

to cloto", we would surely find it difficult to suppose that an

original oftoQofi+SO was ever replaced by sv* r» duri , although
the reverse would, be possible by interpretation or amelioration*

Whatever, then, may be the explanation of (i), we seem to have

strong grounds for accepting the phrase lv/ io <*Ito as original,

(b) In Acts 2t 44, we find the following readings ; -

(i) B 234 I,vtP®rP <8*g) ra jv? ri M t\\ov (^Wr* Kt>,A )
(ii) D ...... . ly<rdy<tti ri durS.icdi f!\0v irlsr-i koi
(iii) K AC 81 . . . « • . I qtrdv tni to +\>Tot wi Ko,rik..

Of these readings, we may note that (i) Is clearly the hardest,

and that (ii) and (ill) are really almost interchangeable with

enchoth r$ further, that (ii)-(iii) represent a couplet in syn¬

onymous parallelism, which appears to reflect Acts 4: 32b,&• Lake,

in fact, was inclined to regard Acts 2s 41-47 as "an editorial

duplication" of 4: 52-35, "but possibly nearer the original form

of the text."^ Which reading, then, are we to prefer? Ropes re¬

garded (ii)-(iii) as 'expanded,5"1 likewise Lake-Cadbury tho read¬

ing of D (i.e., ii.), as 'conflate and corrupt,'b while both

1)« Apg, p. 11.
2). op. oit,, p. 44.
3). Beginnings, I, v, 145.
4). Tbi3T, I, ill, 24b.
5). ibid., I, iv, 28b.



discern that alike in Acts 2: 44 and. 2: 47 (as also Hi 4QP), the

reading sui to "gave trouble, "-*■ in no case being "really a

natural phrase#* Hovertholesa, reading (i) right easily have

given rise to the othersi the reverse is leas li/.oly, especially

in view or tlr parallelism and the apparent doublet in 4 s o2# hut

whichever vie. m take, it becomes clear that £vt -u <a<1to raid SWkt#*
. Vcisi seem to be—in soa - sons© at least—nearly .quivalent to

eachotner# This is the more interesting in view of the facts that,

in the sole place In the JuKX whore xo»vn , "in common, * has a

Hebrew equivalent, 3ir 60s 17, it represents nrp , while in the

Manual of Discipline and the Acts alike, the Community practised

not only "-spiritual" fellowship, but also *Community of propertyj"®
moreover, in both eases penalties follow lying in respect of

, 4property#*

There is still wore evidence to be considered# irst,

Vazakas,^ examining the use of the phrase under discussion, as

fou d in the tit, concluded that it was, at least in Acts and 1

Corinthians, (probably also in the Apostolic Fathers®), a quasi*

technical term denoting the "union of the Christian body," rough-

ly equivalent to "in Church.' This view seems to have conr-endod

Itself to a number of scholars, notably Burk.itand Howard.®

1). (Hopes), 3op;innlii&s, I, 111, 24b.
2). ( n>c"Cndb'u'ry), 'jreglnrilnga, I, iv, 29a.

ii.iii. ii ill't ■ ii i* ii il i.nftr j in i . .olfll'mm

3)• DSP i, 12.13| V, 2, (13)J Vi, 22-23? vii, b#26j CDC xiii, 11
(161 4). Of. rrowni©©, op# cifc., p. 19, n# 3. Josenhus,
3J, il, 122.

4) • Of# .31 yi, 24-85.
i.; . ■ . - •. (1913), pp. 105-110. (Cf. especially, pp. 106ff.).
6). W7 Dam 4; 10, X Eph 13s 1, Angn 7* 1, Philad 6t 2, 10s lj

1 Clem 37 s 4.
7). Vczalcas, op. cit., I.e.
8). JT3, xx (1)19), p. 323.
9). loulton, Oram., ii, p. 473.
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At any rate., it suggests a possible meaning for the phre.se in line

with the meaning of the Hebrew -/ in', as found in :he hanual of

Discipline and the Judean Hymns *^ In the next place, in an earlier

chapter we noted that the phrase mr as understood by the

writer(a) of one of che Judean Hymns, seems to have Influenced the

meaning of the words ( AuVoiJ } rif -rod &M*Zrt>os in Peter's speech,
M r-9

Acts 2: 24.' And thirdly, while as we have noted above0 the phrase

in question is also found in Acts In a quotation from a passage

from the LXX, Ps 2$ 2, well-known for its use as a 'proof-text,'

yet Tslmon, in claiming that a similar meaning to that found in

the Dead Sea Scrolls is also found in the Old Testament, indeed

alleges this very passage as an example of such use. namely, "con-
A

gregation, assembly, H*i moreover, he finds there a parallel be¬

tween the clause Tt' in the second part of the sentence,

and "lT'TP in the first, "where for reasons of style in' la dropped,"

the "two-fold T"h as against the one-fold DM Tin in the
r*

second half-sentence" making good "for the loss of metric length.84

Thus, he is led to translate the words as;

'"The kings of the earth present themselves (in council)
And the rulers (of peoples) combine in a covenant
Against God and His Anointed."®

He finds a further 'striking parallel passage' based on the equi¬

valence of lS'nn and Tnn sn, instead of ion, in the

1), Hymns from the Jurean Scroll8, (ed. Wallonstein), xiii, 4-6.
2) • (Tf, supra," pp• (jt>-o'7. ~
3). Of.supra, pp. ©Iff., 131, and 128, n. 1.
4). "The Sectarian wn'--A Biblical Noun," VT, iii (1953), p. 134.
b)« ioid., op. 13fc— 1 *

6). ibid., p. 137.
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Sectarian Hymns III (Plate 8}.^" From these facts he would claim

the phrase " in' io' or in' "tdih in the sense of 'combine In a

p
covenant'," as another addition to his list of constructions

with ~rrp.

In consequence of all these facts, we may be disposed to

sum up thus: (a) the phrase Iw -ro u&ro as use:' in Acts is not

really a septuagintalIsmj (b) neither does It seem to be validly

accounted for by Torrey'a explanation; (c) nevertheless, it seems

to have caused difficulty in several places, van to the ancient

scribes; (d) it 3eeras also to be a quasi-technical term, meaning

'in unity' or 'in fellowship', as Veaakas claimed: (e) not only

is such a meaning warranted by the evidence of the Manual of

Discipline and the Judean Hymns, but also—end in particular--by

the presence in those documents of the idioms "fmh m Tib and

7n'h mnmb, which are paralleled by Acts 1: 15, 2: 1, (2: 44

cxcl. B), and 2: 47 respectively; (f} finally, this is not incon¬

sistent with what was claimed elsewhere, concerning the aberrant

OT quotations in Acts 1-15. It might, then, be reasonable to

suggest that, though the expression as found in Acts does not seem

to represent an Aramaic original, and though it Is occasionally

embedded in material which may be suspected of being Lukan,^ yet

its meaning in the traditions incorporated there by Luke Is akin

to that found In the Manual of Discipline; further, that if in

1). Sukwnik, hogilloth Genuzoth, II (1950), p. 38. The text is:
.o'ph nw Yn* n KieVi D"I,np to* "read 51? mnV,

"So that he might present himself In parade with the host
of 5mints and that he ,light enter into communion with the
congregation of heavenly spirits (lit. the Sons of Heaven)•"
Talmon,op. cit., p. 137.

2)• Talmon, op. cit., p. 137.
3;. Of. Cadbury'a note in Beginnings, I, v, 392-402.
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this sense it entered Luke's knowledge and use through Ps 2: Q,

the factor determining its meaning even so is not the use as

found in the LXX, but the peculiar nuance given to the LXX

phrase by the early Church. The expression, then, is a Hebraism,

but in this special meaning may quite as well have come to Luke

in the Greek tw r» *&ro , and in itself does not indicate direct

translation of Hebrew sources by Luke, but rather the employment

of (Greek?) traditions the antiquity and authenticity of which

is attested by the presence in them of unrevised el omenta of a

peculiarly Hebraic character, bat whose general character does

not show them to have been written Semitic documents, or even

literal translations of such documents*

The words in Acts 2% 47 might thus be translated: "And the

Lord was clay by day incorporating into the Fellowship those who

were being saved.M

t.iOfi&rjvAt' f'J (Acts 8: 40).
For this unusual expression we are referred by Debrunner^-

and Bauer'" to the LXX, especially to Esther 1: 5, .

.r*// ioftbtltxv i/j ryv Tt'oXw , 'for the people(s) present in the

city', and to Hennas, Hs 9: 13: 2, mv' uWu>$ Xvfipuntf oo duwivt
jc.Zt itrjs*y f'j tr)* pufiXnuy The sense given by the first of
these uses, however, as applied to Acts 8: 40, would be simply,

"But Philip was present (*se trouva') in Ashdod*ri Such an intex'-

pretatlon was supported by Jacquior,^ who remarked that <io(tfntf&t t

1). B1-~D, (8to Aui'l.), Anhang, s. 54, <Anm. Sekt* 313).
2). op. cit., 588.
3). I.e., end no man oan otherwise be found in the Kingdom

of God...M
4). op. cit., p. 279.
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was 'frequemment employ^* for tivut j Bruce, on tne other hand,

was concerned only with the tij , whose replacement of iv he

regarded as "most marked before names of towns.a~
p

However, as Black has noted, the late A. J. hensinck

claimed the expression as a Semitism, representing *3 nSJTWH,

meaning 'to arrive in}, and quoted in support p. Ma aser Sheni,

v, 2, and Gen 28: 10 (Frag.), "... and the land was shorten ad.

before him, and he arrived In Uaran"(.. J~im rnrrrin).

Applied to Acts 8: 40, %ju>ros, this
would give: "But Philip arrived in (or: went to) Ash&od1, which

is not only plausible, but requires no straining of the sense as,

perhaps, docs the usual, rendering, *was found in Ashdod.1 Further,

in an earlier chapter there was shown to be some evidence that the

0T quotation in Acts 8: 32f. inclined slightly towards the MT, and

especially the Targum to the Prophets;" it would therefore seem to

be in order to suggest that this story which, on the whole, is

written in excellent Greek, nevertheless bears also the stamp of

an earlier tradition,--here most probably Aramaic,--though it is

not thereby claimed that the narrative as we have it here is, in

the usual sense, a translation of an Aramaic 'source-document«1

./StiSryf (Acts 4: 13).
The use of this word, found in Acts 4: 13, in the expressions

l'<v9fu>-iToi tisiv *<*? ] fiC-ruL..... f y/as compared by Wensinck^

1). op. cit., p. 195.
2). "Aramaic studies and the Now Testament s The Unpublished

Fork of the Late A. J. Wensinck of Leyden," J'BS, xlix
(1948), p. 164; ef. also AA'OA, (2nd ed., 1954'), p. 238.

3). Oinsburger, Fra.pa snt enthargum, p. 15.
4)« Cf. supra, ppTllC-W.
5). I.e., as Torrey suggested. 6). Unpublished note.



with the following instance of its Aramaic counterpart, tn 'EH,

taken from the Fragment Targum to Gten 28: 17,'

"And he (i.e., Jacob) was afraid, and said: 'What a
dreadful place this 1st This place is no ordinary
place (..bi'in ins. . j 'in tnna™ rrV), but indeed a
place for the House of Prayer..."

The moaning he gives Is 'profasn*, that is, 'common' as opposed

to 'holy,'

Now, although the Greek word, in the sense of 'private per¬

son', 'layman', 'one not possessing professional skill', and even

'raw hand' or 'ignoramus', is found in non-Biblical Greek from
o

Herodotus onward, yet it is only found once in the LXX, vis.,

Proverbs 6: 8,--and the Hebrew there is wanting. Its few NT

occurrences are—with the exception of the present case--confined

to the Pauline Epistles.3 The corresponding loan-word, mi'in, in

Hebrew and Aramaic, has, however, the meanings 'an. ordinary person',

'ein Hnbedeutender'(Levy), and finally, 'common' or 'profane': it
A

a:. oars in these senses in the Targumim.

Since, then, the persons in Acts 4: 12f. making the observation

are ecclesiastical officials,0 we may at least ask whether this

more precisely 'Rabbinical' use of the word was not really in¬

tended, whether on Luke's part, or in his 'sources'. If so, it

would perhaps cast interesting light on the question of the

origin and value of the material preserved in Ms work.

1), Ginsburger's edition, p. 16.
&). , p« 81Sa; duuep, op. ext., 6/1.
3}. TTTor 14: 13,26,24; II Gor 11: 6.
4). Of. Levy, Chald. "b., I, 193b-194aj Jastrow, PTTM, p. 533a.

'"ta^;..c3 may be cited from: I Sam 18: 23, 24: 14; Deut
28: 15(?s-J}, etc.

5). Gf. Acts 4: 5-3.



. in! (Acts 2: 3)*

Whether we arc to take the Implied subject of this verb in
T o

Acts 2: 3 as yX<£<r<r«t > or as 7i<^> , It is clear that the
ultimate reference la to the Holy Spirit, of who ; tho -

•yut/ci fXZffAt wfu pufo$ were one manifestation, and Bruco right¬
ly points out the similarity of Idea to that expressed in John 1j

32,35, the Holy Spirit in all three oases * sitting* or 'resting*

upon someone.'' The expression is not a septuagintallsm, nor Is

it found in Biblical Hebrew.

Wensinek, however, found a parallel to tho use here^ in the
5

Fragment Targum, Rum 11: 26, where the Aramaic verb 'T, fto

rest', 'sit', occurs:

"There were two men left in the camp and the Holy
Spirit sat (or: rested) upon them (mi /rwn

1 p)

■toreover, Jaatrow lists the Hebrew verb mT." also in tho same* T T

sense, and cites several cases of tho Shokinah or the Holy Spirit

'resting' upon someone.

Perhaps, then, the most that can bo said Is this, that the

idea of the Holy Spirit or the Bhekinah testing' upon someone be¬

longed to the thought and vocabulary of the Aramaic {and probably

Hebrew too) of the Jews from an early, though post-Biblical, time,

1). Jacquier, op. cit., p. 45; Bruce, op. cit., p. 82.
2). Lake-Cadbury, Beginnings, I, iv, 18a; the expression is felt

to be a 1 sense-construction', the subject being 'fire*;
of. nice, Bruce, op. cit., I.e., who thinks It possible.

3). op. cit., I.e.
4). Unpub1ishcd note.
5). Ginsburoer*s edition, p. 50.
6). DTTk, pp. Ib29b-16o0a, cited Sanhed. 11a: 'there la one

among you who deserves that the Shekineh should rest
upon" him* (. . n 3 * o nrw 'nnr. .n?1)- Ibid., 65b,
'the spirit ... comes dov/n upon him etc,,'(i*^" mir
wci); Koh. H., to vii. 2: 'the holy spirit rested

upon them* ( .... nn,!?» m^i).



and that, especially In view of the presence in an earlier verse

of the same story of another 'Hebraism*, iv> t* «drro it may be

fair to regard the expression found here as a oomitism also. It

would, if so, witness to the antiquity and authenticity of the

accounts of the events narrated.

. jucTAvotiy Zno {-r/rtf), (Acts 8? 22).
The use of juLi7dvoti/ with *W is found in the NT only once,

namely, Acts 82 22, while in the LXX it is at least as rare, mak¬

ing its sole appearance in Jer 8s 6. It is also found once in

the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, J Clem 8: 3, occurring in

what Bauer described as a *citation of unknown origin',2 and which

J. B. Lightfoot was inclined to trace to 'pseudo-Czekiel«f 0 more¬

over, in all three cases, the word governed by the * &w* ' is
/ 1 f A

either kahiot or the similar dro^id. .

How, in the first place, unless Clarke is right in regarding

Acts 8: 21-23 as aimply a •string of LXX. phrases', the present

passage being derived from Jer 8: 6 (LXX)," and this view seems

also to be implied in Bauer's edrterbuoh, the expression can hard¬

ly be described as a septuagintalisai. Again, apart from this

place, {unless the phrase roO oi^-yyoJ, in Acts 7: 42, is to
y

be taken as an allusion to Jer 8; 2 ), Jer 8 does not appear to be

quoted in the NT, and at all events, certainly does not seem to

1). Acta 3.. Of. surra, p«. 188-138.
2). op. clt*, ©27, "Zitat. unbek. Herkunft."
3). The Apostolic Fathers, {One volume edition), p. 9, margin.
4) • The word kbIkU in Jer 8 s 65 Acts 8; 22. ivou-iu in I Clem

8; 3.

5). Beginnings, I, ii, 98-99, q.v.
e). err "supra," note 2.
7). TH suggest Jer 7s 18, though either is possible in itself.
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have been a source of 'testlmonia'. Next, even if we wero to

attempt so to explain the words in Acts, we should still be left

with the CIeraent-quotation, which certainly does nob appear to bo

based on Jer 8:6. It may be, however, that Acts 8: 22 and I Clem

8: 5 reflect a certain similarity of origin. This Is perhaps to

some degree supported by the occurrence in the Book of Revelation

of the similar form, £x ~rt✓oj , which Charles regarded as

,!... probably a reflection of for in aymraachus
.... is a more frequent rendering of the Heb~
row phrase. :'S

To these facts should be added the evidence adduced by Wen-

sinok,® from the i^ragmenfc Targum to the Pentateuch, namely: O-en

18: 81, "... to repent from their evil deeds" ( "HTn?f?

.. RC1?'! nnrnir'),^ Qen 13: 24, "... that they might moke re¬

pentance from their evil deeds" ( pnmi" jr imnn p-nyc

.... )9U Ex 10: 28, "Repent from these evil deeds (or:

words)," { f'^ntn ? 'fr ?r nn),5 and Ex 14: 25, "...the

Sea repented from its waves" 'I1?! ?r W in).7 The last

case is very interesting, occurring as it does in a piece of

quite free Aramaic.S Thus the conjunction of 'repent', 'from.1,
and '(ovils)', is found in early Palestinian Aramaic. To those

examples which VJensinck noted, we may add further, Jer 8: 6—the

'parallel' in the XXX alleged by Clarke and Bauer—in the form

1). Cf. also, "Ordd, Ace. Script., pp. 108-8, etc.
2). Revelation (ICC), *£/' p."" 71
5). ifnpublisned notes.
4). Oinaburger-'a edition, p. 11.
5), ibid., p. 12.
0) • lbid•, p. 29.
7). ibid., : . 55.
8). It 'belongs to the story of Moses and his dialogue with

the Red Sea, and ia a piece of free composition.
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found in the Targum to the Prophets: "there is not a man who

repents from his evil" (..hit?7"! Tr tncrr in n7?).1 This case

is also particularly interesting, sine© the Hebrew underlying

the Greek pn+votw is not as we might have expected, but
on.l« The Aramaic idiom is, then, that more usually found in the

Fragment Targum.

Finally, while the Greek ptrAvotW is found in Symmachus
• p

rendering Hebrew IT", and even in one case, Isa 55? 7, occurs

3
in a •testimoniurn-passage', (although in that case we have to

do with 'returning to', not 'turning from'), probably the most

that can be drawn from that is that the expression was beginning

to enter Biblical Greek from Hebrew. Cases in point are Job 36:

10b, "for they shall repent from evil" (MT: . . fip'o fin* 7), which
the Targum reads as; they shall repent from their evil deeds"

(.. pn'Th" jn pnn'(i).),4 Jer 18: 8, (Tg: "And that

people shall repent from its evil," i.e., n 7JT'7"it" Kinn nri'l),^
Ezek 33: 12 (Tg: "... in the day that he repents from his sin,11

i.e., .. n7nnr nn7"T xrm n rn)»® Turning to the free, post-Bibll-

cal Hebrew of the Dead Sea Manual of Discipline, a document to

whose idiom and vocabulary we have already had occasion to refer

in other places, wo find the precise idiom in question, in the

lines introducing the 'Practice' or 'Regulation' {"po ) of the

Community, namely,

"Now this is the practice for the men of the Community
who dedicate themselves to turn from all evil ( sir??
.91 >13" ) .

1). Lagarde, Proph. Chald., p. 304, line 5.
2). E.g., Isa 55: 7, Jer 18: 8, Ezek 33: 12, and Job 36: 10.
3). Cf. Dodd, Acc. Script., pp. 106-8, etc.
4). Lagarde, Hag. Chald., p. 112, line 11.
5). ib., Proph. Chald., p. 317, line 4.
6). ibid., p. 410, line 10. 7). DSD v, 1.
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Another use of the preposition Jtt, though without the idea follow¬

ing of 'evil', occurs in the Damascus Document, "for every one who

turns from his way ..." ( iTrrn T?n

These facts, coupled with the words of I Clem 8: 1,2,^ which

indicate that the citation in 8s 3 is in some sense 'scripture,*

and so perhaps rests ultimately on a Semitic original, seem to

suggest that the expression is a Semitism. Whether it is due to

Aramaic or to Hebrew is not clear from the evidence? the idiom is

proper to both. Moreover, since it is hardly a quotation, any

more than are the similar expressions in Revelation, to which

reference was made above, we may probably conclude that it is to

be traced to the *ipsissima verba Petri*, and so, in this place,

constitutes a token of the authenticity and antiquity of the

traditions embodied by Luke in Acts 8; 21ff. The use of

instead of some simpler verb of 'turning* may be due to the influ¬

ence of the all-pervading "Repent, and be baptised.whose

formularistio nature seems to point to a liturgical or 'keryg-

matic* origin.

.vj Ifoj ss 'Christianity* (Acts 9? 2, &e.*).
'The metaphorical uses of the Hebrew and Aramaic roots -/*p"T

and in the sense of 'mod©,' 'custom,' and so on, are well

enough known.** However, the word 'way* meaning 'religion' is not

1). Die Damaskusschrift, ed. L. Rost, xv, 7,(19: 7b), p. 27.
2). "The ministers of God's grace spoke throvigh the Holy Spirit

concerning repentance, and the very Ruler of All Things
spoke with an oath concerning repentance, etc."

3). Cf. Matt 3: 2, 4: 17; Mark 1; 15; Acts 2: 38 (Peter), 3:
19 (Peter), (where n and tmrryfy^ri are put in an
instructive parallel), and 8: 22 etc. Cf. Dodd, APD,
passim.

4). Viz., Acts 9: 2, 19? 9,23, 22; 4, 24: 14,22.
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noted by any of the Lexlca,1, unless we are to count the reference

by Jastrow to Rosh Hashanah 17a, "they deviated from the ways of

the community, became heretics,"2 which hardly qualifies, since

the word has the meaning rather of 1 customs*• However, in the

Manual of Discipline, we find just such a use: e.g., DSD ix,

17-18, H... those who choose the way-,"5 (...jtt 'innC?), upon

which Brownlee makes the note

wCf. Pa, 119:30 and the designation of the earliest
Christians in Acts 9:2 and in the Didache."

Other cases are:

DSD x, 21: H... Yet I will have no compassion on all those
who turn aside from the way, .."(>? omw ki>i
. "711 '1110 >13),®

and:

DSD xi, 13: **.. And he will direct my steps in the way.."
( . . 'E>?9 "J11> J 0 '1 ) .6

In the light of our other references to the Manual of Disci¬

pline in connection with the thought and diction of Acts, we may

add here another parallel. The expression, then, is a Hebraism,

but it is probably one which has crept into the thoiight and usage

of the Church or Churches from which Luke derived his traditions.

It can hardly Indicate 'translation*, a point which is strengthen-
7

ed by the observed presence of the use in II Acts, but it la pro¬

bably simply a surviving trace of the old name for the Christian

Religion.

1). Not, at any rate, by BPS, Jastrow, or Levy.
2). DTTM, p. 323b. The text iss..na'x 'ona iri'i
3). The translations used here are Brownlee*s. Gf. op. cit., p.

4). ibid., p. 37, n. 34.
5). ibid., p. 42.
6). ibid., p. 44. Of, also, DSD lx, 20-21.
7). Cf. supra, p. 145, n. 4, for references.
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• {Acts Is 4)•

Before examining the linguistic phenomena associated with

this word, it is necessary to investigate the critical material

to ascertain the correct reading. Three readings are offered!

1). o'uKo<^i{oju->v'»5 * C«?a ABCE.
2) • TV r^ \ | tru ou x /oj j C • D (cf. Lvtd, convivens.).
3). c 69 216 323 383 429 522 614 1108 1518

(Of. conversatus est, Aug., et LvtPerP S^-S ©vg00^').
We might also include: post *Vk*a. add ui-r' uh3v (cum els),

~D Lvte S P sy Arm Egsah'boh
It seems clear that, whatever else is true, the reading (3) is

not only late, or more exactly, lacking in early attestation,

--apart Augustine and the versions cited—but, as Ropes observed,

"an alleviation by conjecture, perhaps regarded as a mere improve¬

ment in spelling.u^" Again, the word fjy <y- y<>3 in the sense

found here Is rare, but the word ✓•J* (reading 2), attest¬

ed only by D, is, on the face of things, quite out of place in

Acts l! 4, and appears to have been a slip, perhaps dictational,

for reading (1).^ Its meaning, "and while he was being taken

captive together with them, he commanded them • would give a

very different setting and meaning to the story. It may in fact

have been a deliberate attempt to avoid the difficult '"J*

The reading of the Bezan Latin, simul convivens, hardly supports

it; a possible alternative to this view would be to see in it a

haplography for j, the second -/«* being omitted, with

meaning, 'consuming together*,^ a meaning found in Aristotle being

1). Beginnings, I, lii, 2b.
2). Ropes, op. cit., p. 3, so prints It (i.e., as a slip, the

'correct' reading being printed in the text.
3). Cf. LSJ, p. 1695b.
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'to consume together the proverbial salt*, that is, 'live in

close companionship with..«'~ But while this might harmonize

with •sizaul convivens,'(d), yet Liddell end Scott list no case

of the Middle or Passive• Unless, then, some other explanation
O

is forthcoming, we should pass on to consideration of reading

(1), Perhaps the most serious objection to reading

(2) is that, while it is fairly easy to see how an error, such as

that due to dictational transmission, might give rise to the form

*0j , (perhaps passing unnoticed because of its resem¬

blance to *lyjiyAAirHo^i^s )» very hard to think of the
reading being almost universally corrected to the un¬

common and awkward . We therefore accept reading (1)

as that most likely to have been the original one. The other

critical point noted above, in addition to readings (l)-(3), seems

to be an attempt to make explicit what is implied in the > <rW -•

of the verb, and likewise its insertion is easier to explain than

would be its omission. We therefore omit it from our text.

However, once having made this choice, we are left in no

small doubt as to the precise meaning of the word, although the

general sense seems clear enough. Fleld^" thought neither of the

commonly accepted meanings, 'being assembled with them* and 'eat¬

ing together with them* respectively, "admissiblew--at least, on

the face of the matter. The former "would certainly require

. rV*the latter, he wrote, "seems to rest entirely on

1). Eth. Nic., 1166b27:r^jk^.Vwj '!\*± ..
2). E.g., a common ancestor to both difficult readings, etc.
3). Of. H. J. M. Milne & T. C. Skeat, Scribes and Correctors

of the Oodex Sinaiticus, (19381, pp. 51-69.
4). Notes on the Translation of the New Testament, (1899),

pp# llQff#
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the ancient versions ... and glossaries," apparently having

arisen from

a fanciful etymology, coupled with what is else¬
where said that the Apostles ate and drank with our
Lord after his resurrection."!

In the only Instance quoted of <rW» in this sense, viz.,

Hexapla, Ps 140(141)? 4, "where for the Hebrew onbK St

Chrysostom ad loc. quotes s^AaaoJ • u»j <rw«iX><?£>£ (with a various read¬
ing ),M^ he thought the context by no means excluded

the 'legitimate* sense, 'congregari*;® in fact, the construction

with lv T-t/j r^ rt/o, t jrJv , he said, seemed "almost to require
this."^ Consequently, he settled for 'congregari*, or *convenire*,

Insisting, however, that the participle must be taken in its full

'present* sense, "as he was assembling with them"? he recognized,

nevertheless, the difficulty of describing one person as 'being

assembled,' and thus agreed that Hemsterhuis's emendation

. Ai\ou(y0t | "would greatly improve the text."** Likewise, John

Lightfoot, rejecting derivation of the word <fi>vd\t$oj*i.yaS. from
. 'Ay, salt, sought to derive it from , *coetus congrega-

tus.*6 The difficulty Is echoed in the various commentaries,7
o

and the position is perhaps best summed up by Bauer,® who describ¬

ed the use here in Acts 1? 4 as "noch immer nicht sicher gedeutet,"

and enumerated the possibilities as follows:

1). Field, Notes, p. 110.
2). ibid., I.e.
3). ibid., I.e.
4). Ibid., I.e.
5). Ibid., p. 111.
®)« Horae Hebralcae et Talmudicae in Act. Apost., p. 6.
7). tit. Bruce, op. cit., p. 68| Jacquier, op. cit., p. 10ff.;

Lake-Cadbury, Beginnings, I, iv, 4b-6aj etc.
8). op. cit., 1425-1426. 'The following short quotation is to

be found in column 1425.
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"1• .. zusammenessen .... HIergegen spricht der Zshg.
u. der Hmstand, dass sioh dieser Gebr. atrenggenommen
nieht belegen l&sst. ... —2. atvkoiX'^o versammeln
Pass, zusammenkomrnen . . . HIergegen spricht der Sing.
.. u. das Pri.s. in .*1

The upshot of these difficulties is that recourse is had to the

makeshift of regarding ou.i»ej as an alternative spelling

for At , iv«g.* He then refers us to Torrey's attempted

solution. For Bauer, then, the matter is still open.

Torrey, however, sought to derive the word from

as alluded to above, suggesting that perhaps "the somewhat un¬

usual word fv s Acto > i/c u was
«/ j

"the (exact) rendering of Aramaic nVrnr, this ith-
pa al meaning primarily 'eat salt in company with', „

and then simply 'have (table-) companionship with'."®

In support of this, he referred to the occurrence of the P® al

in the OT, Ezra 4 s 14, R3rfrt) TI nx?P, which he chose to render,

'We have been guests of the palace,* that is, 'have eaten the salt*
■ :-r: .

of the palace.4 Recognizing that no examples are to hand for the

ithpa'al, except in Syriae, he nevertheless asserted that "it must

have been in use in the Palestinian speech,"^ and proceeded to

refer to examples from Syriac. Among these were Ps 140(141): 4,

"where the Hebrew has the denominative PnV",M® Ephraim (Overbeck
rt

edition), 300: 19, and two other places,' of which the most import¬

ant is the last, Ephr. Syr. opera, ed. Benedictus, i, 5340: "With

1). Bauer, op. cit., 1425.
2). ibid., 1426.
3). CPA, p. 23.
4). Tbxd,, I.e.
5). ibid., I.e.
6). ibid., I.e.
7). Viz., Ephraemi Syri opera, ed. Benedictus, i, 474A, and 534C.
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sinners he (Jesus) consorted and ate"; Torrey further observed

that here the two verbs were "all but synonymousAs a final

point, he noted that the Harklean Syriac rendered <*W• Ai

in Acts 1: 4 by - \ • Thus, he found it easy to treat the

Greek word as a translation, there being 'no doubt' as to the
2

meaning of the Aramaic original. Consequently he concluded,

"The distinct character of the word, the use of the cor¬

responding form in Syriac, and the emphasis laid in the
oldest Christian tradition on the fact that the risen
Jesus ate with his disciples all combine to show
that eating with them was the meaning intended."®

Torrey'a solution seems to have some support from Jacquier, in

view of the presence of a similar interpretation among several of
A

the Fathers, and thus, "ce sens parait traditionnel, ... probable-

mont une allusion a 1'eucharistie, • de Zwaan, also, was in¬

clined to think that it should be added to Ms list of 'decisive

points' in Torrey's argument as applied to Acts 1: lb-5: 16.5
The same is perhaps Implied also in W. L. Knox's remark that

"Torrey's search for Aramaiams and translation Greek ..

may be held to have established Ms case so far as Acts
1.-V.16 are concerned, except for the opening clause."6

On the other hand, Lake and Cadbury are unconvinced, feeling that

it scarcely seems likely that a translator would have
tried to represent the mere accidents of etymology. In
versions and Fathers a rendering implying this meaning is
frequent, but not the earliest. .... The strongest argu¬
ment in its favour is the parallel in x. 41..

Other objections might be raised, for instance: first, the verb

1). CPA, p. 25
2). TbTd., p. 24.
5). ibid., I.e.
4). op. clt., p. 11.
5). Beginnings, I, ii, 50.
6). fee Acts of the Apostles, (1948), p. 18.
7)• beginnings, I, lv, 5b.
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proposed has certainly not been found—as yet, at any rate—in

extant Aramaic, but only in Syriac, in the Ithpacal; further,
Ezra 4: 14 might equally well be rendered, "Our salt is the

salt of the palace ."■*• That is, the meaning sought is hardly

found, the primary meaning of the Aramaic rfrr being "to salt1,
O

•to put salt into1. Thus, Torrey's explanation involves the

solution of a doubtful Greek word in terms of an Aramaic origin¬

al itself Intrinsically doubtful.

On the other hand, we must not overlook the possibility

that the word may be due to •Syriacism*, and in fact, may reflect

It is certainly attested in Syriac, and the evidence

adduced by Torrey in this connection might as well point towards

just such an hypothesis. Similarly, Black has observed that

M... Luke's temporal conjunction, tv ti*-rg rn ,
need not imply the use of sources; it may be a Lucan
Aramaism or Syriacism*

If we were to think of Luke as a Syrian of Antioch, there might

be no great obstacle in the way of suggesting that the expression

under discussion entered from this quarter. It would then be an

editorial note, rather than a mark of the use of sources. At all

events, this view must at least he stated.

However, there may be another possible solution of the prob¬

lem. First, as has been noted above, in the passage from Ps 140

(141): 4, the Hebrew cT,r'j, rendered by LXX -r»vro< (B),^ and

1). Cf. BDB, p. 1100a; (they give the translation as Strack's).
2). Levy, Chald. Wb., ii, p. 37b; 'salzen*, 'einsalzen.' Cf.

Jastrow, DTTM, p. 788a: •to strew salt on..*
3). AAGA, p. 207. tf• also, ibid., pp. 81, 83. The suggestion

is duo to Mm.
4). But (tf).
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by Symraachus Ifoi j-i» , Is rendered "by the Hbxaplaric fragment
.'/HAXoi , as "( pn } r'/zc A»<r&o Now, though there is at this
point a *various reading,*® vis., cfi/s^uXi $ in the ultimate

source of the reading just noted, yet the very fact that the rarer

,-rW Aif&fc has survived is probably a sign that it was original, or

at least, that it came from another early fragment.3 The render¬

ing of 3ymmachus confirms the meaning as *to eat with.* Again,

examining the Hebrew root in question, viz#, •#/ Dnb , we find that

it is described by BDB aa 'rare*, 'late*, •poetical1,v and is found
in the OT hut 6 times#^ In four of these cases, it s^ems to have

5
a meaning akin to 'dine', *feastf, or •banquet1, while in Prov

23: 1 the LXX renders it by *• tivt?/ 9 which occurs btit 4 times,

and only once with a Hebrew equivalent, but which is the same word

as that found in the accounts of the institution of the Lord's

Supper in Luke 22: 20 and I Cor 11: 25, a thought perhaps echoed

in Rev 3: 20. Further, the Hagiographa-Targum to Ps 141: 4 reads

"71 vox xb( 1, Hi shall not feast#"® Thus, there is some evidence

that this word nnb has a slightly stronger meaning than simply

'to eat#' To put it another way, in view of what has been said,

above, it is perhaps reasonable to suggest that the idea which

lies behind the rare use of <*,*<> nsoj as found in Acts 1: 4

is probably ©kin to that conveyed by the other rare, poetic,

Hebrew word, Drf?# In this connection it is interesting to note

V
-

1)* Field, Hex., ii, p# 297a; cf. Notes, p# 110, etc.
2). Field, Hotes, p. 110; cf. p# 149 supra#
3). Cf. Leke-Cacfcury, Beginnings, I, iv, 5a#
4)# BDB, p. 556b. The six cases are: Ps 141: 4, Prov 9: 5,

23: 1,6, & 4: 17, and (Pass) Deut 32: 24.
5). Prov 9? 6, 23: 1,6, and Ps 141: 4.
6)# Lagarde, Hag. Chald., p. 81, line 15.

V..



that the Syriac OT renders the Dn1?^ of Pa 141: 4 by Ethp.

-,/ » , as does the H&rklean Syrlac the A tjo'ju.iyej of Acta
1s 4. That is, we have a pointer not to the meaning *to eat

salt with* or fto be salted with*, so much as to an apprecia¬

tion of the similarity of idea in the two cases. Finally, in

the light of the fact that in other places we have seen traces

of what appear1 to be 'Hebraisms*, it may be feasible to regard

the present case as another instance, the oV^A/yuivoS then con¬

stituting an *unrevised element* of the older tradition incorpora¬

ted in the Acts by its author, and thus to some extent, a mark of

antiquity and authenticity. The meaning would then bet "And while

He was supping (that is, having 'table-fellowshlp') with them ..."

Thus, apart from the suggested possibility of 'Syriacism,'

two other solutions present themselves: on the one hand, the

derivation from an Aramaic original n'?Pii?p, proposed by Torrey;

on the other, that just outlined, based on the idea of an ultimate

(Hebrew) tradition of the words and acta of the Lord and His

disciples, and probably reflecting the use here of the rare Hebrew

verb Fnh to signify the very special type of fellowship He was

then enjoying with His disciples. The first requires the assump¬

tion of the existence of an Aramaic document, literally translated:

the second merely the distant influence of an originally Hebrew

tradition, or of a tradition containing elements ultimately

Hebrew in origin.
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. (Acts 9: 36, 40(Peter). }.

It need be no more than noted that this word, which represents

the Aramaic Kh'To, (from meaning 'deer1, 'gazelle')* cogn¬

ate with the Hebrew a word which In all of its 14 instances

in the OT is rendered by the L>3t * 1 as here* indicates

that the setting, at least* is Aramaic. Again, the words of Peter
/ J /

in Acts 9; 40* Tt*oiy^<rr^&i ("Tabitha, arise!"}* are vaguely re¬

miniscent of the words of the Lord Himself, i / 6m t (Mark 5 s

41 and parallels), and this fact may probably account for the 'West-

ern' reading in that place (Mark 5: 41)« The names and

. Aop'j are also attested elsewhere in Aramaic and Greek,^ Sparks,

however, while recognising that the name 'Tabitha' indicates "an

Aramaic environment," nevertheless claims that the Greek translation

♦Dorcas* shows that "neither St. Luke nor anyone else can have
c

translated an Aramaic version 'faithfully'." Moreover, in view

of the presence in the story of accepted septuagintallsras and a

number of Lukanisans,®
"... it seems most reasonable ... that St. Luke had
heard rather than read this story, and that, preserving
intact at least one indication of the original Aramaic
background, ... set down his own •'written version, not
uninfluenced perhaps by the details of the similar Old
Testament stories of Elijah and Elisha, and the Gospel
stories of Jairusfs daughter and the widow's son at Nain.

Whatever be our final view of the matter, then, it seems at

least reasonable to regard the present case as another trace of

1), Cf. -Jastrow, DTTM, p. 516b.
2)» Cf• H-R* s•v» P p
3). D reacis r </'*.' for r , with Lvta & etc.
4). Cf, Dalman, Gram., p. 109, n» 5.
5). JTS, (N.S.), i (1.950), pp. 25ft.
6). ibid., I.e.
7). ibid., p. 26.
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Semitic origin, in this case Aramaie; it would therefore seem

not only to be consistent with what has already been claimed in

this chapter, but also to lend some kind of support to the story

itself as we have it.

The principal general results which have emerged from the

enquiry in this chapter may perhaps b© briefly stated thus?

1). The general effect of whatever Semitic influences may

have operated on the vocabulary of Acts 1-15 seems to be com¬

paratively slights the thirteen words and phrases treated above

constitute only a small factor in the whole, when compared with -• •

the total number of words used in Acts, with the 413 which are

peculiar to Acts,*1" the 154 not found in the LXX, or even with the
O

66 so-called 'non-classical1 words in Acts.

2). Several of the words discussed are proper-names, viz.,

,^'.A f t .< t r'o.> ' , and l r itb ' .5 These are all Aramaic,
but they probably serve only to indicate that the stories in

which they occur sprang from an Aramaic milieu.

3). Of the other ten, only one can be regarded as a clear

Aramaism, viz., -k / A; >jo/ in Acts 8s 40; three others,

.iV'//<ri/ - {Acts 2: 3, of the Spirit), and more especially,

./ ic-'r-t (Acts 4; 13)," and c/.. 'tic (Acts 8t 22, Peter),
i '

may reflect either Aramaic or Hebrew, and decision should probably

1). So Hawkins, Horae Synooticae, pp. 204-7.
2). ibid., p. 20T. * ,

3). We might also have added another, B<*f, in Acts 4: 36.
4). This is not a strong case, however. Cf. supra, pp. 139-142.



be reserved meantime , until some otiier indication can be found.

A similar situation appears to obtain in the case of another

three expressions, yrwrtY (t<rru> )(Acts 2: 14, 4: 10, 13: 38),
. oi.v,i (y (Acts 4: 12), and i ✓ (Acts 15; 7)j

these, especially the second and third, are most probably Hebra¬

isms, but all three would nevertheless be possible In Aramaic also

The remaining three all appear to be Hebraisms, though it is just

possible that (Acts 1: 4) may be due to Syriacism,

while y o (Acts 9: 2, etc*)* being something of a technioal
term, may not be the most reliable guide to source.

4). If we exclude the three proper-names, the "technical

term1 ^ otiOj , and also rsr**. A <Jout , which may be due to byriae

ism, we find that of some 13 (? 14) cases where the remaining ex¬

pressions occur in Acts 1-15, no less than 3 are in Direct Speech.

This figure is enhanced somewhat further when it is realized that

4 (? 5) of the other cases are expressions involving (»' « '*"*> ,

and it is not impossible that they may be traceable to a single
1

cause. We would then have 9 cases left, of which 6 are in speech

and in either case, the rate of ♦semitization* of vocabulary is
2

much higher in speech than in narrative and connecting-material.

5). In view of these facts, then, It seems that the evidence

so far as it goes, favours the view outlined earlier, namely, that

we have to do not so much with translation of an Aramaic or Hebrew

document, as of incorporation into Acts by Luke of traditions, to

1). E.g., the term may be an emergent technical terra; cf. the
discussion above of this phrase, pp. 128-158, esp. 137.

2). It may bo worth noting that quite a •nest* of them occurs
in Acts 4: 10,12,13, two of which are in the words of
Peter.
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greater or less extent 'fixed,* embodying and founded upon

Semitic stories of the words and deeds of the 'Worthies' of

the primitive Church.

6). One further point emergess it happens that in no less

than five of the cases discussed above the material recently

found in Palestine has proved to be of some considerable value.**"
The most important of these cases, however, is probably that

dealing with the hitherto enigmatical phrase tni to ■ r» The

apparent community of thought and idea so revealed is not only
p

in line with what was foreshadowed in Chapter IX above, but also

provides interesting lines of aporoach for the treatment of the

material of the next chapter.

1). The phrases concerned ares yy«KO#V
. £■%it * 'to , fj-ti * y»i7/ n c t and j j •

2). Cf. supra, p. 67, etc.



CHAPTER V.

Other Semitic Elements in Acts 1-15.

As the title indicates, this chapter is really intended to

follow along similar lines to those of the previous one, the in¬

vestigation of the nature and distribution of the •residual semit-

isms* in Acts 1-15, the difference here being one of scope and

emphasis. The present chapter will embrace other elements not

included in the preceding one, namely, Word-Order, Grammar, Syntax,

and Idiom, together with a dismission of the importance of certain

textual variants, while there will also be a treatment of a number

of cases of supposed 'mistranslation,• alleged by one writer or

another. The order of treatment, however, is not intended to in-
V

dicate and preference or prior judgment on the relative importance

and value of the several elements discussed.

I. Word-Order *

Wollhausen regarded the position of the verb in the principal

clause as an important guide to semitizing influence, since it

often happens that the verb in such a clause stands first, followed

by the subject, even when

w,4 es nicht besonders hervorgehoben Oder rait dera so h&u-
figen semitischen I oj eingcffthrt wird.-*-

Such a word-order, very common in Mark, he described as "semitisch,

1). Einl.,(Its Aufl., 1906), pp. 18-19.



1nicht griechiseh." He did not, however, regard it as due to

'translation-Greek,* but to imitation of Biblical style. Howard,

analysing the results of several studies on the matter, and that
o

of Sieckers in particular, concluded that, when all allowance

was made for the interplay of various other factors, the predomin¬

ance of the initial position of the verb in Luke and John was none-

s
theless 'remarkable.* Black, noting wensinck's claim that Bezan

Luke contained a large number of cases of 'Semitic' word-order,

-where such an order was not present in the so-called 'non-Western*

MSS.,~ rightly stressed the difficulty of determining with certain-

ty "what was not idiomatic Greek order. Moreover, while the

usual order of woi'ds in the Hebrew verbal-clause is * verb-subject,1
Pi

or *verb-3ubject-object,' {though it is by no means absolutely

fixed, except--of course--in the case of perfect-consecutive or

7
imperfect consecutive ), that of the Syriae sentence on the other

hand is far from fixed, H<3ldeke describing it as "very free,"®
although

"... It is of course .granted that in purely verbal sen¬
tences, particularly in simple narration, the Predicate
stands more frequently before the subject} but this is
by no means a fast rule,— . * .

Likewise in sentences with the participle, the predicate "perhaps

stands oftener before, than after, the subject."^*0 Turning to

1), ibid., p. 19.
Pis Stsllung des Verbs im Griechischen (Strassburg, 1911).

3). Moulton, Gram., ii, p. 418.
4). A. J. Wensinch, Semitlsms, pp. 24ff.
5). AAGh, p. o3. Cf• also p. 34.
8). M, {ST by Cowley, 1910), Sect. 142 f (p. 456).
7). ibid., Sect. 14*2 a (p. 455).
3). Compendious Syriac Grammar, (FT 1904), Sect. 324 A (p. 258).
9) • Ibid., ppT "258-9~i
10). ibid., p. 259.
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Aramaic, then, we may note that though the verb—where there is a

finite verb, and not simply a participial construction—usually

comes at the head of the sentence, yet nevertheless it is quite

in order for it not to do so. For example, we may note the follow¬

ing cases: (i) Sota 16d (Jer. Tal.):.. pnbT run*:' ji'pn "And

I spat seven times;"1 (ii) Exodus 12: 2, (Frag.},. . TO81 '<3 7 '"WJl,

"Tishri answered and said ..." (The months are speaking in turn).®
Both cases occur in free, natural Aramaic. On the other hand,

however, in equally free Aramaic there occur cases of the other,

more usual, order: (i) Jer. Taanith 54b:5 mm 8T0n }31^ 'Brill#

"m "The pious man of Kephar Immi appeared to our Teacher••|B

and (ii) Gen 4: 7 (Frag.): bin bTKl, "And Abel went to
„4

his flock..."'' It is thus difficult, not only to determine with

precision "what is not idiomatic Greek order," but also bo be dogma¬

tic about what is 1Semitic', and more especially, Aramaic or Hebrew,

order. Furthermore, in the one case where there can be some degree

of certainty as to what is In fact 'required1 by Semitic grammar,

namely, that of the priority of the verb in Hebrew consecutive con¬

structions,5 the phenomenon as it appears in the NT might indeed be

explained by reference to the influence of the style and diction of

the LXX upon the style(s) of the several writers, and of Luke In

particular.

Nevertheless, when all such allowance has been made, there are

1). Of. for convenience, Dalman, Areun&i3che Dlalekfcproben, p. 27,
para, i, line 11.

2). Glnsburger's edition, p. 30, line 17; cf. also p. 30, lines
5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 21, 23, 26, and p. 31, lines 1 and 4.

3). Cf. Dalm.an, AramSiache Diaiektproben, p. 29, para, i, line 17.
4) • Ginsfcurger, p• "7l, (Cod. Ox. 318).
5). Cf. previous page, especially note 7.



still cases where considerations of word-order may prove of some

U3G in making a choice between rival textual variants* In the

ca3es which follow* it is not argued that the word-order which

appears to agree with the more usual Semitic order is thereby

Semitic, not Greek, but rather that, other things being equal,

the *Semitic'-type reading may have some greater claim bo accept¬

ance than might otherwise be the case.

A* Acts 5: 9. (i)^ABCD o Awaf oidr©*
(ii) EP 482 LvtS^P SysiXdl nftv uZto* mlf • A<*oJ.
(iii) 1522 ... : omit Jvrov.

If we leave aside (iii), which may perhaps be due simply to a

plain omission, and which, in any case, is neither early nor widely

attested, we are left with (i) and (ii). Of these the latter, in¬

volving as it does a less natural transition from dlr-toY to the

subsequent 71 tl ivxtojv/* , etc*, is probably the harder re dingj
thus, it would be difficult to regard (ii) as a correction of (i)*

Moreover, the order of words in (ii) i3 in agreement with the

1 Semitic1 order, whereas that of (i) would be rather less so* Unless

we assume that assimilation has taken place to the 'style' of the

LXX, in (It),—and because that 'style' is by no means uniform, it

may seem unsatisfactory to do so,—we may perhaps have here a trace

of an unrevised element of Semitic tradition preserved in the texts

in question* That it may be early is suggested by the Old Latin
n

support. Moreover, had the reading been due merely to an editorial

or scribal error, we should have to assume for that error a similar

1)* The actual reading of Lvt'1 is: "•* et vidit eum omnls
populus ambulan{tem•..).n



degree of antiquity, on account of the diffusion of support

The possibility of influence upon the Greek of the versions, more

particularly the Syriac, however, must not be finally excluded.

B. Acts 4i 4. (i) B : tiJu zytvybf ru>s ^ v > £>s...
(ii) 0165 * X«"' J/ft'i/ft; 'iftfyoj UVfyp JTJiJv' .

(ill) A 81s K*i s Y £ vljby e> itftBuhf r*»* S*vSp 3v .

(iv) D J K «t rs f /t/yJ y < *3 ✓ ... .

Leaving aside the question here of the omission and insertion

of the article before and '<e(rr/ (or: ^j/), and

confining ourselves to that of word-order, we may observe that the

readings fall into two groups, namely, (i)-(ili), which have the

order h</i (oj iO^c , and (iv), which has **< ^ptOfcvS rz
Of these the latter is clearly the more idiomatic. On the other

hand, while it would certainly be possible in Aramaic or Hebrew,

yet it is the order of (I)-(iii) which is more in harmony with that

of the more usual Semitic practice. Thus, not only does group (1)-

(ill) present, in this matter at least, the harder reading, but also
o

the more Semitic. This accordingly may indicate the survival of an

element of an earlier Semitic substratum of tradition, and in this

connection we may note that such a finding would not be inconsistent

with the conclusions obtained in previous chapters. ^

Ther« are other places where the text appears to present such
3

a word-order, but they seem too weak to merit inclusion here. Wo

shall therefore content ourselves with noting only Acts 5: 9 and

4t 4, and then pass on to the next group of data.

1). I.e., Old Latin, Syriac(both pesh. and harkl.), Chrysostom,
and Lucifer.

2). In the case of the omission and insertion of the article,
choice should probably lie between (i) and (ii); but the
ease is not clear enough for a fast decision on the point.

3). E.g., Acts 3: 17 ( displacement of ta} .irois ); 9t 2 (dis¬
placement of p' Wt>> )• But no clear verdict can be given.
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II. The Siibordinate Clause.

The Aramaic particle I, and for that matter the Hebrew

particle -'v', have an extent of meaning and application which
tends to render them to some degree ambiguous. The principal

meanings of ? are: (I) a relative particle (corresponding to

Hebrew TTe.)> (ii) the sign of the genitive, replacing the old

Status Cons truetus, and (ill) a conjunction, meaning 'that', in
the senses 'that* {.introducing a statement of fact, and parallel

to the use In the English noun-clause), 'in order that' (equival¬

ent to the Greek ftu ), and 'for' or 'because.Black also noted
C/ C/ 2

a use similar to that of on or *. All these meanings can

be readily Illustrated from the Targumim, and other Aramaic writings.3
Also, the Hebrew -g? is found In the meanings (i) end (ill), while

it is usually in the combination -hw that it means 'of (compare

the Aramaic WI?'"-I^) •
Two examples were adduced by Black from Acts of what may be

c/ g
an original Aramaic 1 rendered by on * both cases are betrayed

by the presence of textual variants, and both are located In

speeches. They are:

(a) Acts 1: 17 (Peter).
(i) 'sABCD ..I hstvyjyOU rtATrffiBftyptvof jr (V .
(ii) Lvt^vg00"'^-: Mis qui adpraehenaerunt Jesum

qui adnumeratus erat inter
noa.

£•

In addition to certain codices of the Vulgate --as noted above-

It is also used to introduce speech, as is Greek otc ,

AAGA, p» 56.
'df .""'Levy, Choid. Wb., i, p. 158a; Jastrow, JXE2LI, p. 293b;

Stevenson, Gram., Sect. 7 (pp. 21-22); etc.
I.e., 'that which Is to ...'; examples of these uses may be

found in the text printed by Rabinov/itz, BASOR, Mo. 131,
p. 21, of the letter from Beth Kashko,

oo. cit,, p. 56.
Viz., A*'CDMTW etc. (Wordsworth & White, MTL, ill, p. 39b).

1) •

2) ,

3).

4)

5).
6).



the reading "qui" is also found in Lvt®*. Jacquier's comment

seems instructive:

" ori % au lieu de 'qui* de la Vulgate, lequel nfex-
prime pas le sens de la phrase; le codex Laudianus et
de eons manuscrits de la Vulgate ont quia, qu'ont
adopte Wordsworfch-Whlte dans leur Edition de la Vulgate
hi Ironymienne •nl

That is, an alternative explanation seems to present itself: namely,

that an original "quia5 has been read as 'qui#'52 This might easily

be explained as due to haplography of the 'a' of quia, probably

occasioned by the initial 'a* of the following •adnumeratus', and

the more especially so in view of the fact that the MSB. of the

time were written in continuous script} that is, 1 quiaactnumeratus1

has been read as 1 quiadnumeratus* • 'fills would be encouraged fur¬

ther by the presence in the preceding line in the Latin column of

Codex Seaae of the words 'qui adpraehsnderunt .•»'

Thus, while the variation may possibly be explicable in terms

of Semitism,—that is, as due to the ambiguity of an underlying ft,
or perhaps read one way as a relative particle, another as a

conjunction meaning 'that'•-yet it is probably more naturally

understood as due to transcriptional error of the type suggested,

(b) Acts 7: 59 (Stephen), (i) XABC tco oJk qPiA')*-*
(ii) D li'T, olx

(But note, Lvtu has cui).

Chase, discussing this passage, though he was willing to con¬

cede the possibility that "the o'n may have arisen from a confusion

^ * Les Aotes des Apotres, p. 55.
2). The reverse, of course, cannot be excluded, but would pre¬

suppose that all the MSS. are at fault except D, and
would make them all, to that extent, dependent upon the
Latin at this point, which seems rather unlikely.
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between cui and aula on the Latin aide,nevertheless thought it

"surely far more probable" that it was clue to Syriac influence, in

that

"... the Old Syriac literally rendered the Greek by
and ... the Bezan scribe mistranslated the > by «'t« •

This would, for Chase, be supported by the fact that the Peshltta

reads o, together with N8ldekevs note that, in relative

clauses

"In the majority of cases ... the Objective relation is
indicated without having recourse to a referring pronoun.

Without, however, introducing the further complication of

postulated fSyriac* influence in D in the manner suggested by

Chase,^ we are left with two possibilities: either the variation

is due to some sort of transcriptional error or confusion, possibly

entering from the Latin column of Coden Bezae,5 which here at least

does not seem very probable, or it may indicate, as Black has claim¬

ed,® tho existence of an underlying Semitic (Aramaic) tradition in¬

volving the ambiguous particle c (perhaps we might suggest, as an

alternative, Hebrew rendered in the one case as a relative,

in the other as a conjunction. This latter view might perhaps draw

some support from the fact that, as shown in a previous chapter, a

number of tho Old Testament quotations and allusions found in
♦

Stephen's speech appear to have affinities with Targumic traditions,

1). The Old Syriac Element in the Text of Codex Bezae, p. 73.
2} . ibid., 1 .c".
3). CSC, p. 279 (Sect.543). (Chase cited the German edition, KSG,

p. 245, on p. 73, n. 1, of his Old, Syriac Element).
4). I.e., that "the Bezan text of the Acts is the result of an

assimilation of a Greek text to a Syriac text..." See
Chase, on. eit., p. 1*

5). Cf. the suggestion by Chase, noted above, pp. 165-6, and
also Chase, op. elt., pp. 1-2, & p. 2, n. 1.

6) • AA.OA, p • 56 .
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rather then with those of the LXX (or even tlio Mf)»~ It should

not he overlooked, however, that the phenomenon may be evidence
p

for 'Syriaoisra' in the Speech itself#

In addition to the cases just discussed, other examples may

be cited, as followsi

(c) Acts 10s 58 (Peter)»

(i) p45"ABO TpYYVO NitplptB, Sf f\f< ( SY - ' TOV p d 0}
(li) D LvtdSpt SyM-:fOpY T»Y ifo h/j Jf /&j SV KftY O 611j
(ill) . /t ''OjV r*Y ife o ifs,of-
(lv) Syv£ :4 )^ kjc ^a.±>

It is clear that of these readings, (ii) is probably the easi¬

est and most idiomatic, and is thus not to be accepted without some

further proof. Also, though (i) has Its difficulties--Lake thought

it ♦undoubtedly very harsh',3 though perhaps "merely a rather clumsy

periphrasis for &S yc\ft<rtY 'hj<roOr ^—its internal structure, as dis¬

tinct from the syntactical relationship to the other clauses involv-

ed, seems clear enough, namely, 'as (or: when) God anointed Him...'

On the other hand, (iii) is not idiomatic in Greek, though its mean¬

ing is obviously the same as that of (ii), but it would nevertheless

be very natural in the Semitic languages, the oivroV then becoming a

♦resumptive pronoun1 after the indefinite relative particle ( 7 ,

-T? , or "T'fj.). The reading is noted by Scrivener in the notes to

his edition of the Codex Bezae, where, commenting on the verse in

1). Cf. supra, pp. 40-45#
2). Stephen was a Gentile, and may have been a Syrian. Cf. also

p. 152, supra.f
5). 614 reads o's for , but Valentine-Richards in his edition

of it (p. 21, line 29, and note) 3eems to treat it as an
orthographical slip. (The Text of Acts in Codex 614.., 1954).

4). I.e., 'whom God anointed Him'--or,''that God anointed Him.♦
It may thus be simply the idiomatic Syriac form of (ii)#

5). Beginnings, I, iv, 119b.
6). ibid., p7 120a.
7)# The Lukan 'temporal u>J *♦ cf. Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 25.
8). P. H. Scrivener, Bezae Codex Cantabriglensis ..., (1854).
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question, he wrote; "Supra, lineaa .... wvr© post f J^c i<riv ,

This we have verified from the photographic edition of the Godex.2
That is, the word «(vr#(y) was apparently added by a later corrector

of £. What then is the explanation of the reading? Without the

addition the reading would be idiomatic, as noted shove % with it,

It is awkward and 'Semitic.' Now, if fC' introduced the word tov.

to bring the text into conformity with, for example, (i), we would

need to ask why he did not also 'correct * the preceding eov to o>S •

On the other hand, it can hardly be held to be an 'ameliorative in¬

sertion.' Thus (iii) is, in fact, probably the hardest reading of

all, as it stands. It may be, then, that he introduced it in con¬

formity with some other authority*® Turning to the Syrlac versions,
we find that 3yv& agrees with Dc (iii) except in word-order, while

the other two versions, as Zunts noted, "by prefixing the pronoun,

here witness to an original identical with D.Indeed, lie goes so

far as to regard the passage in the Syrlac as affording "a striking

example of the interaction of Semitic end Greek speech both in the

formation and transmission of the text.He also referred with ap¬

proval to Torrey's proposed reconstruction, nrwft 'l h'"I'M vt2'> -
" '' *" ' r T ; —

as also did Dodd,7
t t w

Whatever then be the the history of the reading of Dc {iii),
we are probably justified in regarding it as not only the hardest

1). ibid., p. 445a, note on Pol. 457b, line 22 (p. 562a).
2)* Codex Bezae Cantaorigiensis ... Sumptlbu3 Academiae rhoto-

typice Ho'praesentatus, 1, '(Cantabrigias; 1899), in loc.
3). The Peshltta might so be readj likewise the other Syriac

versions. Perhaps a quotation from such a text?
4). The Ancestry of the Harkloan Hew Testament, (1945), p. 54*
5). TTT?kT~rrr~53l '
6), Of. OhA, pp. 27, 35.
7), APD, pp. 55-54.
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reading, and tha only really 'Semitic' one, but also aa reflecting

an original similar to that of the Syriac versions. If it is not

duo to some kind of assimilation to the 3yriae, then, it may re¬

flect an unrevised element of primitive (Semitic) tradition, pre¬

served here for us in the C-reading of D. In this connection, we

may perhaps note that it is found in a Speech of Peter.

(d) Acts 13; 28b (Paul), D-text t Yyj. fij <AY<*ififiY .

The expression to be examined, 'yu elf dY<*'ipf<riv , found in the
Greek column of Codex Besae, is indefensible as Greek, though its

meaning is nevertheless fairly clear. But before we discuss the

expression itself, certain critical problems must be examined, and

for this purpose we shall set out the texts of W-H and D in parallel

columns.

W-H. D.

lot 28 • /urffifiuv j'tiuy Sd^Jroj , ,><«u ^6tjuMY iriY y 9 virov
.IJfOYTzj r/7>j<r*Yio fl ftA * roY „ .fv^OYTtj i V x U r-3 , U/c i«V-
.CiYdtpZ^jddt W Y ToY (29) As * olYTCS <*vToY 7T fio KVV [fil Ad rg
,ir'i\t<y<iV m&YTu -ri mtp* uytoy . j!vA eif uyAipt&Y (29) *b
. . ATIXOOY TTJYTY u. irrpl doroO

/»»■»/ \

*]TouvTO loY.

MdXdJOV TO J TO / ^IZV
We may note: (i) The 'addition* In D (vs. 28) of t* uvt£ i3

probably to be regarded as alluding to the words of the Passion-

Narrative, Luke 23: 22, oycTYy d'rtoY B<*y*toj topoY tY ayt&?' (ii) D,

1). Reference, however^ may also be made to Mark 14: 55,of
,c{f TOOV Kdrit oZ IqCou tf'dY l?J To &dYdTu>Sdt doloY
. Hod £H>^ r)vp\<SKoY .

•x
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•n... 11*. a ruif recalls Marie 15: lb (cf • Mat fchew 27: 2),
*"<" Uct\'rvu Again (ill}, the tfti^vTef Jvro's q£ i)

else seems to refer to the trial "before the danhedrin, mark 14:

53-72, especially Mark 14: 64b, oC St ixJvrif KJLTiKftvuV uoroV *vA(ov
,uva.i &j. vd.rou. Finally (iv), the phraae rf-rovvro<fT<dufZi<fciL in

<•*

D should probably also be treated aa an allusion to the Passion-

Narrative, Luke 23: 23, ot .. . <*< TOOju tVOL cLOTOV G'TelOfW&yjy'eit •••
If, then, v/3 except from discussion those phrases in D which

may be allusions (and so, perhaps, 'assimilations') to the Passion-

Narratives, on the one hand, and on the other, those portions of

the B-text exactly paralleled in the HB-text* the following elements

remain:

c' 9 7 '
(i) B UVU t!$ oiv'Uipsft*' .

(il) )^"HAB0 . ♦ . * oLVeli£>i toffy* t olvroy"
The two remaining elements, then, which do not seem to be directly

referable to the Passion-Narratives, or otherwise to be explained

in terms of some sort of 'assimilation,' for example, to other

elements in the Bible, and which consequently become the 'ultimate

alternatives,' are Qyvdc «*3r^and "ivj. r/f •

Some kind of revision appears to have taken place, as the

reading (ii) is plainly much simpler than (I), and is quite Idio-

matio, whereas the same can hardly be said of (i). Prouschen

thought th© Besan text "letst gans verwllderfcjHopes called It

"conflate and corrupt,"0 and sought to reconstruct 'the "Western"

1). lias only the word Ofjvvc , The ajrov is not extant*
Cf. fenyon, The Chester Beabty Biblical Papyri, Fasc. II,
(1933), p. 45.

®*t P♦ 84•
'feogi'nnlnga, I, ill, 261.
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text' with the aid of the Sy^m^ and. its 'asterisk*—a procedure

which Preu.3chen had also suggested*—offering us * -n*gtSuxAv w</A.tr<o
©

•£/J oLVoiifift* . * But recovery here of 'texts* is perhaps less
feasible than application of an 'eclectic* method, in which case

the list of various readings can. be expanded as follows?

(i) D ? Tr«t f/S St*
(ii) P4&UBC ? W y>d / ; iGtj^du. oiurky*
(ill)-Lvg ^SyvS : ut interficerent ... (i.e., By: ? ).
(iv) Lvt<% Sy^*: ut interfieeretur .. (i.e., By i V / ,? ).

Hopes, recognising that (ii) is probably the simplest and most

idiomatic reading, preferred to read, with (ill), ivj. oi^cii^cos-ty ,®
since

•'This imitation of the Semitic plural .... to denote an
indefinite subject (of. Acts lii, 2 and elsewhere) ....
is to be accepted, on transcriptional grounds, instead
of the more sophisticated substitutes of both B and D.

On the other hand, he thought "the otiose D" to b© due "either

to reaction from fi,H "or (more probably) to contamination from the

original reading of the B-text ivu ^vjtpMS'is Thus, as noted

above, he would see the 'original* reading of the D-text as * fjT*

'•ivotifssis f1 (i) then being a conflation of (lii)-(iv) with this
postulated original. But why anyone should have conflated two

idiomatic readings to produce an utterly impossible one, seems hard

to understand, (ii), of course, he regards as an amelioration of

both. His 'solution' has, however, been noted with approval by

Bruce and Lake.®

1). op. clt•, p. 84•
2). op. clb., p. 261.
3). ibid., p. 122.
4) • ibid., p» «£-Qo •

5). ibid., p. 262.
6). Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 267: Lake, Beginnings,

I, iv, 153.
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There may, however, be an alternative method of dealing with

the matter. We have already seen evidence in this speech of Paul

at Pisidlan Antioch of the quotation of an element of tradition

belonging to the Targum to I Samuel 15: 14.-'- If, now, the bezan

reading were •restored* in Aramaic, for example, it might read as

follows: But, an example of "b"? c. infin. meaning 'in

order that ...* is to be found in the Samaritan Liturgy:

. m twt nmn,3 H... in order that he observe tho decree

appointed, and lest ..." Thus, if Xbnn above were read as Infin.

Pa al,—and Pa. occurs in both Aramaic and Syriae in the

meaning "tdten, morden,whole might be read (In

ordor) to put to death," or again, "that he (Pilate?) might put

(him) to death." That is, the same set of Aramaic consonants, de¬

pending on the vocalization, could be translated correctly as *to

put (him) to death*, or literally (and in fact, incorrectly), as

'in order that to killing.'

do then, two possible explanations of the phenomena in question

present themselvest the one, offered by Ropes, would explain the

•otiose iv* * of D in terms of contamination with a postulated

♦original' dvcHfuxrt* of B; the other would regard the D-reading

,i*«i *ij <«vwias reflecting an unrevised element of Semitic tradi¬

tion,—in this case, probably Aramaic. On this view, the other

1). Cf. supra, pp. 52-36.
2). The noun means 'killing, death-penalty', etc. Cf. Jas-

trow, DTTM, p. 1349a; Delman, AnH'"b, p. 358b; Brookel-
mann, LS, p. 317bj etc.

3). The Samaritan Liturgy, edited by A. E. Cowley, I, p. 68, t.
4). Dolman, Anir/b, p. 358; cf. also Jastrow, I.e., and Brockel-

mann, i.e.; likewise, E. Brederek, KTO, p. 180b, show¬
ing the equivalence of Pa. ^®P and Hi. tn d .



readings would appear, not as idiomatic translations of the same

Aramaic,1 but rather as s\iccessive attempts at amelioration.

Thus, we are left with some three cases where peculiarities

of idiom in one or other of the textual authorities seem to af¬

ford an indication of possible difficulty in the tradition or

traditions embodied in the Acts by Luke, due perhaps to the ambi¬

guity of the particle 7, (or possibly its Hebrew counterpart, )

A fourth example, Acts 1: 17, may be noted for completeness, though

in view of the alternative solution advanced on critical grounds,

no stress can reasonably be laid upon it. A further point of in¬

terest is this, that in every case, the example is found in a

speech, Peter: (1: 17), 10: 38; Stephen: 7: 39; and Paul, 13:

28b.

III.. The Verb.

(a) The Participle.

It is well knovm that in Aramaic, and also in later Hebrew,

the participle takes over a number of the functions which we should
o

normally associate with the finite verb. In Acts, two participial

constructions, or rather, idioms, occur which have been regarded as

reflecting this fact: namely, the periphrastic imperfect, and the

use of the participle to represent a simple Indicative. We shall

treat the latter first.

1). The B^-reading, f Qf course, would require not
a Pa'al, but an Ithpa'al (being passive), if we were to
treat It as an Idiomatic translation of the same Aramaic

2). Cf. Stevenson, Gram., Sections 21,9-22,8 (pp. 56-59), and
also M. H. Segal, MHG-, Sections 322-543 (pp. 155-165).
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1, The Use of the Participle to represent an Indicative.

The nse of the participle to represent an indicative was de¬

scribed by J* H. Moulton as "fairly established now by the papyri,"^
being In them "not at all a mark of inferior education.He admit¬

ted, nevertheless, that while 'fairly certain,• it was "not very

common,"® and conceded to Wellhausen that in T> the use arose

"apparently .... from the literal translation of Aramaic.But,,

as Black has remarked,® though the expression is rare in Creek,

it is nevertheless common in Aramaic j moreover, he observed a

case of it in Acts 5: 26 (D), Tort o fTr^r^yoS -■■■ fjydyqv
fioTouf ktX, Perhaps we may f ind another case in Acts 10; 19 (the

Holy Spirit to Peter), where the text is as follows:

//<f(0») dvfeif r£vo1 jrjTOoYTiJ* fi .

Critical Notes; ); (i) sine addit. DHLF SyPM1
(ii) acid cTuo , B. , , .

(ill) add T?f?y , ^SAOIS 3y '
b. fa-rooyrtf) ; (i) c. 81

(ii) sed fa-rod*i , s. p45ACDEHLP.
In the case of (a), the reading (ii), ® Svo,1 though attested

only by B, is possibly slightly mere difficult than the others,

since (ili) Is probably—as Ropes pointed out—a "deliberate

transcriptional improvement, in the light of Acts 11: 11, while

omission of the number in (i) may also indicate the operation of a
Q

similar motive. The case of ('b), however, is probably more im-

. (3rd edition, 1908), p. 222.
2). Ib'id.', p. 223.
5). ibid., I.e.
4)• ibid., p. 224j He refers to Wellhausen, Einl.(lte Aufl), p. 21.
5) » AAOa , p # 94.
6), aXso in later Hebrew, Of, Segal, op. cit., pp. 155-168.
7). Beginnings, I, ill, 95a.
8). oo also Ropos, ibid. But Jacquier, Lea Aotea, p# 320, held

it better to omit the number; "II semble bien quo 1®Es¬
prit a parle^en general; *D^s horames te cherchent.* Un
ohiffre a ete ensuite ajoute."
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portrat • Both readings ere %vell attested, though perhaps the

balance, on the MS8. evidence, would, be slightly in favour of

(1) • However, the use of the present Indicative in (11) is

clearly more idiomatic and natural than that of the participle

as in (3.)» That is, the reading (1) is probably to be preferred.

But the participle here, though not so natural in Greek,

would be perfectly Idiomatic and natural in Aramaicj again,

not only do the words appear in a *Petrl.no1 setting, but in par¬

ticular, in an utterance of the Holy Spirit, addressed to Peter,

which—presumably—must have been reported by Peter himself. 'That

is, there would therefore be a certain a ori'ori basis .for suspect-

ing some sort of Semitic Influence here. Xt is thus probably

reasonable to suggest that the present instance represents an un-

revised element of Semitic diction (probably Aramaic), carried

over from the original story, and preserved for us in certain of

the MSS., namely, KB 81 etc.; it consequently seems to constitute
o

a mark of the antiquity and authenticity of the words in question.
0 r '

In this connection, the preceding iioo should not be overlooked.

Another case in point may be Acts 14: 3, the finite verb

.Sie-rpi\f>diV being replaced in D by the participle cf<a^vrsj»
so that there is not a single finite verb in the whole (Bezan)

verse. In this connection it is well to point out that another

expression in this same verse has been regarded as a 'probable

Semitiem, * namely, the use of ir! after we must

1). Of. supra, p. 174, note 6.
£)• In Aramaic the words might run:. . . 1 (? *10) pun sn ,

or as in the Syriac :•..!> J wa j'-ini:* an (so Wenainok,
unpublished note). , ,

3). So Ropes, Begirnlings, I, ill* 130a-b, who thought the ti .

possibly a reflection of an underlying ^ v.
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not, however, overlook the hand of the author, as evidenced by the

presence of fxuvoj ,-*■ ){<*£>} ,uiv oZv and perhaps as well, Aoyo$t^
.7iAfp>)<ri<* •ofuoO' and ku> The •semitism1 here, then, may
perhaps be deliberate on the port of Luke, possibly in imitation

of spoken Jewish Greek, and since on the one hand, the construction
7

is found in Greek, while on the other, the present passage occurs

in a narrative which bears clear marks of the Lukan hand,® no

great weight should be laid upon this case.

2. The Periphrastic Tenses.

Although periphrasis is certainly found in classical Greek, as

is freely enough acknowledged,® and also in the Koine, yet its re¬

latively high frequency in the Gospels and the first part of Acts

has led some to look to the influence of the corresponding Aramaic

idiom behind the Greek of these writings. Blass, for instance,

held that "... one cannot fail to recognize, especially in the case

of the imperfect, the influence of Aramaic,and in particular,

in the writings referred to above—excluding John^--the con¬

struction is "no doubt due to their being direct translations from

Aramaic originals.with this view Moulton agreed, though with

the reservation that he preferred to speak instead, of their being

1). Hawkins, op. cit., p# 27.
2). ibid., p. 23.
3). Cf. MG, pp. 625b-628a: Luke-Acts, 29 times; Mt-Mk, nil.
4). Cf. Hawkins, op. cit., pp. 20, 43.
5). Occurs 9 times in NT, 7 in Acts, 2 in Pauline Epistles.
6). Occurs once each Matthew and Luke, nil in Mark, but 33 in John,

and 11 in Acts.
7). Cf. supra, p. 174.
8). Verse3 1-7 contain some 13 ♦Lukanisms,1 i.e., at about the

rate of 33 per WH-page, against the average in Acts, 22.5.
9). Blass, Gram, (ET, 1898), p. 202; Moulton, Prol., p. 226; etc.
10). op. cit., p. 203. 11). ibid., I.e., n. 2. 12). ibid.
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'based on* direct translations,^" the use in question then being

an 'overdoing' of a correct Greek idiom, due to its exact corres¬

pondence with the underlying Semitic one. So, then,

"It is only that where Aramaic sources underlie the
Greek, there is inordinate frequency of a use which
Hellenistic has not conspicuously developed."2

With this conclusion Williams, in his study of the participle in
3

Acts, was disposed to agree. On the other hand, Moulton felt

that the imperfect was the only tense "in which correspondence

with Aramaic" was "close enough to justify much of a case for de¬

pendence •Howard, giving a full list of the cases of the con¬

struction in the NT,5 observed "Luke's rejection of it in every

instance where a Markan parallel allows comparison," and "the

freedom with which it occurs in the Lucan writings."6 So often

does Luke introduce it where it is absent in Mark, that he (How¬

ard) "hesitates to suggest its frequency in cc. 1,2, in 'Proto-

Luke,' and in Acts 1-12 as evidence of fidelity to Aramaic origin¬

als. It is interesting to note that in the LXX, Thackeray had

described a widening of the range of the periphrastic construction,

"... partly but not entirely owing to the influence of the
Hebrew original, the auxiliary verb being now employed
with the present participle to represent the imperf,,
future and more rarely the present tense: periphrasis in
the perfect goes back to the earlier language."8

We are thus rather inclined to doubt the value of the construction

1). Prol., p. 226.
2). ibid., I.e.
3). Charles Bray Williams, The Participle in the Book of Acts,

(1909), p. 29.
4). Prol., p. 226.
5). Moulton, Gram., li, 452.
6). ibid., I.e.
7). ibid., I.e.
8). Gram. OTG, i, Sect. 15, 3 (p. 195).
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In Acts as a 'Semitism,* and in particular as an Araraaism.

However, several points should be noted in passing: (i) Acts

6: 4, D reads jfu&y .... HfoaKtfrtpoSyTef instead of vpeS'"

.r£ftf<foftjv(^B) j <ii) Acts 10: 6, 614 reads waI ao ToS S<r-riY £svfc-
ojxtvof instead of OutoS ^£Yi§£Ta*. .. ("JB)j and (iii) Acts

14: 4, D reads rjY Is s^iffttvoV ... for f<r^UQt) SI (vB). That is,
in three cases the ordinary tense, found in the majority of MSS.,

is replaced In another authority by the periphrastic construction.

All that can be said, however, is that the 'substituted'^- reading
would be somewhat more natural in Aramaic than in Greek, but that

the ordinary reading would be correct in both Aramaic and Greek.

Finally, Black has noted a case where "one part of the verb

'to be' is already present in the same sentence or clause," and

thus in which, while the construction is in no way 'irregular,' it

"is scarcely literary Greek": viz., Acts 8: 13(D),2 (o £c <r»yu<uv).. •
j(m rjv kuc tu> &iX'tittij... .*"* This should pro¬

bably be compared with Acts 8: 28 (both WH ana D), another 'Philip-

story' j the differences between the two major text-groups are

shown in the brackets:

J)Y Si (d: n) ovorTpiftvY kal (d* ova. haI )**.9rjfttvo$ sir! rod .

oilroo (D; om oLOToO) kaI (D: om *wt ) Iviyii/utficzy (D: AYa-
yiiVC06KU>v} -foY TT^>o<fiiy~r~yY

It will be seen that the Bezan form of the text is even more in ac¬

cord with the previous case than is that of W-H, since the only

1). No judgment, however, is implied in the use of this word.
2). AAGA, p. 94.
3). The Bezan Latin column, however, has: "simon ... (et) bap-

tizatus est et adherebat philippo ..."
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finite verb in it is 1 tjv . *

Prom what has gone before, it will be seen that in the case

of the periphrastic tenses,' even the imperfect, little real

weight can be put upon the evidence, except in so far as the pres¬

ence of such phenomena in a passage, or in one or other of the MSS.,

may indicate that, while the passage may be passable as Greek, yet

it would be even better as Aramaic, and this, coupled with other

evidence at any point for Aramaism, would have a certain 'confirma¬

tory' value.

(b) Redundant Auxiliary Verb.

Howard found the 'most striking example' of 'this character¬

istic of Hebrew and Aramaic' in the use of hf\ofue> with following
infinitive.1 This use, as found in the Gospels, was considered by

Dalman as a 'distinct Aramaism,'2 and in Josephus, claimed by Thack¬

eray as "a hitherto unnoticed example of what in the N.T. has been

pronounced to be a pure •Aramaism*,a form of expression which,

though 'good colloquial Greek*, nevertheless here is probably "an

instance of unconscious and involuntary retention of the author's

native Aramaic phraseology ..."4 Moulton and Milligan have admitted

it, at least in Mark, as seeming "to belong to the alien elements in

NT Greek,"** while Lagrange described it as Hun aramafsme signale,"

certainly not a Hebraism, and even ascribed its occasional presence

1). Moulton, Gram., ii, p. 455.
2)» WJ, p« 56.
3). """Sri Unrecorded 'Arsmaism' in Josephus," JTS, xxx (1929),

p. 364.
4). ibid., p. 370
5). Vocab., pp. 82b-83a.
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in the LXX not to Hebrew, but rather to its being "1*usage des
1

traducteurs qui l*a introduit dans la Bible grecque, so that

"... la pratique de Luc s'explique beaucoup naturelle-
ment par 1*imitation de Mc. dans les narrations, et
comrne conservant un trait des paroles du Maltre."2

Under this head also Torrey would class the instances in Acts.®
Hurikin, on the other hand, though willing to admit that some such

pleonastic use as i3 found in Mark, and occasionally in the speeches

of Jesu3 in Luke, might be due to Aramaic ultimately,4 declined to
t;

find such a factor operative in Acts. Likewise Delling, noting

its appearance in the "betont griechisch stilisiert" chapter 24

(vs. 2), concluded that this use of the word as an auxiliary verb

v/as "nicht nur Semiti3mus.1,6 Black was content to note "this Semi-

tism,and refer to Thackeray and Dalman. Jacquier seemed to fav¬

our the view that it was a pleonasm, reflecting Aramaic;® Bruce,

however, would agree to this only in the cases of Acts 2: 4 and

27: 35.9

However, turning to the evidence itself, we find that the

cases where —followed by infinitive—occurs in Acts, are:

Acts 1: 1, 2 : 4, 18 : 26, 24 : 2, and 27 : 35. No less than three

of these are in that part of Acts which Torrey claimed contained

"no evidence of an underlying Semitic language,while one case,

1). S. Luc, p. evil. But if so, may it not be due to the Koine?
2) • ioi'd., I.e.
3). CDA, pp. 6, 23, 27.
4). ^Pleonastic* in the New Testament," JTS, xxv (1924),

p. 399.
5). ibid., pp. 401-402.
6). TWNT, I, p. 477.
7) . AA'tA, p. 91.

Les Actes, p. 4.
9). Tlie~Acts of the Apostles, pp. 66, 82, 465.
io). 6DA. d. 7.
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Acts 27: 35, Is found in a 'We-passage.* The case, then, for a

Source1 behind the expression seems rather weak. Analysis of

the use of the expression in the Synoptics and Acts in terms of

source-distribution-patterns is interesting:"

Table 8. Mark (pe WH-page)
Matthew ( H )
Luke { " )
Infancy (**)
Q Ok) ( " )
L (2) ( « )

Acts ( " )
1-5: 16 (")
I Acts { )
II Aets( M )
We-§§ { " )
(Rest of Lk, ")

.00

.56

.62

.195

.052

.093

.125

(.141)

. 63

.17

.36

.071

Prom this table, it seems that, although in the L-source of Luke

and in Q,L the rate per page is comparable with that in Mark, and—

in view of the fact that in the combined Q-L, some 13 of the 16

cases are in the words of Jesus or the Baptist--there may be some

indication that Luke is following sources in which he felt himself

bound to retain the expression, yet the freedom with which he 'omits'

it when following Mark is remarkable. On the other hand, it will be

seen that, in Acts, even if all five cases were really 'pleonastic'—

and as we have seen, scholars are by no means unanimous on the

point--the table would indicate that the distribution even in Acts

1-5: 16 is little more than that in the common parts of Luke, where

he has deleted Mark's use of it, and furthermore comparable also

1). The expression ItpX c. infin. is used in these lists
without differentiation into 'pleonastic' and 'regular'
cases•

2). L is used here as defined above, p. 80, note 3.
3). Cf. Cadbury, The Style and Literary Method of Luke, (HIS, vi),

Cambridge" (Mass.), 1919-20, pp. 162-163.
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with the rate per page in Matthew, where the M&rkan material has

been—in this regard—severely pruned. Thus, it seems that even

if all five cases are really pleonastic, the rate per page is no

greater than might be expected by comparison with Matthew, for

example. This perhaps acquires greater significance when it is

pointed out that the rate per page in Genesis,--reduced to terms

of the WH NT pages,—is 0.052, or the same as that for Acts 1-15;

we should add that Genesis has the highest rate of any book from
l

which Luke quotes.

That is, the expression is approximately as frequent in I Acts

as it is in Genesis {LXX), and a little more so than in the other

books quoted by Luke, where it is found at all, though it is by no

means comparable in this respect with Mark, or even Lukan *Q.'

Hence, while it may be true that the expression is in fact an

Aramaism which has crept into Luke's style from some source or

other,^ yet such a view is not—in the case of Acts at least—re¬

quired by the facts. Further, the very disagreement among scholars

whether or not the individual instances in Acts are pleonastic,

seems to indicate that the decision is rather much a subjective

one, and as such, the onus of proof should probably rest on those

who seek to regard the cases in question as abnormal.

(c) The Impersonal Plural.

The impersonal third person plural, U3ed instead of a passive,

1). Genesis, that is, in the LXX version.
2). E.g., his use of Q, L, etc., or simply contact with Jewish

people.



1
is well enough known in both Hebrew and Aramaic, and was noted

g 7 A
by Black and Howard* following Wellhausen, as a ITT Semitlsm.

cx '/I
The only case in Acts that seems clear is Acts 5: 2, ov ztiVouY

"whom they used to set .or, more simply* "who used to be put

. ...w As has been noted above,^ Hopes, following the readings of

Lvg and SyvS, would find in Acts 13; 28b another instance, Iyj. £✓-
aid . But this does not follow, since the •they* m5.ght as

well refer to 'the Inhabitants of Jerusalem and their rulers...'

(vs. 29), as is the case with the other third person plural verbs

in vss. 27 and 28. But perhaps a slight difference may be detected

in the case of the succeeding verses, for--unless Paul had in mind

Joseph of Arimathaea and Nicodemus--a change of subject seems in¬

dicated in verse 29b : x*0t\oY7S$ \iiro roZ>£v\pu r/f ^°v »

a suitable meaning being "having been taken down from the Tree, He

was laid in a grave." But the matter should not be pressed too

far, except that it may be worth noting that in the same speech

(Paul at Pisidian Antioeh), we have already located two other signs

of influence of Aramaic substrata.^ This, of course—if the speech

were really due to Paul—might suggest no more than that Paul was

expressing himself in words not uninfluenced by his own Jewish

background.

1). G-K, Sect. 144 g, (ET, p. 460)| Kautzsch, Gram., Sect. 9o,lc.
2). AAGA, p. 91.
5). Moulton, Grain., ii, pp. 447-443.
4). Einl. (lte Aufl.), p. 25.
5). Black and Howard, cf notes 2 & 3, supra.
6). Supra, pp. 170-171; cf. Beginnings, I, iii, 263.
7). Viz., Acts 13; 22, the 'fargumic'citation from I Sam 13; 14,

cf. supra, pp. 32-36; and Acts 13: 28b, cf. supra, pp.
169-173.
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IV. The Pronoun.

(a) The Proleptlc Pronoun.

The strengthening of the definition of a noun by the use of

an anticipatory pronoun, otherwise redundant, is natural enough in

Aramaic, and in the Gospels was claimed by Wellhausen as an Arama-
-i P

Ism, This was noted by Howard, and described by Black as

H....a pure Aramaism, giving clear indication of linguis¬
tic influence, and, since the usage is not only clumsy
but indefensible in Greek, possible evidence of literal
translation of sources.

Nevertheless he was not impressed with the case of Acts 5: 2(D),

•7L*y tivrtov £i ' evutV t which he thought probably "no more

than a mistake for r£v tiVnoftoopiv^V*On the other hand,
s 0 i i x .

he accepted Acts 7: d2(D),K"«" x-rtsxriWeiV u v r o u$ too, ■n^ox^-rr
/ / Fy

*tyy tlAovr-l$ Vtfi-..,

Perhaps another case may be discerned in Acts 8: 7(D), where

in place of the usual reading vwyxouov' rn vr'frei (^B), there is some
c / 1 * /

evidence for another, vrttjuwo* 4\>to tn<rrn t since the MS. shows signs,

as Scrivener observed,^ of erasure by a later hand. He thought the

original reading " >o potius quam jlv (periit litera secunda) ...
Q

Consulting the photographic edition, Pol. 436b, line 10, we may be

inclined to agree with him, since (i) there is space only for four

1). Einl. (lte Auf1.), pp. 26-27.
2). Moulton, Gram., 11, 431
3). AAGA, p. TT.
4). iVid., I.e.
5). Ibid., p. 74.
6). Bezae Codex Cantabriglensis, p. 442a, in note on Pol. 436b,

line 10, "eras." s. m."
7). ibid., I.e.
8)• Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis, ... Sumptibus Academiae Photo-

fcy-oi'ce Hepraesentatus, i, (Cantabrlglae, 1^99), In loc.



letters, (ii) three are fairly clear, <=t ,,*rn , (ill) * y » would
he consistent with those traces that appear to have been left after

erasure. Von Soden would road -oiry y? , though this seems hard to
1 ^ /

support. If, however, the reading of B is to be taken as ynjnovo*
.ocbrn fl* th then we appear to have another case of this construe-£

tion. Moreover, its erasure is easy to understand, in view of (I)

the rarity of the reading, and (ii) Its frelative hardness.1 Final¬

ly, In view of the fact that this verse Is not without marks of

Lukan editorship, if not authorship,® it should not he overlooked

that the 'Aramaism' here may in fact be a 'Syrlscism,* due not so

much to an 'original substratum,' as to the influence of Antioch on

Luke's own speech.^ (This possibility is hinted at by Black in the
, j ^ , 5

case of the expression (£✓) Ann ~rn i ) ♦

In this connection, it may he well to add for completeness the

reading of Acts 11: 27(B), ly 4.1x4?$ Ct t<*?£ )("'t (Rest: ay
.Wf,ij V Tiij j), which is found in a section which has—In
view of the additional material found In Acts 11: 27b(D)-~sometimes

been thought to be another *We-seetion,'® although Ropes, on the

other hand, saw in the Bezan 'addition' only evidence that

w... the reviser was aware of the tradition connecting
the author of the book with Antioch ^

1). Pie Sohriften des neuen Testaments, ii, p. 512, In loc.
fbiere seems Insufficient room for the extra letters.

2). Von Soden's reading would be closer still to Aramaic use.
5). E.g., Ao/oV , r , «.*: Vtii/ (cf • supra, pp. 101,

104-106, q.v.).
4). But cf. infra, pp.195 ff., note on Acts 6: 11, 15.
5). AaOA, p. 81.
6). Biass, Phil. Gosp., pp. 131-132; cf. Cadbury, Beginnings,

I, ii, 249.
7). Beginnings, I, Hi, 108b,
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Whatever the final verdict on the matter may be, the present pass¬

age occurs in very close proximity to the statement that it was In

Antioch that the disciples were first called 'Christians.* Never¬

theless, one other fact in this regard should not be overlooked:

namely, that the Syv® reads //.UcaTo,1 *in those days*, yet
Vii 2

the Sjr1^ reads qjjo , ■> oc*. , 'in them, (in) the days', which

is very much closer to the reading of B, end is quite natural in

Syriac? indeed, White's Latin translation, "in his sutera diebus,

would suit B perfectly. Thus, there would certainly be no ob¬

stacle in the way of regarding the B-reading here as at least con¬

sistent with 'Syriacism',--the more so in view of the phrase (!✓)

,^urp u>( : .. , referred to above.^ It would, of course, in
itself, be just as satisfactorily explained by Aramaic, and in¬

deed it may be that Aramaic has influenced the language in which

Luke found the tradition. Questions of origins, however, must be

left out of this present study.

Summing up, then, we may consider three cases, perhaps, of

the phenomenon in I Acts: namely, Acts 7: 52(D)(Stephen), S: 7(D* ),
and possibly also, 11: 27(B). It may be interesting to note that

all three are found in Harnack's 'Jerusalem-Antloch* 3ourco.®

1). B & PBS edition, (here due to Gwilliam), (1905-20), p. 20,
line 5.

2). Actuum Apostolorum et Eplstolarum ... Versio Syriaoa Philo-
xenlana, ed. J. Wloike, (1799), i, p. 70, line 6.

3). ibid., p. 70.
4). Although Howard (Moulton, Gram., 11, 432) would class the

latter as a 'Lucan peculiarity,* and decline to think
it due to Aramaic, since it occurs in Acts 16: 18 and
22: 15, where the question of Aramaic sources doesn't
arise.

5). Of# k»di »(a) pm
6), Cf. The Acts of the Apostles, (ET, 1909), pp. 188, 219-224,

21wr. —



(b) The Ethic Dative.

It is well known that in the Semitic languages, and especially

in Aramaic and Syriac,1 the preposition h with pronominal suffixes

is frequently employed pleonastically in conjunction with the verb,
p

as 'dativus ethicus.' An example may be noted in the Fragment

Targum to Oen 44: 18, *01 mir"' TV1? 1T« , HJudah said him to

Joseph ..In the Gospels, Black ascribed to the operation of

this factor certain cases where a preposition in. the dative, so

construed with a verb, has given rise to "difficult expedients to

make It intelligible In the Greek."4 It is possible that a similar

factor may underlie several cases In Acts, where we seem to be con¬

fronted with an apparently unnecessary uJn>7y in the text of the

Codex Bezae (and occasionally, the corresponding word in other MSS.).

Its omission, or rather, •absence', from the majority of authorities

may perhaps be an Indication of difficulty encountered with it, for

while that omission would require little explanation (especially

if the use in question Is really 'pleonastic'), insertion, on the

other hand, would be rather unlikely. Before discussing the cases

in question, we may note that (i) both occur in D, and (ii) in par¬

ticular, they appear in that section of Acts which Harnack ascribed

to the so-called 'Jerusalem-Antioch' source.^ They are: Acts 14: 2(D)

1). Of# Stevenson, Gram., 3act. 4,3 (p. 17), Ndideke, CSG, Sect.
824 (p. 177)j G-K, Sects. 119 a & 135 i (pp. 381 '& 439).

2). Other examples are cited by Stevenson (I.e.), Ndldeke (I.e.),
and Black, AA.GA, p. 76.

3). Ginsburgor'a edition, p. 73 (Cod. Ox. 2305, line 10). Of. also
Gen"38: 16 (D) (Kahle, M. d W., i, p. 16).

4). AtOA, p. 77,
5). Cf. supra, p. 186, note 6, for references.



and 15: 2(D). We shall no proceed to the examination of these

cases.

Acts 14: 2(D),<st 6c lou£> itov *<*<. oc „

,cL^0/r. y Tpj <fuVoiyu>yyr VTlfjyAyoV civrolj
c * 1 ~ . r ' v

, lvyflt>Y KeC T<< ~ru>V o ! K A lu>Yt K.-r.\.

Leaving aside the questions of textual detail involved in the

first line above, and also the question, for example, whether we

are to read with D, or 'evyyctf *> with p458ABC Lvt^
we are confronted with the presence of the word jVoi in D,

following the verb, but which, as Ropes has observed, is "super-
\ t p

fluous in the face of k\7<* y6)v its origin being "not easi¬

ly guessed."0 He referred to a note on Acts 14: 27, where it was

suggested that the words "may well be due to the Aramaic proleptic

pronoun."4 Tills does not seem very likely here, as in that case

we should probably require something like ( Jicoyu-oY ) k<* t 1 *vrwv.
.~tiZv ■kkcl!u>y .5 On the other hand, it might bo possible—as I'orrey

/I

suggested—to read the word as an fethic dative', in which case we

should obtain: "But . . the chiefs of the synagogue ... stirred

them up a persecution against the righteous ones which would

moke fair enough sense, and at the same time account for the diffi¬

cult word. The expression may then reflect a Semitic element under

lying the Bezan text, and at this point unrevised. The possibility

1). Cf. likewise, Acts 13: 23, *»AB 81, sed cv CD.
2). Beginnings, I, iii, 128b.
3). ibid., i.e.
4). ibid., p. 138a.
5). I.e., in Aramaic, m'P'ts (*>»)
6). DPC, p. 147. He suggested nn>, since "The Ut/ro/J here ..

merely renders the usual ethical dative of the Aramaic
text: they instituted for 'themselves' ( tin1?) a per¬
secution." (DPC, p. 125).
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of Influence upon D from a Syrise version seems to some extent

precluded, or at least diminished in probability, by the fact

that is not represented in any of the extant Syrlac

versions•"*" Torrey's theory that D is a translation of an Aramaic
p

version of the B3~text, likewise receives no added support.

Finally, It. is interesting to note in this connection the
C f /

use here in this verse of the words * 01 oiKohol ' as a term for

'the Christians', the more so in the light of the use in flats -3:

14 of the term 1 o \Kdiit>$ * for Jesus Himself.

Perhaps also worth consideration, at least for the sake of

completeness, is Acts 15? 2(D),

. oc fi i\*jhuQoTt$ *i-Tro Tt<k( yyytt\fV ,

, fii/fofj ~Tif n^Kuf K+t | f *l. r.X .

A

Ropes rightly pointed cut that the vro/j of D (d: eia) "is not
•2

easily explained,"^ although, as noted above, it might perhaps
4

reflect an underlying proleptlc pronoun.

On the other hand, another possibility is at least worthy of

inclusion; namely, that the pronoun in question, instead of being

construed with the following flL'Xw nw B should possibly

be taken with the preceding verb and its subject, as an 'ethic

dative,* The meaning would then be; "Those who had come from

Jerusalem instructed them (i.e., for themselves) Paul and Barnabas."

1). Unless we see in the (nominative) yaj*of Syij-*-'® a trace of
such a reading; but htls seems unlikely. Still, that *
text is here the nearest to D. Of. White's edition, i,
p, 85.

2). DPO, pp. 112-143; of. also, p. 124, etc.
Beginnings, I, iii, 139b.

4). Supra, p. *188* Cf. especially notes 2, 3, and 4, where
reference was made to Ropes' treatment of Acts 14; 2(D)
and 14; 27.
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In either case the locution would seem to point to some sort

of Semitic {? Aromalc) Influence upon the text as preserved for us

In Codex Besae. The precise evaluation of this point, however,

must be left to another piece.

In conclusion, before leaving the discussion of the pronoun,

it may be in order to refer back to the use of the 'referring pro¬

noun' in Acts 10: 38(D°), discussed above,4" and likewise forward

to the Additional Note on Acts 14: 27, to be found at the end of
o

this chapter.

V. The Preposition.

Black noted as Ha characteristic feature of Semitic usage,"

the repetition of the preposition before each noun of a series
•Z

governed by it. An example was found by him in Acts 14: 21 (-Nil).

Another case may be cited, namely, Acts 12: lib (E) (Peter)
.Kaic s^itXtro pi. IK CHt-£C6o KKC IK 7rJ.fyS w( cxrc&ifi*. 5

Its presence in the words of Peter is perhaps not without signi¬

ficance, the more particularly in the light of the fact mentioned

by Black, that of some 15 examples in the Gospels and Acts (exclud¬

ing the one just noted, Acts 12: lib, E), two occur in the words of

Jesus, and two more in other examples of direct speech. The present

reading is supported also by Lvt®vg Syv&. This mannerism, however,

is not a special feature of any one of the Semitic languages in

1). Supra, pp. 167-169.
2). Additional Note I, pp. 225-225.
3). AAGA, p. 83, q.v.



particular, end so, perhaps, may not derive from anything more

serious than a reminiscence of, for example, Psalm 143(144): 11

(LXX), or more probably, some passage such as Fr 18* 4, 8, 9, 10,

etc.

Another Semitism has been seen in the use of the preposition

pit* in the expression "ttoiuiV jtsr* Acts 14: 97, 15: 4. In
fact, Torrey described it as "the regular idiom In all branches of

Aramaic,""1" and in support cited several examples, admitting never¬

theless that the idiom was "also found in Hebrew." While, however,

the expression cannot be excluded as a case of Semitisra, the evid¬

ence on the whole perhaps points to another origin, as suggested

earlier.

VI. Idiom.

The following idioms have been noted as more or less relevant

to this study, as possibly reflecting some sort of Semitic substra¬

tum, or perhaps, 'prehistory', underlying the tradition as it is

now found in I Acts; they do not seem to owe their presence in Acts

to the- use and influence, direct or otherwise, of the LXX.4

(a) /u fiv> i ?rn -rovf no f { riyojp).. (Acts 14: 10, The Holy
/

Spirit to Paxil) •

This unusual expression, *to arise upon the feet', that is,

fto stand up', occurs twice only in the NT, though the second case,

1). GDA, p. 58.
2)« ibid., i.e.
3). Cf. supra, pp. 114-116j it may be a 'liturgicalism.*
4). That is, they do not seem to be either septuagintalisms or

'1.1 tur ".ioallsms', in the meanings outlined in Chapter
III.



Acta 26: 15, Is a doubtful one. Nevertheless, both cases arc in

direct speech, and in particular, the words of Paul (Acts 14: 10)

are addressed to a man ... rot
, ncftV, who, in vs. 3, is

described as lk *oiX/v/ f*n r( of u^roO-~sn expression also found
In Acts 3: 2, and regarded in our treatment of it above as a prob-

O
ablo *liturgicalism.♦

On the other hand, the idiom is found once only in the LXX,

namely, IV Kgd 13: 21, ... k«c *.Y£<rrtj lift i&oj' ■ oroj, ,

although the corresponding Hebrew form is found twice in the MT,

namely, II Ki 13: 21 (as above), and also X Chr 28: 2. In both

places the Hebrew is of the form 1 ''MT-bt? Crvn, If, thon, the

idiom were due to the Influence of the LXX, it would probably have

to be taken as an allusion to IV Kgd 15: 21, where the point in

question is the healing power of Elisha's bones. At any rate, it

does not seem—at least without further proof—to be due to the

operative element having come from, and so having been Influenced
•St

by, a *testimonium* section.* It may, nevertheless, be a Hebraism

of some sort.

To these facts, on the other hand, should bo added the further

point, that it is found in the free (Palestinian) Aramaic of the

Fragment Targum to Genesis 38: 26, where the words occur:

"... As soon as Judeb knew (i.e., recognized) his three
witnesses, he arose upon his feet, and
said •»..."(• • • * i V i * *i— *? y op).4

1). In Acts 26: 16 we find the Idiom <Frrjft V to jy no too, one
also occurring In Esek 2: 1, 2, q.v.

2). Of. supra, pp. 32-83.
3). The passages In question are not noted by Dodd, Acc. Script.
4). Oinaburger*s edition, p. 20.



Likewise, as WensInch observed,^ It occurs at the same place In

the Palestinian Pentateuch Tnrgum from the Old Cairo (renica, {viz.,

Gen 38: 26,.. n'b-DP).2
The expression, then, is a Serait ism, common to both Hebrew

and Aramaic; it does not seem to be a aeptuagintaliam, in e5„ther
3 —

of the t.70 senses noted. Its presence here racy indicate that the

tradition of these 1verba P-uili' is ancient and authentic; though

its use in the Targunim as noted may suggest that the corn - spending

Aramaic form was part of the religious phraseology of the Jewish

synagogues of an early time. If tho latter, then its presence in

the words of Paul or in the tradition incorporating them, may in¬

dicate rather the effect upon them of the seme early Jewish religi¬

ous phraseology.

(b) xaAfiv s'/(katc ) {Acts 6: 11, 13).
^ y ^ J

The expression j>j/u<xra A Lh/V ;vj (or: k<*t°, ) has boon noted by
Black as a Semitism, "probably Aramaic in origin."^ He quoted in

support of this Daniel 7? 25,. .V?t ? »np) -?£? I'Vh-l, »fco

speak words against (the Most High) * being the meaning; in this

connection, he noted the renderings of LXX and Theod., namely,

itj ros vysitf-rov xcx^da.. , and ao/ogj t«v j<ptr?ov ,

respectively. However, be found another case in Job 2: 9

(LXX), "where it is equivalent to MT "pd, * curse',"S although it is

noted that Hntch-Rodpath "refuse to give the MT as the equivalent

1). Unpublished note.
2). P. Kahle, M. d. W., ii, p. 19, line 4 (Fragment D).
£)• Cf. supra, p. 191, note 4, etc.
4). AAGA {2nd edition, 1954), p. 277.
5). ibid., I.e.
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of the expression . ..m1 Further confirmation is found in the fact

that "In Lk. xli. 10b, corresponds to Mt. xii. 32b oj ft
9] J ( C\

t/f StTOt KATW h2

To these instances we may perhaps add Acts 13: 45b, where we

find the following critical data:

I KMX A'.YrfXtyoV Toly trrfo flaoAoo A-xXooytVotS #.t-\
: KMt iortAiyOV Tc>// a oyo»f tmo too fltloXoo AzyOfO-tyoiJ Mi/ti XtyaY I <

(i) K AB
(ii) D Lvta: KMl iortXfyoV 7oi$ Aoyoif into TOO fl/ioXoo Acyo/otyoif Uor<XiyoY7£f

. K"At^; /C .r X.
(lii) E 35 : (Cf. ii, S'-e y^ynojutcH loco 'vriAtc^r i ).
(iv) LvtS : Cf. ii, ... resistantes et ....

The repetition here of the words uyriAifovTLf <xC may simply be due
to influence of the preceding ivreAt/ov , but In the light of what

has been said concerning Acts 6: 11, 13 (and Lk 12: 10 = Mt 12: 32),

some sort of conflation may have happened here, so that an express¬

ion of the form 'dicentes .... contra', has been read as 'contra-

dicentes', the former represented (rightly, if we follow the ex¬

ample set out by Black as above) by X t^ie latter by

. /iiAirov. This may be to some extent supported by the fact

that, In the passage from Lk 12: 10 alluded to above and cited

by Black, we may observe a similar motive at work in the MSB., thus:

Luke 12: 10 (WH). Luke 12: 10 (D).
c\ -> i * \ % ** c* . :> v / 'r

,Kki 7f«-j oy if'i-t Acyo* £'S toy. Tf*j O Ifti Aoyov .

.JioY Too *sQ(_ otioiij O^i0rjft.7oi. .ToY JioY Tod otytypioTlouf

.*0 CU> • Tto Si- s\$ TO UStOjOfl jfiTM*- elOf*y ' Sty to Xo

ft'jJM, Tt OUK tip lb ''jftlMC... fityiov OoK <jt>£A/cr* 7 *<■ t*OTU>
That is, whiij the WH-text reads , the Bezan text is

content with the idiom (Acy*/v' Aoyov ) StJ .., the verb (A'ynS )

1). AAGA, (2nd edition), p. 277.
2). ibid., 1. c.
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being Implied In Luke 12: 10b (D)j of course, it Is possible that

the Bezan 1 omission1 here of may be traceable to

assimilation of this passage to the parallel one in Matthew, but

nevertheless, the fact that the WH-text of Luke here is really

more definite may appear to tell against this view.

On the other hand, of course, we do not seem to be able to

find a text containing the word V-ft)-//<» nj simpliciter, and con¬

sequently, the case for conflation is a little weakened. However,

the other two readings, (iii) (E 55) xwr/o^iVoi iidl , and (iv)
(Lvt®) resistantes, seem to imply a similar text, although they

may also reflect some sort of 'interpretation1 of reading (ii), in

view of the apparent difficulty of twice reading Bruce

described the 'Western' 'addition* in question as 'tautological'

in the context.^ But this surely—if we exclude the possibility

of textual corruption (for example, dlttography)—would make that
O

reading 'harder* than (i).

Thus, it is at least feasible to regard the readings (ii)-

(iv) as betraying the existence of an original which meant "speak¬

ing .... against," and which has been variously interpreted "blas¬

pheming," "opposing," or both. Further, it may be seen that this

is not a 'new' practice, as it has already been discerned in Luke

12: 10 (WH; cf. D),^ and Acts 6: 11, 13. On the other hand, we

1). op. cit., p. 274.
2)• Removal of a tautological phrase might be considered more

natural than its insertion, unless the process is due
to a transmissional error such as that noted above.

3). Cf. also the parallel in Matthew 12: 32.
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cannot speak here of demitiam In the strict sens©, but simply con¬

tent ourselves with the observation that, if the explanation just
V

outlined were to be accepted., then we should have some evidence

of the presence of the apparent Semitism (ivtA/yuvri/ 3 W^yueJWzf)
in this passage, and consequently, that such a fact would weigh in

fcvotir of the authenticity and antiquity of the story concerned,

suggesting for it a Semitic origin.

Nevertheless, we must not overlook the alternative that the

expression in question may not be strictly a Semitiam, but instead,

in view of its appearance in the LXX without a really close Hebrew

equivalent, may owe its presence in Acts either to the Koin^, or—

moro probably—to the influence of the LXX, th* more so when it is

appreciated that Job 2 was known to, and used by, Paul, in all like¬

lihood j"*" it may thus have been known to Luke also. On the other

hand, of course, it may have entered from its use in 0, as above.^

(c) tfOt ti}/ KoTTtToV (ActS 8t 2) •

The expression -jro/riV tcoxtrev was noted by Preusehen^ as

"
s xfipb rr'w, woffir LXX Mich 1:8 besser xoteitB** *. sagen, ...M

Further, it occurs but rarely in the MT,4 only twice in the LXX,

and in the IT only In the present passage. Again, there is no

evidence that either of the two texts in which it is found In the

LXX were, or were embedded In, passages which we could in any posi¬

tive sense describe as •liturgical* or * apologetics!1 sections.&

1), Cf, I These 5: 22 (Job 1: 1, 2: 3).
2). I.e., from Luke 12: 10b(*Q»).
3). Aug., p. 46.
4). Wz7, Mi 1: 8, Jer 6: 26.
5). They are not *tesfclmonia'-sectlonsj cf. Dodd, Ace. Script.,

and Chapter III supra.



The expression, then, is probably not to be regarded as a true

septuagintalism, unless, perhaps, it can be shown to be an

allusion,"*"
On the other hand, it seems to be more frequent in the Tar-

gumim. For example, there are some fifteen places in the OT where
p

the noun is found; nevertheless, in only two of these—Mi 1:

8, Jer 6: 26--does the full construction 'or niwb occur. However,

not only in these two is the corresponding Aramaic 1S0E) "TbVftb
*

found," but also in some four others, where the Hebrew is quite

different. They are: Jer 48: 38, Ezek 27: 37, Am 5: 16, and Mi

Is 11. That is, of the 15 places in the OT ?;here the noun "TSbft is

found, the idiom under discussion appears 6 times in the Targumim,

but only twice in the MT.

A natural inference, then, would be that, while the expression

is permissible as Greek, and is apparently correct enough in Hebrew,

yet it is even more natural in Aramaic. Thus, the expression may

be an Aramaism, and if so, its presence here should probably be

treated as a mark of the Semitic prehistory of the story in which

it is embedded, or at least, a token of the (probably Semitic)

origin of that tradition. On the other hand, the very absence of

any other such ,Semitism' in the same verse, or even in the immedi¬

ate context, seems to indicate that the story is not a direct trans¬

lation of an Aramaic (or Hebrew) document, so much as a story,

1). Unless it is modelled on some other phrase or use in the
LXX—a suggestion due to Prof. H. F. D. Sparks, in con¬
versation.

2). Viz., Gen 50: 10; Isa 22: 12j Jer 6: 26, 48: 38; Ezek 27:
37; Am 5: 16(bis), 17; Ml 1: 8, 11; Za 12: 10, ll(bis)
Ps 30: 12* Es 4: 3.

3). Cf. Lagarde, ftroph. Chald., pp. 459, line 10, and 301, line 2
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originally circulated in Aramaic (or Hebrew), or among Aramaic-

speaking circles, and in which one idiosyncrasy of that Semitic

phraseology has escaped revision in the course of transmission.

(d) -no^fo^qvdii -iwjL ivjv o xov ts 8: .39).
Black cited this idiom as claimed by Wensinfik "both in the

notes and vocabulary,"^" and recorded the support for it found in

the Fragment Targum to Gen 4: 7, n'miK1? bin 17T"', 'Abel went his
Q /

way', and also in Mo ed Qaton, iii, 7. It is, however, also to

be found in Targum Onkelos, Gen 32: 1, "And Jacob went his way"

( rprnx> *7T<^ iny'i), which here renders the Hebrew equivalent,

i "3H1? rf?n ibv * i.
: - : - t — ;

The expression is certainly not a septuagintalism, and is

probably to be regarded a3 a Hebraism, in view of its occurrence

in Gen 4: 7(MT), although on the other hand, its presence in the

free Aramaic of the Fragment Targum, coupled with its rarity in

the Hebrew Bible, may possibly indicate that it is more character¬

istic of Aramaic than of Hebrew.

In any case, we should note it as a SemitIsm, probably in¬

dicative—like the e'j ^ of the next verse, Acts 8: 40—

of some kind of Semitic 'prehistory' to the tradition embodied

here in Acts, though hardly amounting to evidence of 'literal' or

'slevlsh' translation of documentary sources.

1). AAGA, (2nd edition, 1954), p. 238. The point was original-
recorded by Black in "Aramaic Studies and the New Testa¬
ment: The Unpublished Work of the Late A. J. Wensinck of
Leyden," JTS, xlix (1948), pp. 163-164.

2). Cf. Ginsburger's edition, p. 71,(Cod. Ox. 318), line 12.
3). Edited by A. Berliner, p. 35, in loc.
4). Cf. supra, pp. 138-139.
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VII. Mistranslation.

In view of the argument which has taken place concerning the

value of (apparent) mistranslation as an indication of underlying

Semitic sources, it would be almost Improper to leave discussion

of the evidence for Semitism In I Acts without some examination of

the matter. This is the more necessary, in fact, In view of s-veral

considerations: (a) As Torrey remarked, "there is no other internal

proof of translation .... which is so Immediately cogent,that

is, where it Is sustained and 'convincing'5 (b) contrariwise, he

also,-and rightly,-observed that such cases were rare, and that

"the need of caution Is greater here than anywhere else," since

"... it happens in nine cases out of ten that renewed
study of the 'mistranslations' which we have discovered
shows us either that there was no translation at all,
or else that it was quite correct."2

On the other hand, (c) It Is a fact that, as Cadbury noted, it is

precisely on such examples that Torrey "lays most weight,"5 and we

may add, this is especially so in the case of his Composition and

Date of Acts. Black, who felt this line of approach "not ... the

most successful,"^ nevertheless thought it was "not to be over¬

looked."5 One of the principal difficulties in arguments concern¬

ing supposed mistranslations is the fact that the 'mistranslation-

hypothesis' really tends to assume what it sets out to prove: that

is, the hypothesis of 'mistranslation' is only reasonable if there

1)* Toy Studies, p. 283.
2). ibid., p. £84.
3). AmJTh, xxiv (1920), p. 438.
4) . AA3-A, p. 142.
5). Thief., I.e.
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is at least some evidence in the first place of translation from

an original in a different language, end to that extent it can bo

regarded not so much as 'proof of translation, as confirmation of

tho feasibility of the view that such an original may have existed.

In view of the foregoing, then, we shall subdivide the treat¬

ment as follows; (a) cases where there are textual variants; (b)

cases where some sort of doublet or 'source-variant' may bo involved;

and (c) the remaining cases, where neither of these factors seems

to bo operative. Among the last-named will be found the majority

of the cases alleged by Torrey. We might also add that not every

case alleged by Torrey will be. considered, but only those which

have commended themselves to one or more of the several scholars

who have dealt with Ms work.

(a) Possible 'mistranslation' reflected in textual variants.

Some such phenomena have already been dealt with in previous

parts of this investigation; others may perhaps be suspected in

the following; Acts 3; 14, 5; 12, 6; 8, 8; 8, 11; 18, 12: 20.

W© may remark at this point that in the case of the four last-men¬

tioned passages, the textual evidence in question is mostly late.

1. Acts 3: 14.

(i) kABC ..: iftKAioV wyjtrtffc pr>fr*<r9t...
(ii) D Lvt^ : xx* ...

(Lvt^ reads: grabastis ...; Iren: ag-
gravlstis...).

(iii) Aug (pecc mer, Bk i, para. 52): Vos autem sanctum
et justum inhonorastis, et negastls, ...

In the first place, with regard to the critical questions in-

1). E.g., Acts 13: 28b, { 'Vd t)S «), cf. supra, pp. 169-
173.



volved, It ia plain that the reeding of Augustine, (III), is a

conflation of the other two. On the other hand, direct textual

corruption as between (1) and (ii) seems improbable. How are we

to explain the deviation? Two principal methods have been pro¬

posed: first, Rondel Harris" offered the view that the Boson

Greek reading ifufururt v;au r3ally due to the (Old) Latin form
found in Lvt (grabaetis) and Irenaeus (aggravaatia), the latter

Q £ f
in fact being :ia very good rendering* for the Greek ,

which he regarded as en interpretation of the Besan Greek

(WH:yrijfkrQ* ). With some such explanation Ropes was inclined to
sympathize, but nevertheless he was compelled to question why the

Latin translation should have taken this turn, apparently not being

convinced by the explanation of the matter just given. As a result

he was inclined to think that "the Greek text of Irenaeus, if ex¬

tant, would probably supply the key to the problem,which is of

the essence of Harris's view also. On the other hand, however, the

Greek ijrq<r^T^ may be a plain scribal error fcr pTtftr+aBt , and need
no further explanation; at all events, Harris's theory here seems

rather complicated, and alternative means of solution may be sought.

The second method is that which seeks to trace the difference

back to a confusion between Semitic equivalents of the two words in

question. The first attempt of this type was that of Harvey, who,

in his edition of Irenaeus, noted the similarity of the two Syriac

1)• A Study of Codex Bezae, 1891, pp. 162f.
2)• ibid., p. 163•
3). ibid., I.e.
4)• Beginnings, I, iii, 28b.
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verbs, u ) e.rd ( fidjcovtiy/ ).^ As we have &1-
n

ready mentioned, this view was quoted with approval by Chase,

who thought that a reading L , rendering 'the true text'

, "either had been, in the Old SjTiac corrupted into

or was so read by the Be son scribe. "S Thus, the fault is

supposedly due to Old Syriac influence upon D. Yet another Ibrm

of the same explanation was that put forward by Nestle, namely:

is — (nso); .... and /P*£>Jjt —
a look into Hatch-Redpath will suffice, is — hit. Can we
escape the conclusion, that he who wrote £/?<^f«Tf , trans¬
lated a Semitic text, in which he believed he read DAiaa,
while another, or the same afterwards in revising his
translation, read an-ieo = ?"4

From this he concluded that Luke used a written Semitic source for

the first chapters of Acts, and indeed, probably a Hebrew one. But

this solution also seems to be too complex.

In more recent times, a fourth attempt has been made, using

the same basic elements, but appealing this time to Aramaic, Torrey

was unsatisfied with the solution in the forms just outlined, based

on a supposed confusion of the roots and -»/ hlD « in the case

of Nestle's solution in particular, since "neither Hebrew verb

could plausibly be given the required meaning," and since, on the

other hand, as we should expect him to claim, "it is evident from

the sentence-structure of the Greek that the original was not Heb¬

rew,"^ some other avenue of approach should be sought. He would

Sgncti Irenaei, ii, p. 55, on Adv. Haer. Ill, xii, 5.
2). Cf. supra, p. 1.
®) * The Old Syriac Flement In the Text of Codex Besae, p. 38.

Expos., Ser. V," vol. 2^"(1895), pp. 257-258. Cf. T5K, lxix
"*""{1896), pp. 103-104, in his "Einige Beobachtungen zum

Codex Bezft," and also, Philologia Sacra, 1896, p. 40.
5). DPC, p. 114.



suggest instead that

"The Aramaic editor rendered fav!)<r*ir9{. by rinws "you
denied, declared false"; ..... It was wrongly copied
as p/nas which could only be translated (regarded as
a Hebraism) by the Greek }p„.

Perhaps, however, we should agree here with Bruce that "it is by

no means certain" that pfHd? could mean *'/. Ji/urt, and think

rather in terms of Aph. -J ""n , namely,

Thus, if there were a Semitic element behind the present

passage,--and in view of its occurrence in verba Petri there may

be a certain a priori presumption in favour of that,--the explana¬

tion suggested by Torrey, though without the further complication

of his retranslation theory for Codex Bezae, and with Bruce's

emendation of it, would perhaps seem to offer a fairly simple, and

plausible, solution of the problem. In support of this it may be

noted that: (i) the principal Hebrew root rendered by the LXX as

is -/li'1; further, (ii) though the other word, ✓ *« -.

, is rare in the LXX,° in the one case where it does have a

known Hebrew equivalent, it renders Pi. -,/"'rn, *to lie, deny',^
which incidentally is translated here by Targura Onkelos as Pa.

17D, a word whose meaning is given by Jastrow as "to deny'.0

Again, (iii) in another place, Jastrow gives Aph. -i/dlD as 'to

irritate, .... grieve",to referring us for this to Targum Prov. 17:

1). DPC, p. 145,
2). The Acts of the Apostles, p. 109.
3). It occurs In LXX thus:"Gen IS: 15, Wi 12: 27, 16; 16, 17:

10, IV Ma 8: 7, 10: 5.
4). Viz., Gen 18: 15, Of. also S. Brederek, Kcnkordanz gum Tar

rum Onkeloa, B.Z.A.W., ix (1906), p. 54a-b.
5). BTTM, p. 312b.
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25.^ On such a view, then, might represent prO'V3,

and if *( uWs , f 1JTH 7I3K.

If indeed we had evidence that the speech in question was

really delivered in Aramaic, we might possibly be justified in

suggesting that the two readings at this point reflect a trans¬

missions! error, a view which would be rendered more plausible

if the tradition of the speech had an oral form before reaching

that condition in which Luke found and used It. Though no great

weight can, of course, be put upon the matter, thia rsolution'

should perhaps be Included hero, especially as the textual prob¬

lem otherwise seems almost insoluble.

2. In add.it.ion, there are several moro or loss minor textual

variants, chiefly late in attestation, which, though not easily

accounted for by reference to transcriptional error or other more

familiar 'corruptions1, might easily be different renderings of one

and the same Aramaic or Hebrew original.

First, there are two cases where ■ir'okif and \iot * are inter¬

changed, namely: Acts 8: 8, SI4 reads rj \ ^ulov r/f j and Acts
12: 20, E 35 read wcAi* for v)/ \d>t w t while 522 omits the noun

altogether.

In the former case, the replacement of the word ttca» by •

would, in the context, constitute a simple enough improvement--since

. >X/ is not roally natural in the circumstances—were it not for

the fact that, in the other verses of the same story where also

1). Cf. Lagarde, Hag. Chald., p. 132, lines 24-25: "The foolish
son grieves his father" (..'la., -r'eDD "o ma),
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ocws, namely, vac. 5 one. 9, end ©specially vs. 5, c?5 { njs }
'"Hpi j f the same or a similar correction ml.jht !r v©

be?n o:<pMctod. The difficulty her© of fiv> rr'Aw In vs. 5
1 o

v*a« noted by Hop©©, and also by Lako-fadbury, who, incidentally,

compare the anarthrous use her? of w«W (so CD 31) with Luke Is 39,

and refer to Torrey on the point, a matter to which w: six-.11 return,
3 4

■file difficulty \?&a also noted by Jacqulor, :.nd Bruce,

But perhaps the comparison with Luke Is 39, e'$ woXi* 'lob$<* } is
the relevant on© here. To the explanation of this phrase, forrey

offered a solution which Black has colled 'brilliant,* and. which

he would rank along with Wellhausen'a observation on Matthew 23 s 26

(Luke lis 41), narrnLy, that the Crock represents an original Hebrew

rmrp na'ib bn,® (or perhaps Aramaic nrp n3'T nib), where th©

translation "should have been e'J 1*1* r/iS 'to the oro-

vino© of Judea1,*7 He goes on to tell us that

"The reason why the Greek of Luke 1. 39 mistranslates is
perfectly obvious, and a vary good one*, because in the
first century A.P. the use of njuo in the signification
'province' was practically obsolete, having been supplant¬
ed by the meaning 'city* ..,"®

It would, require little reflection to realize that precisely the

same factor may have been operative in the present cases, so that

vs, & might moan, rtto the province of Samaria," which would certain-

!!• x» i3-1' 76fl-b-<&)» ibid,, I, xvf 89.
5) • Los Actes, p. 251•
4) ♦ op. eft#, p. 183.
5), AAGA, p. 11.
G) • 'foy Studi©8 , r>» 291.
7), Wb,, I.e. "
3), ibid., I.e. On th' whole matter# see also? HTR, xvii (1924),

pp. 83-90, "Medina and fTeVif , and Luke i, 39," and Our
translated Gospels, pp, 84-86j likewise, Transactions
of" the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, xv, 269f •



1y be easier, while the textual variant noted might perhaps re¬

flect just this variation in meaning due to the presence in the

tradition here embodied in hots of an underlying Aramaic (or per¬

haps, Hebrew) X3 '-rr (rn ,1
The other case of this same variation is fraud in Acts 12: 20,

and may possibly be traceable to a similar factor. In both cases,

however, before wo can bo moro than tentative in our claims, other

evidence of such a Semitic 'substratum' ought to bo adduced.

Secondly, there are two other interchanges which may attract

attention, but which arc probably boat explained in terms of tran¬

scriptional error or assimilation. They are between yio\\y and

yUi fcJi \vj , In the case of Acts 5: 12, 6: 6, 8:8, on the one hand,
and between lory /< and ftoy in Acts 11: 18, on the other. In the

latter, the reading of the usual text, {Xi.tc, vot*v aS * Is read
instead by MS. 1175 as y« - r-* ^ v fj h^r^/ .v ; but this should
probably be explained in terms of assimilation—perhaps doetrinally

inspired—to II Cor 7: 10, where the exact term /* 7~/o' * < '«*>
Is found. It is nevertheless interesting to note that the same

Aramaic word, P'n, might be represented in Greek by either or

. 'V/y • In the other cases we have;
(i) Acts 5; 12. TToX\/ ); sed 459 .

(ii) Acts 6: 8. ): sed 1898 Egsa yro\\4 .

(Hi) Acts 8: 8. n»\X^ i ): sed S.HLP ^ rt yusy«*V>
In the case of (I) end (11), the words In question occur qualifying

' ^tu ka? rtf. *-" 1, and as Is evident, It is possible that in one

1). This possibility was in fact noted by Torrey (CPA, p. 18,
n. 2), but. he thought that vss. 8 and 9 seemed to in¬
dicate nevertheless that a 'city1 was meant (ibid.,
p. 19).
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group of MSS. there may haw beon assimilation of .lets 5: 12 to

6: 8, while In another group the reverse may have talcen. piece.

This would, at any rate, provide a sufficient explanation of the

facts. In the othsr ease, (ill), concerning Acts 8: 8, assimila¬

tion (if the D-r ading In fact is the secondary one, a point which

Jacquier is inclined to question} may have taken place to Acts 15:

5 ( or to some other of the passages where this
p

combination occurs.~ On the other hand, the same Aramaic word, 11,

would cover adequately both Greek words.

The cases just noted, however, should not be treated as in

any way serious evidence either of Semitic sources, or of a Semitic

literary prehistory, and are included here for completeness rather

than for the sake of the argument of this study. If a Semitic

source or other- origin were a known fact, they might have some

minor confirmatory value.

J&L Possible 'mistranslation* revealed in a 'doublet.'
(Acts 8: 10. For discussion of this esse, see the Additional

3
Note at the end of this chapter. )

(c) Other Alleged Mistranslations.

Torrey's case, as has been observed already, is based princi¬

pally upon a number of alleged mistranslations, the more significant

of which we shall now treat, apart--of course--from those discussed

1). Les Actas, p. 255.
2). Viz., Matthew 2: 10, 28: 8; Luke 2: 10, 24: 52. The

other form is found in Phot 1.
5). Additional Note II, pp. 225-227, Infra.



1
previously.~

First, zhov& axe some three of the six oases which he de¬

scribed as "examples of serious mistranslation, w® namely, Acts 3:

16, 4: 26a, and H i 27-28.

Acts 5: lb. i'iiat the text at this point mokes awkward :*sad-
It

ing is conceded by a numbei of scholars,v end several ati ..mpts have

been made to improve it, although we should note that the MSS. .and

early versions do not aetaa to have done so. Torrey, in particular,

found the mode of expression "intolerably awkward," and held that

"the ugly repetition of to ovo^a obscured the sense end spoiled
the sound," while a far more important objection was that "the

passage is out of keeping with its own context," since in one case

the faith 'which is through Him1 effects the cure, while in the

other, it is the Name that cures, "an outcropping bit of popular

superstition....,;5 He thus suggested that the story, originally

in Aramaic, contained the words Pit!'? (i*rs£turfs- to *ov»f** -*Zro ),
which ought to have been vocalised instead PI7X7 rjTpn (vy1*? svolq w.
, + s/rov or Cf*rj k tt<rT^faty aItov), so that the subject of the verb in

p
question is the 'God' or 'Jesus'. This solution has commenced it-

7
self to a number of scholars.

1). E.g., Acts 2: 47, Ivi io »' i'o, cf. supra, pp. 123-158, etc.
2). PDA, p, 10.
5). iTTg., Burkitt, JTS, xx (1919), p. 325; Bruce, op. cit., p.

110; L&ke-Gadtury, Beginnings, X, iv, 36b-37a, suggest
emendation, treating ri as a gloss on j nim$ ?

4) • G'OA, p. 15.
5). Tbtd», I.e.
5). ibid., p. 1G.
7). E.g., do Zwaan, (Beginnings, I, ii, 50); Jackson and Lake,

(Beginnings, T, ii, .142) j W. L« Knox, (The Acts of the
Apostles, p. 20); and Bruce, op. cit., p. 110.



However, against the proposed solution several ohjactions

may "be raised: first, the fact merit lone: shove concerning the

absence in the MS3. of any tndicafclcn that this verse was felt

difficult, aoeras to serve as a warring * '-.'r et hifrdnln- thatW -- w V_»'

n

the idea of the lfa.ua 'working the miracle1 was ••".lion to the

thought of the story; aioreover, if--as Lf:e-"••-".h-.ry suggested

—the woi'ds t» ovofui are in reality an interpr*• fcativc gloss

upon the ambiguous j*nir-r.j J V ajlroD, they must be very ancient,

one would almost think original, as there in no external sign

that they were over absent fron the text. In any case, 'the Home*

(ro'n) la not rarely found in Jewish writ Inge as a periphrasis for

God,® and if this were the case hero, much the same result would

follow as if we were to omit r«> weft* «'i>.laltogother, and. simply
understand 'God.T Again, as has boon pointed out In a previous

4
chapter, the speech of Peter in Acts 3? 12-26 contains several

OT quotations whose variation from the corresponding portions of

the MT and the LXX seems to Indicate that they belonged to either
fij

a collection of Testimonia, or an Independent version or text;

moreover, It was noted that In the case of two of them, Identity

with similar quotations in Stephen's speech seemed to suggest that

they were In Greek when Luke encountered thorn, not Aramaic. Fur¬

ther, the presence in this speech of certain elements of diction

1). So Preuschen, Apg., p. 20: "Voraussetzung ist der Glaube
der Apostel an die Kraft des Hamensj der Name wirkt
selbst das Wonder.*."

2). Beginnings, I, iv, 36b-37a.
5)» Cf. las trow, TXTTM, p. 1590b, etc,
4)• Of. supra, t>p. 44-45, 48-50. (Chapter II).
5). Viz., Acta 5; 13 (Ex 3: 6), and 22a (Peut 18: 15/18).
6). Cf. supra, p. 73.
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which might he described as *septuagintalisms' and 'quasi-

liturgicalisms', coupled with the absence of much--apart from

the case under discussion—that can reasonably be referred to

Aramaic, seems to weaken the case favouring Aramaism here.

Thus, w© are probably right to recognize with Burkitt the

ingenuity of the proposed solution, and agree that "were an Aramaic

originalMfor the passage concerned "an ascertained fact," "there
would be little to say against it,"'*' but nevertheless, in view of

the fact that this is by no means the case, seek some other ex¬

planation of the matter. The case for Aramaism does not seem to

have an adequate basis.

Acts 4: 25a. The WH-text of this passage is, as Torrey

rightly claimed, "not merely .... untranslatable—an incoherent

jumble of words," but indeed such that "no simple emendation of

the Greek will ... render the clause intelligible."^ As a con¬

sequence, he would make an attempt to see in it the misunderstand¬

ing of an Aramaic relative clause beginning. .. '1 tt'D, 'that

which our father where the K*n has been misread Kin, that

is, ' o rod itm-ijce>y 3/ •1 His restoration for the whole, then, is:
.ibK wmp "»t smi msV ama

"That which our father, thy servant David, said by (or, by the
»2

command of) the Holy Spirit He then commented on the matter,

1). Burkitt, JTS, xx (1919), p. 325.
2). CDA, p. lFT*
3). ibid., p. 17.
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"It Is obvious that the neuter pronoun, 'that which',
is required by the whole passage; the connection of
the address h,{sritoTu • • • uJrotf becomes evident for
the first time, and the ✓ in vs. 27 now comes into
its own."!

Like the previous case, this solution has appealed to several
p

scholars#

However, once again several objections may be raised against

it. In the first place, the textual question here has been almost

completely ignored by Torrey, and the WH-text has been assumed to

be correct. Further, the MSS. at this point display so great a

variety and extent of deviation from one another that one might

be forgiven the temptation of seeing in it a case of straightfor¬

ward corruption.3 Secondly, the passage in which the clause under

discussion occurs is very strongly marked with Lukanisms and near-

Lukanisms, especially in the 'introduction' and 'conclusion'? so

much so, in fact, that Sparks was led to think that Luke had

either supplied these portions (the introduction and conclusion)

himself, or "drastically edited" what he had found in a source.

Likewise, it contains not a few of what we have termed septuagint-
6

alisms and 'quasi-liturgicalisms', as we have noted elsewhere#

Moreover, we may agree again with Sparks that, apart from the

1). CDA, p. 17.
2). E.g., de Zwaan, Beginnings, I, ii, 50; W. L. Knox, The Acts

of the Apostles, p. 20.
3). Ropes "(Beginnings, I, iii, pp. 40a-41b) seemed to think that

the WH-text7representing AB Athan, in view of its
antiquity and difficulty, should be accepted. Hort, on
the other hand, thought the 'extreme difficulty of the
text' due to a 'primitive error', and conjectured tWj .

.V.IY' (NTOG, i, p. 575).
4). E.g. , * foV , ro ' » fi* ***■ J7*ffjs *

etc. Gf. Hawkins, op# cit., pp. 21, 20 (43), etc.
5). JTS, N.S., i (1950), p. 24.
6). Cf. supra, pp. 91-95.
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words under discussion, "nothing .... points to Aramaic rather

than Hebrew as the underlying Semitic language."1 Thirdly, the

quotations found in the Prayer are in verbal agreement with the
2

LXX. Finally, two other points may be made: on the one hand,

it may be remarked that the idiom suggested by Torrey as the

root of the trouble, '7 '-fn, would seem to be more natural in

Syriac than in Aramaic; on the other hand, his 'solution1 would

destroy the parallelism between Acts 4: 24b, v. ...k.tX,

and 4: 25a, 0 itnu>v{oT D, . It is true that the

parallelism may have been a later feature of the text, but if that

view is to be argued some other supporting evidence should be ad¬

duced.

That is to say, in view of the considerations set out above,

it would seem that Torrey's case is, at this point, Insufficiently

supported, and so has not been 'made out.*

Acts 11: 28. The expression, 1^' o\*jy -t»)* oiirooyutV^w, in the
context is a difficulty for Torrey, since It seems that "there

was no famine in Antioch," but that "the narrator appears to have

in mind only Judea as the afflicted region."^ Noting the famine

described by Josephus as having taken place in the time of
5

Claudius, he rejected the view that some confusion of events had

taken place, and likewise the suggestion of Wendt that the famine

1). JTS, U.S., i (1950), p. 24.
2). YTe., Acts 4: 24b (cf. Ps 145(146): 6, Ex 20: 11, etc.);

and 4: 25,26 (Ps 2: Iff).
3). Cf. Nflldeke, CSG, Sect. 236 (pp. 183-184). A more idiomatic

Aramaic form would be either"7 or "7 «t> (Stevenson, op.
cit., Sect. 7, 2; p. 21).

4). CDA, p. 20.
5). An£., xx, 5, 2. The theory involving a confusion of events

is found in Preuschen, Apg., p. 74 (Cf. CPA, pp. 20-21).
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be interpreted metaphorically as *hunger for the word of God';"*"
consequently he sought to remove the 'rhetorical exaggeration*2
involved in as applied to Judea, by claiming—as he had

already done in the case of Luke 2: 1, that an underlying Aramaic

written by the author of the Aramaic document, who thus

was simply following the "time-honored usage" in calling Judea

•the land', has been misrendered by the translator living outside

Palestine as * tj

Against this suggestion, we should point out the following

considerations! First, the offending word, otxoupivrf , though
found In the LXX some 43 times, has as its principal Hebrew equi¬

valent there not T7!;>, but ^ Again, Hawkins listed

as a Lukanism.0 Further, the exact expression, if o'AyjV
c'\*oop.lvr)Vt is found in Dan 31 43 (LXX and Theod.), although no
original is here extant. It is hard to see why an original

C t-

should not have been rendered 17 ffj , unless appeal is made to

Luke's fondness for , but In any case Aramaic influence

here seems unproven. Finally, as we have noted elsewhere, there

is a certain suggestion, based upon the 'Western' reading of Acts
£»

11j 27-28, that the passage may in fact have been a 'We-section*j

if this were in fact the case, his suggestion in turn would lose

further weight.

With regard, then, to these three cases upon which Torrey laid

1). CPA, p. 21.
2). The phrase is Howard's (Moulton, Gram., ii, 474).
3). CDA. p. 21; cf. Toy Studies, p. 293.
4). CfT H-R, s. v. • (p. 968a-c).
5). op. cii., p. 29.
6). Cf. supra, p. 185.
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so much stress, we have seen no serious reasons why the hypo¬

thesis of Aramsism should be accepted for them, whereas there

are certain considerations which seem to indicate that they

should be rejected unless further, and independent, evidence to

the contrary is forthcoming.

The second group of examples is taken from Torrey's "collect¬

ion of minor slips, including too literal renderings," once

again where these have not already been treated elsewhere in this

study.

Acta 1: 22 (Cf. also, 10: 37, 11: 4). The phrase here,

.-ae, has been regarded by Torrey^ and others as a

Seraitism, traceable to an original J"? . But it does not seem

necessary to presuppose an Aramaic original here, since the meaning

of the phrase in the context might easily be precisely "taking its
T v c

beginning from just as Celling would explain the w ne£'lro of

Acts 1: 1, as "wohi as j ' n ^. "4 This certainly seems

the case with Acts 8: 35, where the meaning would be, "starting

(out) from this text (i.e., Isa 53: 7-8, just quoted) Wen-

sinck noted the use of the participle in the Fragment Targum to
c.

Gen 44: 18, as Black has observed, in the expression, "beginning

from thee and ...«"(•• .^'nnD K "p'P6); but it may be questioned

1). CPA, p. 10. The list actually begins at p. 25,(CPA).
2). ibid., pp. 7, 25-28.
3). E.g., de Zwaan, Beginnings, I, li, 50j Jacquier, op. cit.,

p. 38; Bruce, op. cit., pp. 79, 226, 231.
4). TWNT, I, 477, Anm. 5.
5). AAGA, (2nd edition, 1954), p. 234. Cf. JTS, xlix (1948),

p. 160.
6). Ginsburger's edition, p. 23, line 2.
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1 'aether the use here Is really pleonastic: It seems to "be meant

quite seriously. Laks-Cadbury felt that the expression in Acts

i: 22 was redundant, but suggested that It might be due to •Bib-
1

Ileal Greek', while in the case of 10: 37, they thought it

possibly an example of a quasi-adverbial use already found in the

papyri.2
The distribution of the phrase is interesting: Matthew 20:

8 (peculiar to Matthew); Luke 23: 5, 24; (27), 47 (all peculiar

to Luke); (John) 3: 9; Acts 1: 22, (8: 35), 10: 37, 11: 4. It
•at

will be seen that the expression is almost a •Lukanism*, and

that In particular, 4 cut of the 6 (? 7) cases In Luke-Acts occur

in direct speech. One is thus tempted to suggest that, while the

use may in fact have originated with an Aramaic KT:'h or V'nhD

yet even so it appears to have crept into Luke's style, end

may indeed have been deliberately employed by him in writing up

his material. On the other hand, in view of the occurrence of a

similar idiom in the papyri, we may wonder whether such a theory

is really necessary.

Before leaving this case, however, we should make some attempt

to deal with the form In which it appears in Acts 10: 37- Here we

are confronted with a textual problem in addition: the masculine

form, . voS , Is read by ^ABD etc., while the neuter, or perhaps
^ / A

masculine accusative, form, , is read by p 81 etc. The

1). Beginnings, I, iv, 14a.
2). ibid., 120a. Cf. Moulton, Prol. (3rd edition), p. 240.
3). Cadbury described it as 'peculiarly Lukan,' (The Style and

Literary Method of Luke, p. 163.
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latter, as Ropes remarked, is probably an attempt to Improve the

grammar and sense.The participle here Is perhaps quasi-adverbial,

and a number of near-parallels have been cited from the papyri by
O

Moulton and Mllllgan.^ However, the following parallel from Lia.ce

23: 5 seems instructive:

Luke 23: 5. Acts 10: 37.
/ \ \ ~ r t c . >i f , t

, /WUCi l/« ToV AokoV Cl , .t/Olt'J Ol +Tt To yiVOfXtYoV „

.K±H' *\r)$ r/jj f r>jj J,,
? C ' ^ ^ ft ^ / J \ /

*«<> r^) IuXiX i - j. fCff.ctpi.ivQj ■/?o r>7j / Aiami J
So close is the parallel here that Blasa was led to treat the

words AtffcJpnY*J iw« r^jr fcA»A-<i^J as an interpolation from Luke
23: 5,^ In any event, the identity between those two passages can

hardly be accidental, and would seem to suggest some kind of common

origin. However, precisely because of the exactness of the

parallel, such an origin would appear to be better sought in terms

of the Greek phraseology in which the two passE.ges are expressed,

than In the possible use of an underlying Aramaic source. That is,
r

the type of agreement concerned suggests the hand of an author or

editor rather than direct dependence upon a Semitic document: it

has something of the appearance of a 'familiar' or 'favourite'

turn of phraseWhen we add to this the fact already noticed, that

the expression Is almost a 'Lukanism*,5 it becomes clear that unless

further evidence is forthcoming, the case cannot be regarded as an

1). Beginnings, I, iii, 99a.
Vocab») p»" 82a, Of. also Prol., (3rd edition), p. 240.

3). Acta Apostolorum ..., Gdttingen, 1895, p. 130.
4). Gf1. the stereotyped phrase, ftk rrS/u tfa nrof , and in par¬

ticular Its form in Luke 1: 70 and Acts 3: 21j for dis¬
cussion of these, cf. supra, pp. 97-99.

5). Cf. supra, p. 215, especially note 3.
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Aramalsm in the strict sense; it is probably due to Luke himself,

though the ultimate origin may have been in some oft-repeated

phrase, as seems to be so in the case of the other expression,
r % f t T

. 6»<a <rr£y/~ro j rtroj , observed earlier. We might also refer in
if o

conclusion to the treatment of - \t>fu <- c. infinitive above.

Acts 2: 7. The expression ovty 'Sou here has been claimed by
Torrey as an Aramaism, thinking that it reproduced the phrase

Hn since
"T T

"The Aramaic interjection is inserted very often for
emphasis where mn or ?n would not be used in Hebrew.
This use in interrogation (nonne) is known to us mainly
from classical Syriac. ... It is also good Arabic."

Now, although it is true that the suggested idiom, "0?, is found

in Syriac (in the form J«* |),® it certainly does not seem to be
usual in Aramaic, and it is a matter for regret that Torrey has

cited no example of it. On the other hand, a related expression,
* to/ > (read incidentally in Acts 2; 7 by AC), is found in

the LXX some 35 times, and in every case but three it represents

Hebrew (nonne), except—of course—where the MT is wanting, as

in III Kgd 8: 53, etc. Again, another form, ovX'^0*" » was noted

by Thackeray as having found "almost universal employment" in the

B-text of the LXX, "partly due," perhaps, "to the influence of the

form o'o\i , B though oo\) i 'oo itself apparently does not occur in the
LXX. In fact, he observed that the form "in time became

1). Of. supra, pp. 97-99, and also p. 216, note 4.
2). Supra, pp. 179-182.
3). CPA, pp. 6, 28; cf. also de Zwaan, Beginnings, I, ii, 50.
4). CDA, p. 28.
5). Cf. J. Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary, Oxford,

(1903), p. 99a, s.v.
6). Gram. OTP, i, p. 125.
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i •>

Ov ■

the recognised equivalent for the classical 'r'eu •

Thus, an appeal to mistranslation, or rather, too literal

translation, of Aramaic seems unjustified; the meaning jnonne*
v'

might easily be explained in terms of the use of etc.

already developed in the LXX, and occurring there frequently

enough to be regarded as Characteristic' of it in the sense de¬
ft

fined above.

Acts 5: 28. The use here of the form 7.re¬

calls the Hebrew Infinitive Absolute construction, which Torrey

claimed, against Dalman, to be "as idiomatic in Aramaic as In

Hebrew."^ In view of the fact, however, that It is found some

200 times in the LXX,® we need probably look no further than that

for its explanation. In addition, we might agree with Burkitt in

failing to see how the construction here differs from that of

fftrt ZtvsBtfAU in Acts 23: 14, "for an oath Is not
much more concrete than a command."®

Acts 10: 36. This passage is regarded by Torrey as one

which, "reduced to Aramaic, ... would sound much better, since
Tf

the suspended construction is usual in that language." He fur¬

ther suggested that it was possible that the last clause of vs.

36 "was originally intended quite differently."® The solution

Oram. OTG, i, p. 126.
Supra, p. 785 cf. Clarke, Beginnings, I, ii, 71, 72.
WJ, (ET), pp. 34-37. Dalman thought It "in the Palestinian

Aramaic of the Jews--apart from the Targums—quite un¬
known." (WJ, p. 34).

GDA, p. 33.
Thackeray, Oram. OTG, i, p. 48.
JTS, xx (1919), p. 326.
CDA, p» 35.
ibid., I.e.

1).
2).
3).

4).
5).
6).
7).
8).
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proposed here toy Torrey, namely, that of positing an Aramaic

original, appealed to Dodd, who described the Greek of Acts 10:

55-38 as "notoriously rough and ungrammatical, and indeed scarcely

translatable.Accepting the reading of ?*CDE Lvte Syv® ^
• Xoyov' ov. , against BA etc., which omit ov , he offered the follow¬

ing 'reconstruction':

NVP inr: mn nnr:T! -m nbi? ~mr tobnr*' 'mb nbw »"r RJIVTD.
r • • i T • ■

This he translated:

"As for the word which the Lord of All sent to the
children of Israel, proclaiming good tidings of peace
through Jesus Christ: you know that which took place
in all Judea *."2

Now, with regard to this question of the 'suspended con¬

struction, ' we may note that in at least two other places in Acts

we have examples of the sort of phenomenon found in the parenthetic¬

al oSrJp l<i,y irJtsajv *otio$ , namely, Acts 8: 26b, (to.. *5t«7 .

. l<rriv rjftoy, and 9: 36b, ( TU/PsiflJ ) .. I'rrj >jy c^r >v. .....
<T

Moreover, in Luke-Acts the use of ovroj in such an 'absolute' sense

s
is not uncommon. In the next place, regarding the textual point

involved in Torrey's reconstruction, we may wonder whether we

should not rather prefer the reading of BA, omitting the relative

pronoun oV , perhaps either as a dittography of the last two

letters of XtyoV ,--though the reverse may equally well have taken

place,--or as an attempt at amelioration, as Ropes suggested.4 In

this case, we might translate the sentence as follows:

1). APD, pp. 53-54.
2). 0 LiA, p. 35.
3). cTT MO, pp. 731b-757b, s.v. oGtoJ .

Beginnings, I, iii, 98b.
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"He (i.e., God--understood from vs. 34b preceding) sent
the Word (i.e., in Luke's usage, 'the Gospel'1) to the
Israelites, proclaiming good news of peace through Jesus
Christ: He (i.e., Jesus Christ) is Lord of All things.."

But it Is plain that such an interpretation does not require the

hypothesis of an Aramaic original--although in the light of what

has been said above concerning Acts 10: 38 (D°),2 and also 10: 39b

(Dt 21: 22f.),3 that possibility cannot be excluded. Again, this

speech contains no less than 16 Lukanisms4 in 22 lines, so that

the editor's hand is clear enough.

Thus, while as we have noted, it cannot be proved that the

passage was not translated from a written Aramaic source-document,

yet we may at least say that, apart from certain elements of the

speech which seem to suggest that a Semitic tradition to some ex¬

tent underlay the text as w© now have it at several points,® the

facts of the present case neither require nor suggest such a

translation-hypothesis.

Acts 15: 25. The words imputed to John the Baptist here,

display an interesting variant-reading?
/ j % f ^ ^ » ■> ' y /

(i) &AB 81?^' woven < ; O^K ,

(ii) p*5 CD • -riVoi ^ fc onwoti'rt eiv<f. ; .c-t.X- ,

Torrey claims that not only should the neuter pronoun be read here

—a point with which we should agree, since (i) does really seem

the harder reading--but moreover, that it represents an Aramaic

1). Cf. Hawkins, op. cit., pp. 20, 43.
2). Supra, pp. 167-169. *
3). Supra, pp. 50-51.

^ f ,

4). Viz • t po/o</ycef vo$ , ), ,
. , 'Z( p3 , JV (in attraction to rrf ti*v ),
.iv/iXo/ , Tojtov (him),-nwt< ( r^> a*£) * >*<£(bis),
(and possibly, < t t. ). The rate per WH-page, 24,
slightly exceeds the average for Acts, of 22.5.

5). Cf. notes 2 & 3, above.
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xr (Syriac, Jud).1 This view was shai'ed by Ropes, who regarded

the tiV#* of (ii) as na linguistic improvement « Bruce, on the

other hand, suggested that if the verso were differently punctuated,
t f \ e y. r * ) \ / f

namely, n (fit 0710*0* irt. out npi s.y&9 we would'have a use of
the interrogative for the relative, which is Hellenistic|3 in this

case "the first clause becomes indirect; TI am not what you think

I He would nevertheless prefer to read as with WH. Biit

if we accept their punctuation, which seems more natural in the

context, then we are left with the difficulty noted above. In

view, now, of the fact that in this speech of Paul at Pisidian

Antioch we have already found traces of what seems to be some kind
5

of underlying Semitic tradition, we may perhaps be disposed to

allow that this verse may also reflect a trace of such a tradition#

It may be fitting to close this chapter with several remarks

of a general nature on its findings.

first, though evidence for Semitism in the stricter sense has

been found in I Aot3, it is hardly extensive enough to support a

general hypothesis of translation from Aramaic {or Hebrew) docu¬

mentary material. Moreover, not all of the cases investigated in

this chapter are of equal value; some, indeed, may be fairly strong

and convincing, but others are unquestionably weak and rather doubt-

1). CPA, p. 33.
2). Beginnings, I, iii, 122b.
31 • op. cit•, p• 2oo.
4). ibid., I.e.
5). Cf. supra, pp. 32-56, 169-173, 183.
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ful. In particular, evidence derived from supposed 'mistrans¬

lation' was found to be, on the whole, very unreliable. Among

the 'stronger' group of examples, we may list the following:

Acts 5: 14(Peter)j 6: 11(Stephen's accusers), 13; 7: 39
(Stephen), 52(D)(Stephen); 8: 2, 39} 10: 19(the
Holy Spirit to Peter), 38(Peter); 12: llb(E)(Peter);
13: 25(Paul; a Saying of the Baptist), 28b(Paul), 29b
(Paul), 45; 14: 10(the Holy Spirit to Paul), 21.

Of these, Acts 13: 25 & 29b, both in Paul's speech at Pisidian

Antioch, should perhaps be regarded as slightly weaker and less

convincing than the rest. The remainder, 12 cases in all, we may

describe as 'week'.

Secondly, it may not be coincidental that no less than 9 (? 11)

of the 14 (? 16) 'stronger* cases occur in speech of some kind,

whereas all 12 'weak* cases are found outside speech. Moreover,

the 'stronger' cases seem to suggest Aramaic rather than Hebrew as

their probable origin.

That is, in so far as appeal to Aramaic may be suggested any¬

where, it would seem to be most reasonable in the speeches in

question, especially that of Paul at Pisidian Antioch. But neverthe

less the presence of other factors, particularly marks of Lukan

editorship, seems to imply not so much a direct employment of

Aramaic traditions, as an incorporation into the relevant speech

(or narrative) of elements of such traditions perhaps, and in fact

probably, already translated into Greek or otherwise in Greek garb.

1). They are: Acts 3: 9; 4: 4; 5: 26(D); 6: 4(D), 7(D);
8: 13(D), 10: 6(614), 11: 27(B), 14: 2(D), 3(D),
4(D); 15: 2(D). We may note the high proportion of
these cases found in D,--8 instances out of 12. Perhaps
we should also add: Acts 5: 12; 6:8; 8: 8(2 cases),
28(D); 12: 20. All six are likewise found outside
speech, and none is at all strong.
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Additional Fotss to Chanter V.
,11. ... - ...,■ n«.,.f*n aw, i i, ». ,m*m

I. Acts 14: 27.

Apart from the presence of the apparently Semitic idiom,

.7to/tfv ^k£r^ , which has been treated elsewhere,"*" this verse

presents a number of problems, as a glance at the alternative read¬

ings will sho*w:

(i) 'ABC SvvS *^1 J tvptfygev o 6io$ o 9to$ ivoi. Jyufr* alvnSv ,
(ii) T> Ivt^S : otu o fiioj ino'rja&v a^uroTj fitrJ. ruV *vti2y .

>

First, it is clear that of the two readings, (ii) is the harder,

and so, other things being equal, it should probably be preferred.

Secondly, though Ropes held that the reading ^trA /t3v ouHrutv f
(ii), could not be explained "except from Semitic influence of some

kind,he nevertheless admitted at the same time not only that

Semiti3m was "equally present in yu.tr uvtcoy of the usual text," but
also that the Aramaic corresponding to (ii) would have a reflexive

or emphatic force, whereas here "no such emphasis is admissible."®
Consequently, he was led to postulate either "imitation of Aramaic"

or "some still more complicated process" as the probable cause of

the 'Western' reading. Thirdly, he also found the ulrvtj of

D Lvtd(not LvtS) difficult, and not "easily explained as due to
^ i A

conflation," since no other known authority has <*o ro/f Referring

then also to Acts 14: 2(D), which we have treated in another place,5
he suggested that It might be due indeed "to the Aramaic proleptic

1). Cf. supra, Supplementary Notes to Chapter III, pp. 114-116.
* Beginnings, I, iii, 139a. Black, AAGA, p. 76, described the

use of in this sense as pure Semitism."
5). Beginnings, I, iii, 139a.
4). ibid., iTc.
5). Supra, pp. 187-189.
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pronoun.TT

These ideas have b<>en woven together by Torrey, who incident¬

ally overlooked them in Ms earlier work on Acts,(although he did

claim there the ' Semitismf involved in motuv^s M n*oJ . He tried
to bnild them into an argument supporting his Ber.an r©translation

*2 ^

theory. He suggested that here the KB-reading jutr'xor^ has been
rendered into Aramaic as .. pnmi pnt" 7iu, for which, however,

the ♦Western1 tr-an3.le.tor

ff... of course could not write [it** ~r£v .
.u'jno*t hut by writing tno'tjfi* yiiols riv he
could (end did) reproduce the whole Aramaic text.."4

The complexity of such a 'solution1, however, leads us to seek some

alternative explanation, if that of conflation be dismissed—and
5

perhaps, in view of Ropes's observation quoted above, it should be.
6 7

Nov/ it is a fact that in both Aramaic, and Syriac, the pre¬

position ( A.) is sometimes used to denote the accusative, in

conjunction with a personal pronoun. Moreover, Torrey's suggestion

that the intention here was

"... to make the pronoun unambiguous and to emphasize
the twofold favor, 'what God had d.one for them, and how
he had opened a door of faith for the Gentiles,

would probably provide a reasonable answer to Ropes'a claim that a

reflexive or emphatic form would here b© out of place. In such an

1). Beginnings, I, iii, 139a.
2). CDA7~p. 38.
3). CTTT supra, Dp. 21-22.
4). DPO, p. 146.
5). In any case, would not the Greek for Torrey's 'Aramaic' be

ju T* e*.lrru>y -r£y IrvOv , on the model of i'V iJ-nj Ty ,
, , etc. ?

Q)» Stevenson, Gram., -Sect . 4, 4 (p. 17).
7). Ndldeke, GSG, Sects. 287ff. (pp. 226ff.).
3). DPC, p. 146.
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event, it might perhaps be feasible to render the Oreek as if it

were due to an underlying Aramaic of the form, D" Kif?K pn1? Tiyi

..pnnT,?nn, "(the things) Which God had done them with (i.e.,

'to') themselves, and «.." One must not be dogmatic, especially

in cases of this type, but the above explanation may possibly

throw some light on the puzzle. On the other hand, of course,

we should not overlook the possibility that the word *uto?$ may

reflect an ethic dative, "...which, as for them, God did with (i.e.,
' to') themeelves,..."

II. Acts 8: 10, A Possible Mistranslation?

Texts OvTpy isttv rj Too Qiob y tcoiXoojL/cvy
Critical Note: ) '• sed Ac^-ofitv^ c. 614s om. HLP

- r > 385 SyVg

The omission of the word x^Xoo^ixvtj in HLP etc., is probably
an amelioration, since the presence of either K^Xooplvij or Atyo-.
•/ufry would suggest that some sore of name was being dealt with
here? this would be the case especially with regard to w«<Xou^iv©J,
which is commonly employed in Luke-Acts in this way.3" On the other

hand, Atyojutsvoj is not common in Luke's work.
The difficulty of reading -rod GtoO was pointed out by Torrey,

who thought that fu-Ly'\>j should be applied to © 6>io$ , ana in con¬
sequence suggested an Aramaic form, 11 "IprtE: '1 unV' '1 P"7,*3
as the basis cf the present reading. He then claimed that 'the

1). Hawkins classed It as a 'Lukanism', cf. op. ext., pp. 19, 42.
Ca3ea are: Luke 6: 15; 7: 11, 3: 2, 9: 10, 10: 39,
19: 2, 22: 3, 23: 33; Acts 1: 23, 3: 11, 7: 58, 13:
1, 14: 12, 15: 22, 37, 27: 8, 14, 16, 28: 1.

2). "This is the power of the God who is called Great", CPA, p.
19.
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Great God* meant God, as distinct from the gods of the pagans, so

that

M.«, Luke the translator, led by his own monotheism
rather than his imagination, erred in connecting the
adjective with the word 'power1."3*

But, as noted, this view is based upon the idea, that the people

of Samaria referred to wore pagans, 'polytheists*^ whereas, as

Poekes-Jackson pointed out, the people intended are clearly the

'heretical sect* using the Samaritan Pentateuch, since "Simon is
\ V - a

not said to have amazed the Gentiles .... but To c&v$ .

^djucif. tctj ..This fact was 3n turn later acknowledged by
A

Torrey, though he remained firm in his views as to the 'underlying

Aramaic'•

Various expedients have been adopted to explain the difficul¬

ties of the words; for example, q SJwuif has been explained as mean¬

ing 'God', on the ground that "the rabbis use as a surrogate for

God the term nniin...,and Luke's addition of Too to Mark's t* .

. rji j$(Mark 14: 62, Matthew 26: 64} in Luke 22: 69, is
quoted in support. Again, carrying this a stage further, Dalman

claimed that

"... The sorcerer was really spoken of as 'God', and
. row diod as well aa K*,\oop'vy are additions due to Luke."®

Lake-Ca&bury note again that the use of K« Xot/jue'^ "further suggests

1) • Ci-'A, p. 20*
2). Id id., p. 19.
3). KPB, x (1917), p. 355,
4). Tn "Fact and Fancy in Theories concerning Acts," Part II,

AaJTh, xxiii (1919), pp. 139-190.
5). Beginnings, I, iv, 91a; cf. Bruce, op. cit., p. 185, and

"Ealraaxi, WJ, pp. 200-202.
Q). WJ, a. 200•

IMHM



that he Luke) Is awc.ro of dsftling with a foreign tern' in

Ma f+iy&\y ,**
Boweror j, vhare may perhaps bo another explanation. "k hare

a hint in the -words of hake-Cadbury that n roJ &i<>3 % kaXov-

+?*■**) has boon affected by the preceding A*/W f«VV nv.t
f V / p
H\jtov pty-v Another point mado is that the action is re¬

presented as taking place in Samaria# and the words un&or discuss¬

ion a;' tak n from the words of tho people In that place. Further#

aa has been pointed out above, the natural equivalent for

would bo Hebrew ninh Aramaic "i-r.h (end Samaritan AramaicV ' T'

rn-TH-). If then wo wore to apply tho tost of 1 retroversion1 into

Aramaic, wo should obtain: "in '"idjittt &nhn «nu pi, or in Samari¬

tan aramaic, in mnrn nnVrn nnn p. But tho word kihx might

easily be mistaken in sound for tnu, in which case the words would

moan# "This is the man of Ood who is called (or: calls himself)

greet, "—which is precisely what Simon lagtts is alleged to have been

doing (vs. 9).

Thus, it is iot impossible that wo have bore two versions of

tho one ol xaont of tradition, and as a result, perhaps some weak

svidonco for a Semitic (ii this oaoo Aramaic) prehistory to that

tradition.

1). Beginnings* I, iv, 91a.
2). rstcn7~p7 oib.
3). Of. B-K# 35Q&: e.g., Jd 6: 51, 0: 21; IV £gd 18: 20;

Tchr 29: 11: Jb 12: 13, 39: 19, 41: 3(4); Ps 53(54):
1, 144(145)» 4, 19, etc.

4). Cowley, in The 3amar.itan Liturgy., p. lilb, cited "nun:
power; pi, pi m, nnm 11, <fk*«{>-*<j ."
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CHAPTER VI.

Conclusions.

Reviewing the results of the foregoing study, a number of

conclusions of a general nature emerge. They may be expressed

as follows:

1). At the outset it may be stated that, as was foreshadowed

in the Introduction to this investigation, the attempt to explain

all the Semitisms of I Acts without distinction in terms of the

operation of any one single factor is most improper: it is necessary

differentiate them into their several groups, and then, on this

basis, to try to assess the significance and probable origin of

each group, and each individual case, in its turn. Three main

classes were thus distinguished and investigated: (a) words,

phrases, and verses suggesting some kind of affinity with a Semitic,

not Greek, Old Testament textual tradition; (b) words and phrases,

Semitic in nature, possibly traceable to some kind of influence of

the Septuagint; and (c) other words and phrases, Semitic in nature,

not explicable in terms of Septuagint influence.

2)• Critical Problems in Acts 1-15.

These may be roughly divided into two main groups, according

to whether they concern the actual textual evidence itself, or the

further question, where there is evidence for the use of some kind

of Semitic source or sources in I Acts. We shall take them in that

order.



(a) The Textual Problem.

The striking differences of text found in Acts between the

readings of the BH-group of MS8. on the one hand, and those of D

(an0 certain of its allies) on the other, are too well known to

require introduction. However, the examination of the Semitisms

of Acts 1-15 seems to have made one contribution to our understand¬

ing and treatment of the problem: in no inconsiderable number of

cases, where there was evidence either to indicate or suggest

Semitism, that evidence was not found in all the MSS., but was con¬

fined to one or other MS. or group of MSS., frequently D (and its

allies). This fact seems to imply that, although we may not dis¬

regard the other traditional methods of criticism, greater deference

should nevertheless be paid to the claims of individual readings of

both these and other MSS., in which it appears that elements of

primitive tradition may have survived unrevised. It follows that

the results of this enquiry in relation to the textual problem of

Acts, though no doubt indicating that the Bezan text has, on occasion

preserved the traditions of Acts in a more primitive form than has

the Btt-text, nevertheless do not allow us to posit a double-edition
o

theory such as that advanced by Blass: rather, they tend to enhance

the claims made by the exponents and supporters of the so-called
3

Eclectic' method of textual determination. A corollary is that

textual criticism and judgment on Semitism must proceed hand in hand.

1). E.g., Acts 2: 17 (supra, p. 66), 3: 14 (supra, pp. 200-204),
5: 26 (supra, p. 174, & note 5: AAGA, p. 94), 6: 7 (supra
pp. 184-185), 7: 39 (supra, pp. 165-167), 52 (Black, AAGA
p. 74; cf. supra, p. 184), 10: 38 (supra, pp. 167-169),
15: 6 (supra, p. 122), 28b (supra, pp. 169-173), etc.

2). Cf. supra, pp. 1-2.
3). Cf. supra, pp. 22-24, 50.



(b) The Question of Semitic Sources.

This is a most important matter. Is there evidence that I

Acts, either in whole or in part, is a translation of an Aramaic

(or possibly, Hebrew) document, as Torrey alleged? If the trans¬

lation-theory is not to be accepted, is there any other way of

explaining the Semitisms of I Acts?

The evidence examined fell into two main classes, 'aberrant1

textual traditions of the Old Testament found attested in I Acts,

and other Semitisms whose presence in Acts did not seem to be due

to Septuagint-influence of one kind or another. Investigating the

former, the fact that Luke usually employed a Septuagint-type text

for his quotations led us to suspect some kind of source for those

quotations and allusions which presuppose a different textual tra¬

dition of the Old Testament; again, of some 21 such cases studied

above, all but one—Acts 8: 32—were found in direct speech. This

suspicion was strengthened by the fact that 9 of these 21 cases

reflected elements of Old Testament textual traditions confined to

one or other of the Targumim, the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the

Samaritan Pentateuch Targumj another 7 instances seemed to suggest

some kind of acquaintance with the Hebrew Old Testament itself.

However, since no one authority was consistently followed, or even

in any particular case followed in all its detail, the forms of the

quotations and allusions did not seem to have been due to direct

use of a Targum or Targumim by Luke, but rather to have been before

him in 'ready-made* blocks of material whose deviation from the Septua¬

gint he did not feel it appropriate to alter. Support for this might

be obtained from the fact that in one case, Acts 13: 22, two forms—

the Septuagint (or MT-) form and the Targumic form—are found con-



flated. Accordingly, these quotations and allusions may have been

already in Greek when they came to Luke, instead of Aramaic or

Hebrew. Finally, the minute nature of the variation from the Septua-

gint in some cases, the verbal identity observed in two repeated

quotations,together with the fact that one of the ♦aberrant1

traditions, that concerning Terah's age (Acts 7: 4), is found not
I A

only in the Samaritan authroities but also in Philo, seem suggestive

of Greek, rather than Aramaic or Hebrew, source-material. Likewise,

the use of Zj to translate "^"lnfas in the expression,

pa 17:5(18: 4)), found in Acts 2: 24, though no doubt ultimately

due to Hebrew (or perhaps Aramaic), may reflect here no more than

an interpretation--and a possible one at that--current at the time.

On the other hand, evidence for the use of an alternative Greek Old

Testament version seemed to be rather weak. This group of data,

then, is consistent with the use of sources of some kind, possibly

Greek, and to a degree 'fixed*, though nevertheless reflecting

Aramaic (and Hebrew?) traditions—as the presence of the 'Targumic

factor in the 'aberrant* textual traditions testifies.

The second class of evidence, which we might describe as 'the

Ssmitisms proper', seemed to support this view. On the one hand,

there were Semit lams such as the special use of ivi & * 'ro , re¬

flecting the similar use of Hebrew in' found in the Manual of Dis¬

cipline and the Judean Hymns, £k\'yt sb I* (i.e.,"G irn), and the
formula tsTio n*,* or*.,. ( ,ri'' ' etc.) found in the

Bebh Mashko letter and also in a corresponding form in Biblical

Aramaic; these, though very probably traceable to Hebrew or Aramaic

1). Cf. supra, pp. 48-52; there also seems to be a third case.



ultimately, may nevertheless have come to Luke immediately in

their Greek forms. On the other hand, in the case of certain

other Semitisms, the texts seemed to reflect two different, though

possible, interpretations of an underlying Aramaic original: they

include the three instances where the Aramaic particle 7 (or maybe

Hebrew "rJ? ) may have caused trouble, namely, Acts 7: 39, 10: 38,

and 13: 28b; another possible case is to be found in Acts 3: 14,

where it has been suggested that the alternative readings

and may be traceable to a common Semitic original."'" It

is perhaps worth observing that all four cases occur in speeches.

The question, then, is, do these instances (and other similar,

thoiigh weaker ones) constitute evidence for the use of Semitic

documentary sources in the composition of Acts? As in the case of

the first class of evidence considered—the 'aberrant1 Old Testament

textual traditions, it seems that we are confronted with 'unrevised*

elements of primitive Semitic tradition which, in view of their

presence in speech-material (although they are found occasionally

elsewhere also), ought probably to be traced back to the 'verba

Apostolorum'. Whether more can be said in this regard is quite

another matter. The existence of 'knots' of Semitic material sur¬

viving rxnrevised in one or other of the MSS- or 'texts', while no

doubt affording a rather strong indication of the authenticity of

the material in question, does not really permit us to draw firm

conclusions regarding those portions of the Greek text of Acts which

are contiguous with these passages, since the operation of other

factors, such as editorial activity and liturgical expansion or

1). For detailed discussion of this, cf. supra, pp. 200-204
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adaptation, cannot "be completely assessed and eliminated. Con¬

sequently, each element of the text must be judged, not so much

in the light of its neighbouring elements, as on its own merits.

On this basis some attempt might be made to form an impression of

the whole of I Act3. However, if we consider the case of the

Septuagint, wo may observe that its Hebraisms are so striking,

frequent, and consistent, as to impart to the whole work a dis¬

tinctive linguistic and stylistic ♦character*: it would be very

difficult—on account of the scantiness of 'strong' evidence for

'Semitism proper'—to make a similar observation in relation to

I Acts, or even to the speeches in which 3uch evidence is most

impressive.

Thus, although the evidence does not seem to warrant or re¬

quire the view that the text of Acts 1-15, in whole or in part, is

a literal translation of an Aramaic (or Hebrew) document or docu¬

ments, it nevertheless seems clear that some of the speeches at

least, and possibly other passages also,1 contain a kind of core

of Aramaic or Hebrew tradition, around which their present form

has developed; to the extent that this is so, they appear to con-
s 2

stitute 'garanties d'authentic!to', in Lagrange's phrase. On the

other hand, we must not overlook the fact that there is some evid¬

ence that even these 'cores' were already in Greek when Luke em¬

ployed them, though porhaps the data are insufficient to allow a

final pronouncement in this regard.

1). E.g., we may refer to the 3tory of the arrest of Stephen,
and observe the apparent Aramaisms in Acts 6; 7 (cf.
supra, pp. 1Q4-1B6), and 6: 11, 13 (supra, pp. 193-194).

2)* S. Luc, (3me ed., 1927), p. ex.



3)• Linguistic Problems in Acta 1-15.

Two distinct linguistic problems can be discerned in the

material discussed in this study: the first concerns the probable

linguistic affinities of the Semitisms of I Acts, the other per¬

tains to the nature of those Semitic locutions which are susceptible

of explanation by reference to some kind of influence from the

Septuagint. We shall take them in that order.

(a) Linguistic Affinities of the Semitisms of Acts 1-15.

This question is one which must be approached with great

caution. The recent finds of scrolls at Qumran and Murabba"at

have opened the possibility of Hebrew, as well as Aramaic, being a

language which may well provide vis with a clue to the understanding

of the Semitisms of Acts. Indeed, while it need hardly be stressed

that the majority of Semitisms In I Acts, particularly the 'stronger*

ones, seem to reflect Aramaic vocabulary, grammar, and idiom, never¬

theless, what is probably the most striking fact which has emerged

in this connection from our study is the very noticeable number of

points of apparent affinity between the language and thought of I

Acts and that of some of these recently-discovered Hebrew scrolls.

Five cases may be mentioned by way of example? Acts 2: 47 (etc.)

{ TTfosT.filr* ) itti r^OinV);1 Acts 15s 7, Ifisb**
.«✓ ("l nm)j2 Acts 2: 14 etc., ykw.-wV l'<rr*o nrc on (yiT

"^)|3 the interpretation of Ps 17s 5(18: 4);^ and the use of Deut

18: 15(? 18)—the Prophet 'like unto Moses'—as a 'testimonium'-

1). Of. supra, pp. 128-138.
2). Cf. supra, pp. 126-127.
3). Cf. supra, pp. 123-124.
4). Acts 2: 24, supra, pp. 6o-67.
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passage. The Importance of this relationship can, no doubt, be

exaggerated: it should, not, however, be neglected or minimised.

Indeed, in view of the fact that not only were the scrolls found

in a place not far removed from the scene of much of the action

recorded in I Acts, but also the dates that have been assigned

to them would male© them roughly contemporary with that action,8
or at least close enough for relevant comparisons to be made, the

evidence assumes an even deeper significance. If sustained, it

may offer us a most suggestive line of enquiry Into the background

of Acts and the New Testament, and perhaps also a useful tool of

critical Investigation.

Two other matters should be noted. In the first place, a

number of other Semltisms, Aramaic in character, seemed to reflect

linguistic and stylistic phenomena observable in the Palestinian
*5

Targumim favoured by Wensinch and BlackJ the extent that this

Is so, if-, nay perhaps be taken as supporting their contentions con¬

cerning the nature of the Aramaic of the New Testament period. In

the second place, there are one or two Seraitisms in connection with

which reference was made to Samaritan Aramaic texts. We may note

especially the use of the form, c. infin., expressing 'in order

that which was mentioned in "regard to Acta 13; 28b.^ This

form, appeared, at least from our present researches, to be confined

to Samaritan Aramaic.5 It docs not follow, of course, that Samaritan

1). Of. supra, pp. 83-64.
2). I.e., the scrolls appear to have been In use in NT times, or

thereabouts, though perhaps written somewhat earlier.
3). Cf. supra, pp. 18-20; also, Black, AAGA, pp. 13-25.
4). Supra, pp. 169-173.
5). Cf. supra, p. 172; the case in question was found in The

Samaritan Liturgy, (edited Cowley), I, p. 68, o .



sources underlie the Semitisms of Acts, or even the Semitism to

which reference has just "been made (Acts 13: 28b). On the other

hand, it does seem to suggest that study of Samaritan Aramaic may

yield interesting data for assessing the nature of the free, spoken

Aramaic o.f Our Lord's time. This also, so far as it goes, lends

support to the view taken by Black of the importance of Samaritan

Aramaio for an understanding of the Aramaic of the New Testament#

(b) The Nature of the *Septuagintelicma' of Acts 1-15.
■» hm i ■ mimm iimuhi — 1- »- mwii I Ill, I iMlifc# mil m n mi in—■ •• m «■« — m» "i nin » «i ill I

No estimate of the nature, origin, and significance of the

Semitisms of Acts 1-15 would be complete without some evaluation of

the so-called. ' septuagintallanas'. Now, although we have found it

at least 'not proven' that Luke directly used Aramaic and Hebrew

documentary sources for I Acts, it is hardly less clear that his

acknowledged familiarity with the Septuagint cannot--in itself—

provide a satisfactory explanation for more than a few terms and

stylistic habits, about 9 or 10 in all, since a number of alleged

•septuaginfcali sins', though clearly found in the Septuagint, appear

only rarely In it. (It is perhaps superfluous to add that we are

considering here only such terms and stylistic habits as might con¬

ceivably be regarded as Semitisms)• Consequently, we were compelled

to look for the operation of some other factor in their selection.

Such a factor was found in the liturgico-apologetical phraseology

of the early Church, and the following are the facts upon which this

conclusion was based: First, an examination of the 9 terms which

might have been true septusglnfcallsms, and a comparison of their

1). AAOA, pp. 15, 18, 20-21, 24-25; cf. supra, p. 20.



frequency-patterns and distribution-patterns with those of the

general editorial phenomena in (Luke-) Acts indicated that septua-

gintalism was fairly independent of 'Lukanism'. Secondly, six other

expressions found in the Septuagint (though rarely) could all be

traced to parts of the Septuagint which we knew on quite independent

grounds to have been well known to, and used by, the early Church}

some even occurred in passages described by Dodd as primary or

secondary sources for *testimonia'. They may thus have come to Luke

not from the Septuagint directly, but by way of the liturgico-

apologetical activity of the primitive Church. Thirdly, a study of

the prayers in I Acts reveals no slight similarity of phraseology

between them and prayers found in other early Christian writings,^
o

as well as the Lukan Hymns of the Infancy. Fourthly, the presence

in Acts of certain *quasi-formularistic' elements of diction, often

reminiscent of Old Testament phrases, is suggestive of a later time,

and seems to support the view just enunciated. Finally, Kiipatrick

has shown grounds for postulating a liturgical factor in the com¬

position of Matthew? Cullmann has discerned a similar element in

the Fourth Gospel: it was therefore considered reasonable to con¬

clude that the liturgical and apologetical phraseology of the early

Church may have been a serious factor in determining the presence

and selection of at least a significant number of the apparent

'septuagintallems1 of Acts l-15j indeed, it may also suggest a

possible origin for some of the traditions which Luke collected and

incorporated into his work, especially when we consider the other

1). E.g., I Clement and the Didache? cf supra, pp. 93-96.
2). Cf. supra, pp. 96-99, where similarities between the language

of the Hymns and that of I Clem 59-60 are noted, etc.



relevant facts disclosed by this study: namely, that some of the

passages In Acts which appear to be based upon, and to Include un-

revised elements of, ultimate traditions either Aramaic or Hebrew

(or both), nevertheless also seem to contain hints that those

traditions reached Luke in their Greek, rather than their Semitic,

form. If this were the case, it might be that certain elements of

a stereotyped nature found In Acts, e.g., eV £ 0{o$ qY*'?

in reality reflect not so much traces of a supposed 'primitive

Preaching' ('the Kerygma'), as of an emergent credal form. This

matter, however, forms a separate question, which cannot be handled

within the bounds of this study.

4). The Old Testament Text in New Testament Times.

One additional matter on which some light seems to be shed by

the results of the previous investigations is this: if what has been

observed above is correct, the 'aberrant' Old Testament quotations

and allusions—at least in so far as they can be verified from other

known textual traditions, and thus appear to suggest some kind of

source—may have a further significance In that they appear to attest

the use in Apostolic times of a text or texts of the Old Testament

diverging from those now current. Moreover, In so far as these

elements are preserved in such writings as the Targumim, they confirm

not only the antiquity of the portions of Acts In which they occur but

also that of those writings, since they are evidence for ancient Jew¬

ish (textual) traditions which have thus been preserved in two (or

more) apparently independent sources, vis., the Hew Testament and the

1). For discussion of the type of expression concerned, cf. supra,
pp. 106-107.



Targum (or Targumim) in question. To this extent they probably

should be regarded as giving further weight to the opinion of

Wensinck and Black, concerning the value of the Targumim in

question,"'" and consequently supporting what was said in another

place, A corollary would be that before ascribing any quotation

(or allusion) from the Old Testament found in the New Testament

in an Aberrant* form to 'loose citation', and so forth, some attempt

should be made to determine whether its form can be traced in other

textual traditions of the Old Testament, such as the Palestinian

Targumim. That is, in spite of the unquestioned use of the Septua-

gint in many places, the ultimately Semitic nature of the traditions

enshrined in many part3 of the New Testament—especially Acts 1-15—

must not be underestimated or otherwise left out of account.

1). Of. supra, pp. 18-20, and also Black, AAGA, pp. 15ff.
2). Cf. supra, p. 235, relating to the Aramaic of the Palestinian

Targumim, and p. 235-236, relating to Samaritan Aramaic
texts.
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